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The present study is a critical edition and translation into English of the first three 

chapters, the upodghiita, the sa$idhaprakarqa and the kuilakakaadhh-ra, of the Sanskrit 

commentary, the SERYAPRAKASA ( tr-), a of SURYADTSA ( a. ) on 

BMSKARA'S ( Y W f  ) Sanskrit classic on algebra, the BTJAGA?~I~'A ( z ; f ~ ~ )  

written in the A.D. 1140's. 

This is the fmt edition and the frrst translation of this work. The edition of this 

portion of the text, which constitutes about a third of the commentary, is a large step 

towad m edition ofthe en& commentary. A maPkenaticai and historical commentary is 

also included in this thesis. 

Bhgskara (b. A.D. 11 141, a native of Vijja@vi@ in the SahyZdris, was one of the 

most renowned Indian astronomers and mathematicians. His works were held in high 

esteem and studied in India for many centuries. The first known commentary on his 

BijagaHta (which was also a smdard textbook on algebra) is the ~ r y a p r a ~ s ' a ,  written in 

&aka 1460 (A.D. 1538) by SZyadZsa (or SEya PaqGta), a native of PKrthapura near the 

confluence of the G-van' and Vidarbhii rivers. In the sisryaprakiiia, S-iiafisa explains 

every verse and solves almost every example of Bhiiskara's text in order to teach the 

student how to apply the underlying mles (or siitras). 

The mathematical content of the portion which has been edited is as follows: 

arithmetical operations involving positive and negative numbers, zero, colours 

(unknowns), and k q i  (surds); and the kupka (pulverizer), which involves the solution 

commentary, twelve manuscripts (out of some twenty-four listed in catalogues, some of 

which may no longer be extant) have been collated, and an Apparatus Criticus prepared. 



On the basis of a comparison of the readings of these twelve manuscripts, via the 

Apparatus Criticus, a stemma has been drawn in which the reiationships of the 

manuscripts to each other and to the archetypes are established. On the basis of these 

~lationships it has been possible to constitute a text, namely the Texr Alpha, that is close to 

the original SiiiiaprakZ6a. However, it is not likely to be exactly S-wad-asa's origina! text 

since the reconstruction of the original is in principle impossible. 
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ABBREVIATIONS OF JOURNALS, SERIALS AND SANSKRIT TEXTS 

The following abbreviations will be used throughout the thesis.' 

AB 

ABB 

AR 

Archeion 

ASS 

BCMS 

BenSS 

BG 

BGV 

BMAUA 

BP 

BSS 

Centaurus 

CESS 

CORS 

CPG 

DSB 

EI 

G 

GB 

2 ryab& iya 

%-yabt%qiya-~hiiga 

Asiatic fk) Researches (continues as JAS Bengal) 

Archeion 

Anandi~irama Sanskrit Series 

Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society 

Benares Sanskrit Series 

Bijaga@ta 

BijagayEvatma 

Bulletin of the Mathematical Asscxiation of the University of Allahbad 

Bijapallava 

B rZhmasp hu {asiddfita 

Centaurus 

Census of the Exact Sciences in Sanrkrit 

Chaukhambha Oriental Research Studies 

Caukhambhii Pr-acyavidyii Grant- 

Dictionary of Scientific Biography 

Epigraphia Indica 

Ga q ita 

Gaqita B m a t i  

1. Complete citations, including the editions of the ancient Sanskrit texts will be found among 

the references. 



GD 

GG 

GK 

GMK 

GOS 

GPV 

GSS 

HM 

HSS 

IJHS 

JAS Bengal 

JDL/UC 

JiMS 

JIMSINQ 

JJG 

JOI Baroda 

JSHS 

JUB 

KHKH 

KK 

KSS 

L 

LB 

M 

Goi-adhyZja 

Gra F z g t r ~ i ~ h y Z y a  

Ganitakaumudrakaumudr 

Gat$EnytakZpik2 

Gaekwad's Oriental Series 

~ar$tapaiicavir$ 

Ga@tasiirasarigraha 

Historia Mothernatica 

Haridas Sanskrit Series 

Indian Journal of the Hisrory of Science 

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal 

Journal of the Department oflRtters, University of Calcutta 

Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society 

Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society: Notes and Questions 

JvarZja Jaina Granthamahama& 

Journal of the Oriental institute, Baroda 

Japanese Studies in the History of Science 

Journal of the University of Bombay 

K h a @ J - d Y h  

Karar,akutiihala 

K&i Sanskrit Series 

Lihvati 

Laghubhiiskarlya 

MathernCULmCULca 

Madras W S  Madras Government Oriental Series 

MB Mahiibhiiskarrkarrya 

ME Markemtics Education 



MK 

MS 

PG 

PO 

PWSBT 

RMS 

SB 

SDVT 

SM 

SP 

SSE 

SSI 

SSU 

TS 

TSMS 

VB 

VIS 

Mi+arZi 

AfehZsiddFinta 

PZtiga~isa 

Poona Orientalist 

Princess of Wales Sarasvati Bhavana Texts 

Russian Mathematical Surveys 

Siddha BhZirati 

kpihivrddhidatantra 

Scrip fa Mathematics 

Siiiiaprakaakaia 

~iddtt~int&ekhara 

siddhiint&iromani 

Siddhiintasundara 

~ r i h i k 2  

Tanjore Saraswathi Mahal Series 

ViiasanZbhZga 

Vishveshvaranand Indological Series 



C H A P T E R  I 

INTRODUCTION 



1. SiiryaaEsa (1507 - 1588  AD.^ ) and His Work 

S-GyadiTsa is also known as S-iia Pandita, . . Sdiiadeva, Siirya Kavi, Siirya Gaqaka, 

Siirya Ski ,  Daivajfia Pandita . . Siirya, Daivajfia Siirya Pay$ita, A ~ r ~ a  Siirya or simply, 

S-iia. These names are revealed in the verses at the end of his compositions. He was the 

son and pupil of the astronomer JfiZnm-ja (fl. 1503 A.D.), who was the son of the 

astronomer NZganZtha (fl. ca. 1480 A.D.). 

A. Family Background and Native Place 

SiiryaciZsa comes from a celebrated family of the BharadvZjagotra which was 

settled at PTrthapura on the GdZvari and flourished from ca. 1300 AD. (Pingree, 1981 b). 

PZirthapura has been identified with Pathri in the Parbhani District about eighty miles 

southeast of Devagiri and was under the Muslim rule for the better part of the medieval 

period. This family produced several prominent scholars and possessed a family library. 

Some of these scholars wrote works which were sequels to BhZskara's works (p. 120). 

For example, JiZnm-ja wrote an astronomical course entitled SidaXiintasundara or 

Sundarasidr!hiinta in 1503 A.B. (Pingee, 1976). This work was commented on by his 

son CintZmaqi (fl. ca. 1530 A.D.). Also, J5Znm-ja wrote an algebraical supplement, the 

BijZfhyZya, to the Siddhiintasundara (CESS A 3, pp. 75a, 76b). The Bijahyiiya has been 

cited a few times by his son S-EyadZsa, as will be seen in our commentary on the Text 

Alpha which we have edited. 

Shankar Balkrishna Dikshit, a modern historian of Indian mathematics, has 

prepared a lineage of this family with information provided by KZiinTtha k s t r i  (b. 1846 

A.D.), a surviving member of the family, in &a 1817 or AD.  1895 (Pingree, 1976, 

2 See "JaZnaGja" in Pingree, David. (1976). CESS A 3. Philadelphia: American 

Philosophical Society. P. 75a. 
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CESS A 3, pp. 75a-b). The interested readers may refer to Professor Pingree's CESS A 3. 

19'76, pp. 75a-b, and the .Tyori@%tra, 198 1, p. 124, Table 9. 

B. Siiii&a's Works 

S-iiadZsa was a versatile genius who wrote on a wide variety of topics (Sarrna, 

1946). He was not only a great astronomer, but also a great poet. Furthermore, he 

composed philosophic works and commented on the Vedas. His commentary, the 

SiiryaprakZia, is the first known commentary on the Bijagarita of Bhiiskara. It was 

written in $aka 1460 ( A D .  1538) when he was only 3 1 years 016 This indicates that 

S-iiadiisa was born in 1507 - 08 A.D. (PO P I ,  p. 54). 

~~b in i i t ha  &,istri, the descendant of Siryadasa who provided information about 

his lineage to Shankar Balkrishna Dikshit, has also provided a list of works composed by 

S-iiadiisa. The following fourteen works of SGryadZsa have been mentioned by Dikshit 

( S m a ,  1950, SB VIS 2, pp. 222-223): 

1. BhZskariya-bijcrbhZiga (Siirya-prak&a) 2. Lifim--!iE (Gani&zltaki@ikii) 

3. ~riparipaddhaci-gacita 4. Bija-gatira 

5. Eijika-grantha (lifjib1ari.k-ara) 6-7. Kiivya-dvaya (names not given) 

8. Bodha-sudhakara 9. PadyZm~a-taraigit$ 

10. R-makrsnuviloma-Evya .. . 1 1. iorikar~ibharary 

12. Nrsimha-cam@ 13. Vighna-mocanu 

14. Bhagavati-gitZ 

The above iist is, however, not exhaustive, because Colebrooke, Aufrecht and 

S m a  have recorded some other works as well, some of which have not been seen by any 

other scholars (Sarma, 1950). Sanna has found and edited a manuscript of another work 

composed by S - ~ ~ s a ,  which was also recorded by Co lebm~e  (and then by Aufrecht), 

and is entitled Siddh-iinta-saqzhitii-s'iira-samuccaya. This work contains, among other 



topics, a discussion on gravity and astronomical interpretations of some of the Vedic 

mantras (513 VIS 2, pp. 223,225). 

Another work, which was unknown to other scholars and was found and edited by 

Satma (1946), is the Bh&kara-bhii?ap (BhZskarZibhara9a) of SeGa Pa~l i ta  written in 

1572 A.D. It contains 101 verses. They are astronomical and devotional and are 

addeessed to the Sun as the deity. The last verse of this work contains an allusion to 

another eight poems written by STIryadZsa as follows-three on the deity Visy, one each 

on the deities &a, S-a and Gqapati and two on the deity Gauri (PO 11, pp. 54,66): 

The translation is: The p e t  named Siirya, the son of JiiZnZdhhiija, who, in conformity to 

prescribed rules, wrote eight poems as an action of favour to the five seats (i.e. the deities), 

(wrote) three (poems) in the desaiption of Vis~u, one each of &a, of the Sun, of ~ q e d a ,  

(and) two of Gauri. (In addition,) he (Sirya) composed one poem called the 

BhTiskarabh@apa. 

Sarma (1950) maintains that a reference to the above eight poems written by 

S-q&iisa exists also in his Biju-ganita, (which is the fourth work in the list given by 

BikshitJ as follows (SB VIS 2, p. 222): 



The translation is: SGrya, of lofty intellect, wrote two commentaries together with 

demonstration(s) pertaining to the two (types of) mathematics in the Lifim- and the 

Bijaga@ta; and likewise, (he composed) the gat$?= of the .6ipatipaddhati, and a Bija. 

(Furthermore), he composed the (work called the) =jib(-grantha) for the sake of God 

Visnu . . and another (work called) the Kavy- @!aka (i.e. an octad of poems). He composed 

another (work) called the Bodhasud-a on the science of self (Ztrnan), 

S-iiadZsa's exceptional skill in poetic compositions is revealed by his poem 

RZmakrsnaviloma-kvya .. . (the tenth work in Dikshit's list). In this poem, the second line of 

each verse is obtained by reversing the order of the syllables in the first line. Furthermore, 

the first lines relate jr~cidents in the life of Lord RZrna, the second lines those of Lord 

Krsva. For example (see ~ i i r a ,  1970, HSS 288, p. 2j: 

The first line, which is in the direction of Lord RZma, means: I salute him (Lord 

Riima), who is the source of the liberation of the daughter of the earth (i.e. Sitif, whom 

Lord RZma freed from the clutches of Riivqa), who has a broad smile, (and) who is the 

source of (all) existence, compassion and wealth. 

The second line, which is in the direction of Lord Krsna, .. . means: I salute 6ri 
YZdava (the superhuman power, -?a), who is the god of the gloGous (planet) Venus 

and of water, who is the source of emancipation of the one who was the giver of 

desmctior. (i.e. Etana), (and) who is all life. 

addition m the a h v e  works, SabryxEsa wrote a few commentaries whish are 

considered to be fine pieces of work. Among his Vedic commentaries are those on the Ipk, 

Yajus and Saina Vedas (Sarma, 1950, SB VIS 2, p, 224). 



Among S-ii&saYs mathematical commentaries are those on BhZskara's works: 

the ~wyapr&ii;a (written in 1538 A.D. on the Bijaga@ta) and the Ga@Zm@Upik?i (or 

AmrfukEpiE written in 1541 A.D. on the Lifiazf). (Nos. 1 and 2 in Dikshit's list.) 

C. Meaning of the Word Commentary 

One of the dictionary meanings of the word 'commentary' is (Wooff, 1979, p. 

223b): "a systematic series of explanations or interpretations (as of a writing)." This 

basically describes the ~uiyaprak&a. 

Radhakrishna Sastri (1958), an editor of the commentary Bijaperllava on 

BhZskara's Bijaganita (which was composed by Krsqa in ca. 1600 A.D.), related that the 

author of the original text gives only the general enunciations in the miilagrantha (original 

textbook). A commentary, which consists of the explanatory statements and 

demonstrations (not rigorous proofs as found, for instance, in Euciidean geometry) of the 

gmeral enunciations, is generally written by a disciple or an earnest scholar of the subject. 

Usually the "demonstrations" are merely verifications (by examples) in order to 

understand the text correctly. The process of analysis is usually absent from these 

writings. Medieval Indian mathematics did not contain a system of rigorous proof. The 

disciples received their education in the gurukulas where the gurus transmitted their 

experiences to their disciples. Thus it was only necessary that the texts contain the rules 

and not the processes by which they were obtained or proved (Preface, pp. ii-iii) 

D. The Distinctive Features of Suryadiisa's Commentaries on BhZskara's Works 

STiiiacEsa's commentaries are clear interpretations of Bhiiskara's text. They 

contain concise explanations and demonstrations of the 'siitras' (rules), in addition to the 

solutions of most of the examples. Furthermore, SIlrya's commentaries contain 

systematic expositions. These and some other facts will be seen in reading of the 

~uryapr&a, a brief summary of which follows. 



E = The GQmpr&z~a 

This commentary begins with a 'marigalZcva' (auspicious introduction) which 

contains religious tributes to the deities GqeHa and Sarasvad, and to the elders. These 

tributes are followed by six verses, which are in turn followed by a homage to Brahman 

which is the unmanifest all-pervading spirit of the universe. 

The six verses are peculiar in the sense that they contain double (i.e. poetical and 

mathematical) meanings. This use of paronornasia is a distinctve feature of Sanskrit 

writings in general, and S-uryadZsa's writings in particular. In these six verses, S-iiadiisa 

pays homage to: (i) G%apati (which implies Siva and GqeHa); (ii) Krsna .. . (which implies 

the Supreme Spirit and algebra); (iii) JiiZnarifja (which implies S-iiadZsa9s father and 

gum who taught pati, ku~$ka and bija to Siirya); (iv) the rising of ' s-iia' (which implies 

the rising of the Sun or BhZskara who is the author of the Bijaga*ta) which is a destroyer 

of confusion and thus a symbol of inspiration and knowledge; (v) the bija (i.e. 'seed,' 

which implies computation of the unmanifest i.e. algebra and the Supreme Spirit because 

the symbolic single syllables employed in algebra are as hard to grasp as the first syllable 

of a mantra); and (vi) the commentary ~ i i a ~ r a ~ ~ a  (which, according to S-iiadiisa, is a 

boat of liberation for those whose souls seek emancipation by crossing the worldly ocean 

and thus by merging in the unmanifest Supreme Spirit, and on the other hand it implies a 

means of learning tedious methods of algebra for those who are bewildered and desire to 

cross the ocean of algebra). 

After these six verses, S-iiadzsa pays homage to the unmanifest Supreme Spirit, 

which is known as Brahman, S-iiadZsa maintains that Brahman assumed a body in the 

form of BrahmZ as a favour to the entire universal creation. Then BrahmZ created 
* 0- Jyoti+asiiii iiv'hich is the f-ost of dl &e scieilces (Zgaiizs) t id  a i i g ~  (iof ble Veda). 

Also, BrahrnZ created the sun, the radiance of the rays of which destroys the darkness 

caused by night On rkie orher hmd, BrahmZ created scholars such as BhXskara and 



S-iiadiTsa, so that the world could be uplifted by their teachings when it had nearly been 

desuoyed by the power of the ICaiiyuga. 

Thus, S-kyada-sa's marigalZcarqa reveals his deep sense of devotion for the 

Supreme Spirit, and his father and guru JfiZnaKja. In addition, the extreme importance 

attached by S-GyadZsa to algebra and to kuttaka in particular is dso apparent, as is his use 

of pun. 

Next S-ii&-sa introduces the first verse of Bfiskara's Bijagqkz, which happens 

to be BhZskara's verse of m~ga1Zcarar)a. S-iiryasa explains this verse at length. 

S-uryadzsa's commentary on this verse shows his great scholarship. S-iiryacEsa refers to 

SZrikhya philosophy, Zgamas and bras (i.e. traditional doctrines and teachings), smpi 

(tradition), ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ s t r a  (logic), PZcini's VySikarav (grammar), the unman;f a est and 

manifest, computation (i-e. mathematics) of the unmanifest and manifest, the deity 

Caypati, BhZskara's S-n~as'irow. and JiiZna~Zja's S ~ a s u n d n r a .  

Now, as regards S-iixEsa's style of presentation, SiiryadZsa follows a logical and 

consistent program of exposition and explanation throughout his ~ q ~ r & a  (and his 

G a ~ ~ ~ i k Z ) .  Having provided the necessary background or introduction before 

each verse of BhZskara's miila (text), SiiiiacEsa quotes the Iemma pertaining to each verse 

of the miila. Then SuryaiZsa supplies the necessary explanations. His presentations of the 

sUtras (and sometimes of the examples) are generally divided into three parts which are 

marked by the folIowing grammatical indicators: 

i )  Part I is the syntactic connection, i.e. a rearrangement of the words of a verse in 

pmse form. Tbis pan usually ends in 'iti saqbandb@' ($T dZk.C ) though 

sometimes in 'iryanvayat;' (-- ). 

(ii). Part 2 explains the meaning of &e verse. It ends in 'ityarth+' ( ' ~ 6 :  ). 

(iij). Part 3 deals with the &monsmtim of the siitras contained in a verse. This part 

ends in 'ityupapannam' ( 3- w qq+f 1- 
\ 



Sometimes there is another part between parts 2 and 3 which has the indicator 

' i ty~%k$Tha '  ( i-e., suspecting that ... he states ...). In this part, 

S-GyadZsa states and explains the alternative statements made by BhZskara in order to 

support the ones he has already discussed (for example, see S-iiaasa's commentary on 

BhZskara's verse 1 of the Bijageita). 

In his demonstration, S-iiadZsa quite often refers to some siitras of the mda other 

than the one on which he is commenting. In some situations, S-iiadiisa makes reference 

to or quotes from some works of BhZskara other than the Bijaga@ta. At times, 

Si-iiadasa supplies his own example. Allusion is also made by S-wad-asa to the works of 

authors other than BhZskara, as will be seen later, in the sources used by 

SSiPvadiisa (section 1.G. Mow). S-qacEsa's demonstrations are clear and skillful. 

Generally S-GyadZisa explains a siitra completely. But in case of an example, 

sometimes he writes: "It is clear" (see Text Alpha, verse 8a-d); "It has a clear meaning" 

(verse 9cd); "It has a clear meaning. It is also exemplified in the demonstration" (verse 

6c-7b); "It all has a clear meaning" (verse 15a-b); "The whole has a clear meaning, and is 

understood from the book" (verse 5a-b). S-iiad-sa does so presumably when he thinks 

that an example is too mvial to spend time on or when the solution of an example has 

already been discussed by BhZskara in the mEla 

Moreover, S-EyadZsa discusses the examples of the mGla in order to elucidate and 

apply the principles underlying the various siitras. The siitras which are being used in the 

solution of a problem are also articulated by S-iia. 

In the beginning of each sub-section, S-iiadiTsa provides a brief introduction about 

the topic to be covered in it. Similarly, at the end, the name of the topic, which was 

m v ~ i s p ~ f v i b e b .  

SGy&sa marks the e;id of his conneiitaq on vaioils ehaipters of BhZskara's 

text by the verses of 'upasqhiira' (colophon) and 'upaupasaqhZra' (post-colophon), for 

example, see S-qa's verses after his commentary on BhZskara's verses 45b-46a and 



67a-d, respectively. These verses contain the name of the author of the commentary, 

SGrya, the name of Siirya's father, Siirya's qualifications, the name and subject of the 

commentary, the name 9f the work on which the commentary is written and the name of 

the author of that work, and the titles of the topics discussed in a particular chapter. 

Sarma (1950) has mentioned that there exists a verse at the end of S-iiadiTsa's two 

works entitled the Si2yaprakiis'a and the Ga@tiimrt&iipikZ respectively, which gives the 

fust eight works mentioned by Dikshit (SB VIS 2, p. 222). Obviously Sarma is refemng 

to the following verse: 

This verse may be translated as: Silrya, of lofty intellect, wrote two commentaries together 

with demonstration(s) pertaining to the two (types of) mathematics in the Lihvati and the 
C 

Bijaganita; and likewise, (he composed) the g a ~ i t a  of the Sripatipaddhati, and a Bija. 

(Furthermore), he composed one (work callt,?) the lZjika(-grantha) for the sake of God 

Vipp and another (work called) the fivyadvaycz (i.e. a pair of poems). He composed the 

eighth (work) called the Bodhasudhiiha on the science of self (Ztrnan). 

But this verse is missing fronr some of the manuscripts of the ~ikyaprak~ia  which 

we have collated. This fact will support a claim concerning S-iiafisa's revising an earlier 

version of his text of the ~-iia~raka-ia and thus creating more than one recension. (See 

Chapter I, section 3.C.(c) below.) 
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F. The Relationship of SuryadZsa's Text to Bkiskara's Text and to the Texs of the 

Later Commentator Krsm .. . 
For the miila, i.e. BhZskara's Bijaga@ta, we have used the edition entitled 

Bijaga$ta: A treatise on algebra by BhZkarZclirya, which is edited by JiEnanda 

VidyZsZgara, 1878, Calcutta. This edition contains BhZskara's own commentary, in 

addition to RhZskaraYs verses. It is this edition on which we have based the numbering of 

the verses pertaining to the miila in our Text Alpha which we have edited, because 

S-uryad-asa does not assign any numbering tc these verses. VidyZsiigara's edition is not a 

critical edition in the modem sense. This editor does not record any variant readings. 

Indeed, it is clear that there exists no critical edition of BhZskara's Bijaga?ita. 

The other available text containing the verses of Bhiiskara's Bijaga@ta is the text 

with the commentary of m q a  (ca. 1600 A.D.) (Pingree, 1971, 1981a). Qr;la was 

patronized by the Mughal Emperor JahXngir, and belonged to the Devarztragotra of 

Dadhip-ma on the Payosqi river (LC. the modem lTp!i river, or more correctly, its 

tributary the Puma river which flows from the Vindhya mountains), Kfsqa's commentary 

is entitled Bijirikura or NavZrikura or B ijapallava or KalpalatZvatZira or B ijalilZuanan. 

There are two editions (and hence two versions) of this text of Krs?a: (i) edition by 

Apa\e, DattZtreya, entitled Bh&kmiyabijagar$tam with the vyZkhyZ 

Naviirikura of Krsna, *. . published as ASS 99, Poona, 1930; (ii) edition by Radhakrishna 

Sastri, T. V., entitled Bijapallavam with introduction by T .  V .  Radhakrishna Sastri, 

published as Madras GOS 67, TSMS 78, Madras-Tanjore, 1958. (CESS A 2, pp. 53a-b, 

54b; CESS A 4, p. 3 1 1 b) 

For Krsqa's commentary, we have chosen the edition by Radhakrishna Sastri 

(unless otherwise stated) because it seems to be based on the earliest known manuscript of 

Krsna. .. . It is based on the manuscript Tanjore D 11523, which was copied at ~ i i i i  by 

Tryambaka on April 1 1,1601 in Kf.sr;la's lifetime (Pingree, 197 1, CESS A 2, pp. 53b, 54b; 

Pingme, 1981a, CESS A 4, p. 308b). On the other hand, the edition by &a{c is based on 



the manuscripts (Pingree, 1971): (i) M i a  Ofice 2830 which was copied at PrayZga in 

AD. 1704; (ii) BORI (Bhandar'kar Orient;.! Re~cearch Institute) 287 of Vishrambag I 

which was copied on February 7, 1826; (iii) ~nand~is'rama 2005; (iv) Anana&ma 4357 

and (v) a Benares manuscript. The last three manuscripts were copied in the eighteenth or 

nineteenth century (CESS A 2, pp. 53b-54b). Therefore the text of the edition by 

Radhakrishna Sastri (1958) is more authentic than that of the edition by xpqe  (1930). 

Also the edition by Radhakrishna Sastri has a better layout and has fewer mistakes than the 

edition by Apa!e. These two editions contain different numberings for the same verses 

pertaining to B hKskara9s Bijagagta. 

Now with respect to the recensions of BhZskara's Bijagafita, it appears that the 

recension used by S-wad% is different from that used by VidyKsZgara or Kpp, because 

there are some differences in the readings at some places. For example, in verst 48b, 

VidyZsZgaraYs reading is d$i??f (BG, p. 26) but Sirya (see Text Alpha) and I<rS?a (BP, 

26d, p. 87) have the reading H* I Similarly, in verse 51a where VidyZsiigara reads 

g l &  (BG, p. 27), Siirya ( T a t  Alpha) and I$qa (BP, 299, p. 89) read W T J ' d  1 

Likewise, in verse 27b, VidyZsTigara9s reading is T@sW~T w (BG, p. 13, and the same is 

in &ate, 1930, ASS 99, p. 39), Q p ' s  reading is V$>SW w (BP, 13d, p. 56), but 

S-iia (Text Alpha) reads T@ w JNm which is correct in the light of the solution. (Note 

that the multiplicand and multiplier given by these mathematicians are formed with the 

same karaqis.) 

That these mathematicians used different recensions of B hzskara's Bijaga@ta is 

also suggested by the difference in the order of some of the verses. For instance, in the 

S'ii'iiapr~~~a, the explanation of verse 53a (i.e. VidyZsZgara's ~ ? s S  ) is followed by that 

of 54b, but VidyZsZgara's arrangement is different (see BG, p. 27) as is evident from the 

numbering of these verses. In this regard, S-urya's arrangement is more logical because it 

preserves continuity of the context. Here again W q a  (see BP, 32a-b, p. 108) follows 

S-iia. On the other hand, in terms of VidyEsZgaraYs numbering, Z@qa states verse 53b- 



54a before 52c (see BP, 31a-b, p. 106; 3lc-d, p. 108), whereas S-EyaciZisa and 

VidyZsZgara keep the opposite order. Krsqa's order seems less logical due to the fact that 

in any problem involving kutiaka, according to Bhiiskara's method, the quotient and 

multiplier for the positive case are to be found f i t  (which involve the requirement of equd 

results in division of the pair of numbers by their respective taksqas). The subtraction (of 

the quotient and the multiplier) from respective taksqas for the purposes (of obtaining 

solutions in case) of a negative additive or a negative dividend is done afterwards. 

As will be seen in our commentary, Text Alpha has a lacuna at some places. Some 

of these lacunae indicate that SiryadZsa had a manuscript of BhZskara's Bijagat$ta which 

missed some verses partly or completely but contained BhZskara's commentary on them. 

Presumably, it is for this reason that SilryacEsa's text does not have a lemma for the verse 

consisting of lines 53a and 54b, nor a lemma for verse 67a-d; but S-GyadKsa does provide 

a c m t  solution to the problem given by verse 67a-d. 

Since there is occasional difficulty in locating BhZskara's miila in the text of the 

~urya~rak i i~a ,  it appears that S-qadiZsa was using an imperfect manuscript of BhZskara's 

Bijizganita. Furthermore, in view of the differences in the readings as well as in the order 

of some of the verses of the mila, one can safely conclude that S-iirya-sa, Kysqa and 

VidyZsZgara were not using the same recension of BhZskara's Bijagar$ta text. 

As far as S-iiada-sa's presentation in relation to that of BhZskara is concerned, 

Sdiiadiisa is following BhZskara's text closely. Not only did he use the verses of 

BhZskara, but also he took prose examples and prose commentaries of Bhiiskara. Also he 

borrowed expressions such as 'nyZsab' and 'yoge jZtam'. (BhZskara is not the inventor of 

these expressions because they occur already in earlier works, such as the Bakhshiili 

Mawcript, the works of Sridhara etc.) One may see the sirnilmities ia the commentaries 

of BhZskara pertahhg to verses BG, 3c-4b, p. 1; BG, 57c-58b, pp. 28-29; BG, 41~-512a, p. 

34, and those of S-iiada-sa pertaining to the same verses. 



It is also evident that S-ii&-sa avoids minute details if they exist in BhZskara's 

text. For example, in the solution pertaining to verse 58c-59b, S-q&sa skips the pair ~f 

numbers 2430, 1530 which BhBskara has recorded (BG, p. 29). Also, as described before 

(see our summary of the S-iiaprafiia), S-uryaclZsa does not spend time in solving 

problems which he thinks to be self-explanatory or straightforward or which are trivial and 

have already been solved by BhBskara. In the latter case, sometimes S-iiadiisa refers his 

students to BhZskara's Bijaga~ita and thus expects them to achieve understanding 

themselves, as in the case of BhZskara's BG, 5a-b, p. 2 which BhZskara has aiready 

solved. For this verse, S-iiadifsa's commentary is: "The whole has a clear meaning, and 

is understood from the book." W q a  explains this problem along BhZskara's lines and 

also in terms of Eastern and Western regions (see BP, without number, pp. 14-15). 

Likewise, S-iiadiisa does not solve problems pertaining to verses 6a-7b and 8a-d, while 

BhZskara (BG, pp. 2-4) and K;rsca (BP, 2, pp. 15-16; 3, pp. 18-19; 4, p. 20) do. 

S-ii&-sa discusses only one case pertaining to the example following the demonstration 

to verse 19a-d, and leaves the remaining cases to the reader. K r s y  discusses all of them 

very briefly (BP, pp. 42-43), as does B hZskara (BG, pp. 8-9). As another illustration, after 

stating BG, 21b, p. 9, BhZskara discusses in one sentence (BG, p. 10, 1-2) the square-root 

pertaining to the problem in BG, 20a-b, p. 9 (though square-root is not required in this 

problem). S-iiadZsa gives only a hint concerning verse 20a-b, but he makes no reference 

to the square-root. IQca  discusses this square-root in detail (BP, pp. 44-45). Further, 

with reference to verse 58c-59b, S-GyadZsa omits the last case when the dividend is 10, 

divisor is 7 and additive is 1. BhZskara discusses this case as well (BG, p. 3 1) and so does 

Kfs?a (BP, p. 114). As another illustration, having solved the problem given in BG, 59c- 

Wb, p. 32, BhZskara adds further discussion (BG, p. 33). K g a  (BB,  24, p. 115) 

clabo~%tes on BhZsbra's disciission. But after giving the soiurioa of the problem given in 

59c-60b, S-iixyad-asa says: ''The remainder, which is clear, is understood from the treatise 

also." 



On the other hand, normally, S-iiadiisa expands on and supplements Bhlskara's 

explanations. For example, for the frrst problem given by BG, 2%-d, p. 12, Bhhskara 

gives only answers, but S-ZyadZsa supplies detailed solutions. Further, for BG, 59c-60b, 

p. 32 and for the example subsequent to BG, 43c-64b, p. 37 (in the setting out of which the 

dividend is 17, additive is 1 and divisor is 15), BhTskara does not supply the chains of 

quotients, while S-ZyadZsa does. Moreover, in order to explain BG, 64c-65d, p. 38, 

S-uryad%sa gives an example, likely composed by himself. In this example, S-iiaGsa 

discusses: how to determine the remainder of seconds when the revolutions, civil days and 

elapsed days of a planet are given (to be 3,11 and 3 respectively). Conversely, how to find 

the position of a planet from the remainder of seconds. Krsqa too discusses a similar 

example (BP, pp. 123-127). But BhZskara (BG, p. 39, 1) only mentions that examples are 

in the ~ r i p r a & i d h ~ ~ ~ a .  (The notation "p. 39, 1" in the last sentence means "page 39, line 

1". This form will be used generally for Sanskrit texts.) 

From this comparison between the commentaries of S-iiadZsa and Krsqa, it is 

evident that S-GyadZsa's explanations are concise while Krsqa's are generally detailed. 

S-iiadi5a skips some solutions if they are self-evident or exist in BhSskara's miila, but 

K ~ g a  tends to solve almost every problem of the miila. Though the grammatical 

indicators used by S-EyadZsa in his expositions (as of verse 5c-d) do not exist in Krsqa's 

commentary, yet, because of many similarities (see section l.I.(ii) of this chapter), it seems 

that Krsna .. . does look at the ~iiuprak-aia. On the other hand, m q a  seems to have made 

some changes. For instance (in terms of VidyZsZgara's numbering), m q a ' s  5c is 

followed by 6a-b, which is followed by 5d (see BP, pp. 15, 18); perhaps because the 

problem given in 6a-b involves an application of the slitra given in 5c only. 

Gt The Sources Used by Si;iry&e 

S - ~ y ~ s a  mentions the following works in his SiryaprakZia: 



(i). The Bijagqita of i3hKskam-S-iimsa has used the verses and prose 

commentaries froin i k i ~  w0i-k. 

(ii). The jigamas and ?kstras-~Eyad-sa mentions these sources in his 

commentary on Bhiiskara's verse 1. (See Text Alpha, Preface.) 

(iii). The Sm$s--From this source, S-iiacEsa has cited the verse about devotion 

to one's teacher as to one's god. (See Text Alpha, Preface.) 

(iv). The Vy-rap of PK9ini-Rules 4, 1, 83; 4, 2, 59; 3, 1, 136 and 3, 3, 106 

have been cited from this grammar. (See Text Alpha, Preface.) 

(v). The GoZi!iadhy@a of BhKskara's ~ i d d ~ n t & i r o m ~ i - ~ - ~ & s a  has quoted the 

fvst verse from this work (see e.g. Apa[e, 1943, GD I, ASS 122, p. 21). In this verse, 

BhZskara describes the creation of the universe, which is similar to that described by the 

SZIikhya philosophers (see Text Alpha, Preface). 

(vi). The SiaWZntafundara of JfiZnarEja-S-iiryadZsil quotes verse 9a pertaining to 

Pralqti and Purusa (see Text Alpha, Preface), from the section Bhuvanako6a of the 

GolZadhyZya part of this astronomical course. 

(vii). The BijJadhyZya of JiiKnarZjitS-iiadiisa quotes the rule pertaining to the 

approximate squareroot of a non-square number from this algebraical supplement (see 

e.g. the manuscript Berlin 833, f. 3v., 10-13), in his commentary on verse 44b-45a of the 

miiliila 

(viii). The Grahaga@idhyZya of Bhzskara's ~iddh~int&iroma@-~llusions to 

verse 64 of GG I (see xpate, 1939, ASS 110, p. 125) and to verse 13 of GG II (see Apate, 

1941, ASS 110, p. 86) seem to have been made by S-iiadiisa in his demonstrations 

pertaining to verse 3a-b of BhZskara's Bijaga$ta and the unnumbered verse following 

BhZskara's verse 3a-b, respectively. Also verse 4a fmm this work (see Kpate, 1939, 

GG I, ASS 110, p. 30) has been quoted for demonstrating the sEtras in Bhzskara's verses 

64~-65d. 



(ix). The LiZiivati of BhZskara-The verses cited by SiiryadZsa from this source 

include (see e.g. &ate, 1937, L I, ASS 107): 

verse 18a, p. 18 - in S-iii&sa's commentary on verse 5d (of the mlila) 

verse 19% p. 19 - in S-iiadiisa's commentary on verse 7c-61 and verse 31c-32d 

verse 14b, p. 14 - in S-ZyacEisa's commentary on verse 17cd 

verse 22a, p. 21 - in S-iiadZka's commentary on verse 27c-28b 

verse 56, p. 54 - in S-ii&-sa's commentary on verse 33a-34d 

(x). The Bijaga@iZivatqsa of NZrKyqa Pa@a (fl. 1356 AD.)-Verse 14, p. 6 

and verse 25a, p. 13 (see Shukla, 1970) have been quoted from this work while S-EyadZsa 

comments on verses 10a-b and 23c-24b respectively, of the mas. 
(xi). The Thirteenth Book of the ASahZbEraba-S-iiadzsa cites verse 135, 11 

from this source (see e.g. Dandekar, 1966, VoI. 17, Part 11, p. 705) in his commentary on 

the verse 1 1 a-d of the mila. 

(xii). The ~marakoia  of Amarasirpha-S-~yadiisa has cited a saying from this 

work in his commentary on verse 12a-d of the mila. 

(xiii). The G a ~ i t a  of S-iiadiisa-After his commentary on verse 50c-5 1 b of the 

miila, S-uryadZsa has given nine concise verses of his own creation pertaining to the subject 

of ku[@ka. S5ryA-sa cites the ninth verse again, in his example which follows verses 

64c-65d of the mTila as well as in his commentary, the Ga~itZm~tak5pikTi (see the 

manuscript Wai, PrZjijiia Piiiiha~ZG Mandala (PPM) 9762, f. 118v., 5-6). In the latter, 

STiEy&-sa mentions that he has quoted this (ninth) verse from his Gaeita as follows: 

--: m I  



Possibly S-ikyaciiisa is referring to his own Bija-ga~ita listed above, though 

Colebrooke (1 8 17) mentions a distinct work on calculation by S-EyadTsa, entitled 

 gar$^-^ (see p, xxv). This latter work has also been noticed by Aufrecht but no 

other scholar appears to have seen it (Sarma, 1950, SB VfS 2, p. 223). 

(xiv). The Algebra of !kdhara (ca eighth century A.D.)-SEyadiisa mentions this 

source in his commentary on the section called madhyamfiea  as follows (see e.g. the 

manuscript India Oflce (IO), London, 2825 /789), f. 82v., 6-9; or the manuscript 

Sradisbibliothek, Berlin, 832, f. 85v., 2-5): 7;N ~ M R  qmm 

H. The Innovations Made by SZry&a (Through Ku@a) 

Surely there exist similarities between the commentaries of BhZskara and 

SiiryadZsa, however, Siisyad-asa did introduce novelties, some of which are the following: 

(i). S-iiadiisa's organization of his succinct exposition into various parts which 

bear special designations: "(syntactic) connection" (i.e. rearrangement of the words of a 

verse in the prose form), "meaning" (of a verse along with the meanings of various 

technical terms contained in it), "demonstration" (of the principles underlying a verse), and 

sometimes "suspecting that" (there may be the possibility of some alternative interpretation 

pertaining to the verse under discussion), "he states" (the alternative explanation). 

(ii). S-ik-yadaiisa's use of the approximate square-roots of k a q i s  8 and 2 (in the 

sexagesimd system), to demonstrate the validity of the rule concerning the sum and 

difference of two kara~is in Bhzskara's verse 23c-24b (see Text Alpha, S-ii&-sa's 

demonstration under BhZskara's verse 24c-25b). 



(iii). S-EyadZsa's use of a unique term 'N$ha,' when he comments with reference 

40 verse 46b-47b (see Text Alpha): 'W .- W: m:,' which means: 
# 

"Here "pulverizer" is a conventional word" (that is, it refers, by convention, to a 

mathematical process). 

(iv). The nins verses of S-5yada-saps own creation, after his commentary on verse 

50c-5 1 b (see T a t  Alpha), as mentioned before. 

(v). S-iixEsa's introduction of an example and its solution in connection with his 

commentary on verses 64c-65d (see Text Alpha). A reference is made to this example in 

the GaniEmrtaki@ikii by S-iiadiisa as follows (see e.g. the manuscript Wai, PPM 9762, 

f. 121v., 9): .TC$T& ~ ? q l h t ~ l c G 4  -04-ST 

I. The Later Uses of the SiiiiaprakZ~a 

(i). Use by S-iiacEsa himself-For example, S-TiacEsa quotes a part of his 

commentary on verse 10a-b of BhZskara's miila in his Ga~it7im~taAZpiE (Wai, PPM 

9762, f. Zlv., 5) as follows: @ 76hrTlhir I p m3axI 

tic..r1i$'l.ccm?141iMif m $3 l 
(ii). Use by the Commentator Kfsgit--Krsga's Bijapallava does not contain 

(direct) citations from SiiryadZsa's ~luyapraki?b. Nonetheless, there exist several striking 

similarities in the style of exposition in these two commentaries. Like S-iiadiisa, Kfsga 

too provides the necessary background or introduction before each verse of Bhiiskara's 

mda. After that S-iiadBsa gives only the lemma (see section E. above) but Qsga gives 

the complete verse. Siiuryadiisa's presentations of the siitras are generally divided into three 

parts while those of lQ9a  contain only two parts. Part 1 (in which S-iiadZsa describes 

the syntactic connection) does not exist in the Bijapallava. Parts 2 and 3 are present in the 

Bijapallava though lQ5a  does not end these parts using the grammatical indicators of 

S--liry&-sa (except in a very few places; see BP, p. 24, 17 and p. 109, 13). On the other 

hand, Krsna .. . usually begins pan 2 with "r;FfmJ: whereas S-iiadZsa says either nothing 



or sometimes .;r;lqq$: I Both commentators begin part 3 with the indicator 

3F$F4-: I Occasionally K y s y  includes another pan between pans 2 and 3 as does 

S-iiad-sa. Following S-uryadiisa, Krsqa begins this part with the clause m, U but does 

not make use of S-ZyadZsa's indicator 1 Furthermore, in order to 

introduce a citation, S-iiada-sa states W 3  or or simply ;r;@l (see 

S-iid-sa's commentary on verse 27c-d in Text Alpha), while Kr~qa employs the 

expression i* (see BP, p. 15, 17). At the end of the citation, SZyadZsa 

variously uses SNTD 
w c w .  * -w@m, , $3 Fmk!?, and 

n 
5- IIWd*'+a' - % ( Here Kys?a uses either just or one of the expressions of 

S-iiadiisa. 

Further evidence that I@?a has used the ~wyaprak-&a is supplied by the fact that 

Krsna .. . has given an example which is similar to the one given by SiiiiixEsa in order to 

explain verses 64c-65d of BhZskara's miila. The only difference is that Qqa chooses the 

constants 9, 19, 13 (see BP, p. 123,22) instead of SiiiadZsa's 3, 11,3. 

Like Siiryadzsa, m q a  mentions kdhara  in his Naviirikura as follows (see 

xp?e, 1930, ASS 99, p. 139, 19-22): ga wrftrh .a m 
imTfM3 3-lsmawS 3- C w *- 

It is interesting to note thc diffe~nces between the second line here and that of the same 

quote given by Si5yadadaasa (see the end of section G. above). 

Thus from the above discussion, it  is clearly possible that m q a  has been 

influenced by the ~wyapr&a. 
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(iii). Transmission to Scribes-Some twenty-four manuscripts of the 

~ - ~ a p r a ~ s ' a  ((some of which may no longer be extant) an known to have been written by 

scribes. 

(iv). Future Work for Historians of Indian Mathematics and Astronomy-For 

example, Colebrooke (1817) mentions both Sryaprak&a and Ga@tZmykiipiki in his 

Dissertation (p. xxvi). 

(v). Extracts imm the SElrryaprakZ~a in the Works of Other Commentators-Parts 

of the ~ i i a ~ r & a  on Bhliskara's verse 1 are found in the commentary Vimlii which is 

written in Sanskrit and Hindi. This commentary is on BhZskara's Bijaga+a and was 

composed by AcyuEnanda Jhli in 1949 A.D. The following contains some of these 

extracts in the VM (see Jh& 1949, KSS 148, pp. 3-4): 



(vi). Use by Various Institutions-For example, the Oriental Institute, B a r d ,  the 

--jib ~ t h a & E  M e l a ,  Wai; the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, 

Luridon, England Some of our manuscripts of the ~-iiapr&n were procured from 

these institutes (see section 3.A. of this chapter, O v e ~ e w  of the Manuscripts). 



2. Bhkkara (b. I I14 AD.) and His Work 

BbZskara, also known as BfiZskaEcZr=a (ZCanya meaning reacher, learned, 

venerable), was the most renowned Indian astronomer and mathematician of the medieval 

period. He wrote his excellent astronomical treatise, the SiddhZnt&iromar?i, in the thirty- 

sixth year of his life (kistri, 1893). He was the son of a very great Pandita (i.e. scholar) as . . 
well as a poet, an excellent astronomer, and an expert scientist, named ~ a h e b a r a .  

~ahe5vara had attained the title of 'ZErya' in the assembly of the ?+$itas. Bhiiskara had 

learned all the sciences through his father ~aheivara (JAS Bengal62, p. 224). 

A. BhGkara's Date of Birth 

BhZskara himself gives his date of birth in one of the concluding verses of the 

GolZihyiiya ZI of his ~iddh~int&iromu@ as follows (see e.g. &ate, 1952, GD I 1  

Pra&EidhyiCya, 58, ASS 122, p. 520): 

This verse says that BhZskara was born in the year 1036 of the Saka Era (which began 78 

years aher the Christian Era), that is in 11 14 A.D. He wrote his ~iddhiint&irom~i at the 

age of 35 in the year 1072 of the Saka Era. 

B. Fumily Background and Native Place 

In verses 61 and 62 (pp. 522-523) of the previously mentioned GD I 1  

~ r a & d h y ~ ~ a ,  ASS 122, BhZskara says: 



These verses inform us, among other things, that BhZskara's father ~ahe ivara  was a 

Briihmaqa of the ~Zq$lyagotra, and was well-versed in the Vedas and the irutis. Further, 

~aheivara was a native of the city of Vijja@vic$i in the SahyZdris (a part of the Western 

GhZts, north of the river GodZvari and south of the river TZpti). Having touched his 

father's feet, that is, having obtained his father's blessings, BhZskara composed his 

~idd&n&irom~i. 

BhZskara's lineage consists of generations of prominent scholars some of whom 

had close connections with local political powers. This is revealed by an inscription which 

was installed by BhZskara's grandson Carigadeva in a village known as PZ@ near 

Chalisgaon in East Khandesh in the state of MahiirZgra (Pingree, 1976, CESS A 3, 

p. 39b). This inscription is still extant in the temple of Bhaviini in PZtnii . . ( ~ i i r a ,  1979). 

The inscription was discovered and edited (in 1865 A.D.) by the scholar Dr. BhZu DZji, 

who was a native of Kailash (CPG 13, p. 2). 

The inscription was reedited by F. Kielhorn in the Epigraphia Pndica I, 1892, pp. 

338-346 (Rngree, 1970a). In addition to Bhiiskara's genealogy, the inscription records 

that King Soideva endowed, on 9 August 1207, a matha (i.e. educational institution) for 

the study of BhiTskara's works to its founder Carigadeva. In the inscription, Bhiiskara's 

genealogy begins with a kavicakravarti (i.e. emperor of poets) called Trivikrama who 

belonged to the s;iir!$Iyagotra. His son BhDkm Bhatta was given the title of 'VidyZpati' 



by the Paramiira king named BhojarZja who ruled over Dh5Z from ca. 995 A.D. to ca. 

1056 A.D. T'ne representatives of the next generations in succession were Govinda, 

Prabhiikara, Manoratha, and ~ a h e b a r a  (Bhiiskara 11's father). BhZskara's son 

Laksmidhara was the chief of the Pa@tas in the court of the n d a v a  king, JaiwapZla 

(1 191 - 1209 A.D.). Laksmidhara's son Caigadeva (fl. ca. 1200/1220 A.D.) was the 

chief astrologer to the Xciava king, Sirighqa, who ruled over Devagiri from 120911210 

A.D. (DSB 2, pp. 115a-b) 

For a quick glance at BhZskara's genealogy, the reader may refer to Professor 

Pingree's ~ y o t i g ~ t r a ,  1981, p. 124, Table 8. 

Note: Above and in what follows, unless otherwise specified, the name Bhiiskara 

means BhZskara I1 (b. 11 14 A.D.). The "II" normally appears in the historical literature 

because of an earlier mathematician, BhZskara I, not related to Bhiiskara, who lived a b u t  

600 A.D. 

C. Bhiiskara's Education 

BhZskara studied mathematics, astronomy, astrology, philosophy, literature, poetry 

and religion. The following verse, which is added anonymously to the end of the Lifiar ' ,  

describes the several facets of BhZskara's education and his keen intellect (see Sharma, 

1987, p. 21 1): 

This verse states, in essence, that the poet BhZskara could explain the eight (kinds of) 

VyZkarays (i-e. grammars) and the six SqhitZs (i.e. comperrdiums) of medical science. 
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He had studied the six (kinds of) Logic, the five (branches of) Gqita and the four Vedas. 

Furthermore, he understood the difference between the two (branches of) MfmKrpsZs (i.e. 

a system of Indian philosophy which deals with the comct interpretation of the Vedic texts 

and the Vedic rituals). He recognized the three-fold and two-fold of "jewels". He 

understood the supreme reality which is Brahman (i.e. the essence from which all created 

things are produced and into which they are absorbed). He was the one who had profound 

knowledge and glory. 

As mentioned in the beginning, BhZskara studied these sciences with his father 

(who was also his guru) Mahesvara or ~ a h e k r a  UpZdhyZya (teacher). ~ahesvara, who 

flourished about 1114 A.D., was the author of (i) the ~ a r a ~ i e k h a r a ,  (ii) the 

Pruti;tfiidhidihidipaka, (iii) the ~pt&arakzz, and (iv) the LoghujJ7iikii; of which only the 

last two survive (Pingree, 1981a). The ~ p d a t a k a  is a phalagrantha (book on astrological 

results), while the LaghujZtakatikZ is a commentary on the Laghujiitatka, of the 

astronomer Vmamihira who flourished about 550 A.D. (CESS A 4, pp. 397b-398b). 

The great wisdom of ~aheivara  is reflected in the tribute paid to him by BhZskara in the 

conc!usion of his Bijaga$tu (see VidyZsZgara, 1878, BG, 207, p. 162): 

Here BhZskara proclaims that his father earned the epithet "best of the Z6ryas of the 

wise." Having obtained a minute quantity of knowledge from him, Bhiiskara made 

Bijagagta easy. Another verse, which describes some of the attributes of Mahekra, is 

the concluding verse of adhyiiya 10 of BhZskara's work entitled Karapakutiihala (see 

h h i t a ,  1989, KK, 4, p. 110): 



This verse proclaims that Maheivara was the best of the astronomers, in addition to 

proclaiming his various other qualifications, religion and native place. 

Furthermore, the verses 61-62 of BhZskara's GomhyZya 11 ~ r a h Z i h ~ Z ~ a ,  ASS 

122, which were stated before, describe similar qualities of Maheivara as well as 

BhZskara's gratitude to his father. 

D. BhZskara's Works 

BhZskara composed six major works, which may be listed as follows (Pingree, 

1VOa): 

V i v a r a ~  on the ~i9adhivrddhidaranrra of Lalla (fl. eighth century A.D.). 

LiTmati or Pqigat+ta. 

Bijagar$ta. 

SiddhZnt&iromary' (1 150 A.D.). 

VZmanZbhZpa on the Siddhiinrdiromani. 

KarapWiihula (1 183 A.D.). 

(DSB 2, p. 11%) 

Now we discuss some details pertaining to the above works: 

(1). The vivarapz of BhZskara on Lalla's SDVT has becn recently studied and 

published. 



(2). The L if#&, which is often considered as the first part of the 

~iiidGnt&iroma~i, usually consists of twenty-one prakaranas (divisions) (Pingree, 

1981a). The contents of the LilZivati include arithmetic, geometry, and one chapter in 

algebra on the topic of kupka. Tnere exist hundreds of manuscript copies and many 

editions of the Sanskiit text of the LilZvati. Numerous commentaries have been written on 

this work in Sanskrit. In addition, there exist commentaries in other Indian languages. 

These include Hindi, Gujm-ti, Marii@ and Telugu. The L i h a i  has been translated into 

Hindi, K q p $ a ,  Persian and English. (CESS A 4, pp. 299b-308a) 

References to verses of Bhiiskara's LilZvari in our thesis are from DattZtxeya 

Zpa!e9s (1937) edition, ASS 107, 2 vols., Poona (unless otherwise stated). This edition 

contains BhZskara's mGla as well as the @cKs Buddhivihini (written in 1545 A.D. by 

~ a q e i a  ) and Lihivm-vivarav (written in 1587 A.D. by Mahidhara). ~ a q e i a  (b. 1507 

A.D.) was a native of NandigrZma in Gujarat (Pingfee, 1971). He was one of the most 

renowned astronomers of the sixteenth century (CESS A 2, p. 94a). On the other hand, 

Mahidham, who flourished from 1585 A.D. to 1599 A.D., composed a large number of 

works on a wide variety of subjects at VZrTtjasi (Pingree, 1981a, CESS A 4, p. 390a). 

(3). The B ijaza@ta is often considered as the second part of the 

~iddhiinta&roma~i. It is divided into thirteen adhyiiyas (chapters) which contain: the six- 

fold operation of positive and negative quantities, zero, unknowns and kar* (surds); the 

indeterminate equations of the first degree (kupka) and second degree separately; linear 

and quadratic equations; linear and quadratic equations having more than one unknown; 

operations with products of several unknowns; a section about the author BhZskara and his 

work. 

The Sanskrit text of the Bijaga@ta, like that of the Libati, has been published 

many times (Pingree, 1970a, 198 la, 198 lb). But the commentaries on the Bijagaqita are 

far fewer than those on the Lihivari (perhaps because the Bijaga@ta is more difficult than 

the LiEivati). The commentaries on the Bijaga@ta include: Siiiiaprakakaaia (1538 A.D.) of 



S-GyadiTsa of PZrthapura; NavTirikura (ca. 1600 A.D.) of ICrs?a of Dadhigrifma 

(VZEQasi); B ijavivarar(n (1 639 A.D.) of ~ireivara of PZrthapura; &bodhano ( 1652 

A.D.) sf Bhiiskara of Riijagiri; Bijaprabodha (1687 A.D.) of RKmakrsna .. . of Jalapura 

(AmarZvati, in the SahyZdris); VZsan2hZga of Haridiisa (before 1725 A.D.); 

BZIcabodhini (1792 A.D.) of -rZma of Ahmadfiifd; a commentary by Jivaniitha Jhii 

(fl. ca. 184611900 A.D.); Bij?daviiSila of NijZnana, KalpalatZ of ~aramakukla (perhaps 

Kccays work?). (DSB 2, p. 117a; CESS A 4, p. 308b; pp. 63-64) 

Besides the commentaries just mentioned, there exist commentaries with a few 

editions (not critical editions) of the Bijaga$ta. Some of these editions are as follows 

(Pingee, 1981a): edition of JivanZtha JhZ with his own Sanskrit commentary, Benares, 

1885; edition of SudhZkara Dvivedin with his own Sanskrit commentary, Benares, 1888; 

edition of RZdhEvallabha with his own Sanskrit commentary, Calcutta, 1917; edition of 

Md-dhara  JhZ with SudhZkara Dvivedin's as well as his own Sanskrit commentaries, 

BenSS 40, Benares, 1927; edition of DattZtreya xpa\e, with Krsqa's Sanskrit commentary 

(Navii&ura), ASS 99, Poona, 1930; edition of DurgZpraskla Dvivedin with his own 

Sanskrit and Hindi commentaries, 3rd ed., Laksmappura, 1941; edition of AcyutZnanda 

Jhii with Jivanatha Jha's Sanskrit commentary (Subodhini) and his own Sanskrit and 

Hindi commentaries (Vimlii), KSS 148, Benares, 1949; and edition of T. V. RXdhZkgqa 

S~strin with Krsqa's Sanskrit commentary (Bijapallava), Madras GOS 67, TSMS 78, 

Madras-Tanjore, 1958 (CESS A 4, p. 31 lb). Also, there exists an edition of GangEdhara 

~ i k i  with his own Sanskrit commentary (Bijaviisanii), HSS 124, Benares, 1940. 

The edition of BhZskarais Bijagar.zita, by JibZnanda VidyZsZgara, Calcutta, 1 878, 

which we have referred to in our thesis, contains BhZskara's own commentary. For the 

other editions containing verses of Bhiiskara's Bijagaqita, which we have considered for 

our purposes, see Chapter I, section 1.F. above. 

The Bijaga@ia has been translated into Indian and foreign languages. In our thesis, 

we have r e f e d  to the English translation by Henry Thomas Colebmke, entitled Algebra, 



with Arithmetic and Mensuration, from the Sanscrit of Brahmegupta and BhiIscara, 

Lsndum, 1817. 

(4). The voluminous treatise ~ idd~n t&i roma~i ,  written in 1 150 A.D., consists of 

two parts--the Grahaga$t&ihyiiya (or Ga~itiidhyiiya) and the GolSidhyZya (Pingree, 

1981a). The fust part contains twelve adhikiiras (chapters) on mathematical astronomy, 

ard the second part contains thirteen adhSEras on the sphere. There exist several editions 

of these two parts, some combined, others separate. Furthermore, many commentaries 

have been written on the ~iddhZnt&iromu@ in Sanskrit, and some in other Indian 

languages. (CESS A 4, pp. 3 1 1 b-3 lga) 

References to verses of Bhzskara's Siddk~ntdiroma~i, in our thesis are from the 

following sources: (i) The Grahuga~itTidhyZya with BhZskara's own manZb@ga and 

Gqek 's  (fl. ca. 1600/1650 A.D.) $irom!ipr&ia, edited by Dattiiaeya ipa{e as ASS 

110, 2 vols., Poona, 1939 - 1941; (ii) the GolZihyZya with BhBskara's own 

ViisanZbhiisya and ~unidvara's (b. 1603 A.D.) Marici, edited by DatGtreya &ate as ASS 

122, 2 vols., Poona, 1943 - 1952; and (iii) the ~iddhZnt&iroma$ with BhHskara's own 

KiasaGbhiisya and Npirpha's VZsanZvZrttika (1621 A.B.), edited by Muralidham 

Caturveda, VKK9asi, 198 1. Catuweda's edition contains both Grahaga~itZdhyZya and 

Goti iyaya.  We have also referred to the Go 1-iiyZiya with BhZskara's own 

maniibhiiga, ~ u n i b r a ' s  (b. 1603 A.D.) Marici, and Hindi commentary of the editor 

Kededaaradatta ~ o i i ,  Dilli, 1988. 

(5). The VZranZbfiga or MitUk!arZ is BhTiskara's own fikZ on his 

~iddfint&ironqi (Pingme, 1970a, 198 1 b). A commentary on this commentary was also 

written in 1621 A.D. by Npimha (b. 1586 A.D.) at ~ H d i ,  (originally a native of 

GolagZma, on the Godiivari), and both commentaries have been edited. Nysiqha's 

commentary is known as (see the previous paragraph) the KisaniivZrttika (or Erttika ). 

(DSB 2, p. 1 1%; Table 1 1, p. 125) 



(6). The K a r a  ykutiihala or GrahiigamakurlShala or Brahmatulya or 

Vi&g$habuddhivalJ&ha or Khe!ahnna, which was written in P 183 AD., consists of ten 

chapters (or eleve:! zdhyZyas) which contain rules for solving astr~nomicd problems 

(Pingree, 1970a, 1981a). It has been edited twice. Several commentaries on this work 

have been written in Sanskrit. (DSB 2, p. 119a; CESS A 4, pp. 322a, 326a) 

In our thesis, we have cited a verse (see section 2.C. above) from the 

Kararpkutiihala with the Ga@akumudakawn& tikZ of Sumatiharsa Gagi (fl. 1622 

A.D.), edited by Mdhava SZstri Purohita, Bombay, 1989. (First ed. 1901). 

The ascription of a short astronomical text entitled the Bijopanaya along with the 

VZsanZbhZ~y~ to BhZskara by some scholars, seems to have been shown to be a forgery 

of the nineteenth century; see e.g. Sastri, 1958159. (Pingree, 1981a, CESS A 4, p. 326a) 

For more detailed synopses of BhZskara's works, the readers may look at the 

article by Tulsi Ram Gupta in the BMAUA I, 1927 - 28, pp. 24-46. 

For further information on the commentaries, editions, translations and articles 

pertaining to BhiTskara's major works, the reader is referred to Professor Pinpee's article 

in the DSB 2, 1970, pp. 115a-120b. Another source is Professor Pingree's CESS A 4, 

1981, pp. 299a-326a (supplemented by CESS A 5, 1994, pp. 254b-263a). This last source 

contains information about the author Bhiiskara, about the manuscripts of 

BhZskara's works and about commentaries, editions and translations of those works. It 

includes a bibliography as well. Furthermore, for a quick glance at the genealogical tables 

along with the titles of works composed by some of the astronomer-mathematicians 

consi&d in this section, the reader may refer to Rofessor Pingree's ~~otiGiistra, 198 1, 

pp. 124-126. 



E. The Sollent Feaswes of BhZkura's Writings 

BhXskara was a compiler, a composer and a commentator. His works were so 

popular that they remained s t a n M  text h k s  for several centuries due to the following 

(1). BhZskara, like his predecessors Sddhara (ca. eighth century AD.)  and 

M;iha"vifa (ca. 850 A.D.), tried to make his works, spwifically the LiE~rn-, interesting and 

easy by introducing examples and problems from the experiences of daily life and also of 

common interest. The exemplary problems in the h-ZZvd deal with mounds of grain, the 

sawing of wood, areas of fields, stacks of bricks, excavations, mixtures of different things, 

cisterns, interest, shadow of a gnomon etc. Brahmagupta (b. 598 AD.) discusses almost 

all of these topics in the twelfth adhyaya (which is GqiEdhyZya) of his treatise entitled 

Br~hasphu[asiddhZnta, but his treatment of these topics contains only rules and no 

examples of exemplary problems. 

(2). BhKskara's anangement of the subject matter and the treatment thereof is very 

systematic. For example, in his LiTavati and Bijaga$ta, BhZskara enunciates his siitras 

(i.e, rules, principles) very clearly in a simple and charming Sanskrit rhythmical poetry. 

(Of course the use of Sanskrit rhythmical poetry was a common feature of mathematical 

and astronomical writings in those days.) In order to apply the underlying principles, 

procedures and operations, Bhiiskara provides udfiariqas (i.e. examples including 

problems). The statements of the siitras and udlla -as are followed by a gloss, wherever 

necessary. This gloss contains brief solutions, hints or explanatory notes. 

(3). Bhbkara's $id&-nt&iromar$ contains, in a very simple and lucid style, 

theories which do not exist in the treatises of the earlier astronomer-mathematicians, 
- 
Aryabhqa and tkpti, for example (Sinha, 1% 1). Also, BhZskara criticizes without any 

prejmiice the theories propounded by his predecessors, and gives pertinent explanations to 

suppon his own views. (BMAUA 15, p. 11) 



(4). BhZskara's commentary VZsarCibhZsya is an excellent piece of work (Sinha, 

1951). It is simple enough to be understood by an average student. Also it includes a 

treatment of trigonometry (BMAUA 15, p. 1 1 ) .  It was perhaps this lucid gloss which made 

BhZskara's ~iddhiintkiroma~i so popular that it could almost replace the works of his 

predecessors. 

(5). Another outstanding feature of BhZskaraYs works is their depth, as was 

remarked by Professor Spottiswoode in 1859 in the Journal of the Royal Astronomical 

Society (cited in Sinha, 1951): 

It must be admitted that the penetration shown by BhZskara in his Analysis 

is in the highest degree remarkable; that the formulae which he establishes 

and the method of establishing them, bear more than a resemblance-they 

bear an analogy-to the corresponding process in modem Astronomy, and 

the majority of scientific persons will learn with surprise the existence of 

such a method in the writings of so distant a period and so distant a region. 

(BMAUA 15, p. 12) 

F. Some Special Traits of BhZskara 

In Bhiiskara's view, the study of grammar is necessary before the study of any 

science, for he states in his SSI Goradhyiiya ~ o l a ~ r a d a m s ~ ,  8, p. 334 (see Caturveda, 

1981) that: 

The meaning of the verse is: Whoever knows grammar well, knows also the Veda which 

is the palace of Sarasvati (the goddess of speech and learning). (Then) what is the 

(difficulty in learning some) other science (for such a person)? Therefore, a wise person is 
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entided to hear another science only after he has studied the science of grammar (a 

knowledge of which is necessary for the correct interpretation of the verses describing the 

science). 

BhZskara seems to have special regard for the deities Gaqeia and Sarasvati as is 

evidenced by his invocations to these deities in the beginning of his works. 

Another distinguishing feature of Bhaskara's personality is his esteem for the 

SZrikhya philosophy. This is reflected in his description of the universe in his GD I, 

~huvanak&apr&na, 1, ASS 122, p. 21 (see the Preface of our Text Alpha and our 

commentary thereon): 

Another source is BhEskara's BG, 1, p. 1: 

The other distinguishing traits of BEskara's personality are his deep regard for his 

teacher who was his father ~aheba ra .  These traits are revealed by his BG, 1, p. 1 and by 

his GI) II, h & i d h y ~  61-62, ASS 122, pp. 522-523 (quoted before in the section 2.B.). 

Verse 62 reflects not only BhZskara's indebtedness to his father, but also 

Bhaskara's belief in the supremacy of a guru. 

Bhiiskara's BG, 1, p. 1 reveals an important aspect of BhZskara's high literary 

ability; that is, the use of paronomash. The pun-words in this verse are: 'utpadaka' 
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(generator of intellect, which is G q e i a  himself or Maheivara, here Maheivara is Gaqeia's 

father or BhZskara's father); 'buddhi' (the human intellect or the Mahattattva i.e. the 

second principle of the SZIikhya philosophy); 'satpurusa' (a wise man or the existing 

Puruga of the SZrikfiya philosophy which is the unique source of everything); 'siitikhyc' 

(astronomers or wise men or SZrikhya philosophers); 'vyakta' (vyaktagagita or the 

manifest material world); 'avyakta' (algebra or IPrdqti of the SZdchya philosophy); 

'ekabija' (algebra or Gqapati); 'gqitam' (mathematics or ~ q e 6 a ) .  

In BhZskara's opinion, avyaktagqita (algebra) is the cnique source of vyaktagqita 

(P@igqita). This fact is clear from Bhaskara's BG, 1, p. 1. In his BG, 162, p. 122 

BhZskara defines algebra as "thought accompanied by various colours" as follows: 

The importance attached by Bcskara  to the study of algebra is also evident in his BG, 2, 

p. 1, where he proclaims that generally questions cannot be very well understood by the 

"dull-witted" without recourse to algebra: 

BEskara suggests that the algebraic solution is manifold (see the section on the tili3vafi, p. 

28, in Colebrooke, 1817); and that in some cases, the algebraic demonstration must be 

shown to  those who do not understand the geometrical one (see the section on the 

Bijilga@a, p. 272, in Cokbrooke, 1817). 



Bfiskara's verse, which describes an analogy between the six &gas (parts) of the 

Vcdas and those of the human M y ,  is interesting (SSf (1981) Grahaga~iGdhyZya, 

MadhyarnZdhikikaara, 10, p. 10): 

This verse essentially means: It has been declared by the ancient scholars that VyZkarqa 

(Grammar) is the mouth, Jyotisa (Astronomy) is the eye, Nirukta (Etymology) is the ear, 

Kalpa (Ritual) is the pair of hands, !fiksZ (correct pronunciation) is the nose, and Chandas 

(Metrics) is the pair of lotus-like feet. 

A very important attribute of Bhiiskara's personality is that although BhZskara was 

an outstanding scholar, he cared for the average and the "dull-witted" students as well. For 

example, he took great pains to make his writings charming, clear and easy for them. This 

fact is explicitly mentimed by BhZskara in a few places in his writings. Some of the 

illustrations in this respect are: (i) the G ~ ~ d h y Z p  II ~ ~ d h ~ ~ ~ a ,  62, ASS I22, p. 523 

(see section 2.B. above); (ii) the Bijaga@tu, 207, p. 162 (see section 2.C. above); and (iii) 

the Bijaga@ta, 208, p. 162 (see below in the present section F.). Furthermore, similar 

facts are revealed also in the last verse of the Bijaga@ta (i.e. BG, 21 3, p. 163) where 

Bhiiskara is making an appeal to the calculators for the study of his work: 



Above all, BhZskara is a true scholar who acknowledged most of the scholars 

whose works he used. For example, he mentions the algebraic works of Brahmagupta, 

iridhara and PadmanTbha (BG, 208, p. 162): 

BhZskara declares here that the algebraic works of Brahrnagupta, kdhara  and 

Padmanaha are too diffuse. Therefore, having extracted the essence and good points 

from their works, he has composed an easy compendium for the satisfaction of students. 

G.  The Sources Used by BhZskara 

BhZskara seems to have studied the works of all of his predecessors. In particular, 

BhZskara7s sources include the works of all those astronomer-mathematicians whose 

names have been referred to by BhZskara in his works, and those wxks which seem to 

have been used by BhZskara without any specific mention of their authors' names. These 

mathematicians may be listed as follows: 

&yabhata I (b. 476 A.D.), Variihamihira (b. 505 A.D.), Bhhskara I (ca. 600 

A.D.), Brahmagupta (b. 598 A.D.), Lalla (fl. eighth century A.D.), Caturveda 

PphiidakasvZmin (fl. 864 AD.), Sridhara (ca. eighth century A.D.), MahMra (ca. 850 

A.D.), Muijiila (fl. 932 A.D.), Padrnanfiha, -&yabhata I1 (fl. 950 A.D.), MZdhava (fl. 

renth or eleventh century A.D.), Sripati (fl. 1039 A.D.), and Jayadeva (fl. before 1073 

A.D.). 

In his writings, BhZskara generally alludes to these fonner scholars by employing 

the words d: DI (by the predecessors), ~W#: (by the fust writers), q-: (by the 

previous teachers) and 'TFTfdd: (by the best of teachers); though sometimes Bhhskara 

makes an explicit mention of some particular scholar. Some instances of BhZskara's 



general allusion are: (i) BG, p. 22,3-4, where BhZskara proclaims 4 \O kqci IITW h 
U 

'm $?I r-: 1 TFWl$WT$ a w, with regard to the 

existence of the square-root of a given multinomial karag-expression as well as in 

connection with the square-root of a square-karag-expression which contains negative 

-is; (ii) BG, 162, p. 122 (quoted before, see the previous sub-section F. in which 

Bhiiskara describes algebra; and (iii) BG, 12, pp. 5-6 concerning measures of the 

unknowns as cslours, as follows: 

As far as the specific mention of the names of the authors by Bhiiskara is 

concerned, one example is his BG, 208, p. 162 (quoted in the previous sub-section F.). 

Also several instances exist in his ~ i d d h ~ n t & i r o m a ~ i ,  such as SSI ( 1 9 8 1 ) 

Grahaga~itZlhyZya, MadhyarnKdhika-ra, 2, p. 6: 

Here BhEskara is praising the previous teachers Brahmagupta and Var11a arnihira etc. 

Next we elaborate on BhTskara's specific use of the works of some of the 

astronomer-mathematicians which were listed before. 

Bhiiskara has used the %ryubha[iya of &yabha!a I when he defines names of the 

places and the sum of the cubes of natural numbers in his Limati. Moreover, in his 

manijb*a on SSI (1981) Gofiidhyiiya, ~huvanakoia, 52, p. 360, Bhf skara quotes 



&yabha;a I as follows: &s- w ?oooo f ? & :  h?da 
U) 

[sic] *-I ad: I The second number should be &? 4 gg I 

This is a clear reference to &yabha;a 1's AB 11, 10 (see e.g. Shukla & Sarma, 

1976, p. 45): 

Here &yabha;a I is proclaiming that 62,832 is the approximate measure of the 

circumference of a circle whose diameter is 20,000. (This indicates that G a b h a y  1 takes 

sc = 3.1416.) 

Furthermore, BhZskara's treatment of kuttaka is based mainly on that of 

Xryabhaia II who essentially follows -&yabha\a I. BhPskara I comments on the 

&-yabha?iya of &yabha\a I and gives his own description of ku;!aka. BhZskara 1's idea, 

that the general solution of by = ax +.c would follow ffom that of by = ax + 1, was also 

used by BhZskara II (see our commentary on kuitaka, Chapter VI, sections 4.J. and 

4.S.(b)). 

Bhgskara has mentioned Brahmagupta both in his ~iddhilnrdiroma~i and 

ViisaEbhiipa several times. As an illustration, see BhZskara's commentary following his 

SSI (1981) GoTsdhyZya, ChedyakakaadhikPra, 36-37, p. 392. One of the citations included in 

it is: mf'k3 'O 1 f ? ~ :  e: h \O ,-f? I Thus it is 

clear that Bhiiskara has considered the BrZhmasphu~middhiinta of Brahmagupta as the 

base for his ~id~nt&iromat$ .  At the same time, BhZskara has built on the astronomical 

works of VarZhamihira, Lalla PphZdakasvZmin, MufijZla and !$spati. There exist some 

similarities also between Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII (which is Kugak-adhycya) and 

BhZskara5s Bijagafita. For example, BhZskara's BG, 2, p. 1 (which was cited in the 
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previous sub-section F.,) seems to be based on Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII, 1 (see 

Dvivedin, 1902, p. 294): 

BhZskara studied Lalla's astronomical work SDVT and wrote a commentary, called 

Vivarap, on it before he wrote his aseonornical work SSI. This is evidenced by the fact 

that Bhaskara refers to Lalla in his SSI and VB. For example, Bhiiskara exposed Lalla's 

error pertaining to the area of the surface of a sphere in his SSI (1981) Gol-Zihyiiya, 

~huvanako6a, 53, p. 361 and VB on 54-57, p. 362 (see the next sub-section H.). An 

explicit reference to Lalla's SDVT appears in Bhiiskara's VB on SSI (1981) 

Grahaganimh>lZyo,PZ6*-ra, 11-14, p. 315 as follows: Jl;jl ' $ ? a  
*w: I Furthermore, BhEskara 

seems to have followed Lalla's SDVT as far as the choices of topics in his 

Gruhaga~i~hyZya and GotadhyZiya are concerned. 

BhZskara made use of Caturveda PfthiidakasvZmin's gloss on Brahrnagupta's 

BSS, because BhZskara makes a reference to Caturveda PIfhiidakasviimin in his VB on SSI 

(1981) GoradhyEya, Golabandhiidhika-ra, 23-25a, p. 402 as follows: 

As far as kihara,  who wrote probably during the eighth century (Pingree, 1979, 

GPV, p. 889), is concerned, two instances of the influence of his works on BhZskara's 



LIEvczti are given by the similarities between the following verses from BhZskara's 

Lifiari and &i&ara3s . PZtigonita: . 
(i) Bhzskara's L I, 19-20, ASS 107, p. 19 

and Sridhara's PG, 23-24, p. 16 (see Shukla.1959) 

which contain rules for squaring of numbers. (See also our commentary on verse 7c-d of 

Text Alpha.) 

(ii) BhZskara's L I, 22, ASS 107, p. 21 



and &idharass PC, 25-26, p. 18 

which contain the rule for finding the square-root of a number. (See also our commentary 

on verse 27c-28b of Text Alpha.) 

Professor Shukla (1959, p. xiii) maintains that from &idharays algebra (which is 

now lost), the following rule for solving a quadratic equation ax2 + bx = c, is quoted by 

Bhiiskara in his commentary on the section dealing with quadratic equations in his 

B ijaga@a : 

Another instance is Bhhskara's use of &-idharays rule for finding an approximate 

value of the squm-root of a non-square number which he (kdhara) gives in his 

~riiatika-, 46, p. 34 (see Dvivedin, 1899): 

BhZskara uses &dhara9s rule in order to find an approximate square-root of a fraction. 

Bhiiskara's rule is L, 140, p. 280 (see Sarma, 1975, VIS 66): 



For Bhiiskara's example, the reader may refer to the approximate square-root of a non- 

square number in our commentary on the six-fold operation of the karaxp, Chapter VI, 

section 3 .D.(c)(ii). 

The following reference to !&idham exists in BhZskara's iramnZbhii?yn on SSI 

Here BhKskara is saying that the rough foxmula for the circumference of a circle being the 
/ 

square-root of ten times the square of its diameter, was accepted by Sridhara, 

Brahmagupta, and so on, only for the sake of easiness, for it is certainly not the case that 

they did not know (that that was not exact). 

Furthermore, there occur a few siitras and ud-ha arqas on geometry in BhZskara's 

LiIifvan' which have been borrowed almost verbatim from !kdhara's ~a$apaiicavir& 

One may see the similarities between the following: 

(i) Bhiiskm's L, 1-2, p. 103 (see Sharrna, 1987) 



and ~ridhara's GPV, 27-28, p. 904 (see Pingree, 1979) 

which describe the relationships between the sides and the calculation of the sides 

(including the hypotenuse or diagonal) of a right triangle or a rectangle. 

(ii) !kcihara's GPV, 15, p. 904 

and BhZskara's L (1987), 1, p. 104, which is word for word the same, and contains an 

ud-a a involving calculation of the sides of a right triangle. 

(iii) ~ridhara's GPV, without number, p. 904 



and BhZskara's L (1987), 52a, p. 170 

which contain the siitra that in an excavation, the area of the (plane) figure multiplied by the 

depth is the number of solid cubits (i.e. cubic cubits), contained in the excavation. 

(iv) !&idham's GPV, without number to 19, p. 907 

and Bhzskara's L (1987), 61a to 42, p. 186, which is word for wod the same, and which 

contains a siitra and an umaqa  respectively, involving calculation of the shadow of a 

gnomon. 

(v) &idham's GPV, 31, p. 907 

and BhZskara's L (1987), 61b, p. 187 



which contain the rule to determine the height of light when the shadow of a gnomon is 

given. 

(vi) !kciharays GPV, 20, p. 907 

and Bhiiskara's L (1987), 42, p. 187 

which contain an exemplary problem, wherein the height of a light is to be determined 

when the shadow of a gnomon is given. 

Thus BhTskara expanded on the topics treated by &idhara and others. In addition, 

he adorned them by his literary expertise. 

MuiijZla composed a work entitled B yhunmiinasa in 932 A.D. (Pingree, 198 1 a). 

After that he composed an (astronomical) work entitled LaghurnZnasa (CESS A 4 ,  p. 

435a). A reference to MuiijZla exists in BhTskara's SSI (1981) Gal-adhyiiya, 



The works of PadrnanZbha are non-existent, but his algebraic work has been 

xeferred to by BhZskara in his BC, 208, p. 162 (see section 2.F. above). 

The MahSiciddhZnta of &yabha{a I1 was also one of the sources utilized by 

BhZskara In his MS XVI, 38, &yabha!a II gives the rule for the area of the surface of a 

sphere as follows (Gupta, 1973, ME 7, p. 49): 

That is, the circumference (of a great circle) multiplied by its diameter; while Bhiiskara 

gives the rule: area of a (great) circle multiplied by four (see the next sub-section H.). 

Moreover, there are several similarities in the treatments of itu5;aica by these two 

mathematicians. (See our commentary.) 

Furthermore, &yabhata 11 has been cited by Bhhskara in his VB on SSI (1981) 

Grahaga@idhyZya, SpagZdhikZra, 65, p. 135 as follows: W W WFbETf?$%: 

tl-2.f DI mi.: rtd&lT: I According to Professor Pingree (1992), here 

BhZskara is referring to -&yabha!a 11's MS IV, 38c-39b: 

because this process of dividing the quadrant into arcs of 10' and calculating the oblique 

ascentions is unique to &yabhata 11. It has not been employed by anyone else before 

him. (GI3 14, pp. 55-56) 



Another source used by BhZskara is the S i d d h & t a c t a c ~ ~  of MZdhava. Some 

~ferences  to this source exist in Bh;?skaraYs Mit-4arZ as follows: (i) BhZskaraYs MK on 

SSI (1981) Goradhy@a, GolabandhZdhikEra, 23-25a, p. 402 reads WT 3 

f & & ~ &  q?&id: and (ii) BhZskaraYs MK on SSI (1981) Grahaga~itZdhyZya, 

PZ&dhikZra, 11-14, p. 314 contains (on p. 315) 

Finally, another mathematician, whose works have been used by Bhiiskara, is 
0 

Sripati. There is a dose similarity between the language of many of the verses stated by 

these two astronomer-mathematicians; but somehow BhDkara does not include &ipati's 

name in his ackinowlcdgements in his BG, 208, p. 162. Majumdar (see ~ i k a ,  1932, Part 

I) states that BhHskara freely borrows from &inati, but only occasionally remarks 

" ~ekharok~a-laksanena" . . ("by a definition told in the Sekhnra " ), which indicates that 

&iPatiys ~iddfirtt&ekhara was a very widely known treatise at the time of BhBkara 

(Introduction, p. xii). As an illustration, in his VB on SSI (1981) Grahaga@tZdhy@a, 

PZG-ra, 11-14, p. 314, BhZskara says (on p. 3 15): 

Furthermore!, some similarities may be observed in thc following: (i) BhEskaraYs L 

I,%, ASS 107, p. 54 and &ipatiys SSE XIV, 13a-b (see ~ih, 1947, Pan I . ,  p. 103) 
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about the concurrence-sUtra which have been cited in our textual commentary on the verses 

33a-34d pertaining to karqi; (ii) Bhiiskara's BG, 12a-c, pp. 5-6 and 6riPati9s SSE XIV, 

2a-b (~iba, 1947, Part 11, p. 86) about measures of unknowns; (iii) BhZskara's BG, 47c- 

d, p. 26 and 6ripatiys SSE XIV, 27a-b ( ~ i k a ,  1947, Pan II, p. 122) about the reducer of 

two quantities which are mutually divided for the method of kupka. The above three 

examples are all cited in our commentary. 

Other interesting examples of similarity are: BhZskara ' s SSI (198 1) GoradhyZya, 

~huvanak&a, 41 and 42, pp. 350-351 

and 6ripatiss SSE XIV, 46 and 47, (see ~ i r a ,  1947, Part II, pp. 159-160) 



In these verses, BhZskara's description of nine divisions of India and seven mountains in it 

is the same as that of &ipati. 

Furthermore, Bhaskara's SSI (198 1) Grahaga@&dhy@a, MadhyamZdhikikaara, 10, 

p. I 0  (section 2.F. above) is similar to &ipati7s SSE 1,s (see ~ i b a ,  1932, Pan I, p. 5): 

The above list of the sources employed by BhZskara is probably not exhaustive. 

As an illustration, BhZskara might have used the mathematical treatise entitled 

Ga@mZrasaigraha of MahZvira, in connection with division by zero, for instance. 

Mahzvira's treatise was widely known and appreciated (especially) in Southern India as 

eariy as the eleventh century, though BhZskara never mentions MahZvira in his works 

(Raiia'rya,  1912, h f a c e ,  p. xi). 

Nonetheless, BhZskara acknowledges his indebtedness to k d h a r a  (see BhZskara9s 

BG, 208, p. 162). s'ridhara's algebra is now lost but Professor Shukla (1959) has found 

some examples in iridhara's P@igat$ta and ~rihi.45 which are almost literally the same 

as those in MahZvira's Ga@ru.sZlras&graha. Also, according to Professor Shukla, 

6ddhara was posterior to MhZvira (Introduction, pp. xx-xxi). Since the exact date of 

Sridhara is not known, and the date to =vira's treatise has been assigned keeping in 

view the point that MahZvira wrote during the reign of Amoghavaqa Npnuiga, who 

ruled over Mysure and o&er Kanazese regjons from 814/815 AD.  to 877/8l8 A.D. 

(higiicitrya, iSiiz &face, pp. xi, xxj, it is possible that Bhiiskara is indebted. to 

MaEvl'ra at least by transitivity of indebtedness. 



On the other hand, Professor Pingree (1979, GPV, pp. 888-889) argues strongly 

that &idham was anterior to MahTvira. 

Another plausible argument in this regard is the following: BhZskara freely 

borrows from &ipati, even though he only occasionally remarks "Gkharokta-lakSanenaw. 
fl 

Sripati, in turn, seems to have looked at Mahiivira's Ga~itm7irasarigraha, because 

&fpati3s Ganitatilaka which does not survive in its entirety (Pingree, 1981b), contains a 

paribhZsZ (i.e. a technical tern) which is modelled on that sf MahZvira (p. 61). The 

argument of transitivity can now be applied. 

As another illustration of a source (possibly employed), Bhiiskara might have 

consulted the lost work of Jayadeva. Jayadeva wrote in the beginning of the eleventh 

century or earlier (Shukla, 1954). Quotations from this work exist in twenty stanzas in 

UdayadivZkara7s commentary entitled Sundari, written in 1073 AD., on the 

Laghubhiskariya of BhZskara I. Jayadeva's work contained, among other things, the 

cyclic method for finding the integral solutions to Nx2 + c  = Y', where c is positive or 

negative. Jayadeva's method, though not superior to, is different from that suggested by 

Brahmagupta. In his Bijaga?ita, BhZskara discusses the cyclic method for solving the 

indeterminate equation of the type Nx2 + 1 = y 2 ,  which has also been discussed by 

Jayadeva. Bhiiskara calls this method Cakraviila and says that this name is due to 

previous writers: "-4 TT:' w The CakravZla method does not exist in the 

works of Brahmagupta. The algebraic works of Sridhara and Padmaniibha have not 

survived. Nor do we have any information about them. Thus it is very likely that 

BEskara has used the lost work of Jayadeva. Incidentally, the remarks of H. Hankel 

about the CakraviFla method are worth quoting: "It is above all praise; it is certainly the 

finest thing which was achieved in the theory of numbers before Lagrange." (G 5, pp. 1-4, 

19-20) 

Furthermore, the equation Nx2 + 1 = y2, which has been jincorrectiy j called Peli's 

equation by many madem mathematicians, has been called Jayadeva-BhZskara equation by 

Selenilts (1975). Sefenius h3s investigated the rules of the Cakraviila method in detail. He 

concludes: 'No European penfomances in the whole field of algebra at a time much later 



than BhZskara's, nay nearly up to our times, equalled the marvellous complexity and 

ingenuity of Cakravida." (HIM 2, pp. 168, 1 80) 

H. Some of the Innovations Made by Bhiskara 

(i). BhiTskara was the first known Indian mathematician who added a succinct 

gloss to almost all of his works. Of course a p a t  number of ancient Indian mathematical 

texts have been lost. 

(ii). BhZskara made use of unique vocative forms. In order to address some of his 

problems to his daughter LiEvah, he used (in his work LiTavati) such words as 'bae,' 

'aye biile,' 'kiinte,' 'sumate,' 'vatsa,' 'caiical;i-k$,' 'mgEksi,' 'bde b~akurarigalolanayane 

LiEvati,' etc. 

(iii). The introduction of the idea of infinity: Bhiiskara gave the value of a 

'khahara' quantity (which has zero as its divisor), as infinite ('manta'). Furthermore, 

BhZskara described this khahara quantity by comparing it with God Vis~u. (See BG, 11, 

p. 5 and Bhiiskara's introduction to this verse.) 

(iv). BhZskara carried the idea of division by zero even further. This idea is 
as0 

contained in Bhiiskara's L iba t i  in the rule which may be written as - = a (see Xpate, 
0 

1937,L I ,  45-46, ASS 107,p. 39). Clearly BhZskara's rule is correct in the case of limiting 

processes whehe zero is considered as an infinitesimal quantity; but in the modern sense, 
0 
- is indeterminate. (See our textual commentaq on BhZskarays verses 1Qa-1 Id, Chapter 0 
VI, section 3.B.) 

(v). BhiTskara gave a detailed and lengthy treatment of the six-fold operation of one 

and more than one colours. Bhiiskara enunciates several verses (BG, 12a-23b, pp. 5-1 1) 

which contain both rules and exampies. Brahmagupta treats this topic in only two verses 

(BSS XVIII, 41-42), and iripati in only one (SSE XIV, 2). 

(vi). BhZskara also wrote a rigorous treatment of karqi. Brahmagupta and &ipati 

state only rules for this topic. BhZskara provides several examples in addition to the rules. 



An anonymous commentator of Brahmagupta's BSS XVIIT, KuplcKdhyZya provides 

some examples on the topic of k a q i ,  all of which have also been mated by BhZskara (see 

our commentary, Chapter VI, section 3.D.(a)(ii)). 

The rule (3) about the sum and diffexence of two karqis (BG, 23c-24b, pp. 11- 12) 

seems to be BhZskara's own innovation (see our commentary, Chapter VI, section 

3D.(a)(iii)). 

(vii). Furthermore, Bhiiskara provides a detailed treatment of the method of 

extracting the square-root of a karqi-expression. He states the specifics or limitations of 

this method which Brahmagupta and !hpati do not Nor do the latter two mathematicians 

discuss how to deal with the negative karqis in the square-toot of a given (square) karaqi- 

exgression when this given expression contains negative karqis, which the former does. 

(viii). BhZskara improved upon the rules concerning k u p k a  which he borrowed 

from his predecessors. For example, Bhaskara's result in BG, 52c, p. 27 is a refinement 

over that of h a b h a ~ a  II, as will be explained in ow commentary on the topic of ku!!aka. 

(ix). BhZskara discusses some cases in kwiaka where the dividend or the divisor 

is negative (BG, 54a, p. 27; 59c-60b, p. 32; 60c-61a, pp. 33-34), which do not seem to 

have been consi&rd by any of his predecessors. 

(x). BhZskm applied algebra to geometrical demonstrations (Colebrooke, 1817). 

For example, employing algebra, he gave two interesting proofs that the hypotenuse of a 

right triangle is the square-root of the sum of the squares of the legs (pp. xvi-xvii). 

In the first, BhZskara turns the triangle so as to make the (unknown) hypotenuse 

the base and produces a perpendicular upon it from the vertex above (Colebrooke, 1817). 

Using the rule of pro-portion the required result becomes almost self-evident (pp. 220-221). 

More striking is the second demonstration where BhKskara constructs his now 

famous figure using four copies of the given triangle, 



and then uses areas to calculate the hypotenuse in terms of the given legs (Colebrooke, 

1817, p. 222). Here, even though BhZskara uses the values 15 and 20 for the lengths of 

the legs of the triangle, he makes it clear that the resultant hypotenuse length (= 25) is of 

secondary importance to the fact that the demonstration sh~ws that it is equal to the square- 

root of the sum of the squares of the legs and that this method would apply in all cases, 

thus constituting a proof of the so-called Pythagorean Theorem. 

(xi). BhZskara invented an astronomical instrument called 'Phalaka' (&istri, 1893, 

JAS Bengal62, p. 225). 

(xii). BhZskara gave a close approximation for the length of an arc of a circle in 

terns of its chord and vice versa (Sarasvati, 1970, pp. 10-11). 

(xiii). BhZskara refuted some of the rules of his predecessors. For example, 

BhZskara severely criticized Lalla's incorrect formula (contained in his SDW) for the area 

of the surface of the earth, in his (BhZskara's) SSI (1981) GoTadhyZya, Bhuvanakoia, 53 

@. 361): 
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The verse containing Lalla's (incorrect) formula is (see Caturveda, 1981, p. 361. 

footnote 2): 

Furthermore, in his =alaiibhZga on SSI (1981) GoradhyZya, ~huvanako&, 54- 

57 (p. 362), BhZskara quotes an incorrect rule from Lalla's P-qigai$a saying: 

Here according to Lda,  the area of the surface of a sphere (using the madern ternirrologj 

is (n?)(2nr) = 2n2r3, but Bhgskara corrects this to 4nr2 providing also a derivation of 

this fornula. 

(xiv). In his LiEvati, Bhfikara gave the c o m t  formula for the surface area and 

volume of a sphere as follows (see Sarasvati, 1979, p. 210): 
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That is, in a circle, one-fourth the diameter multiplied by the circumference is the area; 

which, multiplied by four is the surface area of the sphere like that of a net surrounding a 

ball. This surface area multiplied by the diameter and divided by six is called ghana 

(volume) inside the sphere. 

I. The Larer Uses of Bhiskara's Works 

(i). Use by BhZskara's immediate successors-For example, MrZyqa Panlita's 

(fl. 1356 A.D.) @a@i&umudi Pan I, 16, p. 5 (see Dvivedi, 1936, PWSBT 57 I) which 

describes the rule of division as follows: 

is virmally a rearrangement of the words in BhZskara's L i h a i ,  18, p. 18 (see Apate, 

1937, L I, ASS 107,) which is: 

Another example is NZ'yqa's  BGV, 115% p. 6: 

which is' word for word BhEskara's BG,  1 la-b, p. 5. Furthermore, in his 

B i j a g a @ Z v a ~ a ,  MrZyiu!a treats some topics along lines parallel to those in 



BhZskara's Bijaga~ita. One such illustration is the treatment of 'one and more than one 

colours.' The reader can find several instances of NirXyaqa's borrowings from 

BhZskara's Bijagavita in our commentary on the Text Alpha. 

(ii). Allusions to Bhiiskara's works by other mathematicians-There exist a few 

citations from, and allusions to, BhZskara's Bijaga@ta in JfiZnm-ja's SSU Bij-adhy@a. 

See, for example, the mantlscript Berlin 833 which has the following: 

(5). Use by scribes. 

(iv). Use by editors, commentators and translator+For example, Bhiiskara's BG, 

lla-b, p. 5 has been cited by S-EyadZsa in his commentary on Bhaskara's L i b a f i  as 

follows (see the manuscript GMK, Wai. PPM 9762, f. 21v., 8-9): 3- .$bFl$m 1 

(v). Future work for historians of Indian Mathematics and Astronomy-This 

includes studies, synopses, translations, notes, reprints, articles, papers, seminars and 

various analyses pertaining to BhZskara's works by modem mathematicians such as 

Cokbrooke (1765 - 1837 A.D.), BhZu DKji (fl. ca. 1865 A.D.), BZpu Deva 8Zstri 

(d. 1890 A.D.), Subham Mvedin (b. 1855 AD.), Sarada Kanta Ganguly (fl. ca. 1926 
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AD.), Bibhutibhusan Datta (fl. ca. 1926 AD.), Avadhesh Narayan Singh (fl. ca. 1927 

AD.) and T. S. Rtpparrna Saseri (fl. ca. 1955 - I985 AD.). For short biographies of 

some of these writers, see ~oi i ,  1988, GokidhyZya, Adhyayana, pp. 44-91. 

(vi). Use by various institutions-Bhiiskara's works were used as text books by 

teachers and students for at least five centuries. 

(vii). Use by BhHskarZcZrya PratighZna-This foundation was established in 

1976 at Poona (see Jumde in Abhyankar, 1980). It provides research facilities for the 

study of Mathematics, in addition to acquainting the common readers with BhZskara's 

works as well as the works of other Indian mathematicians. It has a collection of rare 

books, journals and research papers in Mathematics. It holds summer programmes on an 

all India basis (pp 4-5). Incidentally, the establishment of the BhZskarBGrya Pratighiina 

bears a testimony to the esteem in which Bhkkara's name is held even in modem India. 

The remarkable achievements of this genius-particularly in the realm of Mathematics, 

Astronomy and Astrology-are still a source of inspiration to scholars in the field of the 

History of Science. 



3. Description of the Manuscripts and S t e m  

A. Overview of the Manuscripts 

Twelve manuscripts, out of some twenty- four known to be or to have been extant, 

have been collated in order to establish a critical edition of the first three chapters of 

S-uryadzsa's commentary, the ~wyaprakiiia. Upper case letters of the Latin alphabet are 

used to &note the above manuscripts, while Greek letters sare used to denote hypothetical 

manuscripts. 

The study shows that the available manuscripts of the portion of S-iiadiisa's 

commentary edited here belong to two recensions, which we have named A and P. 
Recension A consists of rriiiiiusc~pi A and its descendants N and R, while recension P 
consists of the remaining nine manuscripts B, L, D, T, W, I, M, S and H. The text which 

is reconstructed from A and p is here called Text Alpha. It does not represent exactly the 

manuscript a. It represents the text of manuscript a with corrections (see Section 3.D. of 

this chapter). The reconstructed text is'probably not the precise original text of S-EyacEsa's 

~ i i . ~ r ~ s ' a  but must be very close to it (as will be argued). 

The twelve available manuscripts are: 

Oriental Institute, Baroda. 1424. Ff. 3-9, 11-25,27-30,38-44,46-48, 
50-73. Monday March 14, A.D. 1552. 
Oriental Institute, Baroda. 9281. Ff. 119. 
India Office, London. 2823. Ff. 73. 
British Museum, London. 447. Ff. 46. Nineteenth century. 
India Office, London. 2824 (1891). Ff. 71. 
Akhila BhSratiya S a ~ k j a  Pariyd, Lucknow. 4514, Ff. 1,3-25,27- 

99,104-105,108. Tuesday October 9, A.D. 1688. 
Asiatic Society of Bombay. 279. Ff. 46. 
hdia  Ofice, London. 2825 (789). Ft 1-62,62b-73,73b-%,8&133. 
Stadtsbibliothek, Berlin. 832. Ff. 1-15,20-30,32-129. 
British Museum, London. 448. Ff. 40. Nineteenth century. 
Wellconne Institute, London. P 589. Ff. 109. May 2, A.D. 1882. 



W. Prgjfia PZthak31 Mafidala, Wai. 97711. Ff. 100. Fridsy October 11, 

A.D. 1813. 

The manuscripts which were not available are the following: 

Oriental Research Institute, Alwar. 2597. P35ff. A.D. 1S1. 
Sarasvatibhavana Library, Benares. 37105. Ff. 1-55 and 5513-122. Sam. 

1889 = A.D. 1832. 
Asiatic Society of Bengal. I.B. 3. 
Anup Sanskrit Library, Bikaner. 4906. 23ff. Incomplete. 
Sanskrit College, Calcutta. Jyotip 183. 74ff. 

CZnd$ Central Provinces. Mielhorn XXIIX 94. 149ff. Property of BaTTrZma 
SubhZji. 
Ranbir Sanskrit Research Institute, Jammu and Kashmir. 3061. 7ff. 
India Office Library, London. 2826 (2290)? 
Akhila BhEratiya S a p k ~ t a  Pariqad, Lucknow. 4529. 32ff. Incomplete. 

Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras. D. 13462. 122 pp. 
Mahinathpur, P.O. Deodha, Darbhanga. Mithila III 216. 93ff. Incomplete. 
Property of Paydita RZmacandra JhZ. 

Scindia Oriental Institute, Ujjayini. 9358 (?). 

The Stemma 

On the basis of a comparison of the readings of the twelve manuscripts (which 

were available) the following family-tree or stemma has been constructed via an Apparatus 

Criticus: 

3. 2826 (2290) is a reproduction of India Office 2825 (789), which is slightly corrected by the 

copyist. (EggeLing. Julius. Ed. 18%. Catalogue of the Sanskrit manusctipts in the Library of 

the India O@e. Part V. London. P. 1011.) 



The Stemrna 

SURYADASA 
1 I 
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In the stemma, the arrows indicate the inter-relationships of the manuscripts. The 

downwar!! (filled) zlmws indicate the descending of z mmuscxipt fio~;; t!!e one above it, 

by way of scribes' copying. The (unfilled) mows around the perimeter in the clock-wise 

direction indicate the general order in which a choice has been made between the readings 

from the various manuscripts when the readings of A are not available or the readings of 

the two classes A and p disagree with each other. Thus, these arrows indicate the general 

heirarchy of authority of the manuscripts. The dotted arrows in our stemma denote the 

hypothesized return of S-iia&sa to revise the Siiryaprh-ia. 

The subsequent section describes the relationships among the various manuscripts 

and the specific characteristics of the manuscripts falling under the various classes, starting 

from the top of the stemma and working down, from right to left. Since these relationships 

and characteristics depend on the readings of these manuscripts relative to the Text Alpha, it 

is pertinent to state here that Chapter 11, the Text Alpha, has its own numbering (from 1 to 

70) printed in bold DevanZgari numerals ( 9 ,  ?,a, . . .) at the bottom centre of each page 

(except the title page). References throughout the thesis to pages of the Text Alpha 

(including especially references in the present section on manuscripts and in Chapter 111, 

Apparatus Criticus) correspond to these DevanZgm- numbers even when these references 

are typeset with common numerals (1, 2, 3, . . .). For example the notation "p. 39, 1" 

means "page 39, line 1". This form will be used generally for Sanskrit texts as weli as 

the Text Alpha. The pages of Chapter I1 also include the continuous numbering of the thesis 

in the upper right hand corner and these numbers are used only in the Table of Contents. 

As many sentences in the ensuing sections contain English, Greek and Sanskrit 

texts, one further convention we make is to end a sentence with a period ( . ) or a da@ 

( 1 ) depending on whether the last character of the sentence is in Latin/Greek or 

DevanZpi script respectively. 



C. Relationships Between the Archetypes and Descendam 

(a). Copy a and Its Relation ro Siiii&a's Original Text 

a is an early copy of S-kyadZsa. It was written between the date of the 

composition of the ~Gw-ya~rak&u (1538 A.D.) and that of the copy A (1552 A.D.). It can 

essentially be reconstructed from A and $. It may not be entirely c o m t  because some of 

the readings shared by A and $ are cormpt. For example, in the Apparatus Criticus we 

read: (i) p. 2, 10. 0-0 a, ( i )  p 48, 1 1  a. These incorrect 

readings have been corrected by us in the Text Alpha. Moreover, it can not be determined 

whether some of the apparently genuine passages in P that are omitted by the writer of A 

were in a or were acquired by the writer of j3 from some other source (see our comments 

in section 3.D. of the present chapter). 

Certainly, a was not complete, but exhibited some lacunae. For example, the 

introduction to, lemma or miila of, and explanation of verse 67 (see Text Alpha, p. 69), are 

missing from a, though the solution to the problem contained in this verse is in the text. 

Another place where there is a lacuna is after p. 53, 17. Here the introduction to, miila of, 

and explanation of verse 53a are missing, but there is a reference to this verse (beginning 

with -- ) on p. 54,9. 

(b). Class A 

This class consists of manuscripts A, N and R. Occasionally, the readings of 

manuscript L which are deviant from those of class p (to which L belongs), share the 

readings of class A. For example: (i) T a t  Alpha, p. 26, 19-20. ~ P r f t r  ... $!IT om. 

p (except L; ... in the bottom margin W' (the superscript '1' refers to a 

later scholar who wrote In the margin of W)); (ii) p. 24, 18. W% OI om. Ny (except E); (iii) 

Also p. 63, 15, dass A and manuscript L share the wrong reading y 1 ?a (instead of 

p a  f 9 which is correct. Note &at here N omits y ). 



(i). ManwcriprA. W e n d  Institute, Bztmda. 1424." Ff. 3-9, 1 1-25,27-30, 38- 

44, 46-48, 50-73. Paper: Dimensions unknown. Number of lines per page: 12-13. 

Number of 'akpras' (syllables) per line: 46-5 1, or about 48 on average. 

Colophon on folio 73 verso: $?T f i ~ u t ' 9 ' k a ~ 4 ~  o, i ~ b  

~ ~ F ~ F ~ & - ~ ~ $ I I B I I B  

Post-colophon: G$KFFRTW ?&i 4 J I V i&a * I I  4tJk$mT 

f$d%8 WT&lWVT II S l l  Fh3 ?GOY I 1  4 3 6 6  ?Po199 - 
~ I I ~ * I I ~ ~ w m :  I l  wfJclma 
+mi3 .z I I  dwncft 11 * # 2 a = ~ ~  sa;rr$ I I  

' - 
r;r9cp~(l;d*cl~f w: w II c p m ~  I 1  : I 1  *(rwt$ 1 1  

m-mm=fmfi: 
According to this information manuscript A was copied by S-iia Gau* in the city 

of Avanti (modem Ujayini), in the MZlava region, during the reign of Salema Sfia, i.e., 

IslZma kiha, who ruled from 1545 until 1553 A.D.; and the copying was completed on 

Monday March 14, 1552 A.D. (see Pillai, 1922, Vol. V, p. 306). Thus, manuscript A was 

copied in the lifetime of S-iiadiTsa. 

As manuscript A is about 440 years old, the writing on many of its folios is not 

only blurred but has also faded away completely in places, in the microfilm. In most such 

ins*mces, the akyuas from the folios which precede or follow a particular folio, appear on 

that particular folio. Since the microfilm of A is illegible at several places, and some of the 

folios of A are missing, to fill the gaps one must resort to the readings of the descendants 

N and R, if their readings exist, coincide and make sense; if not, the readings of the &class 

b o r n e  the sole wimess of a (See section 4.A. below, Principles of b e  Edition.) 
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Some of the unique characteristics of manuscript A are the following: 

A includes the use of the letter B to mark the end of an idea, a sub-section, or a 

section. Such a use of the letter 'FP: is found in some of the writings of the sixteenth 

century as we can see from Aryan (1989, p. 36). 

Occasionally, 'pErvarnZt6' is used in A. For example, (i) folio 17 verso, 12, i.e., 

Text Alpha, p. 52'2. +TQF6? for DM; (ii) folio 21 recto, 2 and 4, i.e., p. 62, 19 
w w 

and 23. fwf0 for w; (iii) folio 21 recto, 6, i.e., p. 63, 1. .m for I 

Moreover, when the long - Z m Z 6  is omitted, a slanting stroke is put over the consonant. 

Forexample, f. 12v., 1, i.e.,p. 33, 15. for I 

Quite often 3 is written as 7 (apparently intentionally); see f. 2 lv., 8, i.e., p. 65, 
w w 

5, Text Alpha. 

The copyist of manuscript A has replaced the 'visarga' by Y before the gutturals 
\ 

m or a (as onp. 27,s. JI+J+W?M w : ) or before the labials or 7 (as on p. 

15, 3. m m  ). Normally it remains a visarga in these cases, for instance, in the 

manuscripts of h e  other recension, B, of the ~wyaprak&a. 

On p. 5,24, is., f. k, f 2, manumipt A reads '-i: instead of the correct 

m q  found in PZ@ni9s rule 4,2,59 (see e.g. Bohtlingk, 1977, p. 176), which says: 

-*<, with PZ@i3s rule 4, 1, 83 (Bohtlingk, 1977, p. 159). which says: 

-sw 
Also on p. 6,9, manuscript A has the grammatically incorrect reading 3TTXT' 

instead of the correct reading 'Wcf I This reading has been corrected by E. 

An example of a mathematically incorrect reading contained in A is the reading 

9 1 93 on p. 63,15, which was also mentioned under section @), Class A. 

b d y ,  a 'nyZsa' (x&g out) is not placed comtly in A. As m illustration, SIT: 

2F ?L 3 ( T e n  p 33,4-5) is misplaced on t 12., 8 aLfwt "GdNJ (p. 33,5), 

whereas it should have occurred before TP.7 on f. 12r., 8 (p. 33,s). This misplacement 
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Manuscript A has a few marginalia, some of which seem to be in a hand different 

from that of S-Tia Gaii*, who is the copyist of iiiailus~ript A. For example, f. 9r. has 

= ~- = in the bottom margin, while the text already has this word in line 12, though it 

is not very clear. Usually, the words to be inserted have the sign x to their left and right, 

and the line number (from the top or bottom) or the syllable number to their right (see e.g. 

f. 18r., 10, which has x 7J x v in the left margin). Incidentally, this marginalium 

indicates that manuscript A has been studied by some later scholar. 

(ii). Relation of Manuscript A to Manuscript a. Given the brief time between the 

date of the composition of the SityaprakG~a (1538 A.D.) and that of the copying of 

manuscript A (1552 AD.), manuscript a is probably a direct copy of Siirva's original and 

manuscript A is a direct copy of manuscript a. A is not entirely correct. Also, there were 

passages in a that the copyist of A missed (e.g. (i) p. 9,5-8. lraPd ... and (ii) 

p. 25.8-9. V&f ... both missed due to homoeoteleuton). 

(iii). Relutbn of Manuscrip A to the ~uryaprak&. Manuscript A is apparently a 

copy of a copy of the original ~wyaprak&a; no traces of possible contamination are found 

in it. But since A contains errors and omissions which S-uryadiisa, who was an expert in 

the Sanskrit language, would never have made, A does not represent the original 

~ i i i l ~ r a k & a  with entire fidelity. 

(iv). Manuscript E The omissions of manuscript A are generally (but not always) 

shared by its descendants N and R, as far as the portion of the commentary which is being 

edited is concerned. For example consider (i) p. 20. $ and (ii) p. 9,5-8. Wfh ... 
C%WT: both of them are omitted in A, N and R. But there exist some errors, omissions 

and corrections on which only N and R (but not A) agree; for example on p. 6, 9 the 

reading of A is %IFFKT but that of N and R is on p. 17,9-10. Zi3d ... 
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is omitted in N and R (due to homoeoteleuton) but not in manuscript A; on p. 5, 14 

for the correct reading \-, A, N and R have \FlTfd- In their texts, while on!y 

manuscript A has x 7 x in the right margin. These instances reveal that there exists some 

manuscript E between manuscript A and its two descendants N and R. It is the writer of E 

who has made the errors, omissions and corrections. N and R are copied from E and 

hence they are the immediate descendants of E. Manuscript E does not seem to have been 

written very carefully because N and R have several spelling errors. Nonetheless, r plays 

an important role in the reconstruction of a because the readings of e are taken into account 

(provided they make sense), whenever manuscript A is illegible or skips a folio. 

(v). Manuscripts N and R. N and R are independent copies of E because in 

addition to their common omissions and errors (which they share with manuscripts A 

and/or E), they have individual errors and omissions such as: (i) p. 18, 6-7. ... 

e-7 om. N; (ii) p. 25, 16-19. ... y om. R; (iii) p. 22, 14. < om. R, 27 N. 

The scribes of N and R do not seem to be making any additions, alterations or 

corrections besides those already made by e, as far as the portion of the text, which has 

been edited, is concerned. This, however, does not preclude the possibility that N and R 

might have access to the manuscripts or sources other than E. 

A peculiarity of N and R is the use of 7 for I This use is frequent in N (see, -. \ 

e-g., f. 2r., 1) but me in R (see f. 29r., 5). 

There exist some similarities between N, R and B. One of them is the use of letters 

for niunerals. For example, N has the letter 3 for numeral 3, while R and B have the 

Manuscript T shares some of its readings with N and R as follows: (i) p. 14, 14. 

%%? RBT: (ii)p. 25,1546. TEk ... m, an. ET. 

The separate particulars of manuscripts N and R are discussed below. 
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(vi). Manurcnpt N. India Office Library, London. 2825 (789): Ff. 1-62,62b- 

73,73b-86,88- 133 (the catalogue has foll. 134. Counted 133,87 passed over). Paper: 9 

in. x 4 in. (i.e. 24.77 em. x 10.16 cm.). Number of lines per page: 10 (sometimes 9 or 

1 1). Number of ak~aras per line: 31-37, or abut 33 on average. 

Colophonon folio 133recto: f i ~ d 3 4 l 1 ( l ~ H d & i G ~ H k ( ~ ~  w - 
q $ v m r & - - d m  Em rn 

I I  

Post-colophon: Missing. 

There is no mention of the name of the scribe, place or date at which the copying 

was completed. 

It was given to the library by Henry Thomas Colebrooke, as is mentioned in the 

beginning (i-e. on folio 1 recto) of this manuscript. Colebrooke (1765 - 1837 A.D.) was 

the son of Sir George Colebrooke, Chairman of the East India Company's Directors in 

1769 (Buckland, 1968). Colebrooke was a mathematician, astronomer and a profound 

scholar of Sanskrit. He held a variety of offices in India-from an Assistant Collector to 

the Head of a famous c o w  the Sadr Diwani Adalat He wrute on various subjects such as 

algebra, astronomy, Sanskrit grammar, botany, geology, comparative philosophy, 

agriculture, commerce, Hindu law and the Vedas. Colebrooke was a member of several 

literary academies-both within and outside India. Furthermore, he was President of the 

Asiatic Society of Bengal f b m  1807 to 1814. Also, Colebrooke was Director of the Royal 

Asiatic Society which he helped to found in 1823. He donated his collection of Sanskrit 

manuscripts to the East India Company's library in 18 18. (Pp.87b - 88b) 

The speciaI f e  of manuscript N axe the following: 



There exist many repetitions and omissions in N. Moreover, f. 33v., 6 - f. 34v., 5 

have some text which is nor sitppsed to be &ere. The mistakes in N include many 

omissions of or wrong uses of vowels and consonants, such as (i) f. 13r., 8. m p  for 

- + ~ i t O ;  (ii) f. 1 lv., 4. Sf for 3Tel 1 

Furthermore, N has lots of corrections all over the text, and plenty of marginalia 

which include notes, remarks and corrections made most probably by Colebrwke. 

(vii). Manuscripr R. Stadtsbibliothek, Berlin. 832 (Chambers 348).6 Ff. 1 - 15, 

20-30, 32-129. (Number 9 was not covered in the counting of the folios). Paper: 

Dimensions unknown. Number of lines per page: 8- 10. Number of akyas per line: 35- 

46, or about 39 on average. 

Colophon on ff. 12th. - 129v.: $?f AY ~ 4 4 ~ 1 1 ( 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 t i ~  w .r (23 
t$Ffmmm--*.ll Tr 

Post-colophon: Missing. 

In the microfilm, the same folio is numbered 8 and 9 but no text is lost. Also, 

folios 1619 are missing but no text is lost However, text is lost because of folio 31 which 

is missing. There is no mention of the name of the scribe, date or place. In the beginning 

(before f. lr.), R has Chambers 348, vol 1st. This indicates that R comes from the 

collection of Sanskrit manuscripts belonging to Sir Robert Chambers (1737 - 1803 

A.D. )--a judge who joined the Calcutta Supreme Court in 1744 (Buckland, 1968, p. 78a). 

R contains several instances of omissions of or wrong use of vowels and 

consonants. For example, (i) f. 29r., 3. for m; (ii) f. 30 r., 2. B 3 for F14 

@) f. 25v.. 4. for m: I Cht of all of the twelve available manuscripts of 

the S3iuyqr&a, manuscript R has the maximum number of such errors. 

d Weber, A. (Ed.). (1853). Die Handschrifen-Verzeichnisse der K h i g l i c k n  Biblwthek. 

Erster Band Verzeichiss &r Sanskrit-HandrcArjften. Berlin. P. 231. 
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R has several omissions but very few repetitions. The dot or sign for a negative 

n m k  is i r s i i~y  ignored in R (far m exception, see If. 24r., 2). 

The scribe of R does not seem to be making any additions from other sources as he 

is copying. There are no insertions and no marginalia. 

(c). Ciass j3 

This class, consisting of the nine manuscripts B, L, D, T, W, I, M, S and H, is also 

important for the reconstruction of a (and Text Alpha), because some portions of the text 

of the S-iuyapr&s'a exist only in this class. For example, (i) p. 8, 14-16. W& ... 
w 

M and (ii) p. 10, 15-16. %TT3 ... Fmd which exist in class $, are missing from 
\ -. 

class A. Thus class P comes to the rescue of a under the following situations: (i) When 

the reading of class A is missing; (ii) When manuscript A is illegible or omits a folio and 

the reading of & does n d  make sense or N and R disagree on a particular reading; 

(iii) When the reading of manuscript A is incorrect. 

As far as the date of composition of manuscript $ is concerned, some estimate can 

be drawn as follows. Out of all of the available manuscripts of class $, the one which has 

the earliest date mentioned in it is the manuscript L. It was written in 1688 A.D. Class P 
(and hence manuscript $) shows contamination by Krsna's .. . commentary, the Bijapallava 

on BhZskara's Bijaga@z. The Bijapallava was written in about 1600 A.D. Therefore P 

was witten sometime between 1600 AD. and 1688 A D .  So we assign c a  1620 A.D. to 

&COPY B- 
The special features of dass f3 an~ the following: 

Them exist apparently genuine passages or words in class $ that are omitted in 

class A. An illuswtion of this fact is a portion (p. 29, 15 - p. 31,4. SN ... $zfl) 

of S-m~a's expfanatim to verse 27c-28b. This text has been supplied from class $ in 

order to reconstruct T a t  Alpha. Presumably S-uryadadaasa came back at some point and 

revised his ~wyapr&~a. The writer of f3 possessed a copy of this revised version, and 



incorporated the revisions made by S-GyadZsa in his copy. This copy of the revised 

version staiids between a md 3 in tie stemma. 

One instance of evidence for S-iiadasa's revising the Siiaprak&a is that a verse, 

which appears at the end of both the ~wyapr&&a and the Ga@tiimytakZpikTi, and which 

lists the first eight of S-iiadZsa's works mentioned by Dikshit (Sarma, 1950, SB VIS 2, p. 

2221, is absent from the very early copy A (and its descendants), though this very verse 

exists in all of the manuscripts belonging to recension P (see Chapter I, sections 1.B. and 

1.E. above). This verse, which appears to be Siii&-sa's own creation, was thus added to 

the Sjiuryaprakakaa~a at a later date. Quite conceivably other revisions could have been made 

by S-ikyd-sa as well at that time. One instance of other revision is the addition of another 

verse to the SBjjwrak&a after the one just mentioned. This last verse (which is stated 

below) also exists in the manuscripts of the S-iiaprak&a belonging to only the P- 
recension: 

The Appendices and Apparatus Criticus for the Text Alpha show that there exist 

instances of contamination of the text of class by Q~a ' s  commentary Bijapallava on 

BEskara's Bijag+ta, S-EyadZsa's commentary Ga@i?m@iipikii on Bhaskara's 

Libaf i ,  and Bhzskara's Bijaghta as follows: (i) The text pertaining to the explanation 

of verses 37c-38d, which we have put in the Appendix #9, seems to have been borrowed 

by the writer of B, with some additions, from the Bijapallava (see Radhakrishna Sastri, 

1958, Madras GUS 67, p. 77,541. (ii) The text pertaining to the explanation of verses 

64c65d, which we have pu? in the Appendix #17, has been borrowed by the writer of P 
from the Ga@i%paki@ikZ (see the manuscript Wai, PPM 9762, f. 121r., 5-8). (iii) Part 

of the text pertaining KO the artha of verse 43b44a, which has been put in the Appendix 



#12, has been taken by the writer of class P ffom BhZskara's Bfjagafita (see VidyZsZgara, 

1878, p. 24, I?). 

Class p has some disorders or misplacements of sentences. For example, the text 

which belongs to the solution of the first e-ample under verse 30c-31b is out of place. 

Tfierefore it has been placed in the Appendix #5. The corresponding text of class A, which 

has been chosen, is different for it omits most of the text contained in class P. 

At some places, class J3 has repetitions and is inconsistent. For example, the text 

which has been put in the Appendix #3 should have come before (and not after) verse 

16c-d because it explains the previous verse 15c-16b. It is omitted in class A. Also it is a 

repetition (with omissions and additions) of the explanation which is already given under 

verse 15c- 16b. 

Class contains a few errors. As an illustration, some part of the text related to the 

solution of the problems given in verse 36c-37b, makes no sense in relation to the context. 

This Ptext had to be put in the Appendix #8. It differs from its counterpart which is in the 

A-text. 

At some places, class P comains detailed explanations where class A has short 

summaries. Some illustrations to this effect are as follows. (i) The detailed explanation of 

class p pertaining to verse 39b has been utilized for the reconstruction of Text Alpha, on the 

obsewation that S-uryxEisa generally provides detailed explanations to the verses involving 

'siitras' (rules). On the other hand, the one-sentence explanation of A has been placed in 

the Appendix #I 0. (ii) Similar is the situation pertaining to the meaning and demonstration 

of verse 19a-d where recension A has only a one-line hint (which goes to the Appendix 

#4). Tie detailed text of class P has been chosen. (iii) In the demonstration part of verses 

33a-34 class A has one shun-sentence text which has been placed in the Apparatus 

Criticus; the corresponding text fmm ciass has been u t i i i d  (iv) The brief explanation 

of verse 4Ub-41a provided by the manuscripts of class A goes tn, the Appendix 4/11 and the 
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corresponding detailed explanation from the manuscripts of class P has been supplied for 

the purpose of reconstructing the Tern Alpha. 

The omissions in class P include parts of the text such as p. 11, 20. ... 
1 Another notable omission of class P pertains to the colophons, such as those at the 

conclusion of kit~as$ (p. 46,9-10. ?& ... O~df) and kut~aka (p. 70, 12-13. fi ... 
mq\)). 

The above &tails, repetitions, insertions or alterations in class P give rise to several 

possibilities which need to be explored, (which will be stated later in a separate section D. 

of this chapter,) which include, among others, revision of his text by S-iiadZsa himself 

and results of students' copying etc. 

(i). Diflerences of Class From Class A. The major differences include the 

following: 

(1). Class $ consists of nine manuscripts, while class A consists of three 

manuscripts; A being an early copy while P is a later descendant of a .  Of course, this 

proposition might change if fruther manuscripts of the ~uryapr&&a can be located 

(2). Class A is not contaminated by external sources, whereas class P is. 
(3). Since it cannot be determined whether some of the apparently genuine 

passages in class $ that are omitted by class A were in u or were acquired by & from some 

other source such as S-iiacEsa's revision of a, the readings of class & which are not 

shared by class A are less reliable than those of class A wf?ich are not s h d  by class P. 
(4). Class A summarizes the text in a few places but class P does not. 

(5). Glass has some repetitions, while class A does not. 

(6). Class f3 omits the colophons which class A contains. 

(ii). Relation of Manuscript f i  ro Manuscript a. P is descended from S-wad-a sa's 

revision of a. It was copied about 70 years later than the copy A. On the one hand, it 
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omits certain portions of a, for example, the colophons. On the other hand, P has several 

additions or alternative explanations, some of which seem to be the genuine creations of 

S-iiadZsa, while some others are clearly due to its being contaminated by sources other 

than the Siiwyaprak&a. Those alterations which did not seem to be genuine have not been 

incorporated in the Text AZpha which we have reconstructed. Such alternative texts have 

been placed either in the Apparatus Crin'cur or in the Appendices. 

Nonetheless, copies P and a have a large portion of the text of S-ii&-sa's 

commentary in common (at least 90%). Since P fills the omissions of A and replaces the 

short summaries of A, the reconstructed text would have been less organized and clear 

without the text of f3. 

(iii). Relation of Manuscript /3 to the SiiqaprakZ~a. P is a contaminated 

descendant of a revised version of the ~ ~ r y a ~ r ~ s ' a .  The authenticity of some of the 

alterations in p is questionable, for it is not clear who has provided those alterations. 

Consequently, it cannot be said with certainty how close P is to the original Siiiiaprakakaaia. 

(d). Clam y 

This class consists of the manuscripts B, L, D and T. This group has similar 
2 readings at most places. Herr are three examples: (i) p. 32, 10. @ om. y ; (ii) p. 36, 

7-8. dj? fsr- ] dm +x .= 4 3 ~ 1 & & d w r  : ~qqi~q': 

(Recalf that occasionally, the deviant readings of L coincide with the readings of class A. 

See section C.(b), Ciass A). 

The readings of class y are significant in the construction of manuscript P and 

hence in the reconstru~tion of rhe Text A m .  The important manuscripts of class y are B 



and L. We do not h o w  the dates of B and D. The copying of L was completed in 1688 

AD,, and that of T in 11882 AD. Manuscript B seems to have been copied directly from y 

; whereas L, D and T are copied from 6 which is a copy of y. (As mentioned before, T 

shares some of its readings with N and R. See section C.(b)(v), Manuscripts N and R). 

Furthermore, B, L, D and T are copied independently of each other, as is evidenced 

by the following: (i) p. 2, 17-18. f%$T ... - om. B; (ii) p. 11, 19-21. Elm0 * \ 

... 4I3?#& om. l; (iii) p. 8,9-10. dirtEl: ... 9 om. D; and (iv) p. 10, 3. - 

... -d om. T. Note that none of these manuscripts repeats the omissions of the other. 
1 

(i). Manuscript y This manuscript is a copy of P. It seems that y was not written 

very carefully because its direct descendant B has many errors and empty spaces. 

Certainly, y was written sometime between the date of copying of P (ca. 1620 A.D.) and 

that of L (1688 AD.). 

(ii). Differences of Class yFrom Class 5: 
(1). Class y consists of manuscripts B, L, D and T while class c consists of 

manuscripts W, I, M, S and H where y and c are the respective ancestors of these two 

classes. 

(2). Generally, the readings of classes y and c coincide, but there exist some 

dissimilarities as well. For example, (i) p. 25, 15. W: ,WJJf1•‹ om. c; (ii) p. 25, 16. 

... w ] 9 c. In these places, class y has the -. 
correct text. This indicates that the classes y and have a common distant ancestor P but 

they have cliffant immediate ancestors, namely, y and respectively. 

(3). Furthermore, manuscript W was written in 1813 A.D.; the dates of I and M 

are unknown but M is a eopy of & 5 and H were copid in the nineteenth century. Thus 

class consists of modem manuscripts, Therefore, the readings of class yare likely more 
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authentic than those of class c. Note that y was written between ca. 1620 AD. and 1688 

A.D. and was written between ca. 1620 A.D. and 1813 A.D. 

(iii). Manuscript B. Oriental Institute, Baroda. 9281.~ Ff. 119. Paper: 

Dimensions unknown. Number of lines per page: 9. Number of aksaras per line: 38-47, 

or about 43 on average. 

Colophos on f. 1 l9v.: I I ZItTM,' I I 

Postsolophononf. 119v.: ~ + 1 ? ~ ~ i q q 1 + q i e 1 ~ 4 ~ d ~ h ~ t t ; l 4  \P .s V 
. ~ n r r i f M & ~ a n f d a  II 

According to this information, B was copied in KZ;~  by Krsna, .. . the son of 

MZhFdeva who has the surname DhannZdhikikaarideva. There is no mention of the date at 

which the copying was completed. On folio 1 recto, the manuscript has something which 

is illegible. 

The peculiarities of manuscript B are the following: 

B has a few language errors. These include the wrong use of vowels and 

consonants as follows: (i) P. 23, 12 or f. 12r., 5 has '- for 'm and 
u w 

for 1 (ii) In a few places, the wrong uses of the consonants 3 for 7 and 
\ \ \ 

for V are found, swh as f. 16vv., 5. % for and f. lOv., 8. for I 
\ 

(iii) Likewise f. 1 lv., 5 and 8 have the wrong use of letters for digits such as 75 for C, 

T f o r 2 a n d q f o r F ;  I 

B has several repetitions of words or lines. 

B has several omissions. A peculiarity of B is that it has many blank spaces in the 

text, which correspond to the omissions. Perhaps its ancestor was compt or illegible at 

these places. Sometimes thm are omissions in B, but no blank spaces are left to indicate 

7. Nmbiyar, Ragitam. (M). (1950). GUS No CXN. Vol. II. An aIphabetica1 list If 
rnMILFcriipts in tfu Oriemal Insziwe Bmoda Baroda: Oriental Institute. Pp. 1212-1213. 



this fact; for example, f. 18v., 2 has JT in place of JN and f. 28v.. 3 has @ for 9, 
but there are no blank spaces for the missing letters. 

Quite often, a qZsa is not placed correctly in B. For instance, zjF ? 4 7jF Q 

(see Text Alpha p. 30, 18) is misplaced on f. 17r., 1 after (p. 30, 19), whereas it 
w 

should have occurred before T d b 7  on f. 16v., 9 (p. 30, 19). Similarly F 9% iii 9 
\ 

(p. 33, 15) is misplaced on f. I%., 1 after W? (p. 33, 16), whereas it should have 

occurred before on f. 1%. 1 (p. 33, 16). 

Finally, manuscript B has marginalia which consist of insertions to be made; see, 

e.g. f. 21v., 3 andf. 118r., 6. 

(e). Class S 

This class consists of manuscripts L, D and T. These axe independent copies of 6 

(see section C.(d), Class y). Manuscript 6 seems to have been written between the dates of 

copying of the manuscripts y and L (1688 A.D.). 

Clearly, B is not a copy of 6. The following three examples support our claim: (i) 

p. 2, 17-1 8. %* ... q- om. B; (ii) p. 2.8- 1 1. ... & om. LD; and (iii) 
\ 

p. 12, 15. w I & ? @ '  B, ANLD, gUrfPmO RTC. (In the third 
\ 

example, manuscripts A, N, L and D have the correct text. Note that T is a later 

manuscript and its writer seems to have had access to manuscripts other than 6.) These 

three examples suggest that L and D copy what 6 has. On the other hand, the many 

similarities of B with L, D and T (see section C.(d), Class y), and the unique way in B of 

showing omissions through corresponding blank spaces suggest that B and 6 descend 

independently fiom y. 

(i). Differences of Class 6 From Manuscript B. 

(1). Manuscripts of class 6 have fewer mistakes, repetitions and omissions than 

does manuscript B. 
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(2). Manuscript I3 has blank spaces for ctmk!ans, while L, D and T do no:. 

(3). Manuscript 8 contains a more correct and complete text than does B; it was 

probably copied earlier from y, before the latter became illegible in places. Nonetheless, 

the writer of B seems to have tied very hard to leave the text as close to its archetype as 

possible. Hence, the authority of B is to be considered greater than that of 6 as far as 

reconstructing p goes- 

(ii). Manuscripr L. Akhila BhZradya Samskrta . . Parisad, Lucknow. 45 14.8 Ff. 1, 

3-25,27-99,lW105,108. Paper: Dimensions unknown. Numkr of lines per page: 1 1 - 

12. Number of aksaras per line: 35-43, or about 39 on average. 

Colophon: Missing. 

Post-colophon on f. 108v.: I I ?a Y 9 d a i q 3  f$rh 
\ 

According to this information, L was copied for Natharnalla and the copying was 

completed on Tuesday October 9 in 1688 A.D. (see Pillai, 1922, Vol. Vl,  p. 179). The 

place is unknown. 

As far as the physical condition of L is concerned, since this manuscript is over 300 

years old, the writing on a few of the folios which are at the end of this manuscript is 

blurred. Also, there seems to be discolouration of the entire manuscript. It has also been 

eaten by moth-larvae in places, though it is legible. 

The distinguishing characteristics of manuscript L are the following: 

The scribe of L makes intelligent comctions, changes or additions as he copies 

from is archetype 5. For example: (i] He has tried to correct the solution of the problem 

pertaining to verse 36~-37b, perhaps using (with alterations) BhZskara's 

8. Iyer. K. k Subximania et d. (Eds.). (1%3). A catalogue of manuscripts in the Akhila 

Bhararijla SansRrir Pmishad Lukmw. Lucknow. (See Pingree, 1970b, CESS A I, p. 26a.) 



Bijaga&a text, p. 21 (see apparatus criticus to Appendix #8). (ii) P. 47, 20. W: (see 

T m  Alpha) has been changed to F, perhaps following BhZskara's verse 48b. (iii) P. 

9,9. W ... WZM$TlP6 (which contains the introduction to verse 3c-4b), has been 

replaced by the comsponding introduction in the Bijapalha, p. 11,1. S Y ~ S ~  h- 
A 

G I G  t w a w w  L I I I ~ W  16  u w w f (iv) In order to explain verse 3c-4b, some text 

has been added on page 9 between lines 13 and 14. This text has been borrowed word for 

word from the BijapdIma, p. 1 1,643 (see the Apparatus Criticus). 

The scribe of manuscript L seems to have had access to a manuscript of class A 

(see section C.(b), Class A for illustrations to this effect). 

L contains the first 35 complete verses from BhZskarays Bijngar,ita and adds 

to the end of almost every verse. Of course, L omits the lemmas when it contains a 

complete verse (see. e-g., p. 9,9. ~-9;~~zrftrPa om. LS). 

The scribe of L employs sandhi wherever it is possible. In fact, out of the twelve 

available manuscripts of the SEryaprak-&a, L has the maximum use of the rules of sandhi. 

L has very few repetitions. 

There exist a few omissions in L. For instance, p. 23, 11-13. ... f?TmO 
om. L. This omission seems to be a consequence of hornoeoteleuton. 

Rarely, L has numerals above the words to correct their order. For example, 

f. 22v., 7 has 3 where there is a "  ? " over ;l and a " ? " over e, which 

indicates that this text is to be read as 3 I 

Words or letters to be inserted in the text are usually above the line in manuscript E 

(see e.g., f. 4v., 3. EFT ), though sometimes below the line (see f. 6r., 12. 

3 ) or in the margin (see f. 7v., 6. * ). Some of these insertions seem to be in a hand 

different from that of the original scribe, which indicates that L has been studied by some 

later scholar. 
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(iii). Manuscript D. India Office Library, London. 2823 (1 533a)P Ff. 73. Paper: 

9 in. x 6 ;in. (i-e. 22.86 cm. x 15.88 cm.); size royal 8 vo. Number of lines per page: 26- 

28, sometimes 24. Number of & $ a m  per line: 22-28, or about 24 on average. 

Colophon on f- 73.: WTQ I I 
w 

Post-colophon: Missing. 

There is no mention of the name of the scribe, or place or date at which the copying 

was completed. In the beginning (i-e. on f. lr.), D has: Presented by H. T. Colebrooke, 

Esq. (Recall that manuscript N was also pmented by Colebrooke). 

The particular features of manuscript ID are: 

D has very few repetitions. D has omissions. The dot representing a negative 

number is almost always omitted in D (for an exception, see f. 8r., 1). 

Like manuscript L, D too has numerals above some words to indicate their correct 

order. See, e.g. f. 14r.. 25. The complete word in the text is -T with a " P " over 

(the second) W and a " ? " over 6 I This means that the word is to be read as 

mh 1 Another illustration is the word 'ZI-<" with a " p " over F and a 
w x \ 

" ? " over & (see f. 17v., 15) meaning thereby that the reading in the correct order is 

A peculiarity of D is that it has a symbol somewhat like " ? " over the place where 

a long vowel is intended, as in f. 2r., 2, we find $&, ixkadng that 51TFjl is the correct 

reading. These marks may have been inserted by some later scholars. 

Words to be inserted are written in the margin, see, e.g. f. 2v. 

If a complete word does not fit in a line, the sign r\ is used at the end of the line 

to indicate this fact (see f. 3v., 11). 

9. Eggding, Julius. (Ed,). 18%. Catalogue of the Sanskrit manuscripts in the Library of the India 

OffSce. Pan V. Ladon. Pp. 1009-1010. 
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(iv). Manuscript T. Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, London. 

/3 589.i0 Ff. 109. Paper: Dimensions unknown. Number of lines per page: 12, 13, or 

15. Number of aksaras per line: 35-47, or about 40 on average. No catalogue listing 

except as noted in tihe footnote. 

Colophon on f. 109v.: ?I-- I I 

Post-colophon on f. 109v.: - ?9 1 39 I I h ? 
\ 

Tfiis information indicates that the copying of the mmuscript was completed on 

May 2,1882 AD. (see Pillai, 1989). The places and names of the scribes are unknown. 

The following are the peculiarities of manuscript T: 

T has been copied by two scribes-the first twenty-two folios are c~cied by the 

first scribe and the rest of the copying is done by the second scribe. 

The portion after the first twenty-two folios contains more scribal errors (i.e. 

omissions and repetitions etc.) than do the first twenty-two folios. 

The scribe, who copies the latter portion of the text, uses very frequently the 

sign h, at the end of a line to indicate that the particular word is incomplete. 

Both scribes write 7 for F (see, e.g. ff. 4r., 5 and 24r., 12, 13 etc.). Words to 
0. 

be inserted are in the left or right margins (see, e.g. ff. Iv., 15 and 20v., 15 etc.). 

T does not contribute much towards the reconsuvction of Text Alpha, due to the 

fact that its scribes seem to be using some of the other manuscripts as well as 6. There are 

several similarities between the deviant readings of T and the readings of manuscripts not 

belonging to class 6. For example: (i) p. 23, 10-1 1. W ... 5 i e  om. NT; (ii) p. 
\ 

69, 7. T om. y (except T); and (iii) p. 69, 9. Otr'3f;5F: Tc. Also see section 

C.(b)(v), Manuscripts N and R, aid section C.(e), Class 6. 

10. Raghavan, V .  Caralogue of Sanskrit manrrscripts in the Wetlcorne Historical Medical Research 

Library. Typed London. (See Pingree, 1970b, CEfS A 1, p. 32b.) 
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(f). Class C 
As mentioned before, this class consists of the five manuscripts W, I, M, S and H. 

For fimher information see section C.(d)(ii) above. Occasionally, the readings of class 6 
are shared by manuscript T. For example, (i) p. 49, 11. 

\ .  
ydlm 1 

\ \ 

Y -i rq" Tc; (ii) p. 69,9. %kFf% Tc. 

The five manuscripts constituting class agree on most of their readings. 

However, there exist some readings on which only W, I and M agree, while S and H have 

a different (common) reading. Since the readings common to W, I and M are different 

from those common to S and H, it is evident that tk Lamediate ancestor of the first group 

is different from that of the second group. Using L for the immediate ancestor of W, I and 

M, and 0 for that of S and H, we have: L and 8 are copies of j. Therefore 6 can be 

reconstructed from L and 8 according to principles similar to those which will be found in 

Chapter I, section 4.A. below. 

The following are the examples of the diffe~nt readings in classes I and 0: (i) p. 

12, 14. ... prm om. e; ( i i )p .45 ,20 .  4ZlTf%m om. 0 ,  
\ 

C .mwrif t  -I \P I; (iii) p. 62.24-25. o*: ... 1r[;4O om. L I 

%: ... Y-IO om. S 1 2 ... yr;;?0 om. H. 

(g). Class z 

As far as the dates of the manuscripts W, I and M (which form class L) are 

concerned, the copying of W was completed in 18 13 A.D., but I and M have no dates of 

completion. W and I are independent copies of manuscript t, while M is a copy of I. The 

following illustrations suppon this claim: (i) p. 4 ,  14. . < om. W; (ii) 

p. 12, 11. V$ ... q 4 i %  om. IM; (iii) p. 20.4-5. '&%qO ... ?PI? om. IM; 

(iv) p. 65, 22-23. T E f  ... om. Ad 1 --31' ... ZTC om. (m W: 
.& w 

'- KIT add. W' in the bottom margin). (Hen W' refers to the later scholar who 

made the insertion in W). (v) In the Appendix #15, line 24, both I and M have the 



meaningless rilbi-fiq -IIi;f7 for -: which indicates that the scribe of M 

imitates I without much understanding. 

(i). Differences Between C h s  t and Class 8. 

(1). Class r consists of the copies W, I and M but class 8 consists of the copies S 

and H. 

(2). Class I has only lemmas whereas class 8 has complete verses from 

Bhiiskara's Bijaga@a throughout the entire part of the commentary which is being edited. 

(S generally omits the lemmas but H has the lemmas as well as the complete verses). 

(3). S and H have additions h m  Krsna7s .. . Bijapallava and BhZskara's Bijaganita, 

respectively. On the other hand, the copies W, I and M contain no such insertions except 

for an insenion or two in W by some later scholar, see for example, f. 20v., 7 (or 

Appendix #9 to the Text Alpha). Here the 7 in the left margin of W, seems to have been 

borrowed by some later scholar from the Bijapallava (see Radhakrishna Sastri, 1958, 

Madras GOS 67, p. 77,5). 

11-12 11 Ff, (ii). Manuscript W. h-jiia ~?$ha;Zi Mar$ata, Wai. 9777 L. No. x. 
100. Paper: 24.9 cm. x 10.3 cm. Number of lines per page: 10 (but sometimes 9 or 1 1). 

Number of aksaras per line: 42-49, or about 45 on average. Extent C (i.e. complete 

manuscript). 

Colophonon f.99v.: $?T fiifq~1~l11(1ul1~wul~>ql~%ikd 

-m I1 &q II ar 

t 1. JosRi, Laxmafishasni. (Eb.). (19701. Descriptive cafaiogue of Samlwit manuscripts. Part I?. 

Wai: =jib fZ!h&E Mandala .. . Pp. 1242-1243. 



According to this information, W was copied by ~ebava, the son of Trya~baka; 

and the copying was completed on Friday October 1 1, 1 8 13 AD. (see PilIai, 1989). The 

place is unknown. The manuscript does not contain folio 1 recto but there is no loss of 

text 

The speci J features of manuscript W are the following: 

There are no repetitions in W. 

There are very few omissions in W (see, for example, p. 17, 15. mi$?&$& 

om. LW (add. W' in the top margin)). 

W has numerals above some words to indicate their right order, as do the 

manuscripts L and D. For example, f, 6r., 8 has 7 7?7 with a "2" over and a "9" 

over w, which implies that the correct reading should be W I 

W has marginalia, some of which seem to be in a hand different from that of 

~ e i a v a  (For example, see the left margins of ff. 20v., 7. 7 and ZOv., 6. 9: the text 

already has though it is not very clear). Words to be inserted are in any of the four 

margins. If they are in the top or bottom margins, they usually have the line numbers (e.g. 

f. lOr., 9 has '* ?, in the bottom margin, indicating that the words are to be 

insemxi in the second to the last line). 

The amount of marginalia in W is more than that in any other manuscript of class 

c. This indicates that W has most definitely been studied by later scholars. 
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(iii). Manuscrip I. India Library. London. 2824 (1 89l).I2 Ff. 71. Paper: 

12 in. x 4 in. (i.e. 31-12 cm. x 10.16 cm.). European paper. Number of lines per page: 

11-13. (But the catalogue has 24). Number of akpras per line: 50-62, or about 56 on 

average. 

Colophon on f. 7Ir. - f. 71v.: 1 1  fl W$ 11 11  ~ I H ~  l hcl I~~UIJ-IM 
w I I 

If 3 3  I1 II s ll il II I I  = II II = I1 II = II ll s It - -\ 11 .A-rl.mffi II 

Post-colophon: Missing. 

According to the information given on folio 1 recto, this manuscript was 

bequeathed by Dr. John Taylor to the Hon. Court of Directors of the East India Company 

through William Erskine, executor, in Bombay, on April 20, 1822. William Erskine lived 

in Bombay from 1803 - 04 to 1823 A.D. (Buckland, 1968). He held various legal offices. 

Moreover, he was the S m t a r y  arid Vice-president to the Literary Society. (p. 139b) 

There is no mention of the name of the scribe, or place or date on which the 

copying was complete& Folio 1 recto also has: $FWF? & I I $ ?  510 

Manuscript I has the following peculiarities: 

There exist a few repetitions in manuscript I, such as on f. 2&., 5 (i.e. p. 61,13) the 

word is written twice (instead of once). This repetition is followed by M as well 
U 

(see f. 14r., 17-18). 

Manuscript I contains a few instances of misplacements of nyZsas as well as of the 

results obtained on performing various mathematical operations. For example SlX: 

PL 7jF 3 ( M A W  p. 33,4-5) is misplaced on f. llv., 5 after 7?- (p. 33,6), 

whereas it should have occurred on f. 1 1 v., 5 before s@l (p. 33, 5). Likewise ? 4 
+ 2~ (Text Alpha p. 30, 18) is misplaced on f. lOv., 10 after Tl8 (p. 30, 19), 

12. Eggelmg, Julius. Ed). 18%. Catalogue of the Sanskrit manuscripts in the Library of the India 

wee.  Port V. Loiitm. P. 101 1. 



whereas it should have occurred on f. lOv., 9 before Jrftq;l (p. 30, 19). These 
\ 

misplacemmts are followed in M on f. 8r. and f. 7v. respectively. 

Manuscript I has very few marginalia; they consist of insertions to be made in the 

text (see e.g. f. 2v., 11; f. 8r., 1 i etc.). Sometimes the numerical place where a letter in the 

margin is to be inserted in a word is written to the letter's right. As an illustration, f. 4r., 9 

has T P in the left margin and SId in the text, meaning thereby that 11:e intended 

reading of this word is m$ I Furthermore, the sign m appears at some places on 
(r] 

top of a letter* as on f. 5v., 1, wefind qm 1 This means that the is to be replaced 

by the next consonant U I Here M has the correct reading WE$ (f. 4r., 2); perhaps -. 
its scribe understood the symbol. It is likely that some of these marginalia have come 

from the pen of a later scholar. 

(iv). Manurcripr M. Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay. 279.13 Ff. 46. Paper: 15; 

in. x %in. (i.e. 39.37 cm. x 24.13 cm.). Number of Lines per page: 17-20. (The catalogue 

has 20). Number of akpras per line: 47-57, or about 53 on average. 

Colophononf.46v.: 1 1  $ y;ra 1 1  Ee 1 1  Ee 1 1  4% I! 11 

Post-colophon : Missing. 

On folio 1 recto, manuscript M has I I  XU $biWW WbT: I I 8: 1 1  ? 7 1 1  

? y; here the 39 I I ? y  is an old library shelf-mark but the extra mark ' above fi: 

makes no sense. Two folios (i.e. 31v., 32r., 37v. and 38r.) are missing from the 

microfw. Therefore the text is lost. There is no mention of the name of the scribe or 

place or date at which the copying was completed. This manuscript comes from the 

collection of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 

The following a ~ e  the peculiarities of manuscript M: 



There exist several instances which reveal that M is a slavish imitation of I. These 
include: (i) p. 4, 1 1. ] UF? IM; (ii) p. 56, 22. r4TFT: + W: FTC ??? 

P9Y  

TFO IM ( TTO in the right margin of ms. I, f. 15v., 10 but in the middle of a line of ms. M, 

f. l lr., 12); (v) p. 29, 17. ??? om. IM. In example (v), the scribe of I inadvertently 

dropped the syllable 3 at the end of a folio (f. I&., 13) and the scribe of M slavishly 

copies this omission in the middle of a line (f. 7v., 3). 

Rarely, both I and M have numerals above the letters to correct their order. For 

example, on p. 10, 13 they have (ms. I, f. 4v., 9 and ms. M, f. 3v., 3) where there is 

a " 2 " over 9, which indicates that the correct order is d 1 

The repetitiom present in the manuscript I have also been copied by the scribe of M 

almost d l  the time. An exception to this is the omission in M (f. 15r., 10) of the repetition 

-r0 ... w2 of I (f. 21r., 9-10. For this text, see Appendix #l8, lines 4-5). 

The dot representing a negative number is generally ignored in M as is done in R 

and D. For exceptions in M, ;ee f. 3r., 13-14. 

M has very few marginalia. Words to be inserted are written in the margin or in 

rhe next line exactly under the insertion sign (v). In the latter case, the symbol "x" is put 

on the left and right of the alqaras to be insened: as on f. 3r., 7 we find x 9P6 w x. 

(h). Class 8 

This class consists of the two manuscripts S and H, both of which were written in 

the nineteenth century. Bo& belonged to Major T. B. Jervis, and are written on European 

paper- 

Both manuscripts contain compiete verses from b4Zskara9s Bijaga@ta. 

Manuscript S generally omits the lemmas corresponding to the completely quoted verses 

(as docs L, see p. 9,9. pFWVi'@& om. LS), while H contains the lemmas as well. 



Moreover, unlike L, the manuscripts S and H do not have added at the end of a 

complete verse. 

S md H are considered to be independent copies of 0 due to several reasons. They 

differ in the placement and wording of some of the verses. Also they have different 

omissions. The following examples may be considered in view of these differences: (i) p. 

18, 17-18. Verse 1 7 c d  W, but L and S transposed to after verse 17a-b. (ii) p. 19, 10- 1 1. 

FF&T .a 
H, W S. (iii) p. 5, 24. '-€ om. H. (iv) p. 9, 9. 

\ 

+T&@ om. IS. (v) p. 28,20-p. ?.9,1. ~ - * l p  ... F 9 om. H. 

The scribes of S and H have made unique augmentations into the text of the 

commentary from Krsqa's Bi;apallava and Bhaskara's B!jaga@ta, respectively. The 

following are two illustrations to this effect: (i) p. 13, 1 -TFkid' ] - TI-&: 

-< K d  (from Q q a 7 s  BP, p. 28, 11-12) S; 'T@ & + 7f$: 

(from BhZskara7s BG, p. 5, 11) H. (ii) p. 45, 7-8. Tff ... ] 
w 

Appendix #13. P (from BhZskara7s BG, p. 25). The apparatus criticus to this appendix 

shows that S contains the augmentation \F@EE d - T G  

T q & l q  
0, :lu. Ffm * * p --: Wel EFfrrruJ: 

which has been borrowed, word for word, from Krsna's .. . BP, p. 82,20-22. On the other 

hand, H contains the augmentation *& \O \O - 4 ~  

.dq-% which has been borrowed, with slight modifications, from Bhiiskara's 

BG, p. 25,12-15. 

S and H have very few marginalia and the marginalia are in their omgind scribes' 

own hands. 
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(i). Manrrscript S. British Museum, London. 448 (Add. 14,361a).14 Ff. 40 (The 

catalogue has 41, but f. 41 is missing from the microfilm and therefore text is lost). Paper: 

European, folio. Dimensions unknown. Number of lines per page: 22. Number of 

ak~aras per line: 48-59, or about 55 on average. Was copied in the nineteenth century. 

Belonged to Major T, B. Jervis. 

Colophon: Folio missing. 

Post-colophon: Folio missing. 

The name of the scribe, or place, or date at which the copying was completed are 

unknown. In the beginning (before f. Ir.) S has: Purchased of Major T. B. Jervis, July 

1843. 

As far as the special features of manuscript S are concerned, some of them have 

already been described in section C.(h), Class 8. The following may be added to them: 

Occasionally, S has 7 a in place of F (e.g., f. 9v., 9. 3•÷f$J in place of 
0. 

m 1- 
Quite often, the dot for a negative number is omitted in S. S has very few 

repetitions. Words to be inserted are in the margins (see e.g. f. Sv., 22; and f. 9v., 1 I). 

They are in the hand of the ofiginal scribe. 

(ii). Manuscript H.  British Museum, London. 447 (Add. 14,358c).15 Ff. 46 

(now 74- 1 19). Paper: European, sm. folio. Dimensions unknown. Number of lines per 

page: 21-22, or 27 (21 in the catalogue). Number of akpras per line: 52-67, or about 62 

on average. Was copied in the nineteenth century. Belonged u, Major T. B. Jervis. 

Colophon: Missing. 

14. 

IS. 

BendaH. Cecl 0. (1902). Catalogue of the Sanskrit manuscripts in the British Museum. 

London. P. 185. 

&P.M. CwiL CEd). ( ~ ~ ~ .  C d o g u e  of the Swkrir  manuscripts in the British Museum. 

London. P. f 85, 
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Post-colophon: 

The name of the place or =date at which the copying was coiiipktd 

unknown. Note &at the numbers 74 through 119 which appear on the folios axe not the 

number of folios which H has. These are the folio numbers sf BM Add. 14,358. 

The important characteristics of manuscript H are the following: 

The scribe of H corrects as he copies. For example: (i) p. 9'2.  ] OF;Ti% 

N, '%Wq R, OF;ji4q c (except H); (ii) p. 62,24-25. '%&I: ... 1Tr;40 om. I I 

%f: ... lVW?' om. S 1 2 ... om. H; (iii) p. 38, 19. $lW A 

(* R) LDC (& H ). Note that $iL4 is grammatically incomct because it 

needs a prefix. Out of all of the manuscripts of class c, only H contains the correction. B 

T have -, which we have chosen fa our T e a  Alpha. 

The writer of H seems to have access to other manuscripts of the commentary also. 

See, e.g. p. B0,8-9. ';iT ... ~3 om. 6 (except H). 

B'Gskara's BG, parts of p. 32 iines 18,20,21 and p. 33 lines 1,4,6). 

The sign for a negative number is omitted in H only very rarely. There are no 

peptitims. Wofds tu be inserted are wPitren usually in the left margin. They seem to be in 



itr 
the original scribe's own hand and have the sign * above them; see e.g. f. 6v., 18. 

* 
andf. 12v., 5. f 

Y 

D. Possibilities ro be Explored 

Ouf Texr Alpha does not represent exactly the manuscript a, because there are 

mistakes shared by both A and $, which therefore must have occumd in manuscript a. 

We have comted these mistakes. 

Now a problem arises in that there are passages in kam$ and kwtaka where /3 

presents complete explanations and A presents abbreviated (or defected) explanations. 

There are the following possible ways to explain this: 

(a). The copyist of text A has abbreviated the readings of a while the copyist of /3 

has copied them out in full. In this case, Text Alpha represents the corrected text of 

manuscript a. 

(b). The copyist of text A has correctly copied out a while the copyist of P has 

induced  the longer and more correct andlor more complete explanations from some 

other source. There are two possible sources: (i). Corrections subsequent to the writing of 

manuscript a, introduced by S-iiadZsa himself. (ii). The copyist of fl may have found 

these explanations in another commentary which is lost, and rewritten those passages to 

conform to S-iiryacEsa's style. 

Among (a), (b)(i) and (b)(ii), we think (b)(i) is the most likely explanation, and 

(b)(ii) seems to us to be the least possible hypothesis, because it requires the copyist of $ to 

be a reviser of the text rather than simply a scribe. 

We cannot pnwe any one of these explanations to be the correct one, so that our use 

of the term TemA&hn fras m be ur#terstODd as being subject to modifications in accordance 

with whichever of these three hypotheses, (a), (b)(i) or (b)(ii), is correct. 

in view of r k  difftznmxs between the texts of the two recensions A and fl, some of 

the possibilities which need to be investigared may be stated as follows: 



(i). Do the two mensions represent two occasions on which S-GryadZsa iectured on 

the Bijaga@&z? 

(ii). Do the texts of manuscripts A and p differ because they were copied down by 

rwo different students at the same series of lectures? 

(5). Did the owndscribe of manuscript f3 possess more than one manuscript s f  

the Siiiiaprakf&a? 

(iv). Did the writer of p use sources other than Siirvad%a*s Ga@ZnytaA.Tipikii, 

Krsna's .. . Bijapallwu, and BhZskara's Bijagagita to expand on the S i i i i a p ~ a ~ a ?  

(v). Did, contrary u, our hypothesis, the writer of P himself provide all of the 

alterations and details which are not found in text A? 

The subsequent section discusses the principles and conventions of the edition. 



4. Principles and Conventicns of the Edition 

A. Principles of the Edition 

In the section 3.C.(c) above, it was mentioned with respect to the texts A and P that: 

(1). The readings of manuscript A are not available at some places due to its 

illegibility or loss of folios. 

(2). There exist apparently genuine passages or words in text Q that are omitted in 

text A (due to hornoeoteleuton or otherwise). 

(3). Text $ has detailed explanations where text A has one-sentence summaries or 

short passages. In other cases, the explanations in text $ differ &om those in text A only in 

their wordings. 

(4). There exist alternative explanations or additions from other sources in text P. 
These cases have been dedt with as follows: 

In case (I) above, when the reading of manuscript A is no-vailable, the readings 

of its descendants N and R have been resorted to if their readings exist, coincide and make 

sense with reference to the context. Otherwise the readings of class P have also been taken 

into account along with those of M and R, and the common reading is chosen for Alpha. In 

some cases the readings of class P become the sole witness for Alpha. 

Furthermore, if all manuscripts of class P do not have the szme reading, then, at 

first, the reading of class y is considered. If its descendants B and 6 disagree on a reading, 

then the reading which makes contextual sense with that of N or R has been chosen. If 

neither B has the correct reading nor all manuscripts of class 6 contain the same reading, 

then a choice has been made out of the readings of 6's descendants L, D and T in order, 

and so on, moving h u g h  the stemma from right to left. 

The following examples from the Apparatus Criticus may explain the above rules 

of editing belonging to case (1): 



(a). P. 2, 18. The reading O - w 0  has been chosen for the Text Alpha even 
w 

though manuscript A omits the relevant folio, the readings of N and R are not identical and 

B omits the relevant line; but N and L share the chosen reading. 

(b). P. 2, 17. Here again manuscript A omits the relevant folio, and B omits the 

particular line. The reading shared by N and L is ~-IY ~6 itlq I' 
U 

\ which has been discarded 

because it does not seem to be contextually correct. So the reading HY ~dlt-iq rf 
\O -.. which is 

common to R, D, T and has been chosen for the Text Alpha. 

(c). P. 4, 8-9. The reading ... TWf: 1 9.0 has been chosen for the 

Text Alpha because it is shared by R a ~ d  P. Manuscript A skips the pertinent folio and N 

omits this reading. 

(d). P. 5, 1. -*do is in agreement with the context. In order to locate this 
w 

reading, manuscript H from class f; had to be resorted to; because the relevant folio is 

missing from manuscript A, and the reading 
w 

which is shared by E and y had to 

be discarded. The reading of class (except H) is - \O which is an irregular formation 

and, therefme, had to be rejected. 

In case (Z), the apparently genuine passages of text P have been included in the Text 

A l p k  if they are needed in view of their relevance to the context, or to maintain continuity 

and completeness. For example: 

(a). P. 4, 14. Q c c l ' O  of P is needed with reference to the context. Manuscript A 

omits the relevant folio at this point and E omits this reading. 

(b). P. 29, 1-2. .TW' ... of P provides continuity to the solution of the -. 

problem. It is missing from the manuscripts of class A. Here is an example of our use of 

the assumption that S-ZyadZsa came back at some point and revised his SEWaprcak7ir'a and 

h e  writer of p seems to have been in possession of a copy of the revised version (see 

section ~.C.(C), Class P). 
(c). P. 36, 2 - p. 37, 6. \- ... G h  of P is needed for the Text Alpha 

because it contains a detailed explanation of the sahaji and nimittajii quantities in the 



squaring of a ha@-expression, which is not given anywhere else in the section dealing 

with kara~i.  Also, part of this text discusses the solution of the fourth problem given by 

the verse, and thus completes the solution. Here, again, S-qadiisa provided these details 

in a later copy of the ~-iia~rak&a which was used by the writer of P (see our 

commentary). This text is missing from the manuscripts of class A. 

In case (3), a choice between texts A and p has been made considering the context, 

order, clarity etc. Note that either complete text A or complete text $ has been chosen. The 

discarded text goes either to the Appendices (Chapter IV, section 1.) or to the Apparatus 

Criticus (Chapter III). For example: 

(a). P. 19, 15-22. ~r.;rfsrd ... 41-q of P replaces a one-sentence summary 
w \ 

contained in the manuscripts of class A. The text A has gone to Appendix M. 

(b). P. 45,20 - p. 46,4. ... F ? 1 1  For this text, the arrangement in 

the A-recension is chosen. The p-recension contains this text before p. 45,9 tiW, which 

creates a disorder and discontinuity of the discussion of approximate square-root. 

In case (4), text A has been chosen for the Text Alpha and text P has been placed in 

the Appendices. For example: 

(a). Appendix #I. W ... 0- is only in P. The explanation contained in it 
\ 

is alternative to that in p. 10, 1-4 of the Text Alpha. The latter explanation is contained in 

both A and j3. 

(b). For additions from other sources in text P, see the section 3.C.(c) of this 

chapter. 

In conclusion, T m  Alpha, which has been edited, is certain where the readings of 

texts A and Q agree and are correct. On the other hand, Text Alpha is uncertain to varying 

degrees where (i) tke readings of A and p disagree, or (ii) the readings shared by A and P 
are c m p t ,  or (iii) the readings sf one of A and $ are not available. 

As mentioned earlier, manuscript A seems to be a direct copy of manuscript a, 

which in turn seems to be a direct copy of S-iia's original. Manuscript A is superb in the 
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sensc that ns traces of possible contamination are found in it. Pt is written in a very neat 

haid ?3etgh it is ~witte:: carefuffy, here do exist a few emis, missions md expandable 

short summaries in A. Hence the Text Alpha, which we have reconstructed, is very close 

to but probably not exactly S-iiaGsa's (revised) ~riginal ~'uryapra&ii~a which is, in 

principle, impossible to attain. 

B. Principles Used in the Reporring of Variants in the Apparatus Criticus 

Mainly those variants which help in the classification of the manuscripts have been 

reported. That is to say, they include the most persuasive parts from all manuscripts: 

Insertions or additions from any other source (e.g. Appendix #17 from the 

Ga~itZrn~taEpikG) have been reported; significant grammatical errors (e.g. p. 6, 9. 

dlcN~ A (except E)) have been reported; significant variant readings from a class or 

classes have been ~ p o ~ e d  even if those readings occur in later manuscripts (e.g. p. 21,22. 

ZEFfWFf om. LT and p. 28, 21. C? y DM). Finally, any specially significant 

individual variant from a single manuscript has been recorded (e.g. p. 15,2. L 

indicates that L adds $?f at the end of a complete verse of the miila). 

What has not been reported includes: Any insignificant variants or omissions of a 

word or two, if a manuscript is later or has no descendants; variants in a repetition, if one 

of the two expressions of the repetition has the correct reading; insignificant spelling errors 

within the same words in different manuscripts. 

If a variant reading has been reported b m  one manuscript, then the corresponding 

variants from all other manuscripts have also been reported, whether or not these variants 

m meaningful. 

More specifically, the following criteria have been employed in reporting or 

recording the variants: 

(1). If some parts of the text are omitted by more than one manuscript such that the 

omitted parts of the text have the same beginning but the omitted texts have different 



lengths in different manuscripts, then the longest omission has been recorded first. All 

omissions are recorded using the symbol 'om.' As an illustration, for page 8, the 

recording for lines 9 and 10 is done as follows: 9 - 10. &&I: ... zftdO om. D 1 1  9. 

&k: ... &.  om.^ 1 

(2). The lemma (i.e. miila or the correct reading) has been reported only when it is 

necessary for clarity. For example, p. 8, 16. 37 ] I p. 

(3). The little circ1es.at the beginning and/or end of a framing line of a word 

indicate that only a part of the word has been recorded for the sake of brevity. 

(4). A variant has been recorded under the name of the ancestor if the variant is 

shared by d l  or almost all of Its descendants. However, variant readings within the same 

class Rave been enclosed by parentheses. For example: (i) p. 3 1,5. J3 ( L, 

T, OF& IM);(ii)p.69,.7. O m  + Fmd (WIT3 0m.L)  FI (FI om. 
\ \ 

BLD, T TIP. 

(5). Variants shared by manuscripts belonging to diflerent classes are followed by 

the names of those manuscripts, for example, p. 61, 15. 9 NBDM, 7% R. 

(6). If all manuscripts of a particular class have the same variant reading, except 

some manuscript which has the correct reading, then the reporting is done using 'except' 

as follows: (i) p. 13, 12. & ! E  C. $ (except L); (ii) p. 68, 14. 7 EP (except LT); (iii) p. 

60.25. D< I e tt& kicl I e A (except E). 

(7). If a later hand corrects the reading of a manuscript, this fact is reported using 

'corr.', as for example, p. 10, 20. .- TL (corr. ~1 in the left margin) S. The 

superscript '1' refers to this later scholar who wrote in the margin of W. As another 

illustration, p. 6548. % ] $ (except LD, corr. W' in the text of W). 

(8). Any illegible letters in a manuscript, other than in manuscript A, have been 

replaced by x in the Appamtus Criticus. As an illusteation, p. 15, 15. om. D, 

PTmhT EL, %x T, "Fs Bc. If the whole word cannot be read, then 'illegible' or 



'illeg.' is written with that word. For example, p. 60, 18. 9 illeg. in B, @ 6 (con. E 1 

in the text of L). 

(9). The variants common to A and P have been recorded under a. This indicates 

that the text is being corrected by the present writer (e.g. p. 2, 10. O T S G F T ~  a). 

(10). If the conect reading appears only in the later manuscripts, the word 'add,' is 

used to record it. For instance, p. 21, 10. f-8 om. a, add. 6. This w.od 'add.' is 

used also when an original scribe of any manuscript or a later scholar adds (usually in a 

margin) the text which was omitted in the manuscript. FOP instance: (i) p. 70,2 - 3. sTT 

... &a add. A in the bottom margin (except E); (ii) p. 18, 5.  OM^" om. Bc ( '%f 

corr. w1 to T in the text of W, and ~-br&' add w1 in the top margin ); (iii) p. 10, 

20. ,- TI ( UI add. w1 in the left margin ) S. 

(1 I). The same variant of A, N and R has been recorded under the name of their 

ancestor A (e.g. p. 58,20. o om. A (except R)). 

(12). Since N and R have numerous scribal errors, only those variants which 

indicate relations between N, R, E and A have been recorded An exception is when such a 

variant must be recorded because of corresponding variants in other manuscripts being 

recorded Thus here the criteria are: 

(a). Any variant (even if it is an error), on which both N and R agree, has been 

reported- 

(b). If N and R are the only manuscripts which have variant readings which do not 

coincide, those readings have not been recorded. 

(c). If only one of N and R has a variant reading, but all other manuscripts have the 

correct reading, then such a variant has been ignored 

(d). The insignificant variants in N and R resulting from the (wrong) use of 7 5 

for 3 or from the omission of the anusvZra m, ( ' ), have been ignored. 
\ 

(13). The variants belonging to the same line of Text Alpha are separated by a 

da@, ( 1 j, while those belonging to different lines are separated by a double 
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danda, . . ( 1 1  ). As an illustration, for p. 64, 2-3, we report: 2. a ... ] ?q-q 

p I om p 1 1  3. M ... om. e, S f$d&!3f?~ \O 7% 11  

C. Conventloris Followed in Preparing Text Alpha and the Appendices 

In the manuscripts of the Siuyaprd5s'a, as is normal in the Indian tradition, the text 

is continuous. There are no headings, titles or sub-titles, but only colophons (and 

sometimes post-colophons as well) indicating the ends of chapters and sections. 

In Text Alpha, the headings, paragraphs, indentations, displays, sentence dividers-- 

dandas . . ( 1 ) or question  larks-and paragraph dividers-double dan.+is 

( 11 )--are supplied by the editor. Though mzny manuscripts have da@is, they are 

irregularly and inconsistently employed. The avagraha sign ( ), often omitted in the 

manuscripts, is supplied by the editor where needed without comment. The letter 8, 

which is employed to mark the end of sections or sub-sections in manuscript A, has been 

retained. Extra space before a paragraph, which introduces a new idea, has been used. 

The symbols 1 .,. J indicate illegible portions of the text of manuscript A. These 

gaps have been filled by the suitably chosen portions of the text from the other manuscripts 

as described in the sub-section entitled Principles of the Edition. 

The parts of the mda (i.e. text of B hzskara's Bijaga$ta) which appear in our Text 

Alpha are in bold face DevanZgari script, but the remaining part of S-iiadiisa's 

commentary is in plain DevanZgm- type. For example, the verses which exist in 

manuscripts L, S and H are parts of the miila. Therefore, they are in bold type, have a 

number and, since they have not been given by SiiryadZsa, they are enclosed within angle 

brackets, '<' and '>', as explained below. On the other hand, any verses given by 

S-iiadiiss, whether composed by Slirya himself or taken by him from any text other than 

the mih ,  or from that part of the m3a the commentary on which is not being edited, are in 

plain type, axe not necessarily numbered and ae indented 



If here are my discrepancies among the wordings of a verse of the miila (contained 

in 5, H and L), then the words used by Siirya in his commentary on that verse haue k e n  

taken into consideration. 

The numbering given to the verses belonging to the miila corresponds to that in the 

Bijagar$ta: A treatise on algebra by BhZskarSicZrya, which is edited by JibKnanda 

VidyZsZgara, 1878, Calcutta. This text has been chosen by us because VidyZsZgara's 

numbering does not seem to be based on the numbering belonging to any particular 

commentary. The manuscripts of the ~iir-yaprokiisa have no numbering for the verses of 

the miila. Thus the verses pertaining to the miila in our Text Alpha follow S-iiadZsa9s 

order but VidyZsiTgaraYs numbering. The natural order is disturbed only in verses 53 and 

54. 

The angle brackets '<' and '>' have been used in the following situations: 

(i). To enclose the verses (from the miila) which exist in manuscripts L, S and H 

and which have not been given by S-EyadiZsa, as mentioned before. 

(ii). To enclose any suggested headings or sub-headings. 

(iii). To enclose all suggested (i.e. corrected) readings in the text. For example, an 

page 2, 10 of the Text Aipha we read %< T >mO, whereas all of the available 

readings from our manuscripts are - ' = T O ;  manuscript A omits the relevant folio, 

and L and D omit the whole verse which contains this reading. 

The sandhi given in the various manuscripts has been preserved. New sandhi has 

also been introduced at places, for example, when a word ending in a vowel is followed by 

a word beginrkg with a vowel ( see e.g. Text AZpk, p. 9, 14. - ). However, 

the grammatically incorrect use ~f 9, (7 1, in place of a visarga b, (: ), as in manuscrdpt 
\ 

A, has been eliminated. 

On the other hand, the words (e.g. Text Alpha, p. 44, 11 and b1;;9 (e.g. 

Appendix 119, lines 2 and 4) have not been replaced by m~ and 



respectively; because SiiryadZsa and others seem to be following some convention which 

was prevalent at their time of writing. 

To facilitate understanding, the word or words of a verse which are being 

commented on by SiiiiadZsa, have been underlined. 

Any citation from the mza, which is made by S-iiadZsa in his commentary on a 

verse, is either enclosed within double quotes or is written as an indented verse in plain 

I)evanZgari type, Likewise for any cited siitra which is taken by S-uryadZsa from any text 

other than the mSa. But if the wording by S-EyadZsa of such a citation differs from its 

actual wording, it is set apart within single quoas. 

Any part of the text A or text P, which is placed in the Appendices to Text Alpha, 

has been assigned a number. The section Appendices is followed by its own Apparatus 

Criticur. 

The next chapter is composed of Texl Alpha as it has been edited. 
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THE TEXT ALPHA 
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C H A P T E R  I11 

APPARATUS CRITICUS 

FOR THE 

SANSKRIT TEXT ALPHA 



Page 3. 

2. G$FSF? o. LS ( 1  4. W f (except L) 11 7. ~~" LD 1 1  

8. OW j3 (except L) 1 1  9. %EJJ@' R, - - P (except LH) I I 

10 - p. 4,24. % ... O-iQ ] L missing folio 2 1 1  11. "fwd B, 
\ w 

'%f% E< 11 13. "-" ] p ( W 0  T )  I 

IM I O'ma EH, O ' w i  IS 1 1  15. %JFfT& IM 1 1  17-20. Verse 

l a - d o  1 1  23. TWFR$C E, rt- B 1 1  24. O f 4  om.D, f$' RB 11 



Page 5. 

I. +W w C(except~) ,  W \O ~y I TlFbm IM 1 1  1 -2 .  8 \P f4a" L, 
w 

C (except Hj 1 1  2. IM I PmftO N. Wl?lf$' R, IM, 
w 

Wl%?' L 1 1  5. A starts From $3- w (folio 3) 1 1  6 - 9. &: ... om. 

RB 1 1  8. PZLm c(exceptMS) 1 1  11. dWd$O R, O o q l u f &  5 
( " e  M, ";r afrFP inrnarpinwl) I 9ftfi;t IM, BL 1 1  

12. : R, *%$: BDTW, 'mf$$FR S, w-: IM 1 

w0 I m" IM 1 1  14. rn I w B C W  B, wt!xP L )  I 

od&%33f ] %k3%Zfl 6(o-<0 L) 1 1  14-15. O m  ... 
o m . 3  1 1  1 4  ~ w T "  ] Okli&%?' E ( T  inmarginA) 1 1  

16. <(except W) 1 1  16- 17. '-W; ... '- .- om. D 1 1  
5 

1 7 . ~ ' ] * I M I  m ] ~ E 1 1 1 9 . F ? + W 5 1  w O m  

P 1 1  20- ] N, %'? IM I Flfjir;s9(dhWT B )  + qv* 

P I 1  2 l - m ~ T , - B I  * * B I  3Z01wc I I  

22. %W + Wl?' fl I WhFlT D' (51 inmargin), dM IM 1 1  23. ~wf: 
w it 24. ma-f%iP w IM I it8%$?i- N, -aftr;CrfZr mrwe, B. 

-?TLIM I S f ; r o m . p ~   morn.^,& B I e q o m . ~ ,  

W d W W  Wf,  ~- B. ~ m q  L, m v  w, 
3K2-W I1 
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Page 6.  

2. * + Vf;P (except H, + & i O  w I I, S ,  

FisFriPd I 3m -.. rn G 1 s ~ :  p ~f?Ftmqm,  w R, 

B 1 1  3- R, W T W - ~  w B 1 1  3-4. VFFN ... om. 
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6. ~EFw~ ] LD 11 7. O s W  ] a BTC 1 1  8. %-%?b T, % 

LD I VdkWFEW w om.LD I + 14- 15. '&? ... *-L 1 1  
\ - 

9-14. ... 0m.D 1 1  9. ?M?I ... ] SY$@TS$ 

-&<l~itgdde-+w6 w Y w  (from Krsna's .. . BP p. 1 1, line 1) L I 

%ik-P T, QkmikV B S I  -om.D, DI C * * p 1 

-@if8 om. LS I I 10 - 13. Verse 3c - 4b. LQ 1 1  12. m: Ff $ I g w  
c % 

qVF . = \  8Cf -. Q 1 1  13. % + FW$l% wrultyfh&b C WFRT 

Page 10. 

1. 34' * NLDS I -  TI, %- Sz D I gqfm: ALDIM 1 1  

2- m N ,  P ( m  V 8, U D) I ?-@ ] * s  E l  

7~m.1 ~ ( e x c e p ~ ) B ( &  D )  I W&~?FW T, DS 11 

3. W ... ~d 0m.T 1 1  3-4.  d&f ... 4 1 ~ ~ ;   om.^ I m: ... 
\ U -. % 

om. LD 1 1  3. $lLm: r 1 1  4. %FT Y + Appendix #I. P 1 1  5. ~~~ 
om.LS ] I  6-7.Vme5a-b.LB 1 1  7. $lLg L I $dh@ L 1 1  8. K$ om. 





Page 13. 

2. a t T d  om. LS, &8@ B 1 1  3 - 4. Vene 10a - b. LB ( 1  
1 4. TlftftPd L I I 6. FVli;m: $ i GFWO ] dO I (con. W in the top margin), 

F?" S 1 1  6 - 7. " V i i <  W: LW (con. w1 in the left margin), B I I 

7 -  12. T&? ... - afterp. 14, 16 P 1 1  8. % ] 5 
M) I 9UI o m . p  1 1  9-11. -0 ... 111 0 

rb.IWlH 0m.T 1 1  

9. "TXFRITO Ry Pw~O N, O-i0 L, O-O C, ( O-rO 

W' because W' erases T and writes FR in the right margin, %$mio M ) I I 

12. .z P (except L) 1 1  13. MT& D 1 1  14. frm om. LS, 

? ~ 4 P 6  B I !  15-16.VerselOc-dL0 1 1  16. d S I L I I  







Page 18. 

1 - 2. Verse 1% - b. L8 1 1  2. V$FXT + 17 - 18. Verse 17c - d. L S  1 1  

4. 9iS -% ] W E 11 5. R, S m  D, S&dbT%? B, 

v&&&R T, zi- WB, $RTEW IM I o m . ~ c  

( 061 con. W' to 7 in the text of W, and RWh$? add W' in the top margin ) I 

R, o4sdi~;hclV B, c ( w  add.  in thetop 

margin) 1 1  6-7.  ... Fgad 0m.N 11 7 . W & T  ... 0m.p  1 1  

8. A 1 1  9. ' u l q i 4 r ~  21r~ki 14dq C : $ I 10. %ah 
+ mrfm 7 I3 I %a 1 I "7 om$ 11 11. T-& w 

L'I'lM I F- B ( F ~  WS, FkVF$FF H, F W  

y~', add. wlintherightmargin) 1 1  11- 12. & FTPd 
A 1 1  12. 1 %3 EL, B 1 1  13. 5;N + '- p II 

14. 3WTf ] W@f ED 11 15. "aif ( N ) + 4 $ 1 1  17 - 18. Verse 

17c - 6 H; but LS transposed to after Verse 17a - b. 1 1 18. *?* L 1 1 19. 

m1 ..- h:  om.^ 1  w w1 p, i 5 ~  ,mO N I OF( w w A 

(%  om.^), OFI w p (  + 5, k$l eraseswl) I f-: ] % c(m 
W' in the right margin ) 11 20. %IT?' om. AL. add. L' above the line I I 

23- O ~ E F E E & R ~  D, D ~ & ~ c & i ~ f  
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Page 19. 

1. q14~ i i 4 r l i ~+&Pd  om.LS j i  2 - 5 . V e r s e i g a - d . L B  1 1  5. -- 
L l  3'1 .a T S 1 1  6. $ 0rn .RT.y  BD, W N  1 1  8. < o m . R , ?  B D  1 1  

9-14. m0 ... - 0m.B 1 1  9. % I '  om.LS, y m &  

DTtH 1 1  10- 13. Verse l 9 a - d . L B  1 1  10- 11. H- H, W S 1 1  12. 
w -. 

WB w S 1 1  13. \O L 1 1  14-16. 3 ... 3Jm o m . < ( a d r i . ~ ' i n t h e t o ~  

margin) 1 1  14. W E, W*IM I 3 e 1 1  15-22. U ... o m . &  -. 
whichhasinsteadAppendixX4. 1 1  15- 18. *dl ... o m . B  1 1  17. q$' 

% 

W, @ IMS I  el* (W erases andcorrects) 1 1  19-20. TI<- \O .. m: 
0 m . D  1 1  20. T$l 4 (a L )  8 f K  BLT 11 21. 6 a, 6H 1 1  

Page 28. 

2. ? RBDM I 3 om. &T 





H),  B I ?EWT 'TKiFTT $?i om. LT 1 1  19- 22. Verse 24c - 25b. 









Page 32. 

1. %# LH 11 2. g1 0m.0 I % DH 11 4. m = ~  + a [ I 
e -. 

A 11 5- ~+i!M  om.^. b l ~ ~ ~ $ i t f t r  BWH, +h~ 43 



Page 33. 

1. .a~y-p (%l" o m . ) p  I O T P   om.^ I O-om.P, % w R I 

3f?? 1 ?KT A 1 1  3 O m 0  R, O m 0  T, %&3@ IM I % OI c I I  

4. O d $ T 8 '  BL 1 W: om. RBD 1 1  4 - 5. ... J after 5. O.-T A, 

after5. O m  D,after6. IM 1 1  6. a BDM, 30 R I qTF$F ] XlT 

* PL F 5 I * A W F F F  E )  1 1  7. YMW? 1 Ffm* A I fbn 
& P(exceptH), ~mkE4T R 1 ~m YI + & Bl.c(except M) 1 1  8. q3 

.. . ?h< after 10. OW? u A (except N, after 1 1. R), after Appendix #5, line 1. 

B,afterAppendix#,linel. (andbefore d h : ) ~ ~  I (  

8. ?G ED 1  YO RD, 390 N I ??s ED I ?h? ABDM 1 1  9-12. 

... T3: Appendix #5. P 1 1  9. 0-4~ cl &i d' A (except e) I O r n i O  A 

( @ m y  e )  1 1  13- W&6? R, W@ P ( V !  *B) w I ? w  &DM I 

?e NDM, y y  R 11 14-  15. W .,. T 4 om. R 1 1  14. 6 ~ 4  [ 

(exceptM) 1 1  15. d ... 4 after 16. W? B,after 16. WTO IM I y o  om.R, 



Page 34, 

1. 6200 y(except T) MB 1 1  1-2. d ... .?oo after 2. 8, 

after3. IM 1 1  2. ESP? DMB, ~9 B 1 1  3. LD 1 1  4. cvoo 

Y M ~  II 5. 69?O? B, 69?? D m  I %%# cP 0m.T I '~h- D, 

o&hm c, T 1 1  6. F~ ... &my afterg. T 1 829 BDMH I 

F ;  ] c@$ TIS 1 1  6-7.  $ ... ~ 9 9  afterl. & IM,underd $ ... h ~ y  

T 1 1  6. he? ] hey BTc(exceptW), Q Y  D 1 1  8-10. '- ... 

om.B 1 1  8. om.WH 1 1  11. %Go H, I) iF y o  BT 1 1  12. fR om. 

B I 0m.y I 'ma B, 'ma D I a DM, a* B 1 1  13-14. 

w1 ... payo after 15. e3 T 1 1  14. $ ... ?Ed under 13- 14. F' ... ??yo 

T,after 15. B, after 15. %%? IM I  ?e p3yo DM I  ? ? y  DM, ??y 

B I  rc? y(exceptL)MH 1 1  15-16. bh ... 4- om.B 1 1  18. ?&? DM, 

?ti B I ?a DM 11 20. ~ 9 9  BT 1 1  21. $ ... 4 atler22. 757' B,afterZ. 

v.9 IM 6 ] Q Y  y(exceptL)M 1 9 BBM 1 1  22. sm.L( 1 1  23. 

.MW c, VWT' D I * vdv afier24. WQSO B 1 $ ] W: L, 

e T , w D  1 1  144.aA,&DIstf~:om.A,~BI -% -a U 

W' + 339 A 1 1  25. Srf + '- 6 1 1  26. 5Tt2 om.8 I  T3fh%T 

(Wfh# M )  d W  B I 9 om.P(exceptL) II 





L 1 1  19. m above %U L' 1 1  20-21. Fglfm' ... Orrn om. IM 11 

20. +qf?!J1 orn.L(intheleftmargid) I O m  ] $ 11 21. om. 

p I ajf om. c 1 1  23. 4 BD I W om. p I m om. P(exceptl) 1 1  



P  I F8YT \ om. R 1 1  10. FiffT e A (excepte), 

FUEWP T I O ~ w m  LD I m-i O ~ . L S  I #3 I, 3% 
D 11 11 - 14. Verse 35a - d. L0 1 1  12. F F Q f  L I FIFLa S 1 1  14. c%lTZTr 

S, L 1 1  15. Wj" * 0m.A 1 1  16. -he 1 1  17-22. '5nt0 ... 

Page 40. 

1-2 .  Verse36a-b.0 1 1  3. ] gili 9 P I Wd' w A(&$+ w N, 

W R )  i i  4 . * o m . P 1  r n I M , w N , e r s " R , - H ~  

OW m: ] space in B I 5 ] 3 RBTMS, 3 B 1 1  5. k illegible in R, 7 in 

piaceof \3 inN, @ BDM I ~ F l i  0, om. p I W C - .  ] 4*< - ~ ( d  or L )  I 1  

5-6 .  f ... LG ] spaceinB 1 1  6. LV RDM I T'lJJ (%vd 8 )  -1: 

P I  W F F T $ ~ R B , ~ ~ ~ ~ D , W  \ c'r&w9 N 1 1  7. I 

F e o m . R , T i j B ,  W J D M  1 1  8. %+TipTZY 1 1  8-9.  fwQ ...* 
om. S. ?agFf?F@& H 1 1  10- 13. Verse36c-37b.B 1 1  14. F 8  ... TrfS 
(a] A I %% & ]  (&?&id R ) A ) a f t e r l d  CkfLC 



Page 41, 

5. Fkdk&lJ  (%? om. IM), L, another Fhrm in the 

top margin L I f%W fl I -m om. S, -dh$?f 
RW, 'iFFFf% H 1 1  6 - 13. Verses 37c - 39b. + 39c - 41a. S, Verse 37c - d. H 

(Verse 38a - d. after 21. OF&!& and Verse 39a - b. dterZI. ~ i %  1 H) I I 1 1. Zf 

om. 8 1 1  12  H 11 14. 'pfo ... om. W I OQ-$' e 

(?'bdh$' N) 1 1  14-15. O-FR$f  ... 3f%3TIft om.B 1 1  15. '- 

+ FRf% A(cxcept~)  1 1  16-17. *I ... 'WJ?ff 0m.D 1 1  16. LS I 

Wf?T & 1 1  17-p.43,8. w: ... folio3lorn.R 1 1  17. ] 0 
(3 B )  I W?$N V4-R - IM 1 1  18. f- om$ I O m  DTC, A I 

w S J &  (exapt T) I il 19. mpf: + Appendix X9. B li 

20. 1 1  21. ~ d c ; '  + 8-11. Versc38a-d.H I FETk % + 

12 - 13. V m e  3% - b. + Verses 3% - 4la. H ! I  22. T t I  
a= 

om. H I 

33f'+ -sa" % 1 BTH, blf4. L, $Wf D 1 1  23-p.42,4.  '-% ... 
W8l'd: ] Appendix XlO. A 1 1  23. wP6 om. L I I 





A (except&), B I d om. p I & om. I i s 1 1  

5. p I FQd! IM 11 6. ... y ] f%$bm 
SN* w rqld \ + '51~m *.sf3 I, F 2 T s a r I f~aasrl 

(4Tfi 7) 7 d d~ ~ S Q  ?O 2% zF 530 F 6 0  



Page 45, 

1. O M  M A I O e  ,= ?h? BW, O- p69 

( +  T T W  D)DIMO II 2. * ... ] (h BS) EfiXl (h B )  
? I  *m 0 m . m  O f t m r ; r i  c m L ) + x d  W ?  T ?? 

B 11 3. * FP P 1 1  4. RP 1 1  5. * .* $ I  0 ,* 
& om$ 1 1  6. %&? R, O f f m m  P I &, P ( F .  B, 
PT& L, 3 above  line^' I q 19 om. B, F q iF; q 6c I qiti * + q~ IM 1 

W' ... ? om. B I $ ... d  om.^ I F q2 om. ALIM 1 1  



Page 46. 

1-2. Verse45b-46a.0 11 3. W om. f3 I 31wq 9 P I T 3 + 
( +  8 L) ( f 4  0 m . L  c4 DH) a ( 3  a 5 L) 4: P 1 1  

5. W O ~ . D  11  6 . -  1 O- p 11 7 . c o r n . ~ .  .a 

T S D T I 0  \O 11  9-10. $$F ... " ~ m a o r n . p  y 1 1  9. w'] "Fiifm o, R, O& ., 

N II 
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Page 53. 

1. Verse 52c. H, + Verses 53b., 54a., 53a., 54b., and 55a - b. H 1 1  2. 

om. 8, + 9&sai (om. c) .m 65 1 ... %FtlJ om. N 1 1  2-3. m2 V 

... % ] *PWFSI: mr P(0rn.L) 1 1  3. O v O  A (v R) Ii 
3-4. & ... Z: 0m.L 1 1  5-8. e... m.1 - 7lf$RWw 

a - c i 3 c f i i h ~ m 4 . _ 1  mwf3*;lm.1 T 8 t m  

&$V$ P ( - r n +  ... % ~mcT.om.L) 1 1  7-8. d ... - om.R 1 1  -. 
9. Wh''' ... ] SN P I om. S 1 1  lo. Verse 53b. S, + Verse 

54a. S (59 hiis 53b. and 54a. together, H has 53b., 54a., 53a., 54b., and 55a - b. together) I I 

11. w ... qm2 om. 8 1 1  11 - 13. $F6? ... m1 om. N 1 1  12- 13. 

& ... -4: ] + spaceinB 1 1  12. GT' om.LD 1 1  12- 13. 

m m  ... - ~ 4 :  0m.T 1 1  12- 13. ... m1 ] 

(OWW LD) =dfb?T ( d k f ' l  w, IM, =dfb?! S )  d? 
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N ) E / 1 17. Verse 54a. Q (S has 53b. and 54a. together; H has 53b., 54a., 53a., 54b., 

and 55a - b. together, see line 10 ) O m  S I ] & 9 I %* + 

S 11 18. A I  A 1 1  19. Verse 53a. 9 (S has 53a. and 

54b. together, see apparatus criticus to Appendix #15., line 4 ; H has 53b., Ma., 53a., 54b., 

and 55a - b. together) I 3 d3 S I I 

Page 54. 

1. a om. A (see p. 53, 18) 1 1  2. A (except e) 1 1  5. Verse 54b. 

8 (discussed above, see apparatus criticus to p. 53, lines 1 and 19) 1 S 1 1  7. 

FSWi ] 65fkT A(- N, R) 11 12-13. Verse55a-b.8(seeapparatus . 
criticus to AppndixXlS., lines 35 - 36) 1 1  13. 1 S I 1  . 
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R I T, M I -m A (except N) L, '-7 B, - T I 

(except L) i l 22. rhrlO ] y (except T), dmnO c 1 1  22 - 23. 

9 jnar ... om.BL 1 1  22. F f l  .s e 11 23. f$%* $(qkUp 

D) I 1  24. c 1 1  24-25. m: ... W om.1 I w: ... 
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3. 0J40 ] O$ FCIFFFS~F" ~ ( ' 3  IM, W add. I' in theleft %a 

I 4 Om. S, ?6 R 11 21. OJ ... %K ] 'mi ? ~ i :  OP B 1 1  22. 

w"' ] W IMS I W ]  mC R, O m i S  B 1 PP o n e $  I 
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2. ''%$?I' $(i.e:& .a $%%? om.$) 1 1  3-6 .  Verse66a-d.H 1 1  

7. N - B (except L) I a om. y (except T) I w + -. 
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The Apparatus Criticus (Chapter IIQ for the TexdA@h refers to a total of nineteen 

appendices. The first section of the present chapter consists of the texts for these 

appcndicts. The second section contains an apparatus criticus for each appendix. The place 

in Chapter IJl where the fim reference to a particular appendix is made is indicated at the 

beginning of the apparatus criticus to that appendix. 













2. Apparatus Cpa'ticus to the Above Appendices 

Appendix #2. (See &p. Crit. for p. 12,17 - I8 of Text Alpha.) 

Line 1. &f om. t 1 1  
C 

Appendices #3-4. (See App. Crit. for p. 17,5 - 7 and p. 19, IS - 22 of T a t  Alpha.) 

Nil apparatus criticus. 

Appendir 4 6 .  (See App. Crit. for p. 36,7  - 8 of Text Alpha.) 

Line 1. 0m.B I irif 6 1  %id$' T, D 1 1  

Lines2-4. b F(m ... f%WF$ om.L 1 1  Line2 $ om.T, 3 B 1 1  

Appersdix #7. (See App. Crit. for p. 39,17 - 22 of Text Alpha.) 

Nil apparatus criticus. 



Appendix #9. (See App. Crit.forp. 41,19 of Text Alpha.) 

Linesl-2 .  5W ... V$f8 WT om.LT 11  Linel. d$ ] <(q in 

the left margin W' ) I I Line 2. ;I ~ Wh? ] space in B I ;I in the left 

margin W' ( tromK&xp'rBP,p.77,5)  I 33? c I \  Lines 2-3 .  

Y~$EW??: (i.e. gzhD ... om.) D I ... w: from +$a's BP, 

with a few additions (see p. 79.5-6)  1 1  Line 3. TT? + space in B, 9 7 d  5 
(comctedo & w') 1 1  

Appendix #10. (See Apa. Crit. for p. 4 l , 2 3  - p. 42,4  of Text Alpha.) 

Nil apparatus criticus. 

Appendix # I ] .  (See App. Crit. for p. 42,10 - 17 of Text &ha.) 

Linc1. $51 473iN * ll 



Appendix #12. (See Apg. Crit. for p. 44,13 of Text Alph.)  

Liiat 1. -d - '- from BhZskara'sBG, p. 24, I? I 

m 1, =hma s, =imm I! 

Appendix #I#. (See App. Crit. for p. 52,M of Text Alpha.) 

Linel. W ... om.B I N ... OFF&" 0m.L 11  

~ i n e s  1 - 3. ... ~ I K J  om. T I 1 ~ i n e  2. ws I 
~ 8 6 3  r 11 ~ i n e 3 .  IM I % f % ~  y ( % F b :  T) II 

Lines 3 - 4. %V&T=F .n ... %W om. B 11 -. 

Appendix #I5. (See App. Crit. for p. 53,14 - p. 54,19 of T a t  Alpha.) 

Line l .  7;N om. BT I IiFVi-I ] , F Y I ~  (space + 

~ B ) + ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ) ~  m e e m  \ 

(U + space +ti~).-m.ce -a B )  t 

EFN- BT 11  Lim2. C ] %@ C w(* add.w1inthetoP 

margin ). IM 1 1  Line 3. F& om. S 11 Line 4. Verse 53a S, + 
C 
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54b. S (S has 53a. and 54b. together, H has 53b., 54a., 53a., 54b., and 55a - b. together, 

see Apparatus Criticus for T m  A @ h Y  p. 53, Line 1) I B gifFl S I 1 Lint 5. Wf 

... om. 8 I $# ] % 4et 11  Line 7. Verse 54b. B (see line 4 above) I 

,&rPa s 11 ~ i n e 9 .  O f l  ] W IM 11 ~ i n e ~ ~ .  T&& ] w Y 
WJJ~FI fftd N PZWT FF%?T IS [I ~ i n e  12. W-I L. "Y?Q.w$T B 11 

Line 14. '- ] W T T  W, WT MI E F  S, Y i d  H I/ Lines 15- 18. 
1 

TEhd?T: ... Y- borrowed from S-ii&-saps GMK (see Wd, PPM 9762, 
B 

. 1 1 ,  - 4  (1  Line 16. %?? ] %k" BD, IMS 11 L i e  17. qrn 
TW 1 1  Line24 %- ] Y y I %%=@ IM I -I!q IM 11 Line 

25. %.&a p(%ba T, %La IM) II Lim26. % ] % $ I 

k- L, Wi IM 1 1  Line28. T$ ?!$ p 11 Lines29-33. 

'5N ... OM borrowed from Siiry&-sa9s GMK (see Waiy PPM 9762, f. 119r., 

4-7) 11 Line30. %ftm LD 1 1  Line32. m: y I + 4 IM 1 )  Lim 34. 
\ 

,3;rym m. S i j Lines 35 - 36. Verse 55a - b. S (H has 53b., 54a, 53a., 54b., md 

55a- b. together) Ii Line36. 8mFI \ ] ?T&f?f S 11  tine38. r- .s ] 

f3@Y we II 



Appendix #lB. (See App. Crir. for p. 59,11- 12 of Text A l p b . )  

Line 1. w ... from SiiryadEssa's GMK, with slight change ( s a  

Wd, PPM 9762, f. 122r.. 4) 11 Lincs 2 - 3. ... -6t om. B I I  Line 3. 

O m  om. B. DTC II Lined %W' ] C(cxceptW) I I  

Linc8. 7N ] W c(exccptH) I & m.G, B 11 Lines9-10. %'Dh 

... p2 om. B ( Line 10. ' w T  ... pb, misplaced after line 1 1. F$' Y (after 

line 11. - S, afterline 11. H) I m m )  Y Tc 1 1  Line 11. 





C H A P T E R  V 

TRANSLATION OF THE TEXT ALPHA 

Written by the venerable astrologer, 
the scholar SZrya&sa 

(A commentary on the Bijagaqita of BhZskarZcXrya) 



1. Principles a d  Conventions Followed in the Transtarion 

A. A Literal Translation 

A translation as literal as possible has been provided. It is conventional among 

most historians of the mathematical sciences in Sanskrit, and in Arabic, Akkadian etc. to 

translate literally so that the reader can get a better idea of how the mathematicians thought 

about their material and thereby know what the basis is for interpretation of that material in 

terms of modem mathematics. 

Modern mathematics has a formal, logical structure which medieval Indian 

mathematics does not have. The modem mathematical meaning cannot be given in 

translation, because the Sanskrit expresses something different. As a historian, one has to 

be aware of the difference between what the Indian author actually says and how it might 

be expressed in modem mathematical terms, if it is so expressible. This is why we 

provide a commentary. It gives our interpretations and justifications in terms of the 

historical context in which the text was written. Giving a modem non-literal translation is 

impofing an interpretation on h e  original text of tbt aut5or. This ineqmtation is what we 

ae supplying and not what the author is writing. 

If one were to translate directly from Sanskrit poetry or prose into mathematical 

formulae, one would lose the possibility of conveying to the non-Sanskritist the 

arbitrariness of my particular inteqxetation. 

There are particular problems with the Indian mathematical texts: 

(i). Style-when only the part of the rule is given by the author and the rest has to 

be supplied by the readerreadef An example of this in our thesis is &&hap 1's (b. 476 A. D.) 

verses 32-33 in which he describes the method of @taka (see Chapter VI, section 4.F.). 

(ii). The Use of the Technical Tenns Which Have No Correspondence in Modern 

Mathematics-For example, the term m-. This tern is not the same as the squm-root, 

because on the one hand, Bhasm6rya says that the squate-root of a negative number 
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does nor cxisr because it is not she quare  of a number (BG, ?d, p. 4). But on the other 

has& in she rules for kaa$ (BG, 27c-28b), BhZsb-Carya says that the squm-root of a 

negative kazqi is a negative number (BG, 28a-b, p. 13). For example, k- -25 yields 

the number -5. So tire text irself differendims k w m n  h a @  md square-at. Thus there 

are ambiguities. 

(iii). The Use of the Same Term in Different Mathematical Meanings-For 

example, the term r u p  On the one hand, rupa means number 1 and on the other hand, it 

means any number. 

Thus we have given a literal translation of the Text Alpha and have provided a 

commentary. 

B. Other Principles and Convenriom 

In order to facilitate the reading, complete verses from the miila have been 

translated, though S-urya, except in a few cases, mentions only the lemmas. 

The remarks in parentheses have been supplied by the translator. Quotes have been 

used to replace 'iti' [see e.g. p. 1 1, 17) of the Text Alpha or to &fine some expressions 

which have no iti (see e.g. p. 9,22 "svam"). 

Note that in the precedhg paragraph "p. 9,22" means page 9, line 22. This format 

is followed throughout the entire thesis. In the present section, all such references are to the 

I)evanZgari page numbers of the Text &ha 

The dos representing a negative n u m k  in Sanskrit has been transliterated as the 

usual negative sign, -. Fllrthermore, though the manuscripts of the S"GLuyapr&a use no 

sign for plus, the sign + has k n  introdwed in the commentary wherever 'plus' or 'sum' 

is intended in tire T m  AIpM (see e.g. the oommentaq on verse 36c-3%)- 

m- && . . fra?s b = p M  by WBRS it w p q  k ~ e s  %if0 nXmk= ~r 

expressions (see e.g. pp. 9,M; i;9,6; 34,6-7). At one or two places the da@a has been 

qlaced by "(or)," far example rn page 3 6  5. F d e m m ,  the dim* between two 
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numbers which are written in the sexagesirnal system, has been replaced by a semi-colon; 

e-g., on p. 24,11. 

If there is no separation sign between two mathematical expressions in the text, 

then "(and)" has been used in the translation (see e.g. pp. 26, 3; 28,20). Also, in many 

places in the text the senses of "addition" and "(and)" are interchangeable, thus we may 

find "(and)" in the translation while "+" may also be implied (see, e.g., pp. 34, 1-2; 

36,18-19). 

The horizontal line between the numerator an8 denominator of a fraction is not 

found in our manuscripts (see e.g. p. 45, 17), but has been used in the translation. A 

fraction in sexagesimal system has been translated using a semi-colon and commas (see 

our translation and commentary to the Text Alpha (p. 45, 18). The coefficients of the 

unknowns which appear to their right in Indian mathematics have been transliterated as 

they appear in the manuscripts. For example, (p. 20, 17) m 5 P i has been translaad 

YZ -3 6 -2. 

The reader is reminded that integers (Gpas) greater than one are in the plural in 

Sanskrit (see e.g. Verse #a, p. 44,9). Furthermore, the original form of phrases like "a 

quartet of ones," which means simply the number four, has been kept in the translation 

(see e.g. Verse dc, p. 11,8). 

Finally, a glossary of technical terms has been compiled for the convenience of the 

reader. 



2. <Text Alpha, First Chapter, 

@refme> 

Obeisance to ~ q e i a .  Obeisance to Sarasvati. Obeisance to the elders. 

1. On whose forehead is the Moon, at the opening of whose pair of lovely 

eyes an the eight perfections; on the throat of whom the son of one (iiva) 

whose throat (is clung to) by ~ r i ,  is the gleam of the excellent jewels on the 

hoods of the serpents (like the gleam of) the jewel of the day (i.e., the Sun); 

at the edge of the seat which is his (&a's) lotus-like feet sits he who has a 

swarm of bees on the surface of his head (like) Brahmii and so on, whose 

light has endless power-may he, called Gqapati, protect us here. 

2. Saying "Oh #Isca" (or "Oh dark-blue one") I adore that certain source 

(or algebra) which wears the unknown (yZvat) as (or just) a garment 

splendid with the colours black and blue, yellow, white, (or) red, and 

(wears) a string, a type of necklace, as if with laughing lower (lips) (or a 

chain having a son of division as if by means of easy lower (numbers)), 

which is an origin called the unrnanifest which is known by those whose 

purification is constant (or a m t  called the unknown which is known by 

means of equal subtractions), or which is to be understood by the intellect 

from an excellence of discipline (yoga) (or fiom a type of addition). 

3. I, who have gone to the lofty further bank of the treatises on arithmetic, 

the pulverizer, and algebra (bija) because of my understanding that was 

produced by a small panicle of grare from his bms-like feet, and who 

know the meanings of the teachings on meters, rll_etoricd &mmem9 

poetry, drama, and music, praise him, my own father who has the highest 

virtues, my teacher, JfiZnaSja. 
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4. The sun-rise of good understanding which destroys the night of 

corJusion as if i; weie the irnioii of r-=o mddy geese (or of two disk-iike 

sky-goers (i-e., the Moon and the earth's shadow)) in a circle, which 

gladdens the lotus-like mouth of the poet in the distinction of the two 

meanings of ga$ra (i.e., arithmetic and algebra) (or of two counted 

meanings), which fills the direction of (the god) Indra (i.e., the East) of the 

gods (or of the learned) reddened as if by (or devoted to) the sentiments 

such as that of love, and constantly fum in Viscu's place (i.e., the sky), is 

victorious. 

5. Thinking: "Let there not be a burden of toil for the bewildered whose 

minds have departed (or who are dead) and who desire a crossing (or seek 

emancipation) in the glistening ocean of algebra (or in the ocean which is 

the source of the manifest) whose waters are deep with (or fordable by) 

various contrivances," I, S-Eya the calculator, whose mind is attentive and 

compassionate, construct at once this measured (brief) boat of a 

commentary. 

6. The meaning of the first syllable of a mantra (bTjZksara) (or of the 

symbolic syllables used in algebra) is hard to grasp at first; how is an idea 

(or a demonsration) in this ma= to be considered? Nevertheless, J, 

S-urya, of lofty intellect, make intelligible bija (algebra) together with its 

origin* 

By Brahma took csn a body as a favour to all the worlds which exist in the 

middle of the ttnee-world (universe) which gfiners with the charm of various rituals within 

rhe temple which is the BrahmZ&a which is arranged in the form of different beautiful 

regions where wide-spreading night is shattered by the discharge of a mass of 



unfragmented burning hot rays from the disk of the excellent Sun (i.e., BhZskara 

and Siirya), (by Brahma) who desires the usefulness sf the excellence of the ritual actions 

that yield the fruits of the other world and of this one ~yotil$istra was created, the 

foremost of d l  the sciences @$amas) and arigas (of the Veda). That BhZskara (or Sun), 

whose body was revealed in order to lift this wcrld up when it had been destr~yed by the 

power of the time sf the Kali (yuga), in order to help it when it had been struck down by 

the darkness of ignorance, having written the manifest mathematics (arithmetic) in 

accordance with his expressed plan, desiring to expound this exceedingly difficult 

mathematics of the unknown which is algebra (or the origin), at f ~ s t ,  with the wish to 

accomplish what had been begun, effected by himself the auspiciousness which is in the 

form of a reverential salutation to a deity (G~apati)  in accordance with the standards of 

behaviour of the cultured, the necessity of making which (gqita or  marigala) was made 

known to him by his hearing what is infemd from the behaviour of the learned that is 

distinguished by its king the special cause of the removal of the obstacles which impede it. 

Having joined it by means of words having several meanings with usefulness to students, 

he ties it together with the UpndravaJh- rnem in a verse (beginning): '"Ke generator." 

<la-d. The generator of the intellect I praise, which the wise men (or 

SZikhya philosophers) declare to have been imbued by the existing Purusa, 

the unique source of all that is manifest, the unmanifest lord, and the 

numbered.> 

'7 praise the lord ~f the intellect," this is the (grammatical) connection of the verbal 

actim and the instrument of actim. The meaning is: "I praise, (i.e.) I salute, the lord of the 

intellect, (i.e.) Ga@dhipati Here his (Gappati's) lordship of success and intellect is really 

established from the evidence of the traditional doctrines and the teachings. Surely in this 

paying homage to (him) just as the lord of the intellect if (one asked) "what is the cause?," 

(the answer is that) it is not (ody as such). Since, because this science of the unmanifest is 
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uniquely feasible through the intellect, such a god (as the loxi of the intellect) is to be askd 

by US (for assistance), having this in view from the kginning, the teacher shall speak. 

"Algebra (bi'ja) is indeed thought accompanied by various cslours. (TRe 

thought) which, far (its) usefulness in awakening the dull (witted), has been 

spread abu t  by their arid other teachers who are Suns to the lotuses that aa 

computers, arrives at she state of being called 'bijagaqita'." 

Suspecting that, in the nan-obviousness of his bowing to his chosen deity, because 

of ignorance of (the answers to such questions as) Who is he? and of what form?, this 

obeisance to him would lack authority, he indicates the authority by a distinctive statement: 

"The generator." Of what sort is he? The generator of all that is manifest (or: s f  all 

arithmetic). Kgsnasya (means) "of vyaktasya (means) "of a solid effect suck as the 

earth and a mountain," and utpadakam (means) "maker." Furthermore, from the 

clefmition "an intelligent person (s&yifvZn), a leanred man (pa&ita), a poet," sZrikhyiQ 

(means) "wise men." They declare that that which is unmanifest is imbued by him, the 

existing Pump, by which existing h q a  the abnmaniifest (i.e.) the "formless," the sky and 

so on, is imbued (i.e.) "pervaded." This is its meaning. The reasoning is that an object 

that is coming into existence implies a maker. So this also with its being an object as the 

cause will resdt in having a maker by the example of a pot. In this case the maker happens 

to be the highest lor& because ody hc is regarded by us as having attained the state of 

having the amibutes of ~ i g h n e h  by means of an object. The application of this in the case 

of its being in the state of having a maker is well known in N~Z~&ZS~-- , .  It Is that: ''The 

earth and so on has a maker because it is an object like a pot." By the (statement) 

beginning 'The unmanifest is inhabited" is indicated the all-pervasiveness of him who 

pervades time and so on. From the meaning, "this is accompanied by eternity," (his) 

eternity also (is known). Of what sort is the numbered? P4e is numbered because, being 

without number, he has become a multitude-that numbered one (I praise). The intention 



is that, even though he is the lor$ himself, modifying kinself by appearing to be ~ a h e i a  

(= &a) because of the characteristics of his actions, having appropriated the state of being 

the overseer of multitudes with the appearance of being ~ q i i d h i i a  for the sake of 

producing the activities of others (andj for the sake of manifesting greatness in the 

characteristic sf his own form, he agreed to exist as master and as servant in unity. Again, 

considering "of what sort (do I serve)," he says "ekabija" i.e. he for whom there is one 

tn'ja, i.e. syllable. So one must meditate on the fact that this was said with the sense sf the 

one-syllable mantra of Gqapati. And so tk highest meaning of the verse is @qq,a t i .  

MOW, because of the f w e  of the tradition that: 

"Whose highest devotion is to a go& sand to his teacher as to his god, of that 

great-souled person dl the purposes are illuminated," 

with this verse (which begins:) "The generator" he bows down to his teacher, who taught 

him this science of the unmanifest, ~aheivara, his father. The (grammatical) connection 

there is: "aham utpZdPkaq vande." A father is a generator because he generates. The 

meaning is: "I praise-i.e., I bow down to-that generator--i.e., (my) father." Surely (he 

operates) with the etymology: "he is a guru who gp@i-i.e., teaches" and with the fact 

that "father" is a meaning of the word "gguru" From his being incited (bodhana) to pay 

obeisance by his memory of him. BUP here, fearing that bowing down to his father as the 

generator appears to be inappropriate as if it were because of affection, he says: 

"Buddheg" (of the intellect). What sort of generator? A lord of the intellect also. Because 

of the force of the meaning of the fifth (genitive case) of the word "buddhel$' in the sense 

of "obtaining control of," he is a lord (of the intellect) because of his knowledge. The 

%&rya, having it in view that, if his being a guru is established by his being the cause of 

knowledge, then bowring down to him is appropriate, will make manifest that his father is a 

guru (teacher) at the occasion of the conclusion of the Look as follows: 
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"He who was known on the earth as Mahe~vani has attained the epithet, 

"best of the ZcZryas of the wise." Having obtained a minute quantity of 

knowledge fiom him, his son, BhZskara, made algebra (bijagqita j easy." 

Now wondering what would be the superiority in paying obeisance to him on the 

occasion of speaking about the computations of the unmanifest, he reveals its superiority 

by the device of a second conrawdon (with the word) "sZxikhy@." Sa&hyZ (means) 

enumeration, counting. Those habituated to this are SErikhyas, i.e. f~llowers of Jyotip 

They say that the caknlation of the sapunanifest called "bija" is imbued by the existing 

Pump. The intention is that in that with respect to which occurs the activity of the author 

of the book it is necessary because of its being possible because He is its imbuer. "For 

those dull-witted ones who think that, although doubt abut this does not arise because of 

the illumination of the cleverness sf the cdcubation of the unmanifest, in one of two 

possibilities is the obstruction of the other, was there or was there not an experience of his 

manifestation?"-in ~rrder (9 dispel this doubt he specifies the unmanifest with (the word) 

"vqraktasya." Of what sort is the unmanifest? It is the unique source of everything that is 

mhCest; that is to say it is the unique source, that on which it depends, of the manifest i.e. 

of the calculation of the manifest, whose other synonym is PZ\igqita (arithmetic). The 

intention is: "The wise composed his which depends on that." 

Thus is the second meaning of this verse, relating to the supremacy of the guru 

(ieacherlfather). Indicating that he himself understands SErikhya philosophy by the pre- 

eminent character of his devotion, revealing his cleverness by means of a pun, joining two 

meanings with words such as "avyakta," with this verse (which begins): ''Utpiidakam" he 

salutes his chosen (deity) who is also the deity of the science. 'Fhe application. is: "I praise 

this reality which is called "the unmanifest" (avyakta) whose other synonyms such as 

being the cause of the equilibrium of the guqas are not expounded." Thinking "what is 

this?," he proclaims (the phrase beginning): "Yad." The SVrikhyas call that which is the 
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unmanifest imbued by the Puruga the generator of the intellect, which is a mahattatma 

("gpeat reality"). (This means): 'The SZrikRyas are so-called because they teach the bra 

c d i d  SZikhya, (the science) which treats of twenty-four tattvas (sf which one is 

intellect)." Because of (the rule): "He studies that, he h o w  that," (the suffix) a? (is 

applied m the word "s&yZ' to produce the word "sTihkhya"). 

The meaning is this: The SiiIikhyas believe that the creation (of the world) is from 

just the binding together of the PmTitman and PAC$, another synonym of unmanifest, 

by means of the production of the realities (tamas) Ireginning with the intellect. So has it 

been said by BhZskm-&rya in the ~iddh&&iromaqi that he wrote (with the verse) 

beginning: 

"From which came into being the p a t  (intellect) from Prdqti and Purusa 

when they we= agitated, (and) in its interior self-awareness." 

So (it was said) by the feet of our father in the SidBhZntasundara (with the verse) 

beginning: 

"The tama illat is intellect (comes) from the union of Pralcfti and Purusa." 

Wondering what the means of knowledge might be in this case since it is unmanifest, he 

states: "of the manifest." Of what sort is the unmanifest? It is the unique source of 

everything that is manifest the unique same, that is, the cause, of what is mansest, that is, 

of what has atmind manifestation, the earth and so on. The meaning is that the unmanifest 

is known by its being the cause of everythng, of the whole, that is manifest. Again of 

what sort? The meaning is: a lord, that is, one who is powerful becmse he accomplishes 

such actions. 

Now, since computation is praiseworthy and has the form of the lord, he praises 

computation also with the figure of a pun with the same words (beginning) "UtpZddcam." 
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The connection is: "I praise that mathematics called "avyaktst" (algebra) whose other 

s F n p  is "bi-ja." Thi~nking "what is that?," he pmcii3ims (the p h s e  beginning) '6Yad.'' 

The SZikhyas proclaim that what is imbued by the existing h r q a  is the generator of the 

intellect. By the existing hrusa, that is, by the P u n y  who has qualities like 

pervasiveness, imbued, that is resorted to, is the generator of the intellect. The meaning is 

that the SKrikhyas, that is, (those who) do "sarikhyK," counting, those SK&hyas who afc 

caicuhtors, proclaim (it). (The sdfirrj ka (is applied because of the rule Eqini 3, 1, 1136): 

"Atso after (a mt ending in) Z in an upasarga (a word in which the= is a prefix)." Again 

of what sort is it? The unique source of everything that is manifest. (That means): the 

unique source, i.e. the cause, of the manifest, that is of PK$gqita (arithmetic). Again of 

what sort is it? The IOPd (iki). The meaning (of the word iia) occurs that it is the one in 

whom (any) desire is unopposed. 

Having established the auspiciousness characterized by paying obeisance to his 

chosen deity with the f i t  verse, now, beginning the book, the teacher, praising bija with 

h e  dodge of telling the usefulness of beginning it, with one ;&--verse tells (the verse 

beginning): ''Previously mentioned" 

<2a-d. Previously mentioned (in the LiLiwi)  was the manifest whose 

source is the unmanifest. Since generally questions cannot be very well 

understood by the dull-wited without the application of the unmgtaifest 

(algebra), therefa I tell also the operation of the bija (algebra).> 

The sequence is: 'b~vious ly  mentioned was the manifest. Therefore I tell the 

operatien s f  the bija." Thinking: "Why therefore?," he says (the phrase beginning): 

"YasmZt." From which cause generally questions cannot be very well understood by the 

dull-witted, that is, by those of little intelligence, without the application of the unmanifest 

(algebra). The meaning is that (the questions) are excessively difficult to understand. The 
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manifest of what sort? Avyaktabijarn. That is avyaktabijain whose source is the 

umanifesa. The meaning is that the calculation of the unmanifest has become the cause of 

the manifest. 



3. <Text Alpha, Second Chapten . 

<The Chapter Concerning the Sir-Fold (Operation)> 

eA. The Six-Fold (Operation) of Positive and Negative (Quantities)> 

Now in connection with describing what is to be explained in the treatise, with 

respect to d l  (operations) suck as multiplication and division, because of its priority he 

speaks of the adidition and subtraction of positive and negative (quantities) by means of half 

an UpnbvajrZ verse (beginning): "In addition, the sum occurs." 

<3a-b. In the addidon of two negative (quantities) or of two positive 

(quantities), (their) sum occurs; the addition of a positive and a negative 

(quantity) is (their) difference.> 

The (syntactic) connection is: "Of two negative (quantities) or of two positive 

(quantities) in the addition the sum occurs and of a positive and a negative (quantity) in the 

addition the difference occurs." "Kgayau" (means) a negative (quantity) and a negative 

(quantity). Of those two negative (quantities, i.e.) of two that have become negative, and 

likewise of two positive (quantities, i.e.1 of two which have become positive, when the 

addition is made, just the sum is the addition because of the mutual homogeneity of those 

two (quantities). And here it should be understood that the addition of two positive 

(quantities) is a positive, the addition of two negative (quantities) a negative. So in the 

addition of a positive md a negative numkr, there is just the difference because of the non- 

homogeneity of these two (quantities). 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). For instance, in the Grahaga@a 

(the computation of (the longitudes of) the planets), when the correction due to the half- 

equation of dayiight and (that) due 10 the dfierence in risings is made for the sake of 

computing the me (longitude) of the Sun, if both we= negative, then it is accepted that first 

(that due to) the difference in risings is to be subtracted from (the longimde) of the Sun, 
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and then (that due to) the half-quation of daylight is to be subtracted from that, Now, for 

the sake of easiness, even when &e sum of the iiiv'o (quantities) is subtracted, Pkc result is 

the smc. Therefore it is clear that the sun of two negative (quantities) is negative and the 

sum of two positive quantities is their sum. In this case, (the correction due to) the hdf- 

equation of daylight is seen to be negative and (that due to) the difference in risings 

positive. And so it is demonstrated that, when first (the correction due to) the difference in 

risings is added to (the longitude of) the Sun because it is positive, afterwards when (the 

correction due to) the half-equation of daylight is subtracted because it is negative, then, 

because of their non-homogeneity there is left (their) difference as if they were camphor 

and fire. 

When the addition of a positive and a negative (quantity) has been made in this 

way, in whatever =mains the state of king positive or the state of being negative is to be 

known as that which pertains to the larger number. And it is saict 

"In the addition of two positive (quantities) occurs a positive, and in (the 

addition of) two negative (quantities), a negative. In the addition of a 

positive and a negative (quantity), it is like the larger number." 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). It is clear that in that (previous) case 

the sum of two positive (quantities) is a positive. So when it is asked by someone: 

''Subtract from ten, four and three," when at f ~ s t  four are subtracted from ten, then the 

remainder is measuPed by six. From that also, three again are subtracted. Then the 

remainder is measured by k. Now, because, for the sake of easiness, when the sum of 

four and three is subtracted, then also the remainder is just three; when one computes 

(thus) it occurs that in the addition of two (numbers) that have become negative there is 

negativity. Now, (with regard to the phrase): "as pertains to the larger number," whatever 

is known as the difference in rhe addition of a positive and a negative (quantity) by its being 

(their) ~mainder, it must be known of which (quantity) it is the remainder, of the positive 
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one or of the negative one. It is similar (in sign) to that (quantity) of which it is the 

remainder. 30 it was demonstrated in the Gra?zagar,ita that, when the subtraction of the 

latitude and declination which are in different directions is made, the remainder is the 

wcmte declination; in this case, the direction of the remainder is (the same as) that of 

whichever (quantity) is the larger. 

Now, for the sake of teaching students, he enunciates an example here, with the 

p~vious verse (beginning with): "A triad of ones." 

<3c-4b. A triad of ones and a quartet of ones are together (both) negative or 

(both) positive or separately positive and negative or separately negative and 

positive. Tell me quickly (if) you know the addition of the two positive and 

negative (quantities).> 

Since here whichever (numbers) have become positive remain just as they were, 

and "whichever have become negative have dots above them," having established the sign 

of psitivity or negativity in this way, one should compute the addition and subtraction. 

Since the matter in question is computed thus, the (fmt) layout is: -3 (and) -4. Here by 

the ~ U Z P ,  of the siitra: "In the addition of two negative or of two positive (quantities), 

(their) sum occurs," the sum -7 is produced. Now again the layout is: 3 (and) 4. In 

(their) addition, 7 is produced. Again, the layout is: 3 (and) -4. In (their) addition, -1 is 

produced. Again, the layout is: -3 (and) 4. In (their) addition, 1 is praiuced. 

Having described thus the addition of positive and negative (quantities), now he 

speaks of the subtraction of positive and negative (quantities, with the verse that begins): 

"That is going to be subtracte&" 



c4c-d A positive (quantity) that is going to be subtracted attains negativity; 

a negative- (qmntity) gcsifh~irji. The addition of those j it ir~) is as has k e n  

described (gresiousfji).> 

"Svam" (that is, a positive (quantity)), that is going to be subtracted attains 

negativity. So '%pya"-i-e., a negative (quantity)--that is going to be subuacted, "eti" 

(that is, attains) "svatva"--i.e-, positivity. Then the addition of those (two) is as was 

described (previously). The meaning is that it is as (in the verse) beginning: "In the 

addition there is the sum." 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). In that (verse), there is a succession 

(of the terns) "the state of king one that is going to be subtracted" and "the state of one 

that has become negative." Therefore, the negativity of a positive (quantity) that is going to 

be subtracted is easily accomplished. Now, when the negativity of a (number) which has 

become negative is being accomplished, by the rule that: "in the absence of non-being 

(there is) the necessity of being," (therefore), by exclusion, there is positivity. Otherwise, 

in the addition of two negatives there would be no sum. Therefore, it has been 

demonstrated that a negative (quantity) that is going to be subtracted attains positivity. 

Here he enunciates an example (with the verse that begins): "A pair from a triad." 

4a-b. W e n  one sub- a pair (of ones) from a triad (of ones), (either) a 

positive fkm a positive or a negative from a negative, and the reverse, (in 

a h  case) say the remainder quicklyY> 

The whole has a cleat meaning, and is understood from the book. 

'!%us, hmhg -.bed &e a i f i 3 n  d s~bmczim sf psifive a d  negative 

(quantities), now he aunciares a kazwpS5t.m on the multiplication of positive and negative 
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(quantities, with the verse beginning): "Of two positive (or) of two negative (quantities, 

the paiuct is) positive." 

<5c-d. In the multiplication of two positive (and) of two negative 

(quantities, the product is) positive, (but it is) negative in the multiplication 

of a positive and a negative (quantity). But it is also explained in the same 

way in the division (of positive and negative quantities).> 

The (syntactic) connection is: "Of two positive or of two negative (quantities) in 

the multiplication (the product) is positive. So in the multiplication of a positive and a 

negative (quantity) it is negative. "Ca" (means) but. In division also in the same way is it 

explained." The meaning is that in the multiplication r>f two positive (quantities)--i.e., of 

two which have become positive--(the product is) positive. So in the multiplication of two 

negative (quantities j i .e. ,  of two which have become negative-(the product is) positive. 

So in the multiplication of a positive and a negative (quantity), (the product is) negative. 

And in the division of two positive or of two negative (quantities) the result is positive. 

And in the division of a positive and a negative (quantity) the result is negative. 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). It is known that in the multiplication 

of two positive (quantities) (svayob)--i.e., of two positives (dhanayob)-(the product is) 

positive (sva)-i-e., positive (dhana). Since in the multiplication of two negative 

(quantities) dso (the product) is positive, when in this case (a quantity) which has become 

positive is to be divided by (a quantity) which has become negative, the quotient is (a 

quantity) which has become negative. Then again, when the multiplication of a quotient 

which has become negative and a divisor which has become negative is being 

accompfished, the dividend is (a quantity) which has become positive. Otherwise, because 

oftfie homogeneity ofthe two negative (quantities) in division, addition would also occur 

in division. 
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But here, in an example, the dividend (is) 6, the divisor -3. In this case on account 

of (the line) beginning: "But it is also explained in the same way in division," the quotient 

in the division is -2. So it has been demonstfated that when this divisor -3 is multiplied 

again by this negative quotient, as the result produced is the previous dividend, this 6 (is 

prsducedj. 

So here the demonstration (of the line): '"But it is also explained in this way in 

division" is (as follows). When division of a negative dividend is being carried out by a 

negative divisor, because of the procedure of the siitra: "That is the result by which the 

divisor when multiplied is subtracted from the dividend (without remainder)," (the 

quantity) by which the divisor when multiplied is subtracted from the dividend (without 

remainder) is 3- st positive. So it has been demonstrated that just that is the result in 

division. 

Here he enunciates an example (with the verse beginning): "A positive by a 

positive, a negative." 

<6a-b. A positive pair is multiplied by a positive triad, (or) a negative by a 

negative, (or) a positive by a negative. What is (the result)?> 

And (he enunciates another example with the verse beginning): "An octet of ones 

by a quartet of ones." 

<&-7b. A positive octet of ones is divided by a positive quartet of ones, 

(a) a negative by a negative (or) a negative by a positive, (or) a positive by 

a negative. Say quickly what this (quotient) is (in each case) if you 

understand (computation) thomughly.> 

It has a clear meaning. It is also exempMied in the demonstration. 



Thus he enunciates a siitra which has obtained its order immediately after the 

multiplication and division of positive and, negative (quantities) for the sake of (taking) the 

squarr: of positive and negative (quantities), (with a verse that begins): "The square of a 

positive and of a negative (quantity)." 

4c-d .  The quare of a positive and of a negative (quantity) is positive. The 

two square-roots of a positive (quantity) aye positive and negative. The 

square-rost of a negative (quantity) does not exist because it is not a 

square.> 

The grammatical construction is: "Of a positive and of a negative (quantity) the 

square is positive." Here (by the term) "svarxpyoh is to be understood "of two positive 

(or) of two negative (quantities)." So he describes the condition of being positive or 

negative when the square-roots' of squares which have been produced are being taken (with 

the words): "The two sq~are-roots of a positive (quantity)." The meaning is that the 

square-root of the square of a positive number is positive and that (of the square) of a 

negative (number) is negative. 

The demonstration in this case is7 however, to be understood as like the 

demonstration in the multiplication of positive and negative (quantities), NOW he describes 

the condition of the square-mt of a square which is negative (with the words beginning): 

"NO square-root." The square-root of a negative (square) does not exist. There is the non- 

existence of the square-root of a negative-i.e., of a square which is negative. (In an 

answer to the question:) "For what reason?," he says: "Because it is not a square." This 

is the meaning: because that negative quare is wassailed- by the characteristics of a 

square. 

Three ~IE negative and ttKee are positive: -3 (and) 3. In the muitiplication of both 

there is the mnexistence of a square because of (their) being unequal. The idea is that (this 
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is so) because of the application of the characteristic of a quare laccording to the words): 

'Vntd product of two equal (quamities) is a square." 

In this case he enunciates an example (with a verse beginning): "Of a positive 

(triad) of ones." 

&a-d Oh fiend! Tell me quickly the square of a positive triad of ones 

and (that) of a negative. An$ quickly tell (me) separately the square-root of 

nine having a positive mure and having a negative nam.> 

It is clear. 

Thus the six-fold (operation) of positive and negative (quantities). 

43. The Six-Fold (Operation) of &ro> 

Having described in this way the six-fold (operation) of positive and negative 

(quantities), now he investigates the six-fold. (operation) of zen, (with the verse beginning): 

"In the addition of m." 

<9a-b. In the addition of zero or in the subtraction (of zero) a positive or 

negative (quantity remains) as it was. iBut) when it is subtracted from zero 

it goes to its opposite.> 

In the addition and in the subtraction of zero a positive or a negative (quantity 

remains) as it was, The meaning is that, when addition and subtraction are being 

accomplished by means of 'bkha"-(that is,) zero-a positive or negative (quantity) 

remains "tathaiva9'--(that is,) as it was determined beczuse in the addition and subtraction 

of any number whatsoever by zero, tbe zero does not change the form (of the number). So 

when it is subuacted fra#rr zero, it goes to its opposite. The meaning is that a positive w 
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negative (quantity) when it is subtracted from zero attains reversal; becaust: it is said that: 

"A positive (quantity) that is going to be subtracted mains negativity." 

Here he proclaims an example (with the verse beginning): "A positive triad of 

ones." 

c9c-d. There are a positive and a negative triad of ones, and there is a zero. 

Tell (me) what (each) will be when it is added to zero and when it is 

subtracted from mo.> 

It has a clear meaning. 

Mow he describes multiplication by zero (with the verse beginning): "In the 

mdtiplication and so on." 

4Oa-b. In the multiplication and so on of zero (by a quantity the result is) 

zero. In the multiplication (of a quantity) by zero (the result is) zero. And a 

quantity divided by zero becomes (a quantity) having zero as its divisor.> 

In the multiplication and so on of kha---(that is,) of zero (by a quantity), a kha- 

(that is,) a zero-is (ie. results). The meaning is that (it is a fact) that, when zero is 

multiplied by any number whatsoever, zero is (the product) because a number multiplied 

by zero is zero because of the non-existence of its being in the sphere of counting by reason 

of its independence. Here by the word "ZcW it is to be known that division, square, and 

square-roots are the same. In this way NTEyaqa also has defined this incidentally by 

"On account of multipiication by zero a quantity goes to the state of being 

zero. But, when it is divided by zero, it does not return to its previous 

condition (non-zero finite quantity) because it is absorbed in that (infinite) 



just as a serious yogi who has attained the unique blifs-giving place of 

Brahma which consists of pure thought because he is pervaded by the 

Zman does not (return) to the path of s q s Z w  (finite world)." 

So a quantity d i v i M  by zero becomes one having zero as its divisor. 

Here he proclaims an example (with the verse beginning): "Multiplied by two." 

<I&-d. TelJ me (the resuits when) zero is multiplied by two (and) divided 

by three, (when) three is divided by zero, and the square and square-mot of 

zero.> 

It has a clear meaning. 

Now he shows that in the science of computatisn there is another name, infinite, for 

the number which has a zero as its divisor. Then he skillfully &fines the infinity of this 

(with the verse beginning): "In this." 

d l a - d .  In &is quantity also, which has zero as its divisor there is no 

change even when many (quantities) have entered into it or come out (of it) 

just as at the time of destruction and of mation, when throngs of creatures 

enter into and come out of (him, there is no change) in the infinite and 

unchanging one (i.e., Visqu).> 

In this quantity which has zero as its divisor, even when many numbers have 

entered into or come out of (it), there is  no change. The meaning is that of whatever 

(quantity) the divisor is zero, when a fractional number Is being combined with that 

(khahara) which has the same denominator, there is zeroness in the denominator and the 

numerator. If (it is asked): "Surely, since one sees change in the quantity having zero as 

its divisor at the thebeginning of its combination with a number divided by one, two, three, 
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and so on, how is it said that no change occurs?," it is true thatsince it follows from the 

meaning of the words, there is no change of its state s f  being (a quantity) which has zero as 

its divisor in the qumtity which has zero as its divisor. Qr else the word ''adce@' (i.e., in 

numbers) here is to be understood "in non-hctional (numbers)." 

Now he shows how wonderful his poetry is by confirming the infinity of (the 

quantity) which has z m  as its divisor by h e  example of Visqu because of the sameness of 

(his) infinity (with the lines beginning): "Just as." "Just as at the: time of destruction and 

creation when many throngs of beings enter into and c m e  out of (him), there is no change 

in the infinite and unchanging (Vip) ,  so (there is no change in the khahara)." The idea is 

that, when at the time of destruction, beings enter into Vis~u and at the time of creation 

come out of Viscu, there is no change (in him) since he is infinite. This has been stated in 

the Bhik~ta in the &intiparvan in.a conversation between B h i p s  and Yudhis!hira: 

"From whom all beings are born at the coming of the first yuga and in 

whom they go to destruction again at the end of the yuga." 

Thus the six-fold (operation) of zero. 

4. The Six-Fold (Operation) of One en8 More Than One Colours> 

Having thus described the six-fold (operation) of zero, now, with reference to the 

colours of the unknowns in this operation involving (quantities) that are unknown, wishing 

to speak of their six-fold (operation), at the beginning he enunciates the names of the 

unknowns (which are) imagined by the appearmce of their being colours (with the verse 

beginning): "An mkmwn fyiivatGvaO." 

c12a-d. An unknown is the colour black, another blue, yellow and red. 

(Colours) beginning with these have been imagined by the best of teachers 



as the rimes of the measures of the unknowns, in order ts accomplish their 

caiculation.> 

First "an unknown," then "black," immediately thereafter "blue," then "yellow and 

red." Surely it is proper to imagine them to be the names of the unknowns since the 

colours "black" and so on are well known. But if (one asked): "what is the reason for 

imagining "yaPratGvat," the unknown, to be the name of unknowns?", it is not (groper) 

k c a w  it (yiivattiivat) is among the other synonyms of "measure" because of the saying 

of Amm: " ~ v ~ v a t  (is used) in the meanings of "totality," "limit," "measrue," and 

"resmction"." So, why does he say "kmm" (to accomplish) (in the phrase beginning): 

"tat?" "To accomplish their calculation." With the word "m:'"he refers to): the 

unknowns. The meaning is: "To accomplish their saxpkhyiina-i.e., calculation." 

Then he describes the addition and subtraction of unknowns (with the verse that 

begins): "The sum and difference." 

<13a-b. Among these ( u b w n  quantities), the sum and difference of two 

having the same character (is as usual), but (for the sum and difference) of 

two having different characters putting &em separately (is required).> 

Among these (unknown quantities) the sum or the difference of two having the 

same character is to be accomplished (as usual). The meaning is that among these coloufs, 

the sum and difference of colours having the same character is to be accomplished 

mutually. And a putting down of two having different characters separately is to be done. 

When the sum of colours with riipas (numbers) is being accomplished, then a putting 

down of Epas separately is to be done. And it is easy to put down separately the squares 

of unknowns when they are being summed with simple unknowns. 
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In this case he enunciates an example (with the verse beginning): "A positive 

u&own." 

<13c-14b. One positive unknown together with one one and a pair of 

positive unknoms diminished by eight ones. Oh friend! Tell (me) quickly 

what is (the result) in the summing of these two sides? And what is (the 

result) in the summing (of these sides) if one reverses (their) positive and 

negative (signs)?> 

It has a clear m d g .  

Now he proclaims an example for the sake of making known that, in the addition 

of squares of unknowns and of simple (integer) unknowns, they must be put down 

separately (with the verse beginning): "A triad of the squares of a positive unknown." 

<I&-d. A triad of the squares of a positive unknown together with three 

ones is combined with a pair of negative unknowns; what is (the result)?> 

And, again confuming (this) for the teaching of students, he enunciates (the verse 

which begins): "From a pair of positive unirnowns." 

4%-b. From a pair of positive unknowns subtract six negative unknowns 

together with eight ones; tell (me) quickly the remainder.> 

It all has a clear meaning. 

Having described thus the addition and subtraction of unknowns, now he speaks of 

a special property in the multiplication of unknowns (with the verse that begins): "There is 

in a Spa (number) and a colour." 



4%-16b. There is, however, in the multiplication of a 6 p a  (number) and 

a colour, a colour (as the result). But, in she multiplication of two, three, 

and so on (unknowns) which have the same character, there are their 

squares, cubes, and so on (as the results). In she multiplication of 

(unknowns) which have different characters, (the result is) their product> 

In the multiplication of a riipa and a colour (the product) is a colour. Here the S p a  

is a known number and the colour is an unknown. In the mukipllcation of those two, (the 

product) certainly is an unknown. If (it is asked): "What is the reason for the mfe that, in 

the multiplication of a known and an unknown (the product) is an unknown?," in that case 

let it be heard that, since the urnknown is the Parge(r number, i.e., more important) as it is a 

root wih respect to the known k c a w e  an unknown is ma& to be known, but a known is 

not made to be unknown since it is self-evident as a known, so (the product) is similar to 

that which is larger (i.e., mare important). 

A demonstration in this case is (as follows). When fipas are multiplied by a 

simple unknown, an unknown is produced. Again, when division of it is made by a 

simple unknown, fipas are the result because, from the procedure of the siitha for division 

which is about to be enunciated (which begins): "After being multiplied by whatever 

colours and by whatever rlipas," if the divisor, a simple unknown, is multiplied by colours, 

then there results a square of an unknown. But, considering that it is not subtracted 

(without remainder) frpm the dividend which has the characteristics of a simple unknown, 

as one computes, having been multiplied by Spas, it is to be subtracted. So, by whatever 

(%pa) when multiplied the divisor is subtracted fiom the dividend (without remainder), 

h t  is the result. Hence in the matter under discussion riipas are the result. So it has been 

&wonmated that, if those (Npas) are again muidplied by a simple unknown, then again 

there results an unknown. In this way, the meaning of this (verse which begins): "There 
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is, however, in the multiplication of a riipa and a colour, a colsu~(as the result)," has been 

achievd 

Now, "in the multipkation of two, three, and so on (unknowns) having the same 

class, (the products) are their squares, cubes, and so on." Those (numbers) of which two 

and three am the beginnings are such as four, five, and so on. In their multiplication in 

suecession squares, cubes, and so on result because it is well known that in the 

multiplication of two equal (quantities) a q u m ,  and in the multiplici~tion of three (equal 

quantities) a cube (is produced). Here in both places with the word "Zdi" the meaning i s  

that in the multiplication of four, five, and so on equal (quantities), squares of squares and 

cubes of cubes etc. result. And in the multiplication of (unknowns) having different 

classes that occurs and the product occurs. In the multiplication by each other of an 

unknown (yiivattSvat), black, blue, and so on having different classes that occurs. Here 

there is a triad of colours since with the word "tat" (the meaning is that) there is an akgm 

in the name of that by which it is multiplied, and an akpa in the name of the multiplicand, 

and the product. In that case "bhiivita" (the product) is called a type of designation which 

is brought about by its being a metaphor for the multiplication of different colours. This is 

the meaning: when blacks are multiplied by the unknown (yiivattiivat), there results 

"ymh%" and, when blue is multiplied by black, there results "kZnibhZ." The intention 

is that in this way it is to be written by one who makes the & p a  of the multiplier first. 

Now he discusses a characteristic in an operation with unknowns when fractional 

numbers appear (with the lines that begin): "Division and so on." 

c16c-d. Division and so on (of fractions are to be accomplished) just as in 

the case of riipas. The remaining (explanation) in this case is that which 

was mentioned in lcnown calculation.> 



An operation beginning with division is to be known (Wbe) just as in the case of 

riipas, The meaning is that it is to be accomplished as in the case of known numbers. So 

&so, (any) remaining-i.e., Iefi cver-operation is ts be understood (to be) the same here 

as (that) which is mentioned in (the mathematics of) the known-i-e., in Piitigaqita. The 

meaning is that squares, cubes, common denominators, rule of three, series, areas, and so 

on is all accomplished with the meaning of Eiigqita. 

Having described in this way a special property in division and so on, now he 

enunciates an operational rule in multiplication (with the verse that begins): 'The 

multiplicand separately." 

d7a-b. The multiplicand which is equal to the parts of the multiplier is to 

be entered separately. When it has been multiplied in order by the parts, it 

is combined according to the (previous) statement.> 

The multiplicand which is equal to the parts of the multiplier is to be ente+i.e., 

PO be established-separately just as it is. Then, when it has been "hats"-i-e., 

multiplied-by those parts in order, to which parts (the multiplicand) which has k e n  

entered is equal, immediately afterward it is to be combined according to the (previous) 

statement. Here by this (word) "yathoktyiT," it is indicated that the addition of two 

(numbers) of the same (class) or two of diffe~nt (classes), of a known and an unknown, 

or of a positive amd a negative (quantity) is to be accomplished by the method described 

(previously). The meaning is that, when multiplication has been accomplished in this way, 

the result is (comt). 

A clew demonsmlomt in Phis case is said for the sake of increasing the intellect of 

slow-sv;:~d s~tdenrs. muftip!ication is, indeed, a kind of abdiiion which cmsisis ia 

the repetition of the multiplicand (for a number of times) measured by the enumeration of 

the number that is the multiplier. So division is a kind of subtraction from the dividend 
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which consists in the repetition (of the subtraction for a number 6f times) measilred by the 

enumeration of the number which is the divisor. In this way here in the multiplication of 

unknowns, whatever is the multip~icand, there are different co lom such as the unknown 

(yZvattZvat). So for one operating (with the rule): "also in multiplier" there occurs 

multiplication of the parts. When multiplication one by one has k e n  accomplished by one 

who has made (there to k) as many parts of the multiplicand as there are parts of the 

multiplier (and) when it has been combined as (previously) mentioned, a (correct) result is 

obtained. As, when twelve are multiplied by twelve, (the product) is one hundred and 

forty-four. Now it has been demonstrated that (here), by one who has made twelve parts 

(and) has multiplied each by twelve, as soon as they are made into one, the same result is 

obtained. 

Now he enunciates a special property in the multiplication of surds which will be 

spoken of incidentally and in the squaring of unknowns (with the verse that begins): 

"Squares of unknowns." 

c17c-d. In the multiplications of squares of unknowns and of surds, the 

method of multiplying parts as described in (the mathematics of) knowns is 

to be thought of.> 

In the multiplications of squares of unknowns and of surds, here, the method of 

multiplying parts as described in (the mathematics of) knowns is to be thought of. The 

unknowns are the yZvatSvvats and so on. The meaning is that, when the squaring of them 

and the multiplying of surds axe being accomplished, the rule is to be followed by the order 

of the Sum mentioned in the PZiga@za: 

"The multiplicand is multiplied, one below the other, by the parts equal to 

the parts of the multiplier and combined." 
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Now he enunciates an example of multiplication (with the verse which begins): 

e a F b - e  yzva4Gva-p-9* 

<18a-d. Multiplying five yZvattZvats diminished by one Gpa  by three 

yZvm-vats plus two w a s ,  tell (me) quickly, (my) learned (fellow), (the 

product), or else  ell me the product) if you imagine the positive and 

negative muftiplicand and multiplier to be reversed.> 

Thus here the multiplicand and multiplier (ue respectively) yZ 5 6 -1 ( = 5x - 1) 

(and) yZ 3 r i  2 (= 3x + 2). Now from multiplying with the order of the siim: "The 

multiplicand which is equal to the parts of the multiplier is to be entered separately," the 

result is produced: yZ va 15 yZ 7 5 -2 (= 15x2 + 7x - 2). 

Then he describes an operational s'litra in division (which begins with): "The 

divisor from the dividend." 

4 9 a - d  The divisor, after being multiplied by whatever colows and by 

whtever 6 p a s  each in its o m  p1zic-e in order, having been subtracted from 

the dividend, is without a remainder, these (colom and ilipas) here are the 

quotients in division.> 

The (syntactic) connection is: "The divisor, by whatever co lom and by whatever 

Gpas after being multiplied, from the dividend having been subtracted, is without a 

remainder. These here in division are the quotients." The dividend is capable of being 

divided The meaning is that the ch-that is,) the divisor-when (i.e. after being) 

n o ~ d p ~ ~  by wh-ver mIum or fipas, is subtracted h m  &at itthorn remainder until 

*Y 2,% "Y'&B& 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). Previously, in the siitra for 

m d t i p E a h ,  when me p ! ! d  he paas of the multiplicand (in the number of places) 
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equal to the parts of the multiplier, the sum of them when they have been multiplied by the 

parts of the mukiplier, was produced as she resuit of the muitiplication. Now the dividend 

is imagined to be the result of the multiplication, (and) the multiplier is made the divisor. 

And that divisor, multiplied by the colours existing in the previous multiplicand, is 

subtracted without a remainder from the dividend. Hence, (after) being multiplied by 

whatever colours, it is subtracted without a remainder. That is the result, and that is 

characterized as a colour. The multiplicand multiplied by the previous riipas was 

combined Now it is demonstrated that when it is multiplied by the Epas it is subtracted 

without a remainder. 

Now ir! order to insw~ct students this is explained clearly by there being an 

example. For here result (i-e. product) of the previous multiplication is this dividend: yZ 

va 15 yii 7 rii -2 (= 15x2+7x-2). And the multiplier is this divisor: yZ 3 rii 2 

(= 3x + 2). Thus this &visor, (after) being multiplied by whasever colours or %pas, is 

subtracted without a remainder from the dividend, these are the quotients. So here, the 

b e  existing in ttte divism being multiplied by five are subtracted without a remainder 

fiom the dividend. And, so rZre setsing out is: yZ va 15 yZ 7 rii -2 (and) yii 3 fi 2. Here, 

when three multiplied by five are subtracted without a remainder (from the dividend), what 

is obtained is yZ 5. The remainder is yZ 7 rii -2. Now, since the divisor exists in two 

places because it has the nature of a colour and a Spa, even though division is carried out 

by colours, it mua be divided by Spas. Therefore, because of the operation: "Division is 

made by %pas mdtiplied by (quantity) by which when multiplied division is made by 

CO~OU~S," tfre pair of %pas in the divisor, afrer being multiplied by five, is to be subtracted 

w i & ~ ~ r  rem&~&~ h @he q*mntity) abve. When it h;rs k n  done h c ,  tfrerr= are ten 

below. Since they are to be subtracted, fiom the order of the siitra: 'a positive (quantity) 

which is going to be subtracted becomes negative,' they are to be subtracted. And so these 

are negative. When the dB&enoe is taken, since both the subtrahend and the dividend, 
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which are measured by (the numbers) ten and seven, are positive (or) negative, there 

resuits 

$i -3 6 -2. 

ya 3 6 2. 

Now, when it is cast out again, because the dividend is in the place of the nipa, the divisor 

being multiplied by wharever riipas, is subtracted without remainder from the dividend. 

When it is done thus, there is produced -1. The divisor multiplied by a fipa is subtracted 

without remainder. Hence, when the divisor is multiplied by a negative Gpa, since the 

divisor which was positive becomes negative because (of the rule): "in the multiplication 

of a positive and a negative (the result is) negative," there is produced: 

ya -3 iii -2. 

ya -3 ru -2. 

Thus, in this case, because of (the rule): 'a negative (quantity) that is going to be subtracted 

attains positivity,' when (the calculation): "the difference of a positive and a negative" is 

perfma what is obtained is the multiplicand, yZ 5 IG -1. In this way, (is the procedure) 

in every case. 

Now he enunciates an example of the squaring of an unknown (with the verse that 

begins): "Of those which are diminished by six fiipas." 

d0a-b. Oh friend! Tell me the square of four unknowns diminished by 

six $pas.> 

Here the squaring of the unknown is accomplished by the sTTm . 

"In the multipiications of squares of unknowns and of surds, the method of 

multiplying parts as described in (the mathematics of) knowns is to be 

thought of." 
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Then he enunciates an operational siitra on the square-root of a square (which 

begins with): "Iiaving taken (the square-roots) b m  the squares." 

~20~-21b .  Having taken the square-roots from the squares one should 

subtract from the remainder the product of each two of them multiplied by 

two. If there are rUpas, one s h o d  take the square-root of the Gpas; the rest 

is the same.> 

The (synAatic) comection is: "Fron the squares, the s q m - m  having taken, of 

each pair the product multiplied by two from the remainder one should subtract." The 

meaning is that, whatever are the squares in the square-quantity (of which the square-root 

is to be extracted), having taken the square-roots from them, one should subtract the 

product of each two quare-roots muliiplied by two from the remaining number. (In reply 

to the question:) 'Tlaving done what?," he says: "If there are (Gpas)." (The connection 

is:) "Xf there are Spas in the square-quantity, then for the sake of the square-root, having 

taken the square-root of the Gpas." For the sake of the square-root: the meaning is: "for 

rh sake of the sqwm-- of the squa,rp,-qwtity." 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). As when the squaring of an 

unknown is being performed, in the matter under discussion, a pair of parts is (known) to 

exist in the unknown quantity. When multiplication by the pair of parts in a pair of places 

has been accomplished in this way, by whichever part of the unknown the frst number 

was multiplied, its square is produced there. So, when fipas are multiplitxi by that part, 

there is a colour. Now, when the number in the second place is multiplied by the second 

part which has the name of a riipa, (then) there is the square of a Kupa there. So there is a 

"yZvat6vat." (Considering) that in this way in the squarequantity one square of an 

unknown is produced an8 the second is the square of a fipa, a pair of squares is produced. 

Therefore (the statement:) '%Having taken the square-foots from the squares" is appropriate. 

Now, (because of the statement:) "of each two," whatever in the square-quantity is called 



the "yZvat6vat," when multiplied by a pair of square-roots in apair of places,was again 

multiplied by two Because it was combined with itself. Therefore it has been demonstrated 

that "One should subtract from the remainder the product of each two multiplied by two." 

Thus having described the six-fold (operation) of one colour, now desiring to 

describe the six-fold (operation) of many colours, he speaks of (their) addition and 

subtraction (with the verse that begins): ''The (unknown) " y Z v ~ v a t "  and "black"." 

<21c-22b. The (unknown) "yiivattZvat" and the colours "black" and 

"blue" (are respectively) positive three, five, and seven. How many are 

they when combined with (or) diminished by the negatives two, three, and 

one?> 

The meaning is that in this case the sum or difference is to be accomplished by the 

procedm of the s l i a  

"Among those (unknown quantities), the sum or the difference of two 

(quantities) of the same sort (is normal), but two (quantities) of different 

are set down separately." 

The xemainder is clear. 

So he enunciates m example for the sake of multiplying them (with the verse that 

beas): "The (unknown) "yZvattZvats" are three." 

Qk-23b. The (unknown) bbyZvattTvats" are negative three, there are two 

rregative blacks and a prtsitive blne; they are increased by a S p a  When just 

these (quantities) are multiplied by the same (quantities) multiplied by two, 

what is the result p d u c e d  by their multiplication? And what is that 
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divided by the multiplicand? Tell the square of the multiplicand and the 

q u m - m t  of this square.> 

Here the muldplicand is yZ -3 kZ -2 ni 1 rii 1. And the multiplier, doubled with 

reference to the multiplicand, is yZ -6 kZ -4 ni 2 rE 2. Now by (the siitra) begmning with: 

"The multiplicand separately," the multiplicand is to be placed in four places. (Then) one 

should multiply (it) by the four parts of the multiplier. There, in (performing) the 

multiplication as described previously (according to the siitra): 

"In the multiplication (of quantities) of the same sort (the results are) their 

squares; and so, in the multiplication (of quantities) of different sorts, (the 

result is) their p'cduct," 

and in combining (them) according to their places, the result from multiplication is 

produced: yZ va 18 kii va 8 ni va 2 yK kii bhK 24 yZ ni  bhii -1 2 kZ n i  bhZ -8 yZ - 12 kii 

-8 ni 4 rii 2. Thus, as &scribed (previously), division, squares, and square-roots are to be 

&TSM The remainder is ckzr md is un&rstood from the treatise. 

Here ends the six-fold (operation) of colours. 



<D. The Six-Fold (Operation) of the Surb> 

Thus having examined the six-fold (operation) of unknowns, now wishing to speak 

of the six-fold (operation) of surds at the beginning he speaks of their addition and 

subtraction (with the verse that begins): "The sum of two (given) surds." 

Q3c-24b. Assuming the sum of two (given) surds to be the great(er surd) 

and the square-root of the product multiplied by two to be the small(er 

surd), the sum aid the difference of these two are (treated) like ripas, (but) 

one should multiply and divide a square by a square.> 

The (syntactic) connection is: 'YY two &ds the sum assuming to be the great(er 

surd) and likewise of the product of two surds the square-root multiplied by two assuming 

to be the small(er surd), of these two the sum and the difference are like riipas." Whatever 

the two surds are in the statement of the problem, one should assume the (technical) term 

"mahati" ("great(er surd)") for their sum. Then whatever is the squawroot of the product 

of the two surds, having multiplied it by two, one should assume the (technical) term 

"laghu" ("sm&(er surd)") far it. The meaning is that then one should effect the sum or 

the difference of those two, the great(er surd) and small(er surd), as riipas, (that is) as 

known numbers (vyaktiimkas). Now under the guise of stating the method of 

multiplication of this surd, having ascertained its fmn, he says here: "By a square." The 

meaning is that one should multiply a square by a square, (i.e.) by a square number, and 

one s h d d  divide a sqm just by a square, but one should not multiply or divide a squm 

by a @on-square) spa. By this the state of being a surd is indicated to be the state of being 

a n m k  c m G M  rn be b &e stme of being a sqm. It is sated by =-yit?a- 

"But of whatever quantity the square-mot is to be taken, the name of that is 

''W-" (smi)? 
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Now he enunciates the addition and subtraction of surds%y another method (with 

the verse that *begins): "Of it divided by the small(er surd)." 

~24~-25b.  The square-root of the great(er surd) divided by the small(er 

surd), increased by one (or) diminished by one, (each) multiplied by itself 

(and then) multiplied by the srnall(er surd)---(these) are their sum and 

difference in order. Or, if the square-root (of the above quotient) does not 

exist, it is put down separately.> 

The (syntactic) connection is: "The square-root of the great(er surd) divided by the 

small(er surd) is to be taken. When one has put that in two places, in one place it is 

increased by one, (and) ia the other place diminished by one; in both places (the result) is 

multiplied by itself and (then) multiplied by the small(er surd); (the products) are the sum 

and the difference (respectively)." Multiplied by itself (means) made into a square. The 

meaning is that here there is smallness and greatness, but not the state of being a smaller or 

a greater number as before. Now, (in answer to the question): "If, when the sum or 

difference is king formed, the squm-root of the great(er surii) divided by the small(er 

surd) is not possible, then what is to be done?", he says: "If the square-root does not exist, 

it is put down sepafatefy." 

If (it is asked): "Surely, whatever sum or difference is attained by (the siitra) which 

begins: "Assuming the sum of the two surds to be the great(er surd)," in that case even 

though there is a similarity in such things as multiplication in accordance with what was 

said (previously), how does there come to be a discrepancy in the sum and the 

difference?," a deanonstration is enmciate& In this case, the sum and the difference of the 

two SurdS which are to be spoken of, which are measured by two and eight, in accordance 

with what was said (previously) are IS (d) 2. Here "two and eight" are assumed to be 

squares. As much as is the square of the sum of the square-mots of these two (numbers), 

the sum measured by that must exist. And so, when the sum is being effected in 
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accordance with what was said, there is produced a number that is measured by the square 

of the sum of the square-roots. So, for instance, the surd 2. Its square-root is 1;25. And 

the surd 8. Its square-root is 2;5 1. The sum of these two is 4; 16. Its square is 18; 12. 

This is the sum of the two surds. So the difference of the two roots is 1;26. The square of 

this is 2;3. It has been &monstrated that this is the difference. 

Now the demonstration of the siha for surds is from (the rule) that begins: "The 

sum of two surds." In that, the sum of the squares of the two square-roots (of the given 

surds) being increased by twice the product of the square-roots becomes the square of the 

sum of the square-roots. (Wondering): "In this way, however, in the case under 

discussion where there is ignorance of the two square-roots, how is the square of their sum 

b-own?," the :exher composed a siim for computing the square of the sum of the square- 

roots in another way (with the words): "The sum of two surds." In this case, even though 

there is ignorance of the square-roots, the two squares of the square-roots (of the given 

surds) are known with the form of being surds. Because their sum (i.e. the sum of the 

given surds or mahati) is the sum of the squares of the two square-roots, therefore it was 

said: "(Assuming) the sum of the two surds (to be) the great(er surd)." Now the square- 

root of the product of these two squares is equal to the product of the square-roots. 

Because the sum of the squares (of the square-roots) increased by twice that (product of the 

square-roots) is the square of the sum of the square-roots, therefore (the verse) which 

begins: "And the square-root of the product multiplied by two as the smdl(er surd)" was 

enunciated. Ln this way, the s q m  of the sum of the square-roots is the sum of the surds, 

a d  the squm of the dB== of the square-roots is the difference of the surds. Therefore 

it is sai& T h e  s m  d the difference of &ese two are (efkcted) as in the case of riipas." 

Xow 'because the product of two surds is quai m &e s q m  of the product of their square- 

roots, therefore it is said: 'One should multiply a square by a square." Also, because 

whatever is the result in the mmutu;ii division of (two) s&is equd to the square of the 
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result from the division of their square-roots, therefore it is saidf "And one should divide 

(a square by a square)." ,411 has k e n  demonstrated. 

Now, in order that slow-witted students may understand (this) clearly it is repeated 

by being made an example. So here the two surds are imagined to be 9 (and) 4, In their 

addition as described (previously) 25 is produced, and in (their) difference 1. So the 

squm-roots of the two surds are 3 (and) 2. The square of the sum of these two is the sum 

of the two sUTdS, 25. So the difference of the two quare-mots is 1. The square of this is 

the difference of the two surds, 1. So the product of the two surds is 36, which is equal to 

the square of the p d u c t  of the (two) square-roots, 36. 

Now for the sake of the division of two surds, two other quantities are assumed, 16 

(and) 4. Here the result from division is 4. Now the two square-roots of the two surds are 

4 (and) 2. The square of the quotient (obtained) in the mutual division of these two is 4. It 

is sufficient (to say) that the result of the division of the (two) surds is equal to this. 

So here is the demonstration (of the words): "Divided by the small(er surd)." In 

that case, the operation is seen, that whatever is the result in the mutual division of both 

square-roots, the square of that (after this result has been) increased by one (and) when 

multiplied by the square of the square-mt of the small(er surd) is the sum of the (two) 

surds, and, the square of the result of the division of the (two) squawroots (after this result 

has been) diminished by one (andj multiplied by the square of the square-root of the 

smdl(er surd) is (their) difference. Thus, because in the cafe under discussion whatever is 

the quotient in the mutual division of dte two squares of the square-roots, which are known 

by the form of being surds because there is ignorance of the square-roots, is equal to the 

squm of the resuit of the division of (their) square-roots, therefore it has been 

demonstrated that what was said, beginning: The square-root of the gmt<er s w d )  divided 

by the sm&(er s d ) P  is correct- 
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Hehe too, for the sake of an example, the two surds an3-assumed to be 15 (and) 4. 

The two square-roots of these two are 4 (and) 2. In the mutud division of these two the 

result is 2. The square of this (after it has ken) increased by one is 9. This multiplied by 

the square of the square-root of the small(er slrrd), 4, is the sum of the (two) surds, 36. 

And the square of the result of the division of the square-roots (after it has been) 

diminished by one, is 1, This multiplied by the square of the square-root of the smdl(er 

surd), 4, is the difference, 4. In this way the sum and the difference are 36 (and) 4. 

Or else, by &e procedure sf &e sUtra the sethg out is 16 (and) 4. Here the square- 

root of the great(er surd) divided by the small(er surd) is 2. Having put this (result) in two 

places, increased by one and diminished by one becomes 3 (and) 1. Squad  in order they 

are 9 (and) 1. Multiplied by the small@ surd) they become the sum and the difference, 36 

(and) 4. Thus all is irreproachable. 

Now he mentions an example for the sake of the addition and the subtraction of 

surds (with the verse that begins): "Of the two (surds) measured by two and eight." 

4%-26b. Tell (me) separately the sum and the difference of two surds 

measured by two and eight, and of two (others) numbered three and 

twenty-seven, and, oh friend, thinfing for a while, of (another) two 

measured by three and seven, if you know the six-fold (operation) of the 

surd.> 

The (syntactic) c ~ ~ e c t i o n  is: "Oh friend! If of the surd you know the six-fold 

(operation), then tell (me) the snm and the difference." Now (in answer to the question) 

"'of wt;ict; two?," he s i q s  (the ~81dS) &ginning: "Of the mm  me^^ by two and 

~:i$$p 11 fS ~ 1 ~ -  

And so tibe setting out is: ka 2 (and) ka 8. Here by (the siitra) that begins: 

"Assunhg the sum of rhe wo (given) stnds m be bee gfeat(er surd)," &e pat(er surd) is 
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10. Then the product of the two surds is 16. Its quare-root is B; (This) multiplied by two 

is the smaU(er surd), 8. As in the case of riipas, the sum and the difference of these two 

ax 18 (and) 2. These are the surds of sum and difference, ka 18 (and) ka 2. 

Or else the setting out is: ka 8 (and) La 2. The square-root of the great(ea surd) 

divided by the small(er surd) is 2. Having put this in two places (by one) making it 

increased by one in one place, in the other place diminished by one, the setting out is 

(made): 3 (and) 1. Multiplied by themselves (they are) 9 (and) 1. Multiplied by the 

small(er surd), (one is) the sum and (the other) the difference, ka 18 (and) ka 2. In this 

way (is the pmedure) in every case. 

Becmse of the fact th2t in the pair of examples (given in the lines) "of two (suds) 

measured by two and eight, and of two (others) numbered three and twenty-seven9' the 

square-mot of the product is possible, the sum joins in also by means of a pair of methods. 

Then for the sake of demonstrating that, "if there is no square-root, it is gut down 

separately," he enunciates (the lines beginning): "Of (another) two measured by three and 

seven." The remainder has a clear meaning. 

Now he proclaims an example for the sake of the multiplication of surds (with the 

verse that begins): "The numbers two, three and eight are the multiplier." 

d6c-27b. The numbers two, three, and eight, (which are) surds, are the 

multiplier, and the number three combined with (i.e., plus) the riipa five is 

the multiplicand. Tell (me) quickly the product, when the multiplicand is 

diminished by the riipa five (and the multiplier is) the two' surds measured 

by thnx am3 ~e1ve.> 

Here the multiplier is ka 2 ka 3 ka 8. So, because the multiplicand is the number 

thnx, (which is) a stud, combined with the Zpa five, the setting out is: ka 3 rii 5. Here, in 

the case of the multiplier, since the sum of the two surds measured by two and eight is 
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possible, when one has effected (that) sum, the setting out is: ka 18 ka 3. And Zpas are 

observed in this multiplicand, ka 3 rii 5. Having made their square(s), the state of being a 

surd is to be brought about because it has been said previously: "One should multiply and 

divide a square by a square." When it has been done in this way, there is produced ka 25 

ka 3. Mow by the procedure of the siim 

"In the multiplications of squares of unknowns and of surds, just the 

method of multiplying parts as described in (the mathematics of) knowns is 

to be thought of," 

from multiplication there is produced ka 54 ka 450 ka 9 ka 75. 

Then in the second example, assuming the negativity of the Spas in the case of the 

multiplican& he declares: "Diminished by five nipas." Or else the multiplier is assumed 

to be the two surds measured by three and twelve while the multiplicand is diminished by 

five nipas. But the multiplicand has been described previously. There (he says): "Tell 

(me) the product." The remainder, which is clear, is understood from the treatise also. 

Now he speaks of a special property in the rule for negative surds and fipas being 

squares or square-mots (with the verse hat begins): "Should be negative." 

~27~-28b.  The squaring of a negative nipa should be negative if it is 

achieved for the purpose of its being a surd. Likewise the square-root of a 

surd having the nature of a negative, is negative for the sake of the creation 

of riipas.> 

The (syntactic) c o ~ o n  is: "That quaring of a negative if k is xhJevd for 

the puapose of its being a surd, then it is negative." The meaning is this. ''K~ayaxEpZ@' 

(means) negative riipas. If their squaring is achieved for the sake of obtaining its being a 

s~srt ,  titen it is "kpya," (that isj negative. Here it is to be known that the strangeness of 
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this is made clear by the fact that while, because of the meth4d of the siitra previously 

considered, that "the square of both a positive and a negative is positive," the square of a 

negative obtains rhe state of being positive, it is (still) negative. 

Mow, investigating the strangeness of this (considering that) "the square-root of a 

negative does not exist because it is not a square," he says: "Of one having the nature of a 

negative." The meaning is that since, if the square-root of a surd having the nature of a 

negative is achieved for the purpose of establishing riipas, then it is negative, when the 

square-root of negative surds is taken for the purpose of (its) being a iiipa, it is negative 

because it has been stated tha the squaring of a negative fipa is negative. 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). When the square-root of a negative 

surd is being taken by means of (the rule in the L i b a i )  which begins 'having subtracted 

the (greatest) square from (the number in) the last odd place,' whatever square of a 

mgative riipa is p d u c d  with the form of being a surd, that is subtracted because the 

square of a negative Epa is a negative surd. And, when this (negative surd) is being 

subtracted from the squareqwtity, the negative quantity which is going to be subtracted, 

k m e s  positive. So, by this mk of the stra: "The addition of a positive and a negative 

(quantity) is (their) Bifference," the square-quantity is subtracted -And so, of whatever 

m a  the square was subtracted, tha ttpa is the squm-root The~fore, it was said: 

"The squaring of a negative riipa should be negative if it is achieved for the 

purpose of its being a surd" 

But here is an example- The square-quantity (is) ka -25. Then with respect to its 

squm-mt, since it is subtracted with the form of being a surd by means of (the rule) that 

begins: "Subtracting the square from the (number in the) last odd (place) one should 

double it," the square of five negative m a s  is subtracted. This is -25. So, since the 

difference is computed as pmriously because of (the rule) that begins: "A posicjve which 

is being subtracted k a m e s  negative," the square-root that is obtained is nt -5. If (it is 
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asked): "Since the difference of two surds is being computed, here, surely it must be 

accomplished by the difference because of the rule of the siitra which begins: "Assuming 

the sum of two surds to be the great(er surd)"," we reply "no." Since the sum of two 

surds is compu&d for the sake of imagining the great(er surd) in the case of "imagining the 

sum of two surds to be the great(er surd)," there is excessive occurrence in what is 

obtained f&om this sUtra Why? In the case under discussion, in what is obtained from the 

siitra, since the remainder is zero when the -5fferencc of two equal surds (is computed). 

And it has k e n  said: 

"It is in all cases a certainty that in the summing of two equal surds one 

(surd) is to be made fwdold, aid in their difference is am," 

and so on. Everything has been demonstrated. 

Now the setting out of a second example useful as an example of this sTitra is. In 

this case, the multiplicand is ka 25 ka 3 (i-e. @+a), and the multiplier is ka 3 ka 12 

rii -5 (i.e. 4 i- v a  - 5). Here in the multiplicand then are riipas. Therefore, the meaning 

of the siitra has been estzblished: "When, for the sake of establishing the state of being a 

surd of negative w a s ,  (their) squaring is being performed by the procedure of the siitra 

"one should multiply and divide a square by a square," negativity (results) there." When 

this has been bone, the multiplier which is produced is ka -25 ka 3 ka 12 (i.e. 

I-- . 1- -25 +v3 + m). Here also having made the sum of the two (surds) measured by three 

and twelve, there is produced ka -25 ka 27 (i.e. -@+m). When the previous 

multiplicand ka 25 ka 3 is multiplied by this (multiplier), the= is produced the result of the 

multiplication, ka -625 ka 675 ka -75 ka 8 1 0.e. -&% + &% - fi + & ). Here there 

are two sq.;aire qimtities, ka 4 2 5  (=d) ka 81. When the square-rmt of these two itre 

taken, the meaning of this siitra, 
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"Likewise the square-root of a surd having the nature of a negative, is 

negative for the sake of the creation of Epas," 

is established And so the two square-roots are fi -25 (and) E 9. The sum of these two is 

(their) difference, -16. Its square is -256. (Thus) the difference of these two surds, 

ka -625 (and) ka 81, has been produced. Also in the previous number (is., 

-1/r625 + &% - I/% + m), the two remaining surds are ka 675 (and) ka -75. The 

difference of these two is pduced  in accordance with what was said (previously), ka 300. 

Thus, here is the setting out of the two surds of difference in order: ka -256 ka 300 (i.e. 

-rn+rn). 

Here ends the multiplication of surds. 

Now for the sake of dividing surds, (when one) assumes ~ ! e  result of the previous 

multiplication (from the first example) to be the dividend, and assumes its multiplier to be 

the divisor, making the great(er) surd to be fwst, the setting out is: Dividend: ka 450 

I ka 75 ka 54 ka 9 (i.e. ~ 4 5 0  + f i  +'& + fi). Divisor: ka 2 ka 3 ka 8 (i.e. 

+ 4 +a). Here (when one) has formed the sum of the two surds measured by two 

and eight in the divisor, the setting out is: ka 18 ka 3 (i.e. n+J?). Now when the 

division is carried out by means of the method (of the verse that begins): "The divisor 

when subtracted from the dividend is without a remainder," what is obtained is the 

(previous) multiplicand rii 5 ka 3 (i.e. 5 +a). 

Now in the second example (the setting out is): Dividend: ka 675 ka 4 2 5  ka 81 

ka -75 (i.e. 16%- + m- fi). Divisor: A -5 ka 3 ka 12 (i.e. -5 + 4 + m). 
In this case, for the sake of easiness, (when one) has made the sum of the two surds 

measured by three and twelve in the divisor and has obtained the state of being a surd of 

the Apas, the divisor becomes ka 27 ka -25 (is. m-a). When the division is 
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carried out by this (divisor) as before from the dividend, what is obtained is the (previous) 

multiplicand, rE 5 ka 3 (i.e. 5 + 4). 

Now because it has ken  stated: "Multiplication and division are to be effected 

(when one) has made for the sake of easiness the sum, as it is possible, of two surds or of 

(more than two) surds (present) in the multiplicand or in the multiplier, in the dividend or 

in the divisor," in the second example, the setting out for the sake of the division of the 

surds contained in the result of multiplication is: Dividend: ka 8 1 ka -625 ka 675 ka -75 

(i.e. & - &% + &% - a). Divisor: the previous multiplier, rii -5 ka 3 ka 12 (ie. 

-5 + 6 + a). Here, when for the sake of easiness, the sum of the surds in the dividend 

is king made, kcause it, has been stated: "The addition of a positive and a negative 

(quantity) is (their) difference," the difference results. Therefore, when the diffexnce of 

the first and the second, and of the third and the fourth (surds) is made by means of the 

method "(assuming) the sum of two surds to be the great(er surd)," the two surds which 

are produced are ka -256 (and) ka 300. Or else, the difference of these two surds ka 81 

(and) ka -025 (is made) also by means of the method because they are in the state of being 

squarequantities as follows. When the square-root of these two is taken again to be r i  -25 

(and) rii 9, in the addition of these two (in view of) "the addition of a positive and a 

negative (quantity) is (their) difference," the difference is produced; this is the sum, .rG -16. 

Its square, the difference of those two surds, is produced, ka -256. 

Now for the sake of the division of these two s d s  of difference the setting out is: 

Dividend: ka -256 ka 300 (i.e. -- + a). Divisor: this multiplier, La -25 La 3 ka 

12 (i.e. -a+ &+ a). In this case also, when the sum as mentioned of the two surds 

measured by thee and twelve is mzde, the divisor is produced, ka -25 ka 27 (Le. 

-fi+m). When the division of the dividend is carried out by this, when it is 

perfomed by the methods of sTim such as: 
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"The Oivisor, after being multiplied by whatever coiours and by whatever 

Gpzs each in Its Gwn place in order, having k e n  subtracted from t%e 

dividend, is without a remainder," 

it is seen that the divisor, after being multiplied in this way by the two surds ka 25 ka 3 (i.e. 

-/%+a) which occur in the previous multiplicand, (having been subtracted) from the 

dividend. is without a remainder as follows. When this divisor ka -25 ka 27 (i.e. 

-- + m) is multiplied by these two surds ka 25 La 3 (i.e. fi + &) which occur in 

the previous multiplicand, because it has been stated: 

"In the multiplications of squares of unknowns and of surds the method of 

multiplying parts as described in (the mathematics of) knowns is to be 

thought of," 

when the method of multiplying parts: "The multiplicand which is qua i  to the parts of the 

multiplier separately is to be entered," is carried out, in that case the muiplicand is indeed 

the divisor. And this is ka -25 ka 27 fie. -a + m). The previous multiplicand is its 

multiplier. And this is 6 5 ka 3 (i-e. 5+J?). Here, because it has been stated: "One 

should multiply and divide a square by a square," (when one) has established the state of 

being surds of the Gpas, the multiplier ka 25 ka 3 (i.e. a+a) is produced. Here, 

(considering) that in the multiplier there is a pair of parts, (when one) has put in two places 

the new multiplicand which is in the form of the divisor, the setting out is: 

ka -25 ka 27 (and) 

ka-25 ka27. 

When this is multiplied by these two surds ka 25 ka 3 which occur in the (new) multiplier 

which is in the form of the previous multiplicand, here is produced 

ka-625 ka 675 (and) 

ka-75 ka81. 
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Then, since it has been stated: "When it has been multiplied by these parts in order, it is 

combined according to what was said," when the sum of these (products) is made, since 

"the addition of a positive and a negative (quantity) is (their) difference," the difference 

results. 

Now for the sake of their difference, the setting out in order is: ka 4 2 5  ka 81 

ka 675 ka -75 (ix. -&%+ & + &% - e). In this case, when the difference of the 

fxst and the second, (and) of the third and the fourth (surds) is made as (already) 

described, in the divisor a pair of surds ka -256 ka 300 is produced. (When one) has 

caused (it to happen) that this, being subtracted from the dividend, which is the fesult of the 

previous multiplication, this ka -256 ka 300, by the method (of the siitta): "A positive 

(quantity) that is going to be subtracted attains negativity," is without a remainder, what is 

obtained is the previous multiplicand; this is rii 5 ka 3. So it is to be known by a wise 

person in every case. 

Now, for the sake of the division of surds by another method, he enunciates a siitra 

by means of two (verses, beginning): "The reversal of the positivity or negativity of a 

chosen (surd)." 

48c-29b. Having established repeatedly the reversal of the positivity or the 

negativity of a chosen surd in the divisor, by such a divisor one should 

multiply the dividend and divisor until there is only one surd in the 

divisor.> 

69c-3Ob. By that (surd) the surds (which are) in the dividend are to be 

divide& If the surds which a= obtained are arising !?om addifion, they are 

to be ma& separately by the separation-silt. as they are desired of the 
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The (syntactic) connection is: "In the divisor, of a chosen surd the reversal of the 

positivity or the negativity repeatedly having established, by such a divisor, the dividend 

and the divisor so long one should multiply." So long in what manner? Until in the 

divisor, i-e. the "cheda," there is only one surd. In this way by that one surd the surds in 

the dividend are to be divided. In that division whatever surds are obtained, if they are 

arising from addition, then by the separation-siitra which will be mentioned they are to be 

made separately in that manner. How "in that manner?" It is clear that (it is) as they are 

desired of the inquirer, i.e. "pras~u3." 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). When the reversal of the positivity 

or the negativity of the divisor has been made, some third number is produced other than 

the dividend and the divisor. The dividend and the divisor are multiplied by that and, when 

added or subtracted as described (previously), become small since among a positive 

dividend an$ divisor which are multiplied by a negative divisor, or else a negative dividend 

and divisor which are multiplied by a positive divisor, because of the positivity and 

negativity some surds whose difference (must be taken) have been produced. Because 

when their difference is taken in this way, smallness Is produced, therefore it has been said: 

"The reversal of the positivity or the negativity of a chosen (surd)." Or else, after one has 

multiplied the dividend and the divisor by any number whatsoever, when the division has 

been carried out, the result is like the previous result. So the dividend and the divisor are 

assumed to be 16 (and) 4. Here, from division the result is 4. So, it has resulted that, after 

one has multiplied the dividend and the divisor by two, when the division has been carried 

out again, the same result is obtained. 

(Coosidering) that hey are to be made separately by the separation-siitra, because 

of the obscurity of t!x sepi?-ta_tio,n,-sTitrs wondering what it is, he proclaims (th, P verse 

beginning): "By a (certain) square." 
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reduced (without a remainder). When one has made the parts of its square- 

root as desired, the squares of those (parts) multiplied by the previous 

quotient become separately the surds.> 

The (syntactic) connection is: "The surd of addition by what square when divided 

is reduced (without a remainder), of its square-root as desired parts when one has made, 

the squares of those by the previous quotient being multiplied these surds separately are." 

By what square-i.e. square quantity-when divided a surd of addition is reduce&i.e., 

becomes without remainder, of its square-root-i-e., of the square-root of the square- 

qnmtity which has 'become the divisor-parts are to be made as desired. Then the squares 

of those parts, when multiplied by the previous quotient, become separately the surds. 

Here the meaning of "by the previous quotient," is whatever is the quotient where a surd of 

addition has been divided by a (certain) square. 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). Here the (present) siitra has been 

composed by the inversion of this slitra: "The square-root of the great(er surd) divided by 

the small(er surd)." As for instance, in this case, when, after the addition of two surds is 

effected by this addition-siitra, it is multiplied by itself (and then) multiplied by the srnall(er 

surd), then in that case, considering that (each) of the two square-roots, (one) increased by 

one (and the other) diminished by one, is "multiplied by itself," the square of the square- 

root (which was) increased by one was multiplied by the small(er surd). Now if this is 

again divided by this square, then by whatever small(er surd the square was) multiplied, it 

will arrive at the result. Thus, by this (procedure) from the surd of addition the small(er) 

surd is known. Hence it has been enunciated: "The surd of addition when divided by a 

(cer,&) sq~m." NOW by whatever square t!!e surd of addition is divided, thzt square vlas 

made the square of the square-root increased by one (or) diminished by one by means of 

(the rule) beginning: "(Each) multiplied by itself." If by one who has taken its square-root 
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Tfierefore it has been enunciated. 'The pam of the square-mot of that square." Now if the 

square of this is effected, then the quotient of the great(er surd) divided by the small(er 

surd) is known. So it has been demonstrated that if that quotient from division by the 

previous square is multiplied by the smdl(er surd), then it becomes the surd of addition. 

Now, in order to see that it is with respect to the operation of the siitra beginning: 

"The reversal of the positivity or the negativity of a chosen (surd)," the setting out of the 

previoiasly described dividend and divisor is: Dividend: ka 9 ka 450 ka 75 ka 54. Divisor: 

ka 18 ka 3. Then by the procedure of the siitra: "The reversal of the positivity or the 

negativity of a chosen (surdj," assuming the negativity of the surd measured by three in the 

divisor, the setting out of the divisor is ka 18 ka -3. In this case, there is a pair of parts in 

the divisor. Therefore, when the dividend is multiplied by those two (parts) in two places, 

there is produced ka 162 ka 8 100 ka 1350 ka 972 (and) ka -27 ka -1 350 ka -225 ka -1 62. 

Now, when, for the sake of easiness, the sum of these surds is made, in our mathematics 

whose tradition still exists (it has been said) as follows: 

"It is a certainty that, in the summing of two equal surds, one (surd) is 

multiplied by four; (and), when heir difference is to be taken, there is zero." 

And so in the Merence of equal surds zero is produced. Therefore they have disappeared. 

Now the setting out of the surds remaining (after the difference has been effected) 

is: ka 8100 ka -225 ka 972 ka -27. In this case, in the difference of the first and the 

second (and) of the third and the fourth there is produced a pair of surds, ka 5625 ka 675. 

Now in accordance with what was said (previously), when the divisor has been multiplied 

in two places, the setting out is: ka 324 ka 54 (and) ka -54 ka -9. Here in the 

disappearance of the two equal surds and in the difference of the two remaining ones 

because of (the instruction): "until the= is ody one surd in the (resulting) divisor," there is 
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produced one surd in the divisor, ka 225. When the division of this dividend, ka 5525 ka 

075, by this (surd) has k e n  cmiicd om, what is obtained is Phis previous multipiicand ka 

25 ka 3. 

In this way it is also produced by this method in the second example. 

Just as the result of multipkation is the dividend of this, ka 81 ka -625 ka 675 

ka -75, so this multiplier, ka -25 ka 27, is the divisor. So here, having made as mentioned 

the difference, (which is) the sum, of the fmt and the second surds and of the third and the 

fourth in the dividend for the sake of easiness, there are produced in the dividend in order 

two surds of difference, ka -256 ka 300. And likewise, in this divisor ka -25 ka 27 if one 

assumes the positivity of the surd twenty-five, the setting out of the divisor is: ka 25 

ka 27. Here in the divisor there exists a pair of parts. Therefore, when the dividcnd has 

been multiplied by those two (parts) in two places, there is produced: ka -6400 ka 7500 

(and) ka -6912 ka 8100. Then, when the addition of these surds has been made for the 

sake of easiness, since "the addition of a positive and a negative (quantity) is (their) 

difference," the difference is produced. 

Thus, in this case, for the sake of (fmding) the difference the setting out of the surds 

in order is: ka 8100 ka -6400 ka 7500 ka 4912. In this case, in (taking) the difference of 

the first and the second (surds, and) of the third and the fourth there is produced a pair of 

surds, ka 100 ka 12. Now, when the divisor (has been multiplied) in two places as was 

described, the setting out is: ka -625 ka 675 (and) ka -675 ka 729. Mere too, when the 

disappearance of the two equal surds and the difference of the two remaining ones (have 

been made), because of (the instruction): "Until there is only one surd in the divisor," 

there is produced one surd in the divisor, ka 4. M e n  the division of this dividend, ka 100 

ka 12, by this (surd) has been carried wt, what is obtained is this previous multiplicand, ka 

25 ka 3. 
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NOW when, (as) in ihe previous (i.e. this iast) example, the result of the 

multiplication is made the dividend and the multiplicand the divisor, the setting out is: 

Dividend: ka 9 ka 450 ka 75 ka 54. Divisor: ka 25 ka 3. Here too, if one assumes the 

negativity of the surd measured by th=, the setting out of the divisor is:  ka 25 ka -3. 

Thus, here in the divisor there exists a pair of parts. Therefore, when the dividend has been 

multiplied by those two (parts) in two places, there is produced: ka 225 ka 11250 ka 1875 

ka 1350 (arid) ka -27 ka -1350 ka -225 ka -162. Then, when the addition of these surds 

has k e n  done for the sake of easiness, since "the addition of a positive and a negative 

(quantity) is (their) differcxe,'>he difference is produced. In that case, when the 

difference of the equal surds has been made by the method: "(Assuming) the sum of two 

surds (to be) the great(er surd)," just a zero occurs. Therefore, those which are equal suds 

are abandoned. 

In this way the setting out of the remaining surds is: ka 1 1250 ka -162 ka 1875 

ka -27. Here also, when the difference of the first and the second and of the third and the 

fourth has been made as was described, in the dividend a pair of surds is produced, ka 

8712 ka 1452. Then, when the divisor has been multiplied in two places as was described, 

the setting out is: ka 625 ka 75 (and) ka -75 ka -9. Hen: too, when the disappearance of 

the two q u a l  surds ad. the difference of the two remaining ones has been made, there is 

produced one surd in the divisor, ka 484. 

The setting out of the dividend and the divisor which have been produced in this 

way is: ka 8712 ka 1452 (and) ka 484. In this case, what is obtained in division is the 

multiplier, ka 18 ka 3. Here, in the previous multiplier there was a triad of parts. Therefore 

this is imagined to be a "surd of addition." Therefore tile separation is obtained by the rule 

of the separation-sitra. And so the surd of addition is just this ka 18. This when divided 

by the square measured by nine, (i.e.) 9, reduces without a remainder. In that (division) 

what is obtained is 2. Now the square-root of nine, which has become the divisor, is 3. IPS 

two parts are 1 (and) 2. Their squares are 1 (and) 4. When they are multiplied by what 
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was obtained before, by this 2, two surds are produced separately, ka 2 (and) ka 8. Thus, 

tie mdfiplier is produced in =&i7 ka 2 kt 3 ka 8. 

Here ends the division of surds. 

Now he enunciates an example concerning the square ~f (a sum of) surds (with the 

verse beginning): "Measured by two, tlure, and five." 

c31c-32d. M e a s d  by two, thee, and five are the surds. Tell me quickly, 

oh learned one, the squarefs) of these, and of two numbered three and two 

separately, (and) the squares of (those) measured by six, five, three and two 

(and) measured by eighteen, eight and two oh friend, and the qume-ic;>ts 

of the squares.> 

Here the meaning of the verse is easy to obtain. 

Now for the sake of (taking) the square, the setting out of the frrst example is: ka 2 

ka 3 ka 5. In this rule for the squares of surds it has been stated by the teacher that (by one) 

remembering the procedure for (taking) the square which is told in the P@iganita: 

"The square of the last (digit counted from the right) is to be placed, (then 

the other digits) multiplied by twice the last," 

the square is to be made. (But) in that there is phis difference. Since, when one has canied 

out (the rule): "multiplied by twice the last," (it is observed) that, when it has been done 

so, there is no square, because one remembers the special (rule): 

"One should multiply and divide a squat by a square," 

having made a square in order to make the (number) two, which has the nature of nlpa, 

into a surd, one should multiply the other numbers. And so, the meaning of the sGtra: 

"multiplied by twice the k t "  becomes in this case: "multiplied by four times the last." It 
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is to be known that, wher. the square of the root-surds has been taken, (then) whatever are 

the square-quantities, one should imagine the sum of their square-roots to be Epas. 

Thus in this matter, in the square of (a sum of) surds, it is seen that there are 

square-quantities which are "sahaj;?sW (produced by multiplicztion with themselves) and 

"nimittajZs" (produced by multiplication with an unequal quantity). In that, sahajas are 

produced because there is tk multiplication of two equal (quantities) when they are in odd 

piaces. When they are in even places nimittajae are produced arising from the 

multiplication of unequal (quantities); so, when four zre multiplied by four, the "16" that 

are produced are sahajas, (and) when eight or thirty-two are multiplied by two, the "16" 

(or) "64" that are produced are nimittajas. Thus the meaning is that here, when the square 

of (a sum of) suds is computed, whatever square-quantities are sahajas, one should 

imagine the sum of the square-roots of that many to be bepas; but the surds are assumed to 

be nimittajzs. When their sum is computed as far as possible, since they are produced 

from their own qualities (by the rule): 'The multiplication of two equal (quantities)," all 

the sahajZs become squarequantities. Hence it is true that the Spas in the square of a surd 

&e sum of ~ l e  squm-mts  of d l  (these), as many as there are, not the surds measured 

by (numbers) such as one. In that case there is no breaking off of the operation. 

Therefore, since it has k e n  stated by the author of the treatise: "When one has computed 

for the sake of easiness as far as possible the sum of two surds (or) of (more than two) 

surds, (their) square and square-root should be computed," so when at any time, after the 

square of the given root-surd has been computed, all the squarequantities are sahajzs or 

nirnittajXs, likewise whatever is the sum of their square-roots is the sum of all the surds in 

the square-roots. When the sum of the root-surds has been produced in this way, when 

one has separated (them) as &sired by the separation-sum, they become root-surds. Just 

as the root-surds ka 18 ka 8 ka 2, when multiplied by themselves by the method (of the 

siitra): 



"In the muitiplications of squares of unknowns and of surds the method of 

multiplying parts as described in (the mathematics of) knowns is to be 

thought of," 

become: ka 324 ka 144 ka 36 (and) ka 144 ka 64 ka 16 ( a d )  ka 36 ka 16 ka 4. All these 

sahajZs and xlimittajas have been produced as qua-quantities. Therefore, the sum of the 

quare-mots of d l  of them is XE 72. The square of the surds is produced as fi 72. This is 

the sum of the rmr-smds, la 72. Considering that there was a triad of parts of the root- 

surds, computing (accmding to the sUtra): 

"The surd of addition when divided by a (certain) square is reduced 

(withcut a remainder)," 

it is reduced by thirty-six; what is obtained is 2. The parts of 6, the square-root of thirty- 

six, are 3 (and) 2 (and) 1. The squares of these are 9 (and) 4 (and) 1. Multiplied by 2, the 

previous quotient, they become the root-surds, ka 18 ka 8 ka 2. 

Or else, even in such a place, if one assumes the sum of the square-roots of the 

sahaja squares which are measured in the places of the root-surds to be nipas, yet the other 

squares are surds. When one has combined them as far as possible, in the square are the 

surds which are referred to by (the words): "The sums of (the natural numbers) beginning 

with one." Therefore the square-root is possible by the method: "When one has 

subtracted from the square of Epas." In this way (is the procedure) in every case. When 

it has been computed in this way, there are produced in order the squares: ni 10 ka 24 ka 

Having described the square of the surds in this way, now he enunciates a 

kaqasUtra on the square-root of surds with two (verses beginning): "if in a square, of 

one surd or two surds." 



<33a-34d. If in a square one should subtract from t h e  square of 

Epas the fipas equal to one sum or two surds or many (and if) the nipas 

are separately Increased or diminished by the square-root of the remainder, 

in their half &re is a pair of surds. Now if in the square there are surds 

remaining, whichever is the great(er) surd of those two in the square-root 

these are made Epas (to be computed) after that> 

One should subtract from the square of the Gpas Gpas equal to one surd, two 

surds, or many suds-four cx five-in a square-(i.e.), a square quantity. Whatever is 

the remainder there, the riipas are separately to be increased or diminished by its square- 

mt, L? t??eir half is a @ of s&. Mow, assuming hat, when it has k e n  computed 

in this way, if there are surds remaining in the square, then whichever is the great(er) s m  

in the square-root, these are made nlpas, (one realizes) that one must keep on computing 

until the square is without a remainder. If (it is asked): "Is the phrase "equal 

nlpas" meaningless because the objective is attained by this (rule): "One should subtract 

one s d  or two surds or (more) surds from the square of Epas7? ", (the answer is) surely 

"no." In submting the surd(s) from the square of the rlipas there is excessive occmnce 

in what is obtained from the s- i i  

"The square-root of the great(- surd) divided by the small(er surd)." 

The raking ef equal Gpas is for the sake of its removal. 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). Here when the square of the surd 

has been taken as described (pvimsly), the squares of just as many (surds) occur as there 

are surds in the square-itm qir=tity. Tfsence &ere we orher suds dso which are 

md63l id  by fmur kmes the surd. AS mmy a zre *the ffi=m-wmtifies prd.~c! in 

this way in it, the collection of the square-roots of so many is assumed to be ripas. 

Whatewer  figas have k n  p d d  in his way, that is known as the sum of the surds in 
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the quare-rmt. NOW by the method of concurrence, for the sake of separating the suds in 

the sum, ~ t h  I P _ S ~ ~  PC? t.%e difference r;Fas q u a !  to the remaining sulds aii sirbrracied 

&om the square of the nlpas. When they have been subtracted, the square of the diffe~ence 

of the surds will be left. The squaremot of that is known to be the difference of the surds 

because when the product of (two) quantities multiplied by four is subtracted from the 

square of the sum of two quantities, the square of the difference of the (two) quantities will 

be left. In the case under discussion, whatever are the Gpas equal to the surd, that is four 

times the product of a pair of mot-surds which is going to be produced because the first 

multiplied by four times the last is four times the product of those two. When the square 

of the sum is less than that, the square of the difference will be left. When the difference is 

known in this way, one who has set in two places the Spas known by their being the sum 

of surds by the prOcedw of the concurrence-siitra'. 

"The sum diminished and increased by (their) difference, when halved, is 

those two (quantities)," 

and who has caused them to be diminished and increased by difference (and) halved, 

obtains a pair of surds. There whatever is the smaller surd, becomes one root-surd. And 

likewise whichever is the greater becomes the sum of the remaining surds. Then, when 

m e  has made them nipas (and) again for the sake of knowing the difference has subtracted 

the remaining surd from the square of the Spas, the square-root of the remainder is the 

difXerence of the remzining surds. Also, again, when one has made the riipas (set) in two 

places to be diminished and increased by that (difference) and these to be halved, again a 

pair of surds is obtained. Thus (one continues) until the square is without a remainder. 

Hence what was sai& 

'If in a quare, the Epas are equal to one s d  or to two surds," 

and so on, has been demonstrated. 



Now the setting out for the sake of the square-root of the fnst square is: rTi 10 

ka 24 ka 40 ka 60. Here the form of the siitra is as follows: In this square the riipas equal 

to the two surds measured by twenty-four and forty are these: 64. When one has 

subtracted (them) from the square of the riipas, from this 100, the remainder is 36. Its 

square-root is 6. When one has set the riipas in two places (and) made them to be 

diminished and increased by this, there are produced 16 (and) 4. In the halving of these 

two a pair of surds is produced, ka 8 (and) ka 2. Now in the square one surd is remaining. 

For the sake of its square-mot, of the pair of surds in the square-root, the great(er) is this 

surd, ka 8. When one has assumed these to be 6pas (and) has subtracted from the square 

of this, from this 64, the riipas equal to the surd sixty, the remainder is 4. Its square-rsot is 

2. When one has ma& the riipas to be increased and diminished by this and to be halved, 

again a pair of surds is produced, ka 3 (md) ka 5. Thus, the square-root of the surd is, in 

order, ka 2 ka 3 ka 5. "It is to be understood in this way elsewhere also." The remainder 

is clear. 

Now he describes the special usage of positivity and negativity in the square of a 

surd (with the verse beginning): "If having the nature of a negative." 

c35ad. If a surd in a square has the nature of a negative, when one has 

assumed it to have the nature of a positive, the two surds in the root are to 

be obtained. Of these two, the chosen one is to be understood by an 

intelligent person to have the nature of a negative.> 

If there is in a squap, a surd having the nature of a negative, then when one has 

assumed that to have the nature of a positive in order to obtain the square-rmt, there come 

to be two surds in the root. Between these two one (surd) is to be understood by an 

intelligent person to have the nature of a negative. 
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The demonstration in this case is (as follows). If in the square df a surd there exists 

a s d  which is negative, then when the subtraction of the Gpas which are equal to that 

(surcl) h r n  the square of the flipas has been completed, the sum of both takes place (by 

the rule that) 'a negative (quantity) that is going to be subtracted becomes positive.' And 

when the sun has been made, there is a breaking off of the operation. Consequently, 

positivity or negativity is to be assumed in the square-root as (in the sUtra) beginning: 

"The square of a positive and of a negative (quantity) is positive; the two 

square-roots of a positive (quantity) are positive and negative." 

But in a square is the state of having the nature of a positive. Hence it has been 

demonstrated that there is a superiority of "(the reading) siidhye." 

Here he proclaims an example with half a verse (beginning): "Tell (me) of the two 

(surds) measured by three and seven." 

<36a-b. Tell me the square of the difference of she two surds measured by 

three and seven and the square-root from the square.> 

The (syntactic) connection is: "Oh friend! Of the two surds measurert by three and 

seven the square of (their) difference tell (me) and also from the square the square-root tell 

(me)." The square of the difference (means) the square of that which is negative. And rso 

the setting out is: ka -3 ka 7 (and) ka 3 ka -7. When the square of these two has been 

computed separately by the procedure of the siitra, the square is the same. That is as 

follows: fii 10 ka -84. When one has assumed the positivity of the negative surd in this 

square, since one of those two root-surds which have been obtained 'is chosen to be 

negative,' there results ka -3 ka 7. 
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Now, with the imagining of more (surds), he again enunciates another example 

(with the verse beginning): ''The surds measured by two, three and five are positive, 

positive and negative (respectively)." 

<36c-37b. The surds measured by two, three and five are positive, positive 

and negative (respectively) or have the positives md the negatives reversed. 

Tell (me) oh Aiend, their square and the square-root from the square, if you 

know the six-fold (operation) of a surd.> 

The (syntactic) connection is: "Oh friend! If you of a surd the six-fold (operation) 

how,  then the previously mentioned surds measured by two, three and five-when one 

has assumed (them) to be positive, positive and negative (respectively), or when one has 

assumed (them) to have the positives and the negatives reversed-their square and the 

square-root of the square tell (me)." "SvasvaqagTa ' (means) positive and positive and 

negative. The meaning is that there are two psitive surds and one negative. So by this 

(term) "vyasta&anqa@, it is clear that there an two negative surds and one positive. 

Thus in this case, the setting out is: ka 2 ka 3 ka -5 (and) ka -2 ka -3 ka 5. The 

square of these two is the same, because it has k n  stated that: 

"If in a square a surd has the nature of a negative" 

(and so on). And so the square is this: rG 18 ka 24 ka -40 ka 40. In this case, riipas 

equal to the two negative surds are for the sake ~f the square-aoot positive, these 100. 

When one has subtracted these from the quare of the riipas (and) has made the m a s  to be 

i n m d  and diminished by the square-root of the mnainder, half of them is produced, 5. 

Now, when one has subtracted riipas 64, (which are) qua1 to two positive surds, 

from the square of the Npas, the two halves of the riipas which have been Increased and 

diminished by the squm-root of the remainder, this 6, are ka 2 (and) ka 8. When one has 

assumed the negativity of the great(er) of these t w ~  (surds and) has made them riipas in 
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accordance with what was said (previously), the two swds are ka 3 (a&) ka -5. Thus in 

this ease tie nega"u-it=y of the gxat(er surd) is to be assumed. The rest is clear. 

Now, with respect to what is possible in the square of surds, he proclaims some 

rule (with two verses beginning): "Measured by the sums (of the natural numbers) 

-beginning with one." 

47c-39b. In a squarequantity there are surd-parts measured by the sums 

(of the natural numbers) beginning with one. When one has subtracted 

from the square of riipas riipas equal to two surds in a square having three 

surds, to thee in one having six surds, to four in (one having) ten, and to 

five in (one having) fifteen, the squm-root is to be taken. If in some case it 

is otherwise, it is not possible.> 

In a squm-quantity there are surd-parts measured by the sums (of the natural 

numbers) beginning with one. "EkKBi" is that of which the beginning is one. The 

meaning is that: "(The series) beginning with one; and the sum of that (series); the surd- 

parts measured by these (sums)." Since in the quare of chosen surds, there is necessarily 

a rule for the existence of ruipas, so that in the square ~f one: surd m a s  occur, and if the 

squarc of two suds is made, then Spas (and) one surd would occur, and also, when the 

square of three (surds) has k e n  ma&, Gpas and a triad of surds would occur, the meaning 

is that there are surd-parts measured in order by the sums of one, two, three, four, five, and 

so on (natural numbers). 

Then for the sake of removing the doubt of ignorant students in extracting the 

square-mt of the.quare of a surd, he enunciates a rule for equal fipas (with the verse) 

beginning: "In a square having a triad of surds." The meaning is clear. 

Now when one has taken away, is .  subtracted, from the square of the 6pas Gpas 

equal to the (previously) described surd-parts, (by the rule): "From the square of the 



Epas," the square-root is to be taken. Now if the square-&t is taken by a rule different 

from that mentioned, "if in some cases otherwise," that is impossible. But this is the rule 

as described: When one has fxrst subtracted 6pas equal to three suds in (a square) having 

six surds from the square of the riipas, then (%pas) equal to two (surds), then to one 

(surd), the square-mot is to be taken. When one has left aside the method, (i.e. when one 

uses an) order other than (the order) described in this way, (as) sometimes in examples 

such as "twelve and fifteen multiplied by four," the square-root is to be taken otherwise. 

The meaning is that, a s -h t  nlpas equal to one surd, then to two, then to the rest-when 

one has made (the computation) in this way, the square-root is taken, that is impossible 

because the square of the squaa-root does not exist. 

Now (the verse which begins): '%y the one which is going to be prodwed" 

<39c-Ma. Of whichever (surds) division is possible by four times the 

smdl(er) root-surd which is going to be produced in this manner, are to be 

subtracted from the square of the Gpas.> 

By the small(er) surd which is going to be produced, which is also multiplied by 

four, of whichever (surds) division is (possible), only those ape to be subtracted from the 

square of the nipas. 

And now he proclaims the knowledge of the root-surds by another method. 

40b-41a. Whatever (surds) are obtained in the division, they too are 

certainly root-surds. If they are not produced by the method of the 

remainder, ehen that square-root is impossible. 

The meaning of this (verse) is: in the division whatever (surds) are obtained, (i-e.) 

have attained numeration, all of them are mot-surds. The meaning is that all the root-surds 
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become known by such an operation. Tile meaning is that, if they, when they are known 

by the mehod of the remainder which is mentioned (by the verse): 

"That which is the great(er) surd of the two in the square-root is (turned 

into) fipas," 

are not root-surds, do not agree, do not attain agreement, then this square-root is 

impossible. We will explain everything on the occasion of an example. 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). There the sum (of the natural 

numbers) beginning with one is the sum of (the numbers) one, two, three and so on in 

increasing progression. That is as follows. 

Here, since the sum of one is one, then of two three, of three six, of four ten, (and) ~f five 

fifteen, therefore it has been said: "in a square having a triad of surds" and so on. 

Now when the square-root of the square of a surd is to be taken (by the rule 

beginning): "By (the surd) which is going to be produced," whatever root-surd is going to 

be produced is just the last surd. When it is grasped that, when that is known, the others 

are also to be known, a siitra was composed by inverting this sitra: "The square of the last 

(digit) is t~ be placed (above itself; then the other digits) are multiplied by twice the last 

(digit)." That is as followsi by this (rule): "The square of the last (digit) is to be placed 

(above itself; the other digits) are multiplied by twice the last (digit)," which here, in the 

square of surds, (is to be interpreted): "multiplied by four times the last (digit)," the other 

surds (which are) different from the Past were multiplied by the last multiplied by four. 

Now just those, when they are divided by the last multiplied by four, come to have the 

remaining (surds) in their own squares. Thence, if, after one has subtracted ahem from the 

square of the riipas, the square-root is taken as before, then, since the root-surds result, 
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therefore what was said (in the rule) beginning: "The division of whKh is possible," has 

been demonstrated. 

In this place he has mentioned an example (with the verse that begins): "In a 

square where the surds (are measured) by thirty-two (and) twenty-four." 

~41b-42a. In a square where the surds are neasmed by thirty-two, twenty- 

four (and) eight, (and) are augmented by ten Spas, tell (me), oh learned 

man, what is its squareroot?> 

Thus in this case the setting out is: 6 10 ka 32 ka 24 ka 8. Here there is a triad of 

surds in the square. Ti-ierefore since, when one has subtracted the Gpas equal to a pair of 

surds from the square of the riipas, as the square-root is taken as described (previously) it 

is not obtained, when one has computed *pas equal to d l  (the surds), 64, (and) when one 

has subtracted (these) from those (i.e., the square of the fipas), the remainder is 36. The 

two halves of the Spas increased and diminished by its quareroot, 6, are the two surds, 

ka 8 (and) ka 2. The meaning is that, since this is not the square of this square-root, this is 

indicated to be faulty. 

Now he enunciates an example pertaining to the subject of this (rule which begins): 

"By (the surd) which is going to be produced in this mannei' (with the verse that begins): 

"In a square where the surds (are equal to) fifteen, thirteen and three." 

c42b-43a. In a square where the surds are equal to fifteen, thirteen and 

three multiplied by four, (and) are united with ten ripas, tell (me), what is 

its square-root?> 

And so the setting out is: G 10 ka 6Q ka 52 ka 12. Here in the square  ber re exists a 

triad of swds. Therefore, when one has subtracted the %pas equal to a pair of surds 

measured by fifty-two (-and) twelve, these 64, from the square of the riipas, this 100, the 



square-root of the remainder is 6. The rGpas are increased and dimifished by this. The 

two halves of these are ka 2 (and) ka 8. In this case the small(er) suhd which is going to be 

prduced is this ka 2. When one has made what is equal to four times this, ka 8, usable as 

fipas, because division of the two surds measured by fifty-two and twelve does not 

proceed, those two surds are not to be subtracted. The meaning is that, since it has been 

stated: "of whichever (surds) division is possible are to be subtracted from the q u m  of 

the *pas," therefore this is impossible. 

Now he states an example where there is ehe possibility of this (enunciation) "sf 

whichever (surds) division is possible" (with the verse that begins): "Eight, fifty-six." 

c43b-Ma. In a square where there is a triad of surds, eight, fifty-six, (and) 

sixty, augmented by ten Qas, tell (me): what is its square-root?> 

In this case the setting out is: 6 10 ka 8 ka 56 ka 60. Here the fust pair sf parts is 

ka 8 (and) ka 56. When one has subtracted the fipas equal to this, these 63, from the 

square of the %pas, the square-root of the remainder is 6. By this, as before, a pair of 

surds is obtained, ka 2 (and) ka 8. Here by the division of this pair sf parts by four times 

the smdl(er surd), by this 8, two parts are obtained, 1 (and) 7. Here is the manifestation of 

the siitra: "they are obtained from division." If the surds which are obtained from the 

previously described division are not root-surds, then they are to be computed by the 

method of the remainder, which begins: 'By the square-root of the remainder.' If they do 

not come into being by even that, then the square-root is not possible, is not correct; or the 

reading is "Ksannam" (approximate). Thus in the case under discussion, in this pair of 

parts, 1 (and) 7, the two surds are not produced by the method of the remainder. The 

meaning is that therefore those two are not to be subtracted. 

Now he proclaims another example (with the verse that begins): "Four times 

twelve, fifteen, five, eleven, eight and six." 



. ' 
<44bd45a. In a square where the surds are four times twdve, fifteen, five, 

eleven, eight and six together with thirteen ripas, tell (me) its square-root if 

you are respecred for (your) cleverness in algebra.,> 

In this case the setting out is: ri 13 ka 48 ka 60 ka 20 ka 44 ka 32 ka 24. In this 

(square) having six surds, when one has first subtracted Gpas qua1 to three surds fiom the 

square of the mas, the squareroot is to be taken. When one has aftemads done the 

same for two, then for one, there is an absence of the sgum-mt.  Now with the intention 

of (finding it) possible in another way, when one has subtracted nlpas equal to the first 

surd, these 48, from she sqara~ of the Gpas, from this 169, the remainder is 121. Its 

square-root is 11. The rlipas are increased and diminished by this. Their two halves are 1 

(and) 12. Here there is a great(er) surd. When one has made it to be Gpas (and) has 

subtracted Gpas equal to the preceding pair of surds as was described (previously), again 

there are two surds, ka 2 (and) ka 10. Here too, when one has made the great(er) surd to 

be fipas (and) has subtracted iupas equal to the mad of surds preceding that, these lOQ, 

from the squm of the fiipas, this 100, the squm-root of the remainder is 0. The ripas are 

increased and diminished by this. Their two halves are 5 (and) 5. In this way the square- 

root is in order: ka 1 ka 2 ka 5 ka 5. The meaning is that it seems that this is impossible in 

this way because it is not its square. Thus in tRe case of the square of a surd of this End an 

approximate square-mt is to %E obtained. 

So the method of obtaining the approximate square-root has been described by our 

father's feet in the chapter on algebra in the Sid$fintasundara that he composed. It is as 

follows: 

"The (imagined approximate) square-mot is increased by that (quotient) 

which is obtained from its square divided by the approximate square-root 
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(and the sum) is divided by two; that is a neafer) squzire-root. Then, (if one 

=pats this) again and again, the (nearly) accurate quare-root results." 

The meaning of this is: for whatever square quantity or non-square quantity the 

(imagined) approximate square-root is to be taken, by that (approximate square-mot) its 

own square is to be divided. There whatever (qu~tient) is obtained, the (imagined) 

approximate square-root is to be combined with that, and that divided by two becomes the 

near(er) square-root. The meaning is that one should proceed in this manner again and 

again until the square is without a remainder. 

Here, however, is an example. The chosen quantity is 5. Its imagined square-root 
5 

is 2. By this its own square is divided: y. This (imagined) square-root, 2, is combined 
9 9 

with that which was obtained: 2.. It is divided by 2: 4. This is the near(er) square-root. 

Now, when one has again computed (by the rule): "by the approximate square-root," the 

square-root of five is obtained: 2;14. That is enough because (it becomes) excessively 

long. 

Now he proclaims another example (with the verse that begins): "Forty." 

<45b-4Qa. If, in a square there are surds equal to forty, eighty, and two 

hundred, (and) they are combined with seventeen rGpas, tell (me): what is 

the square-root in that case?> 

Here the setting out is: rii 17 ka 40 ka 80 ka 200. The square-rmt (obtained) as 

described (previously) is in this case ka 18 ka 5 ka 2. 

In the excellent commentary on the Bija(ga~ito), the ~wyoprak&, which 

is distinguished by all the adornments of the virtuous and the wise, which is 

capable of destroying the darkness in the hearts of unintelligent students, 

and which has been enunciated by the poet, calculator, and teacher named 



SErya, the son of the astrologer JfiZnariija, a collection of operations with 

positive and negative (quantities) and with one and more than one colours 

and of the six-fold (operation) with surds has been produced. 

ahus in the commentary on Bhaskara's Bija(ga$ta), called the S-iiaprak&a, 

composed by the astrologer, the Pa@& Scya,  the chapter concerning the six-fold 

(operation) has come to a cmclusim. 



4. Oat Alpha, Third Chapten 

<The Chapter Concerning the Pulverizer> 

Salutations to Him who has an elephant's face. 

1. I salute (~aqeia)  who has a pendulous belly, for whom la lghter and 

mirth are produced by the humming of the gracious wives of the honey- 

drinking (bees) as they playfully frolic on his cheeks beautiful with the 

circle of his large trunk, the region of whose hot temples is covered with 

flowing, straight (streams of) ichor, and who (wean) garlands of hybiscus 

and MKya-flowers. 

4. The General Pulverizer> 

Thus having told of the six-fold (operations) beginning with unknowns and ending 

with surds, having now begun the pulverizer because it is useful for such things as the 

several colours ( v q a )  of the vargaprakfli which will be spoken of (presently), just 

describing its name he says: "The dividend, the divisor, and the additive." 

46b-47b. For the sake of the pulverizer, the dividend, the divisor, and the 

additive are to be reduced (by a common measure) by a certain (number), if 

(there is) the possibility in the beginning. (If) the additive is not (divisible) 

by that by wbich the dividend and the divisor are divided, that is indicated to 

be faulty.> 

The (syntactic) connection is: "If there is the possibility in the beginning, by a 

certain number for the sake of the pulverizer the dividend, the divisor, and the additive are 

to be reduced." That dividend is divided and the divisor is divided "by that," and the 

additive is added. Thus wherever these three are, just there the pulverizer is possible. 

Here, by this (phrase) "if there is the possibility," when there is a possibility of division, 
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division is to be performed, when that is not possible, the mle of thepulverizer is to be 

c a n i d  out with the additive, divisor and dividend just as they are. But (by the words) "just 

to be reduced" is indicated "necessarily." Here b'pulverizei' is a conventional word. So he 

speaks of the distinction between the possibility and the impossibility of a pulverizer when 

reduction has beer, performed (with the words beginning with) "by what." By what 

number the dividend and the divisor are divided, if divided by just that the additive is not 

subtracted (without remainder), then this is indicated to be faulty. This is the meaning: by 

what number reduction of the dividend and the divisor was accomplished, if reduction of 

the additive by just that does not succeed, then this is indicated to be faulty. The meaning 

is: "It was asked fraudulently." 

So, when there is uncertainty about the reduction, thinking "let there be no doubt 

for ignorant students whose minds are confused" (as they ponder:) "What are the 

dividend, the divisor, and the additive, or by what number are they to be reduced?," he 

speaks a siitra for the sake of knowing the reduction-number: "Of two (quantities) 

mutually divided" 

c47c-48b. Whatever is the (Iast non-zero) remainder of two (quantities) 

which are m u W y  &vide& that is their reducer. Whatever two (quantities) 

are divided by that reducer, they are the dividend and the divisor called 

"confirme&"> 

Of two (quantities) which have been mutually divided whatever is the (last non- 

zero) remainder that is their reducer. The meaning is: "of the two (quantities), the 

dividend and Ehe &vim-" Hex h e  meaning is: "the reducer is a certain numkr  that has 

'been measured tbr &vision without a mainder." -When the reducer -has been produced in 

this way, whatever dividend and divisor are divided by their own reducer are called 

' 'confirpn~ Kere the duai "dividend and divisof' is used elliptically. The meaning is: 
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"the dividend, the divisor, and the additive, when divided by hat, are called 'confmed'." 

Here hlie state of king cdkd with the name "confirneb" means unchangeableness. 

So, for the sake of achieving the ineaning of what is to be explained concerning the 

pulverizer, he enunciates a sum with three verses from the beginning: "One should divide 

the confinned dividend and divisor mutually." 

e4&-50b. One should divide the confirmed dividend and the confirmed 

divisor mutually until there is one (rips) here in (the place of) the dividend. 

The results (are placed) one below the other; below them is to be entered the 

additive. Then zero is at the end. When (the number) above it (i.e. the 

antepenultimate) has been multiplied by the penultimate and combined with 

the final, one should subtract the final. Thinking: "it should be (done) 

again and again" (one finds) a pair of quantities. The upper is divided 

(tasta) . . by the confumed dividend; (the remainder is) the result. The other, 

(is divided) by the (confirmed) divisor, (the remainder) is the multiplier.> 

The (syntactic) connection is: "One should divide these two, the confirmed 

dividend and the confirmed divisor, mutually to such an extent." With this (word) "these 

two," the meaning is: "whichever two have been obtained by the previous siitra." In what 

way (is meant) "to such an extent?' Until there is the number one ( r i p )  here in (the place 

of) the dividend. The meaning is: "in mutual division one should divide until, in the place 

of whatever quantity is obtained by its being the dividend, the remainder is riipa, one." 

The results obtained thus in this mutual division are to be placed one below the other. Then 

the additive is to be ensend below them; ad at the end, below them all, zero is to be 

p i a d  Thus k should be written so as m kcorne a chain of results. W e n  it has ken 

done in this way, when (the number) above it (i.e., the antepenultimate) has been multiplied 

by the penultimate and (the result) has been combined with the final (number), one should 
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abandon (that) fmal. In this way it is to be done "muhu" i.e. again and %gain until there is a 

pair of quantities. Here with this (word) "genultirnate" (the definition is): "Penultimate 

(means) that it stands "upa" i.e. next to the final." So here the final (number) is zero, the 

penultimate is above it; consequently it is just "the additive." Then, ascending (the chain 

link) by higher (link), one should multiply (the number) above it (i.e., the antepenultimate) 

by whatever is the penultimate. Then, when a pair of quantities has resulted in accordance 

with what was said (previously), whichever quantity is higher (in the chain) being divided 

(tarta) . . by the confirmed dividend, the remainder is the result @hala). Likewise the ~ t h e r  

quantity which is lower (in the chain) being divided (tasta) by the confirmed divisor, the 

remainder is the multiplier. So, in whatever division in which there is no use for the 

"quotient" (phala) there is a use just for the remainder, the symbolic word "taga" is 

employed. 

So, considering that this (rule is applied) in obtaining the multiplier and the 

quotient, he speaks of a special property in the occurrence of that (rule) in a task (with the 

verse that begins): "In this way." 

c50c-51b. Thus (should one proceed) in this at the time when these 

quotients are even (in number). If (they are) odd, then the quotient and 

multiplier as they are obtained are to be subtracted from their divisor 

( r d p y ) ;  but they are measured by the remainders.> 

Thus is (the procedure) at the time when in this pulverizer these quotients are even. 

The rule was made by (its) maker consideritlg that the described procedure for the task (is 

to be followed) just at that time. This is the meaning. In accordance with what was said 

(previously), whatever are the quotients in the mutual division of the dividend and the 

divisor by the sum that begins: "One should divide these two, the confirmed dividend and 

the confinned divisor, mutually," if they are everr--(i.e.), aa of an even number-then the 
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quotient and the multiplier are to be computed by the described procedure. Now if these 

quotients ax d&i.e., of m aid number-th "the quotient md the multiplier as they 

are obtained are to be subtracted from their divisor; but9 ' - -k ,  again--"they'-is., the 

quotient and the multiplier-"are measured by the remainders." In this rule of the divided 

(tasza) . . the divisor is called "takpqa." The sense is: "When a pair of quantities as 

previously described has been produced, (by the rule) "the one higher (in the chain) is 

divided (tasta) . . by the confirmed dividend," the confirmed dividend and the confiiek! 

divisor become the divisors (takpps) of the multiplier and the quotient; and so in 

accordance with what was said previously the multiplier and the quotient in a case where 

the quotients are odd (in number), when they have been subtracted from their divisors 

(taksanas), . . become the multiplier and the quotient." 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). Here the quotient and the multiplier 

are computed by the pulverizer to such an extent. There the order of instructions is that this 

dividend becomes remainderless when it is multiplied by a certain (number), combined 

with the additive, and divided by its divisor. Thus that (number) by which it is multiplied, 

is unknown. So it is proposed that, though the dividend is not remainderless when 

division of the determined dividend by the divisor occurs, even then mutual division is 

made in order to learn how great a remainder the= may be after (that) division. That is as 

follows. The dividend divided by the divisor does not become remainderless. In that case, 

in order to h o w  from what remainder (actualiy) left over, when it is multiplied how many 

times, the divisor is again subtracted (with no remainder), the divisor is again divided by 

the remainder of the dividend. There it is seen that the condition of having the forms of the 

quotient and the multiplier in order belongs to that which is the chain of results. Thus the 

inaccuracy (results) from the fact that the chain of results is &rived from a dividend that is 

not combined with an additive. Then the pair of quantities that is produced in the presence 

of this (chain of results) homogenized by the additive-they are the accurate quotient and 

multiplier. But, in respect of the production of numbers that are stupifying because of their 
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magnitude, division (taksaqa) by the confirmed dividend and the confirmed divisor is 

carried out in order to diminish them. The teacher, establishing just this in (his) mind, 

wrote this other procedwe (with the words): '"joined each with its own divisor multiplied 

by an arbitrary (number)." This is the meaning. When the pair of quantities is divided by 

the con f i ed  dividend and the confirmed divisor, whatever is the remainder-they are the 

quotient and the multiplier. So the sense is that, assuming that just that which is the 

quotient is the arbitrary (number), by the operation (described by the words) beginning 

with "joined each with its own divisor multiplied by an arbitrary (number)," that pair of 

quantities again becomes the quotient and the multiplier. So, with respect to the two 

(quantities), the multiplier and the quotient, it is effected by just a pair of quantities. 

Therefore it is said that the pair of quantities "should be repeated" 

Now the inclusion of the quotient in the dividend is seen (from the rule) h i  " W ~ R  

the dividend is divided by the divisor, a result is obtained." So the inclusion of the 

multiplier in the divisor is seen ( b m  the rule) that "the quotient multiplied by the divisor 

is subtracted from the dividend." Therefore it is said: "The one higher (in the chain) is 

divided (tasia) by the confirmed dividen8; (the remainder is) the result (and the other is 

divided by the confirmed divisor, the remainder is) the multiplier." So it has B e n  

demonstrated here that, when the chain of results is being obtained by (the rule) beginning: 

"One should divide the confirmed dividend and the confirmed divisor mutually," because 

the first result is obtained[ from the dividend divided by the divisor, but the second (result is 

obtained) from the divisor divided by the remainder of the dividend, therefore it is made a 

rule that "the one higher (is divided) by the dividend." 

So something is made clear by us also by means of concise verses (Er iks )  under 

the guise of swing a cmclusim the (abve) ciernsnsmtion. 



I. Some part of the dividend is called "ksepa" (the additive). These two, 

the quotient and the multiplier, are thought to be within (i.e. to depend on) 

the dividend and h e  divisor (~specaively). 

2. (If one wonders:) "If there is a multiplier for the chain of the results of a 

dividend whose remainder is one, then what is (the multiplier when the 

dividend) has as its remainder the additive?," (the answer is found) from 

proportion. 

3. The multiplier and quotient are regarded as measured by that which is a 

pair of quantities. Then in order to diminish them, division (taksaqa) is 

carried out by the sages. 

4. The teacher, keeping just this in view, regarded it as most important: the 

multiplier and the quotient, each added to its own divisor multiplied by m 

arbitrary (number), become indeed two others (i.e., a multiplier and a 

quoam t). 

5. Something is said which causes admiration in ignorant students (who 

wonder): "(Even) when one of two (quantities) is unknown, yet the second 

is anived at." 

6. When there is knowledge of the multiplier (but) ignorance of the result 

(i.e., the quotient), (then) the conect result is obtained (thus): the dividend 

is multiplied by the multiplier, (the prduct is) added to the additive, and 

(the sum) is divided by the divisor. 

'7. When ?here is knowledge of the result (but) ignorance of the multiplier, 

(then) the divisor is multiplied by the result, (the product) is diminished by 



the additive, and (the remainder) is divided by the &idend. There is the 

cmtct multiplier. 

8. Whenever there arises a confirmed dividend which is less than the 

divisor, there an inversion of the quotient and multiplier is to be carried out 

by the wise. 

9. If, where the quotients a~ odd (in number and) the additive is 

subtractive, whatever quotient and multiplier are there are in- the correct 

ones. 

Now he speaks of a special property w.kn it is impossible to reduce one mong the 

additive, the divisor, and the dividend, which are the previously described causes of the 

pulverizer (with the verse beginning): "There exists from the method of the pulverizer." 

41c-52b. Or else, there exists ffom the method of the pulverizer a 

multiplier of the additive (yuti) and the dividend when they are reduced 

together. Again, whatever is (he  multiplier) of the additive a d  the divisor 

that is also (the multiplier) when it is multiplied by the reducer.> 

Or else, of the additive and the dividend when they have been reduced together, 

from the method of the pulverizer a multiplier exists. "Yuti" (means) "additive" (kppa). 

The meaning is: when the: reduction of it (the additive) and of the dividend has been made, 

even if the divisor has not k e n  reduced, yet a multiplier is obtained. Now: again of the 

additive and the divisor, when they have been reduced together, whatever is the multiplier, 

that when multiplied by the reducer is the multiplier. The meaning is: when reduction of 

 he &&rive ipti) and the divisor (bkj&a,~i.e. ,)  of the additive (kppa) md the divisor 

(haraj-has been made with the exclusion of a reduction of the dividend, whatever 

multiplier is arrived at, that when it is multiplied by the duction-number is the multiplier. 
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The demonstration in this case is [as follows). There, because of the absence of the 

use sf  the quotient, even if the additive and dividend have been reduced, even then the 

multiplier is obtained because the inclusion of the multiplier in the divisor is seen. Thus, 

because, when the divisor is unaltered, the multiplier also is unaltered, therefore (the verse) 

beginning: "There exists from the method of the pulverizer" was said. So, when the 

reduction of the additive and the divisor has been dane, (according to the rule): "Whatever 

is (the multiplier) of the (redsceci) additive and divisor," the dividend with respect to the 

divisor is duction-number-times greater. Thus, because the divisor is less, the multiplier 

which is within it also becomes reduction-number-times less (i.e. the new multiplier is 
multiplier 

). It has been demonstrated that, if it is multiplied by the reductisn- 
reduction - number 

number, then it is the multiplier. 

Having enunciated in this way a collection of siitras for the perfection of the 

pulverizer, he now proclaims some rule with his intention king in the derivation of the 

multiplier and the quotient (with the half-verse that begins): "(In the division) of the 

multiplier and the quotient, an equal (result) is to be obtained." 

4 2 c .  In the division (taksqa) of the multiplier and the quotient, an equd 

result is to be obtained by an intelligent (person).> 

By an intelligent (person) in the division of the multiplier and the quotient an equal 

result is to be obtained. It has been demonstrated that the meaning is that a rule was made 

that, after the multiplication of the chain of results by the previously described operation of 

the pulverizer, as a pair of quantities is achieved by (the rule) here: "In the division of the 

multiplier a ~ d  the quotient," when, according to (the verse) which begins: 

"The (successively) higher (numkr) is divided by the confirmed dividend 

(the remainder) is the result, the other by the divisor, (the temainder) is the 

mu1 tiplier," 



the pair of gcantities is divided in order by the confumed dividend and the confvmed 

divisor, then an equal result for them both is to be taken because, as many times as the 

confirmed dividend is subtsacM (from the upper quantity), so many times must (the lower 

quantity) be diminished by the confumed divisor, 

Now he mentions another peculiarity with the latter half (of the verse that begins): 

"Arising from addition." 

43b .  The multiplier and the quatient, which are arising from addition, 

when subtracted from (their respective) divisor(s) (taksqa), become 

(quantities) arising h m  subtraction.> 

Arising from addition the multiplier and the quotient, when they have been 

subtracted from (their respective) divisor(s), become (quantities) arising from subtraction. 

The meaning is that whatever multiplier and quotient are obtained "arising from addition" 

with the meaning: "Having a positive additive," if they are subtracted from their 

(respective) divisor(s) which are named " c s n h e d  dividend and confirmed divisor," then 

they become "(quantities) arising from subtraction" with the meaning: '6Having a negative 

additive." 

The demonstration in this case is (as f~llows). It is clear that, if the quotient and 

multiplier, which are the remainders from division by the confirmed dividend and divisor, 

are subtracted from their divisors, then they become (quantities) arising from a difference 

because the additive is made smaller than the dividend. 

Now he enunciates a siitra in (the case when) the divisor is positive or negative 

(with the verse that begins): "The two produced by a positive dividend" 



4 4 a .  The two produced by a positive dividend in the same way become 

two pdatced by a negative dividend> 

The two <produced by> a positive dividend in the same way-as previously 

(described)--become < . . . (lacuna) . . . (two produced by a negative dividend) . . . 

43a. When a positive additive has been divided (tasya) by the divisor, yet 

the multiplier and the quotient (are found) as previously (described).> 

(lacuna) ... > tte. Now, when the divisor is negative, the multiplier and the 

quotient are (found) as previously (described). In what (circumstance)? Wen a positive 

additive has been divided (tasya) by the divisor. The meaning is that if the divisor is 

negative then, imaginhg the remainder of the positive additive divided by it (the divisor) to 

be the (new) additive, the quotient and the multiplier are to be derived by carrying out the 

method of the pulverizer. 

Now again he mentions another peculiarity (with the line that begins): "United 

with the result produced by division (way) of the additive." 

4 4 b .  United with the result (produced by) division (takga) of the 

additive is the quotient; but, if there is subtraction (of the additive because it 

is negative, the quotient) is diminished.> 

OT: the quotient is to be made to be united with the result (produced by) division 

( w q a )  of the additive. "K;epatdqaqa@' (means) "division of the additive" (and not 

"by the additive"). The meaning is that, whatever is the result (i.e.) obtained in this 

(division), with that is the quotient united, (is.) join&, (the result) is the (true) quotient. 

But this (statement) is about a positive additive. So, (when he says): "But, if there is 

subtraction, (the quotient) is diminished," the meaning is that, when there is a negative 

additive, the quotient is to be made to be diminished by the result (produced by) division 
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(tdcprja) of the additive. The intention is that, when division (takpqa) of the additive is 

made by zke divisor (in accordance) with (the words): "When a positive additive has been 

divided (mya) by the divisor," the quotient is joined with whatever is obtained (as the 

result) if it is a positive additive, and diminished (by it) if it is a negative additive; (the 

~ s u l t )  is the (true) quotient. 

Now again he mentions another peculiarity (with the hdf-verse that begins): "Oh 

else by the divisor." 

e55a-b, Or else by the divisor of the additive and the dividend divided 

(+?a), the multiplier (is found) as previously, then the quotient (is found) 

from the dividend multiplied (by the multiplier) joined (with the addieive, 

and) divided (by the divisor).> 

Or else-by another procedure-by the divisor of two divided (tasya), which are 

the additive and the dividend, as previously the multiplier is to be known-as previously 

(means) by the method of the pulverizer-the multiplier is to be known Because is was 

said: "There exists from the method of the pulverizer (a multiplier) sf the additive and the 

dividend." When this has been done, the multiplier is obtained, but not the quotient. And 

so, when the multiplier is known, then the quotient is as be found. The meaning is that the 

result (i.e. quotient) is obtained when the dividend is multiplied by the multiplier, joined 

with the additive, and divided by the divisor. Or else the quotient and the multiplier are to 

be obtained from the dividend increased and divided by the divisor. In this way, all this 

will be investigated clearly with demonstrations at the time of (giving) examples. 

Now he speaks of the possibility of the absence of (a positive or negative value for) 

a multiplier (with the verse beginning): ''The absence sf the additive." 



46a-S. Wherever there is the absence of an additive or the additive is 

reduced (without a remaink)  when it is divided by the divisor, in th2t case, 

the multiplier is to be known as zero, (and) the additive divided by the 

divisor is the result> 

Wherever there is the absence of an additive, and likewise wherever the additive 

divided by the divisor is reduced (without a remainder), in that case-in both (cases)--the 

multiplier is to be known as zero. Now he speaks of a special property here also: "The 

additive divided by the divisor is the result" Wherever the additive divided by the divisor 

is reduced (without a remainder), just in that case the additive divided by the divisor is the 

result. And likewise wherever by its very form there is an absence of the additive, in that 

case what is to be divided by the divisor? The meaning is that in that case because of this 

(absence of the additive) the multiplier and the quotient are just zero. 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). Considering first in that case that 

there is the absence of an additive, wherever there is the absence of an additive, in that case, 

in the chain of results which has been ~btained Erom mutual division by (the rule) 

beginning: "One should divide mutually the confirmed dividend and the confirmed 

divisor," because of (the rule) beginning: "When (the number) above it has been 

multiplied by the penultimate," the penultimate is the additive. And that in the case under 

discussion is measured by zero. In multiplying (the number) above it by it, since (a 

number) multiplied by zero is zero, it is in all cases zero. Thence it has been demonstrated 

that zero is the multiplier in that case. Now (with respect to the words): 'Wherever the 

additive is reduced (without a remainder)," in that case the additive, king divided (tapia) 

by the divisor by the procedure of the s im:  "When a positive additive has been divided 

(tags) by the divisor9" becomes remainderless. And so it is c o m t  (to conclude) that in 

the absence of an additive, the multiplier is zero. So, by this (phrase): "the additive 

divided by the divisor is the result," the meaning of the sitra: "United with the result 
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(produced by) division (taksqa) of the additive" has been established. So, (in answer to 

the question): "How indeed might the muitipiier be zero even when the absence of an 

additive has not been effected?," it is said. If the additive multiplied by one is reduced 

(without a remainder) when it is divided by the divisor, then, even though multiplied by 

two, three, and so on, (the additive) will certainly be reduced (without a remainder) when it 

is divided by the divisor. Thus, when the quantity, which is the lower in a pair of quantities 

that is obtained from the chain of results when the additive is multiplied, is divided by the 

divisor, then it (the bwer quantity) is certainly remainderless. Thence it is c o m t  (to say) 

that in that case too the multiplier zero is produced. Now (with respect to the phrase): "the 

additive divided by the divisor," he= the result is obtained when the dividend is multiplied 

by the multiplier, (the product) increased by the additive, and (the sum) divided by the 

divisor. And so in the case under discussion the multiplier is zero. When the dividend is 

multiplied by that, a zero results. Since (the result) is obtained (by the rule): "When this is 

increased by the additive (the sum) is to be divided by the divisor," consequently the 

additive is to be divided by the divisor. It has been demonstrated that the result is obtained 

(in this way) in thar case. 

Now for the sake of the astonishment of the educable who are lazy in (carrying out) 

the previously mentioned operations of the pulverizer at the acquisition of several 

multipliers and quotients, he enunciates a siitra (with the verse begirining): "(Each) with its 

own divisor multiplied by an arbitrary (number)." 

d7a-b. (Each) with its own divisor multiplied by an arbitrary (number) 

when joine& the multiplier and the quotient become (other multipliers and 

quotients) many times over.> 

'Those two, the multiplier and the quotient, (each) with its own divisor multiplied 

by an arbitrary [number) when joined, many times over become (other multipliers and 
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quotients)." Whatever multiplier and quotient have ^ken established by the method of the 

pd~erker  as devmiM /--&eudv) ,YAW .s J they (again) the quotient and the multiplier when 

they have been joined (each) with its own divisor multiplied by an arbitrary (number). The 

meaning is this: having multiplied (each of) its own divisor, called the confumed dividend 

and divisor, by any arbitrary (number) whatsoever, such as one, two, or three, the 

previously obtained multiplier and quotient having been increased by them in order become 

another quotient and another multiplier. The intention is that in this way there are quotients 

and multipliers many times over--(i.e.,) numerously. 

Here the demonstration is (as follows). In that case, whatever pair of quantities has 

been produced from the multiplication of two additives in the chain of results, the quotient 

and the multiplier measured by the remainder when division has been carried out by the 

confirmed dividend and divisor in order are produced from that (pair). Now, it was 

demonstrated that, if the c o n f i i e d  dividend and divisor, (each) multiplied by one .and 

becoming its own divisor, gre inmasxi  by the two remainders which have the nature of a 

quotient and a multiplier, then they again become the quotient and the multiplier because 

they are greater (each) by the remainder pertaining to it. 

Now he enunciates an example pertaining to the subject of the sitra on the 

pulverizer (with the verse that begins): "A pair of hundreds combined with twenty-one." 

47c-58b. Oh cdcuiator! Tell (me) quickly that multiplier multiplied by 

which a pair of hundteds combined with twenty-one, joined with sixty-five, 

and divided by a pair of hundreds diminished by five, arrives at the state of 

being ;educed (without a remainder).> 

The (syntactic) a ~ n e c t i o n  is: 'Oh calculator! m a t  multiplier quickly tell." From 

masoning that, from the invariable connection of (the correlative pronouns) "yat" and "tat," 

tfie word "tat" anticipates the word "yat,"' (in answer to the question): "What (is meant 
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by) "tam"? ", he says: "Yadgqam" ("multiplied by which"). "Multiplied by which a 

pair of hundfeds combined with twenty-one, joined with sixty-five and divided by a pair of 

hundreds diminished by five anives at the state of being reduced (without a remainder), 

&at (multiplier)." Thus in this case, from the definition: "That dividend is divided" 

(given) with tht siitra which begins: 'The dividend, the divisor, and the additive are to be 

reduced (by a common measure)," a pair of hundreds combined with twenty-one becomes 

the dividend, sixty-five (becomes) the additive, and a pair of hundreds diminished by five 

(becomes) the divisor. ?%us the setting out of these in order is: 

Dividend 221 Additive 65 

Divisor 195 

Now it was said in the f m t  verse that in order to make them smaller reduction (by a 

common measure) is to be performed. And also (it was said) by the procedure of the 

second siitra: 'Whatever is the (last nm-zero) remainder of two (quantities) which are 

mutually divided, that is their reducer.' In this case the (last non-zero) remainder of the 

mutually divided dividend and divisor, the reduction-number, is obtained (as) 13. The 

dividend, divisclr, an8 additive reduced by this (number) become known as "confirmed": 

Dividend 17 Additive 5 

Divisor 15. 

Now, whatever are the results (quotients) in the mutual division of the confirmed dividend 

and divisor until the remainder is one (Spa) in accordance with (the rule) which begins: 

"One should divide the confirmed dividend and divisor mutually," placing them one below 

the other, the additive below them, and placing zero at the end, the chain of results is 



So, when the operation as described (by the rule) which begins: "When (the number) 

produced: 

40 

35 

This (pair), having been divided (tasta) in order by these two (numbers), 17 (and) 15, the 

confirmed dividend and divisor, (the remainders) become the quotient and the multiplier: 6 

(and) 5. In the division (taksqa) of the pair of quantities in this case, an equal quotient, 2, 

is produced in both places. To compute a quotient and a multiplier numerous times from 

the quotient and the multiplier obtained in this way, he lays down the sitra which was 

previously said (with the words): "Multiplied by an arbitrary (number)." Thus, in this 

case the basic multiplier and quotient are 5 (and) 6. Their divisors are 15 (and) 17. (By 

one) multiplying these two by the arbitrary (number) one, they, when increased by the 

basic quotient and multiplier, become another quotient and another multiplier, 23 (and) 20. 

(Multiplying) by the arbitrary (number) two (and proceeding) in this way, (they are) 40 

(and) 35. (MultipIying) by three (they are) 57 (and) 50. (One should proceed) in this way 

numerous times. 

Having thus enunciated an example of imagining the additive to be positive and of 

imagining it to be negative, now, having assumed it to be positive or negative, he 

enunciates an example (which is) pertaining to the subject of this siitra: "There exists from 

the m e w  of the pulverid (with the verse beginning): "A hundred multiplied by which 

when joined with ninety." 

<5&-59b. If you are very clever in the pulverizer, tell me correctly that 

multiplier, by which when one hundred is multiplied, (the product) is added 

to or diminshed by ninety and (the sum or difference) is divided by sixty- 

three, there is M) remainder.> 



The (syntactic) connection is: "Oh mathematician! If in the pulverizer you are very 

clever; then tell me thzt multiplier rcfmctly." "Pz!iyZn" (is defined as) "excessively 

clever9'; the meaning is "skillful." Now, (in answer t~ the question): "What is (the 

pronoun) 'that'? ", he says (the correlative): "by which." (The syntactic connection is): 

"By which multiplied one hundred increased or decreased by ninety (and) by sixty-bee 

divided is without a remain&r." 

Thus, here the setting out is: 

Dividend 100 

Divisor 63. 

Here because of the impossibility of the reduction, just these are the confirmed dividend, 

divisor, and the additive. So here also, when the method of the pulverizer is being 

perfumed as previously, a chain of results is pduced: 

Additive 90 

In accordance with what was said @reviously), the multiplier and the quotient are 18 (and) 

30. Now, having imagined the negativity ad the additive (which is) ninety, by the 

procedure of the siitra: "The multiplier and the quotient, which are arising from addition, 

when subtracted from (their respective) divisor(s) (taksqa), become (quantities) arising 

from subtraction," the multiplier and the quotient that have been obtained, when they have 

been subtracted from their (respective) divisors (takgqa), again become the multiplier and 

the quotient, 45 (and) 70. 

Now, again, the setting out of the dividend, the divisor, and the additive is: 



Dividend 100 Additive 90 

Divisor 63. 

In this case, in order to display the working of the siitra: '"There exists from the method of 

the pulverizer," when one has reduced the dividend and the additive by ten, the setting out 

is: 

Dividend 10 Additive 8 

Divim 63. 

Here from mutual division a chain of results (is produced): 

In accordance with what was said (previously), the quotient and the multiplier are 7 (and) 

45. Now the quotients in the chain of results are odd (in number). Therefore, proceeding 

(in consideration of the fact) that "the quotient and the multiplier as they are obtained are to 

'be subtracted from their (respective) divisor(s) (taksaqa)," the multiplier is obtained as 18. 

There is no use for the quotient because the multiplier alone is indicated in the siitra: "Or 

else the multiplier of the two (i.e., the additive and the dividend) when they are reduced 

together." 

Now, in order to show working of this (in the siitra): "Again, whatever is (the 

multiplier) of the additive and the divisor," when one has reduced the divisor and the 

additive by nine, the setting out is: 

Divi&nd 100 Additive 10 

Divisor 9. 

~ i c c m h c e  with what was said (pvio~sly), a chain s f  results (is produced) in this ease: 



And so the quotient and the multiplier are 30 (and) 2. Mere this 2 is the multiplier. 

Multiplied by this reduction-number 9, the (true) multiplier is produced; is is 18 because it 

was said: ''That is also (the multiplier) when it is multiplied by the reducer." So the 

multiplier and the quotient produced by the negative additive ninety are 45 (and) 70. Here 

by (application of the siitra) beginning: "(Each) with its own divisor multiplied by an 

arbitrary (number) when joined," the multiplier and quotient are again 108 (and) 170; 171 

(and) 270. In this way (one may proceed) variously. 

Now in order to display the workings of the remaining sitras, he again, assuming 

the negativity of the dividend, enunciates another example (by the verse beginning): "By 

which multiplied negative sixty increase&" 

49c-60b. Oh mathematician! Tell me separately the multiplier(s) by 

which when multiplied negative sixty, if it is either increased or diminished 

by three, is, when divided by thirteen, without a remainder.> 

"Tell me the multiplier(s) separately." The purpose of the verse is just as in the 

previous (case). And so the setting out is: 

Dividend -60 Additive 3 

Divisor 13. 
In this case the chain of resuits (is): 



In accordance with what was said (previously), the multiplier and the quotient are 2 (and) 

9. When one has operated (in realization of the fact) that the quotients are odd (in number) 

in this case, the quotient and the multiplier subtracted from their (respective) divisor(s) 

(taksana) . . become 5 1 (and) 11. Here, when one has assumed the positivity of the additive, 

when that additive is combined with the negative dividend, then, when one has operated (in 

realization of the fact) that "the addition of a positive and a negative (quantity) is (their) 

difference," the multiplier and the quotient become 2 (and) -9. Now, when one has 

assumed the negativity of the additive, when that additive is combined with a negative 

dividend, then, when one has operated (in realization of the fact) that 'in the addition of two 

negative (quantities, their) sum occurs,' the multiplier and the quotient (become) 11 (and) 

-51. Thus all has k e n  accomplished by just this (verse): 'The multiplier and the quotient, 

which are arising from addition, when subtracted from (their respective) divisor(s) 

( q q a ) ,  become (quantities) arising from subtraction." But for the sake of teaching the 

dull, it is enunciated by the teacher (Bhaskara): "The two are produced by a positive 

dividend in the same way." The remainder, which is clear, is understood from the treatise 

also. 

Now, having assumed the negativity of the divisor, he enunciates another example 

(with the verse that begins): Tighteen multiplied by what?" 



<a-61a.  Eighteen multiplied by what, (if) increased or diminished by ten 

md divided by negative e!evtri, becomes (a number) without a fractional 

Here the meaning of the verse is easy t be understood. And so the setting out is: 

Dividend 18 Additive 2 0 

Divisor -11. 

Hem, when one has assumed the positivity of the divisor, the chain of results (is produced) 

by mutual division: 

Thus in accordance with what was said (previously), the quotient and the multiplier, which 

are arising from addition, become 14 (and) 8. So, when one has operated (in realization of 

the fact that): "The multiplier and the quotient, which ape arising from addition, when 

subtracted from (their respective) divisor(s) (takpqa), become (quantities) arising from 

subtraction," the multiplier and the quotient arising from subtraction h o m e  3 (and) 4. In 

this example, the quotient is to be understood to be negative because the divisor is negative; 

(hence the multiplier and the quotient are) 3 (and) -4. (This is) because it has been said 

previously: "In the multiplication of two positive and of two negative (quantities, the 

product is) positive, (but it is) negative in the multiplication of a positive and a negative 

(quantity). But it is also explained in the same way in the division (of positive and negative 

quantities)." 
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Now he enunciates another example pertaining to the subject of this (rule which 

begins): "When a positive dditiye has beer. divided (!a8\2) @Y the Oivi~m,'~ (with the verse 

which begins): "By which are multiplied five." 

<61b-62% What is that multiplier, by which multiplied five increased or 

b a s e d  by twenty-three (and) divided by three is without a remainder?> 

The meaning of the verse is easy to be understood in this case also. Thus here the 

setting out is: 

Dividend 5 Additive 23 

Divisor 3. 

Here the chain of results (is): 

and a pair of quantities is produced: 

Here, when the upper quantity has k e n  divided by its divisor (taksqa), the number five, 

nine is obtained. So when the bwer quantity is divided (tasla) by three, seven is obtained. 

Thus this (method) is improper because the quotients are unequal, since it was said 

(previously): "(In the division) of the multiplier and the quotient, an equal (result) is to be 

obtained." Therefore here the achievement of the purpose is by another siitra. So, from 

the rule of the siitra: 'When a positive additive has been divided ( tqa )  by the divisor, yet 

the multiplier and the quotient (are found) as previously (desaibd)," in this case, when 

one imagines the remainder of the additive divided (ta5t.a) by the divisor to be the (new) 

additive, the setting out is: 



Dividend 5 Additive 2 

Divisor 3. 

Here, from mutual division, the chin of results (is): 

From this the multiplier and quotient become 2 (and) 4. When they Rave been subtracted 

from their divisors, they become the multiplier and the quotient, 1 (and) 1, arising from 

subtraction. Mow in just this example, the subject of this siitra: "United with the result 

(prducd by) division (taksaqa) of the additive, is the quotient; but, if there is subtraction, 

(the qu~tient) is diminished," is seen. So here, when the division (takpp) of this additive, 

23, is made by this divisor, 3, the result is 7. United with this, this quotient (produced by) 

addition, 4 h o m e s  the (me) quotient, 1 1, and the multiplier is just the previous one, 2. 

Now ( i ~  view of the rule): 'If there is subtraction, (the quotient) is diminished,' in that ease 

the quotient (produced by) subtraction, I, when diminished by this result, 7, (which is 

obtained) from division (tdcpp) of the additive, again becomes the (true) quotient, 4, and 

the multiplier is just the previous one, 1. Or else, when one has multiplied by this result, 7 

(produced) by division (taksqa) of the additive, these two, the dividend and the divisor, 5 

(and) 3, become divisors (taksqa); when one has subtracted (the products) from this pair 

of quantities previously obtained, 46 (and) 23, again there result-the multiplier and the 

quotient, 2 (and) 1 1. 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). When the additive is divided (aga) 

by the divisor, yet the additive is small. Then the quotient which is produced from it also is 

small. That (quotientj, however, (is obtained) employing a small additive, but not when 

the additive is large. So, it has been demonstrated that, if the previous quotient is combined 

with that (number) by which multiplied the divisor is subtracted from the additive, then the 

quotient is large, because the additive is to be added. 



No'w he menbuns an example pertaining to the subject of this siitra: 'When there is 

the absence of an additive and wherever the additive is reduced (without a remainder) when 

(it is) divided by the divisor,' (with the verse that begins): "By which (when) five are 

multiplied." 

<62b-63b. Oh mathematician! Tell me quickly that multiplier by which 

(when) five are multiplied and zero is ~~ to or sixty-five is combined 

with (the product, the two sums) are without a surplus when they are 

divided by thirteen.> 

Here. the meaning of the verse is certainly easy. And so the setting out is: 

Dividend 5 Additive 0 

Divisor 13. 

In this case when there. is the absence of an additive, the multiplier and the quotient are 0 

(and) 0. Qr else, on account of (the verse) beginning: "(Each) with its own divisor 

multiplied by an arbitrary (number)," when that which is to be added is their own divisor 

multiplied by one, the multiplier and quotient are 13 and 5 (respectively). 

In the second exmple, tie setting out is: 

Dividend 5 Additive 65 

Divisor 13. 

Here considering hat 'the additive reduces (without a mnainckr) when it is divided by the 

divisor,' the multiplier becomes 0. And on account of (the rule) beginning: 'The additive 

divided by the divisor k a m e s  the result,' the result is 5. 



4. The Constant Pulverizer> 

Waving investigated the pulverizer generally in t!!is way, now for the sake of 

effecting the constant pulverizer which is useful in the computation of (the longitudes of) 

the planets, Re recites a siitra (with the verse that begins): "If one imagines the additive 

Epa to be subtrsactive." 

43c-64b. If one imagines the additive riipa to be subtractive, whatever are 

the multiplier and the quotient of those two sepmtely, when they have k e n  

multiplied by an arbitrary additive or subtractive (and) divided (tasta) by 

their divison (takpqas), k o m e  heir (multiplier and quotient separately).> 

The logical o&r is: "If one imagines the additive Zpa to be subtractive, whatever 

are the multiplier and the quotient of those two separately, (when) they have been 

multiplied by an arbitrary additive or subtractive and divided by their divisors, they become 

the multiplier and quotient." The meaning is that the subtractive (viiuddhi) is the additive 

which has become negative; if one assumes that Epa to be the numeral one. The 

remainder is clear. 

Thus, here in the first example, if one assumes fipa to be the additive, the setting 

out is: 

Dividend 17 Additive 1 

Divisor 15. 

So the series of results (is): 

The multiplier and the quotient are 7 (and) 8. When these two are subtracted from their 

(respective) divisors (tdqqas) because the additive is negative, the multiplier and the 
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quotient are 8 (and) 9. Because of (the rule) beginning: "Multiplied by an arbitrary 

zdditive or subtractive," here the aiiim-= pievioras additive is Phis 5. When the muitiplier 

and the quotient are multiplied by this, (there are produced) 4Q (and) 45. And when they 

are divided (@fa) by their (respective) divisors, there are produced the quotient and the 

multiplier (arising from the subtractive), 11 (and) 10. 

The demonstration in this case is (as follows). There, when the additive ntpa has 

been assumed to be submctive, when the multiplication in the chain has been performed 

by (the sitra) beginning: "When (the number) above it (i.e. the antepenultimate) has been 

multiplied by the penultimate," because it has been stated: "If it is multiplied by one, it 

remains the same," that chain of results remained as it was. In that case, in accordance 

with what was said (previously), whatever are the (new) quotient and multiplier, those two 

multiplied by the additive become less with respect to the former quotient and multiplier. 

If, when one has multiplied those two by the additive, the two (products) are divided by 

their own divisors, then t??ey become the former quotient and multiplier. Here, whatever 

two (numbers) are produced when they are multiplied by an arbitrary additive, are the 

quotient and the multiplier. But in order to diminish them it is said: "Divided by their 

(respective) divisors." Thus another procedure has been described, otherwise the purpose 

was accomplished by this (rule beginning): 'Those arising from addition, when subtracted 

from (their respective) divisofls)." And also here proportion is observed. (If it is asked): 

"If these two are the multiplier and the quotient by means of a negative additive (which is) 

measured by one, then what is the use of an u b i t r q  (additive)?," here the imagining of 

the negativity of the additive Spa is for the sake of illuserating the variety of the procedures. 

Thereby it has been demonstrated that even if one does not assume this, the quotient and 

multiplier remain the same. 

Now, indicating the usefulness of (his) endeavour in describing the pulverizer, in 

order to compute (the position of) a planet by that, he enunciates a siitra with a verse and a 
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half (which begin): "Now, the subtractive is to be assumed to be the remainder of the 

seconds." 

€64~-d. Now, the subtractive is to be assumed to be the remainder of the 

seconds, the dividend to be sixty and the divisor to be the civil days.> 

<65a-d. The result produced by them is the seconds, but the multiplier is 

the surplus sf the minutes, and from this (are derived) the minutes and the 

surplus of the &gees. In this way (one proceeds) higher than that. And, 

from the surpluses of the intercalary months and the omitted tithis, days of 

the Sun and the Moon (m to be found).> 

So the subtractive is to bt: assumed to be the remainder of the sconds, and the 

dividend is to be assumed to be sixty and the divisor to be the civil days. In this way, with 

the dividend, the divisor and the additive, the pulverizer is to be accomplished. Here it has 

been said previously that the subtractive is the additive which has become negative. Then 

the result produced by them is the seconds. But the multiplier is the surplus of the 

minutes. The meaning is that whatever quotient and multiplier have come from the 

pulverizer, between those two the quotient is the seconds, but the multiplier is the 

remainder of the minutes. Now, if one assumes the remainder of the minutes to be the 

subtractive, sixty is the dividend and the civil days the divisor. In that case too whatever 

multiplier and quotient (are obtained) with the method of the pulverizer, between those two 

the quotient is the minutes, but the multiplier is the surplus of the degrees. Now, if one 

assumes the surplus of the degrees to be the subtractive, thirty is the dividend and the civil 

days the dhimi. Again, wfiaievef muitipiier and quotient (are obtained) with the method 

~f h e  p!~eIiizer, between ~ k s e  two, the quotient is the &gees, bat the miikipfier is the 

surplus of the signs (of the zodiac). Now with respect to the signs, twelve is the dividend, 

the surplus of the signs rhe submaion of the additive, and dx civil days the divisor. In this 



case also, in accordance with what was said (previously), whatever multiplier and quotient 

(ax fii'trd), beriveen dime i-wo tfe quotient is the sips, but b e  muiuplier is the surplus of 

the revolutions. In this way, revolutions, intercalary months, omitted tithis, (civil) days, 

and days of the Sun and the Moon, and so on, are to be deriwxi. 

Thus, the demonstration in this case is (as follows). There in the siitra for 

computing the mean (longitudes of the) planets mentioned in the ~iddhiinta(iiroma~i): 

"The sum of the (elapsed) days is multiplied by the revolutions of a planet and divided by 

the civil days; the result in revolutions and so on is (the longitude of) the planet," there is 

just proportion. (If it is asked): "If the revolutions (of a planet) in a Kalpa are obtained by 

means of the civil days in a Kdpa, then what (is obtained) by means sf the days in m 

arbitrary ahargqa?," the civil days (in a Kalpa) are seen to be the divisor because they are 

the criterion, and the ahargarja to be the multiplier because it is arbitrary. Now, as soon as 

(the longitude of) the planet is computed by the method of this siitra, the revolutions of the 

planet are obtained first because revolutions are the result. Then with respect to the signs, 

if, when one has multiplied the remainder of the revolutions by twelve, (the product) is 

divided by the civil days, then signs are obtained. Now, when one has multiplied the 

remainder of the signs by thirty, as soon as (the product) is divided by the civil days, the 

degrees are obtaine& Then, when one has multiplied the remainder of the degrees by sixty, 

as soon as (the product) is divided by the civil days, minutes are obtained. Now, when one 

has multiplied the remainder of the minutes by sixty, as soon as (the product) is divided by 

the civil days, seconds are obtained. Thus, the remainder of the seconds remains. And so, 

ikom the remainder of the revolutions the result is the signs; from the remainder of the 

signs the result is bhe degrees; h m  the ~ rna inde r  of the degrees ~!x result is the minutes; 

from the remainder of the minutes the result is the seconds. In general the idea is that, in 

this way, when one has put the revolution fmt, with respect to each preceding one, the 

result is seen to be each succeeding one- So, when one has put the remainder of the 
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mdutions fmt  accordir;g to that pmxdim, their own dividends measured by one, twelve, 

thirty, sixty, and sixty (respectively) are multiplied by as many remainders as have been 

produced, for the sake of computing the results. Consequently, since it has been seen with 

respect to each succeeding remairrder that each preceding (one) is the multiplier, this siitra 

has been composed by the ZGrya. 

Now, on the other hand, precisely by inversion of the operation in the siitra for 

computing the mean (position of) a planet, the computation of (the position of) a planet 

from the remainder of the seconds, has been told. In that, the remainder of the minutes 

multiplied by sixty was divided by the civil days; what was obtained was seconds. There 

the remainder that was produd was the remainder of the seconds. Now the remainder of 

the seconds was more than (i.e.) in excess of this, because it was a remainder. Now, 

because, when thii has k e n  subtracted from the dividend, the dividend in the division will 

be remainderless, therefore it has been stated: "The subtractive is to be assumed to be the 

remainder of the seconds." 

Now by whatever remainder of the minutes sixty was previously multiplied, that is 

described as unknown. For the sake of knowing it the sixty which was previously the 

multiplicand now is imagined to be the dividend by inversion. In that case, however, since 

the state of being a divisor permins to the civil days, t h e r e f o ~  it has been stated: "Sixty is 

the dividend, the civil days the divisor." In this way, when the dividend, the divisor, and 

the additive have been determined, whatever multiplier is praiuced by the method of the 

pufverizer is the remainder of the minutes; because previously sixty was multiplied by the 

remainder of the minutes. Now here the quotient which i s - p d u c e d  is seconds because, 

considering that, when previously sixty multiplied by the remainder of the minutes was 

divided by the civil days what was obtained were seconds, therefore it was said: "The 

result produced by them rue the seconds, but the multiplier is the surplus of the minutes." 
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Now it has been demonstrated that it should be applied in the same way in the case of the 

surplus. 

Now this (procedure) is clearly demonstrated for the sake of teaching students by 

there being an example. In that, first, for the sake of knowing the remainder of the 

seconds, (the position of) the planet is determined by (the rule) beginning: "The sum of 

the (elapsed) days is multiplied by the revolutions of the planet." Thus here the revolutions 

of the planet are imagined to be 3, the civil days to be 11, the number of (elapsed) days to 

be 3. Now by the method of the s'iitra there is produced (the position of) the planet 

beginning with revolutions (as follows): 
0 
9 
24 

32 
43 

Here the ~mainder of the seconds is 7. When one has assumed this to be the subtractive, 

the setting out for the sake of the pulverizer is: 

Dividend 60 Additive -7 

Divisor 11. 

Here the chain of results is produced: 

The quotient and the multiplier are 17 (and) 3. These two, which are arising from addition, 

when subtracted from (their respective) divisor(s), are arising from subtraction: 43 (and) 

8. Here this quotient 43 is pduceci as seconds. 

Now for the sake of deriving the minutes, the divisor is 1 1, but the multiplier, 

(which is) the remainder of the minutes, became 8. When one assumes this to b the 
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subtractive, by (the rule) beginning: "The dividend is sixty (and) the divisor the civil 

days," again the setting out for the sake of the pulverizer is: 

Dividend 60 Additive -8 

Divisor 11. 

Here as previously there are produced Phe quotient and the multiplier: 32 (and) 6. Here 

also, the quotient became minutes, the multiplier is certainly the remainder of the degrees. 

When one imagines this to be the subtractive, (and) imagines (a quantity) measured by 

thirty to be the dividend, again the setting out is: 

Dividend 30 Additive -6 

Divisor 11. 

The multiplier and the quotient are produced as before: 9 (and) 24. Here the quotient 

became degrees, but the multiplier is the remainder of the signs: 9. When one assumes 

this to be the subtractive, (and) twelve the dividend, again the setting out is: 

Dividend 12 Additive -9 

Divisor 11. 

Here the quotient and the multiplier m 9 (and) 9. &re the quotients are odd and the 

additive is negative. Therefore, the quotient and the multiplier are just as they were: 9 

(and) 9. Moreover, it was said (previously): 

"If, where the quotients are odd (and) the additive is subtractive, whatever 

quotient and multiplier are there are indeed the cmect ones." 

In this way here this quotient 9 is produced as (zodiacal) signs, but the multiplier is the 

remainder of the revolutions, 9. When one imagines this to be the subtractive, the 

imagined revolutions to be the one dividend, and imagines the civil Bays to be the divisor, 

the setting out is: 

Dividend 3 Additive -9 

Divisor 11. 



The chain of results (is): 

The multiplier and ahe quotient are 3 (and) 0. Here this quotient 0 became revolutions; this 

multiplier became the number of (elapsed) days: 3. In this example, when one pmeeds 

so that (the position of) the planet is derived by an act sf imagination, the dividend is 

imagined to be, the imagined revolutions for the sake of deriving the revolutions. 

Otherwise, the dividend is to be assumed to be the revolutions in a Kalpa. And so it is in 

this case, but the multiplier is the remainder of the intercalary months. Considering that 

intercalary months, omitted tithis, and so on further and further, are to be computed in this 

way as was (previously) said, there is no need for excessive details. 

4. The Conjunct Pulverizer> 

Now for the sake of the accomplishment of the "conjunct" pulverizer he proclaims 

a siitra (with the verse that begins): "If there is one divisor, (but) two different 

multipliers." 

<66a-d. If there is one divisor, (but) two different multipliers, then, when 

one assumes the sum of the (two) multipliers to be the dividend, (and) the 

swn of the surpluses is made the sq lus ,  in accordance with what was said 

@~viously), the accurate pulverizer is the om which is called "conjunct."> 

When there is one divisor and two different multipliers, then the dividend is to be 

assumed to be the sum of the two different multipliers. Likewise, one should assume the 

sum of the surpluses-i.e., the sum of the remainders-to be the surplus-i.e., the 

additive. That additive, even when it is not said, is to be understood as negative. In this 
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way, when the dividend, the divisor and the additive have been determined, in accordance 

with what was said (previously) that accurate pulverizer which is called "conjunct" was 

devised by the teacher. " ~ q d e s a "  means "combination" (sqyoga), "non-disjuncti~n" 

(aviilesa). The "conjunct" pulverizer (sqilis!aku!!aka) (is a compound in which the 

word "kuttMy) .. is pmxded by that ( saqde~) .  The meaning is that it is accomplished by 

the sum of the multipliers and the remainders. The intent is that when one has established 

the dividend and the additive from the two multipliers and the two remainders, one should 

compute the multiplier by the method of the pulvexizer, because it has been said previously: 

"But the additive is the remainder from the dividend" 

d e r e  he enunciates an exazq.de (with the verse beginning): "What is (the quantity 

which), when multiplied by fiver' > 

47a-d. What is (the quantity which), when multiplied by five and divided 

by sixty-three, has a remainder of seven? Now, the same quantity, when 

multiplied by ten and divided by sixty-three, the surplus is fourteen. Tell 

(me) this quantity.> 

Here by the method of the siitra (beginning): "If there is one divisor," when one has 

So here the setting cut is: 

assumed the sum of the multipliers to be the dividend and the sum of the remainders to be 

Multiplier $ Remainder 7 

Divisor 63 

Divisor 63. 

Multiplier 10 Remainder 14 

Divisor 63. 

Now, when one has r e d d  the dividend and so on by three, again the setting out is: 



Dividend 5 Additive -7 

m i h i  21. 

In this case, in accordance with what was said (previously), the multiplier and the quotient 

are produced by the method of the pulverizer: 14 (and) 3. In this way in many cases. 

In the excellent commentary on the Bija(ga$ta), the ~wya~r&&a, which 

is distinguished by all the adonunents of the virtuous and the wise, which is 

capable sf desaoying the darkness in the hearts of unintelligent students, 

and which has been enunciated by the poet, calculator, and teacher named 

Siirya, the son of the astrologer J5Znararaaja, a certain auspicious pulverizer 

having dl the (necessary) demonstrations has been perfectly produced, one 

which enjoys the results of many excellent qualities (or which shares in 

many multipliers and quotients). 

Thus, in the commentary on BhZskara's Bija(ga@ta), which is called the 

~wyoprak&a, mitten by the astrologer (and) scholar S-iia, the chapter on the pulverizer 

has reached its end. 



C H A P T E R  VI 

MATHEMATICAL AND HISTORICAL 

COMMENTARY 

ON THE 

TEXT ALPHA 



1 .  Preliminary Remarks. 

The p s e w  chapter is a mathemarid a d  historical commentary on the Text Alpha, 

which is a portion of S-iifisa's commentary, namely, the ~ i i a ~ r ~ s ' o .  It was written 

in 1538 A.D. and belongs to the late medieval period (ca. 1200 A.D. - 1700 A.D.). 

To facilitate the reading, the verses from Bhgskara's mila have also been 

commented on. When a verse contains an example, usually a solution has been provided. 

Following S-iia's example, a set order has been maintained for each commentary 

on each verse. The grammatical indicators in our commentary are: 

(i). Textual problems. 

(ii). Mathematical meaning of a verse using modern mathematical language. 

(iii). A "setting out," for the examples or problems, when necessary. 

(iv). Comments (mathematical and historical) including comparisons of Bhiskara and 

S-iia with other ancient and medieval authors. 

The above grammatical indicators do not apply to the first chapter of the ~ i i a p r a ~ s ' ~ 1 .  

Note that the chapter numbers, headings and sub-headings in our commentary 

generally correspond to those in our translation of the Text AIphQ. Nonetheless, a few new 

sub-sections and hence a few new sub-headings have k e n  introduced, wherever necessary. 



2. <Text Alpha, First Chapter> 

cPreface> 

In the opening h e  of the Text Alpha, the religious tributes which are for the deities 

~ a n e i a  and Sarasvati and for the elders, are probably made by the author S-ZyadZsa 

himself though possibly by some of the scribes of the various manuscripts. These tributes 

are paid for the success of a particular undertaking or work of composition and fom a part 

of common pactice in India 

Verses 1-6 are the verses of she marigdiicanqa (auspicious introduction). They 

contain tributes to the gods !ha  and Gqapati and to as algebra, to SiiryadZsa's 

father, JiiXnarZja, to the author Bhifskara, and to his work, the Bijqa@?ira. A distinctive 

feature of Sanskrit poetic writing is the extensive use of paronomasia. The double 

meanings contained in some of the above-mentioned verses of SGryaciZsa are both poetical 

and mathematical, as will be shown. 

In the following, note the extreme importance attached by Siirya to algebra, 

especially in verses 2,3,5 and 6. 
f l  

1. The first verse consists of an invocatory prayer to Gqapati which refers to Siva 

on the one hand and to his son ~ q e b a  on the other. &a is usually portrayed as having the 

moon (which is a symbol of brilliance) for his crest and snakes around his neck, with 

~ q e i a  seated at his feet, and his wife Sri (i-e. PZwati) clinging to his neck. Skya 

compares the radiance from the jewels on the hoods of the snakes to that from the jewel of 

the day (i.c. the Sun), one of whose names, BhZskara, was borne by the author of the 

Bijaga@a. 

On the other hand, ~ a c e i a  and Gqapati mean the same thing since ~ q e i a  is 

consided to be the superintendent of the gqas or the troops of the demigods who are 

!&w's atteadants. Gqeh9s elephant-head is usually d ~ ~ a i e d  with flowers which attract 

bees. 
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2. The second verse, replete with paronomasia, contains homage to Krs~a ,  the 

dark-blue one, a w m i  which heic ~ f e n  PO algebra ji.e. tne mathematics of the unmanii'eso) 

on the one hand, and to the unmmifesa suprsme deity, on the other. 

The meaning is that (the unmanifest) algebra or the mathematics sf the unknown 

(as a quantity or number) employs the technical term yZvattZvat (literally 'as much as,' 'so 

much,' meaning an arbitrary quantity) iand the colours black, blue, yellow, white, red eoc. to 

indicate the different unknowns. It (the mathematics of the unknown) involves operations 

such as division, and uses equal submctions in the solution of equations. It is understood 

by the intellect by means of a kind of addition of exercise of the mind. 

On the other hand, the unmanifest Supreme deity is in the form of Krs~a, who is 

one of the most popular deities and the most celebrated hero of the Indian mythology in the 

Dviipara yuga. This supreme deity wears a garment splendid with the colows described in 

the verse in addition to a necklace, and has laughter on his lips. One can unite with this 

deity by meams of deep, abstract meditation. 

The striking fact here is that this same verse can be read either as a purely religious 

obeisance to a deity or as apr appreciation of the importance of algebra. 

3. In the third verse, the commentator S-qadiisa adores his father and teacher 

JHZnm-ja. The commentary ~-Tia~r&&a includes some citations from the 

Bijaga@dhyZya section of the Siddhiintaslandara of JfiZnariija (see e.g. the methd sf the 

approximate square-mot following verse 44845a of our Text Alpha). 

Note that in the present verse, S-iiadifsa mentions kutpdca in addition to PK\i 

(arithmetic) and Bija (algebra), This reveals the importance attached to this topic by 

S-iiryadiisa and the fact that he used this term to denote a branch of Bijaga~ita; because 

generally iru!\aka (i.e. the method and the subject which deals with the solutions of the 

indeterminate equations of the first degree) was either a part of PZiigqita (the section of 

G@ta which then dealt with arithmetic including geometry and mensuration) or of 

Bijagwta (which deals with algebra). 



4. This verse is in praise of the rising of the Sun (or of BhZskara, the author of the 

Bijaga@oaj which is a sym'bol of inspiraaon and knowledge. The meaning is that the 

sunrise of understanding destroys the confusion caused by the darkness (of ignorance), by 

bringing about knowledge of lunar eclipses, while the real sunrise destroys the unim of 

t-wo geese (a mythological event). Furthemore, the sunrise of understanding allows the 

poet (BhZskara) to distinguish between (and write about) the two branches of Gqita. The 

actual sunrise fills the East which is reddened, while the sunrise of understanding fills the 

bmed (e.g., Bhafkara) who are devoted to the p t i c  sentiments (rasas). This Sun, then, 

which is victorious, is both the divine awakener of nature's beauty and the pet-author of 

works on arithmetic, algebra, and mathematical astronomy, namely BhZskara. 

5. In verse five, Siirya tells why and for whom he wants to write a commentary. 

He says that his commentary is like a Boat which can serve two analogous purposes. On 

the one hand, those who are bewildered and dull, and desire to leam the tedious methods of 

algebra (which is the some of arithmetic), can do so through this commentary and thus 

cross the ocean of algebra. Analogously, the pmnomasaic implication is that those who 

cannot think at all, that is, those who are &ad and whose souls seek emancipation can do 

so by merging in the supreme deity, which is the source of the entire visible world, by 

crossing the worldly ocean on the "boat of liberation." 

Recall that Bijagat?ita is also known as avyaktagqita (i.e. the mathematics of the 

unmanifest). Since the various techniques of the avyaktagqita are resorted to in the 

solutions of problems of the vyaktagqita (i.e. the mathematics of the manifest, which is 

P@g+ita), the former is considered to be the source of the latter just as the supreme deity 

is considered to be the source of the entire manifest universe. 

6. In this verse, SITrya compares certain features of algebra to aspects of the 

religious mantras used in rituals. 

He rneafis that Bijagqita uses the symbolic single syllables (yZ, kZ, ni etc. which 

stand, respectively, for yZvatrZvat, kdaka, nilaka etc.). These symbols are as hard to 
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conceive of and interpret as is the first syllable of a mantra. This indicates that the study of 

Bijagqita requires keen intelligence, concentration s f  mind and imagination. Also, 

Bijageta involves &monstraPions of rules which need deep thinking, confidence and the 

exercise of ingenuity. So S-iia intends to clarify Bijagqim and its source. 

After the first six marigdiiva-verses, S-GyacEsa pays homage in prose to 

Brahman which is the umnifest all-pervading spirit of the universe (Apte, 1978, p. 705). 

S-iia relates that Brahman assumed a body in the form of BraRmii as a favour to the entire 

creation. It is Brahmii who mated ~ y o t i ~ ~ i W r a  (the science of mathematics, astronomy, 

and astrology) along with its scholars such as BhZskara, S-ZyaciZsa etc., to lift the world up 

(though their teachings) when it had been nearly destroyed by the power of the Kali yuga. 

Alternatively, BrahmZ created the Sun, the radiance of the rays of which brightens the 

world whenever it plunges into darkness by the power of the wide-spreading night. 

A few of the terms e.g. BrahmX@a(the golden egg in which the Universal Spirit 

itself was born as BrahmZ), loka (world), yuga (age), used by SGqa in his invocation to 

Brahman require further description in relation to the Indian theology. In this regard, the 

reader is nfemd to any sfholarly treatment of Indian cosmology, for example, by Kirfel 

(1920). 

S-iia now begins his commentary on the l?ijaga@ta. As was customary in India, 

in order to complete the treatise without any obstacles, BhKskara begins by paying homage 

to his chosen d e i f y s e a p a t i  i.e. ~qe ia - in  his very fust verse which is, in fact, the 

B i j a g a ~ i t e m l u i g a l Z ~ i t v & s .  

Verse I .  This verse indicates that in Bhiiskaua's view, the vyakta (manifest) is 

&velsped as the product of the avyakta (urnmanifest). This means, on the one hand, that all 

the phenomena of the materid world have developed from the unmanifest Supreme Being. 

C?;, the other hard, gjagqita (algebra) is th i  wme of zW5r'gqita (aithmetlc). 



A similar verse given by WirZyma P q q t a  (ca. 1 356 A.D.) is Bijaga$tZvatqa, 

1, p. 45 (see Shukia, 1970): 

NZrZyana is saying that as frsm the unrnanifest, the entire manifest and endless universe is 

produced, so fiom the unmmifest bija (algebra) the entire arithmetic (with its various 

rules) is produced. 

The entire verse 1 of BhiTskara is understood in three ways. It praises (i) Gaqeia 

(the son of &a) as lord of intellect and remover of obstacles, and Ganeda as his 

(Gqeia's) father, ha, the source of all; (ii) BhHskara's own father and teacher, 

~ a h e b a r a  (also a name of iiva); and (iii) algebra. In the commentary which follows this 

verse, S-iia is elaborating mainly on these three aspects. 

(i) Firstly, S-iiadiisa explaips that Gqeia (i.e. Gq;idhiia or Garjgdhipati) is the 

lord of intellect because our traditional doctrines and the teachings (i.e. the Zgamas and 

&is;istras) acknowledge him to be the lord of wisdom and remover of obstacles. ~ a q e i a  is 

asked by us for assistance because the study of the science of the unmanifest is uniquely 

possible through the intellect. In order to justify this (last) claim with reference to the 

mathematics of the umanifest (i.e. Bijagqita or algebra), S-5ya quotes the verse (which 

has no number in our edition) in which BhSskara describes algebra as "thought 

accompanied by various colours." BhZskara includes this verse in his Bijizga@u'ta in the 

section on varieties of quadratics, i.e. c ~ % ~ ~  (see BG, 162, p. 122). 

In the commentary following the unnurnkred verse, S-iia seems to be elaborating 

on Gqeia  as &a, the source or generator of all. Siirya argues that the words "the 

generato?' have been used by BhZskara to answer questions such as: who is this chosen 

deity ~ q k  i.e. &a? What is his form? Of what son is he? SiiIya explains that he is 
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the maker of all that is manifest (or of all arithmetic). As an object in the form of a pot 

implies a lmtter, so an object i.11 ~ l f l e  form of the entk world implies a maker-who is ;+e? 

highest lord (~areia)--who has the attributes of Wghnesa (i.e. one who is capable of 

removing an obstacle i.e. ~ q e i a ) .  This follows also from ~ ~ i i ~ a i ~ s t r a  (science of logic), 

according to which the existence of an object is in itself the testimony of the existence of a 

creator. Furthermore, the SKrikhyas declare that the unmanifest (i-e. formless sky, time 

and so on) is imbued by the existing Pump. This indicates that here the maker is the 

highest lord. Therefore, this omnipresence (i.e. all-pervasiveness) is eternal. For further 

&tails the reader may look into any scholarly work on SZr'rkhya philosophy, e.g. the book 

by Sinha (1979). 

It is to Se ; ; a d  ghat the won3 'kavay*' (Text A l p h ,  p. 4, 9) has the arcnaic 

(Vedic) sense of 'wise men' and not the classical sense of 'poets'. The same applies to the 

word SZiikhyQ in BEskara's verse 1 (Tea Alpha, p. 3, 18). 

As far as tRe derivation of the term SZrikhy@ is concerned, S-qa explains that 

there is the suffix in the first syllable. This explanation is based on the two rules, 

numbers 4, 1, 83 ( \-SQJ) and 4, 2, 59 ( '&< ), which were 

formulated by the celebrated Sanskrit panmarian IPZqini (see e.g. P@ini's Grammatik 

von Otto BGhtlingk, 1977, pp. 159 and 176 ~spectively). These rules state that if a word 

consists of a preposition followed by a verb, then you add the suffix a? after the 

preposition in some situations, one of which is: studying and knowing something. 

S-iia refers to Kqini's rules again in connection with ' Sarikhya. ' Rules 3, 1, 1 36 

and 3,3, 106 of PZ@i stare ~w~$FlF?f, which means that the suffix-ka is applied 

after a root ending - in a word which has a prefix (see e.g. La Grammaire de Pii~ini 

par Louis Remu, S / b l  I, 1936, pp. 176 and 241 respectively). Thus sarikhya (= sarn + 

Lfija, by &e zppkaiim of these two des,  becomes sZ&ya 

Siirya's explanation about "the numbered one" (Le. T I ' &  W: 

Sifma: ) is ~xnewhaf s k i  to NZriQarfa's explanation about mathematics 



3% p. 1) which means: the science which was uncounted in the world came to be known 

a "gaqitarn" (numbered). Furthermore, the pun on the term gq* (m: ) is that on the 

one hand, it refers to a number; and on the other haid, it refers to a multitude, particularly 
0 

to a troop of demigods considered as Siva's attendants and under the superintendence of 

Gqeia who is a demigcxi of this troop (Apte, 1978, p. 395). 

Also, note &at the use of "ekabijay' for the highest lord Gaypati indicates S-qa's 

analogy between Gaqapati and the mathematics of the unmanifest. This implies that 

a l g e h  is the most important mathematical subject, so that neglect of its study would mean 

S-iia explains that BhGkm next pays homage to his father and teacher, guru ~aheivara. 

The etymological point here is that 'guru' also means 'father'. ~ahe ivara  taught his son 

BhZskara the science of the unmanifest. In fact, ~aheivara was one of several prominent 

scholars in BhZskara's lineage (Pingee, 1981b). BhZskara's ancestors as well as his 

children had close connections with i d  political powers. Fur example, BhZskara's great- 

great-great-grandfather (dso called BhZskara) was honoured by the ParamZra king 

Bhqjm-ja. BhZskara's son e m i d h a r a  and grandson Carigadeva were astrologers at the 

court of the Edava ders flable 8, p. 124). 

In connection with the word 'father,' , referred to in the preceding 

paragraph, nearly all the manuscripts of the S L i  support the wrong readings 

instead of ;Tfto in two places (see Text Alpha, p. 4, 24 and p. 5, 1 and the 

Appwculcs Crin'cw). We conclude that SqadZsa himself wrote the word incorrectly. 

The rext vem, k@iinhg =with m- and which has no number in our 

is b S h  G i & of i f v v e i s  h ~ ,  in 

kt, been stated by BMskara in the conclusion to his Bijaga@ta (see e.g. BG, 207, p. 

162). SEW has qmed &is versr= kfe in order to idicate that the bowing done to his 



father by BhZskara is not inappropriate since ~aheivara is the lard (i.e. controller) of the 

intellect because of his kiivvvledgz. This is clear since BhZskara has proclaimed that 

~aheiyara earned ihe epithet "best of the ZCahyas (ZcZrya~a-ya)." 

Now to justify BhZskara7s obeisance to his father at the time of speaking about 

algebra, S-Erya explains BhZskm's use of the word SZdchyas as meaning the followers of 

Jyotisa These followers declare that the existing Purusa is the irnbuer of the calcu!ation of 

the unmanifest called "Bija.'YTkis Bija is the unique source of Pii\igqita which is 

composed by the wise; Bhiiskara's father being the "best of the ZGryas of the wise." 

(iii) As was mentioned before, Bhzskara's verse 1 is also in praise of that 

mathematics which is called avyakta (algebra) or Bija and is the unique source of vyakta or 

Pi@. ?The calcuiaurrs say that Bija is the generator of intellect and is imbued by the existing 

Purusa It is dm i ia  (the lord). A semi-etymological explanation of the word iia as given 

by S-iia is: "It is the one in whom (my) desire is unopposed." 

In addition to the above three points, S-qa states that B hiiskara's knowledge of 

SGikhya philosophy is also indicated in verse 1, because in this verse BhZskara salutes his 

chosen deity who is also the deity of the intellect and is called "the unmanifest." Another 

synonym of the unmanifest is Rak$ (the first being, Puruia) which is the cause of the 

disturbance of the (three) g u p  (sattva, rajas and tamas), and is the generator of the 

intellect. In this context, the etymological point made by Silrya is that the SZrikhyas are so- 

called because they teach the science called SZrikhya. The SZtikhya philosophy treats of 

twenty-four tatwas (of which one is intellect). The SZIikhps study them, know them and 

each them. That is why the suffix 'aq' is applied to the word "saizkhyZ' to produce the 

word "sZIikhya". Furthermore, in order to elucidate Bhiiskara's high esteem for SZrilthya 

philosophy, S-qa quotes a verse from the CoT&y@a section of the ~iddhZnt&irornani 

which was composed by Bhiiskara (see xpaie, 1943, CD I ~huvanako6a~&na, 1, ASS 

122, p. 21). In this verse, BhZskara's description of the creation of the universe has a 



striking similariay to that of the SZnkhya philosophers. The complete verse is the 

f01loYCPiP7gr 

It means: "That first tattva, the highest Brahma, is always victorious from which 

came into being the great (intellect), from hdc$ and Purusa when they were agitated, 

(and) in its intrsor self-awareness, (and) from that the sky, fire, water, and earth, and from 

(their) combination the whole BrahmZ@a (arose) from Brahmii who stood on the surface 

of the earth within it." 

Siirya's next verse, which begins: ' 5 1 * m 1 ~  1 i ki 1 GI 1 
C U Y 

rq  %" 

is verse 9a in the ~huvanakoia section of the Goradhyiiya in the SiddhZntasundara of 

S-wa's father, JiiZnm-ja. S-Tuya quotes it here because its contents are identical with those 

of Bhiiskara9s verse, for it means: "The tattva that is intellect (comes) from the union of 

Pralqti and h s a . "  

Thus, having paid obeisance to his chosen deity with the first verse, the teacher 

BhZskara, now speaks of the utility of Bija with the next verse. 

Verse 2. Here, by the phrase "previously mentioned," BhZskara is referring to the 

manifest (arithmetic) which he explained in the Lifim-. BhZskara feels the need to write a 

treatise on algebra because some mathematical questions are so difficult that they cannot be 

very well understood by the dull-witted without mxming to algebra. 

A similar verse has been given by Brahmagupta in his Br;iihmasphupsidd&r&z 

Xu@%€hyiiya XVIII, 1 (see Dvivedin, 1802): 



Brahmagupta says that questions can scarcely be solved without kuttaka (algebra), . . 
so he is going to describe kutfaka and provide the mleo with problems. This reveals one 

instance of the influence of B d a g u p t a  on BhZskara. 

Qn the other hand, M S y q a  Pa@ta seems to have been influenced by Bhiiskara; 

fm he says (BGV, 5-6, p. 1): 

M S y q a  essentidly means: "There are questions h e  solutions of which do not 

exist in vyaktagqita but they (ssIutions) are generally found in avyaktagar$a. Since the 

less intelligent are not able to solve questions by the methods of vyaktagqita, therefore I 

am going to describe the clear and easily intelligible algebraic operations." 



3. <Text Alpha, Second Chapten 

flhe Chapter Concerning the Six-Fold (Operation)> 

A. <The Six-Fold (Operation) of Positive and Negative (Quantities)>-Textual 

Commentary (Verses 3a-8d). 

Verse 3a-6. Textual problems: Part of S-iia's text pertaining to the demonstration 

of this verse was missing in the manuscripts of class A, but present in those of class $ (see 

our Apparatus Criticus). This pan of the ~ - 2 y q r ~ a  had to be supplied from the 

manuscripts of class $ in order to maintain continuity and completeness of the 

demonstration. 

Mathematical meaning: BhZskara is enunciating, though incompletely, the 

Comments: Siiqa's demonstration of the principle underlying this verse of 

BhZskara involves the idea of the computation (of the longitudes) of the planets. Here 

Siirya seems to be referring to Bhiiskara's Si&ihiint&iroma@ GG I SpagZdhikiira, 64 

(see Apate, 1939, ASS 110, p. 125): 

Unn;unbered verse following 3a-6. Textual Problems: The source of this verse is 

not known. Part of the ~.@y~ruki%a was also missing in the manuscripts of class A at 
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this point. It was missed due to homoeoreleuton. It had to be supplied from the 

manuscripts of class B. 
Mathematical meaning: For a, b > 0, a + b > 0; (4) + (4) < 0, Furthermore, if 

O<b<a,thena+(-b)=+(a-b);andifO<a<b,thena+(-b)=-(b-a). 

Comments: Obviously, this s iha  is a refinement of the siStra in 3a-b giving due 

consideration to the sign of the ~esult of the addition. 

In the demonstration of this verse, S-5ya seems to be referring to verse 13 of the 

GrahacchZyZdhMra of BhDkanr's ~i-ntdiro- GG II (see AP%e, 1941, ASS 110, 

p. 86): 

Verse 3c4b. Mathematical meaning: Perform the additions: 

(-3) + (-4); 3 + 4; 3 + ( a ) ;  (-3) + 4. 

Setting out: -3 and - 4 3  and 4; 3 and 4, -3 and 4. 

We provide the solutions as follows: 

(-3) + (-4) =-7; 3 +4=7; 

3 + ( a ) = - ( 4 - 3 ) ~ - 1 ;  

(-3)+4=4-3= 1. 

Comments: A s i m k  verse given by NZrZyqa is his Bijagat@vazqa, 1, p. 2 

(see Shukta, 1970): 



The only difference in this verse is that it uses the number 5 instead of (BhZskara's) 4. 

Siirya is referring to the concept of dots over negative numbers described in 

BhZskara's B ijaga$ta, 3c-4b, p. 1 (see VidyZsZgara, 1 878). NZGyaqa's 

Bijuga$Zwatqi.su, 7, p. 2 has a similar description: 

~ i h  (1947) comments (on p. 88) that &ipati does not state such a definition in his 

~icidfinrdekhzru (see under SSE MV, 3, p. 87) because it is a famous old definition. But 

another plausible argument is that kPa t i  did not feel the need to provide such a definition 

because he did not state the (above) problem involving negative numbers. 

SGqa borrows the words 'nyZs@' and 'yoge jiitam' from BhZskaraYs text; 

BMskara in turn borrows from his predecessors. These terms are, in fact, traditional, 

though it cannot be stated how old the ti-adition is. 

Verse 4c-d. Textual problems: The explanation of the second half of verse 4d was 

skipped by the manuscripts of class A, It has been supplied from the manuscripts of class 

$, which is the counterpart of class A, on the observation that S-iia generally provides 

complete explanations for those verses of the miila which involve siitras. On the other 

hand, in the demonstration part, the manuscripts of the $-recension contained some 

additional text. The demonstration given in this text seemed to be alternative to that given 

in the (common) text belonging to both A and fbnxensions. As the additional text did not 

exist in the manuscripts of the A-recension, it has been placed by us in the Appendix #1. 

Mathematicalmeaning: Forb>O,a-b=a+(-b);a-(-b)=a+b. 

Comments: In a subtraction, this is the modern rule "change the sign and add." 



%na (ca. 1600 A.D.), who is one of the commentators on Bhlskara's Bijaga@a 

and Lifiai, demonstrates the siim contained in the present verse in terms of direction, 

time and wealth in his Bijapallava, 3, pp. 13-14 (see Radhakrishna Sastri, 1958, Madras 

GOS 6'7). 

Verse 5a-6. Mathematical meaning: Perfarm the subtractions: 

3 - 2; (-3) - (-2); 3 - (-2); (-3) - 2. 

Setting out: 3 and 2; -3 an$ -2; 3 and -2; -3 and 2. 

We provide the soliutions as does BhZskara (in his BG, p, 2): 

3 - 2 = 3 + (-2) = 1; (-3) - (-2) = (-3) + 2 = -1; 

3 - (-2) = 3 + 2 = 5; (-3) - 2 = (-3) + (-2) = -5. 

Comments: The corresponding verse stated by NZrZyqa is BGV, 2, p. 2: 

NarZyaqa's verse contains integers 8 and 5 instead of (BhZskara's) 3 and 2, however, 

NZrZyqa's line 2d is literally identical with BhZskara's line 5b. 

S-Zya thinks that the verse 5a-b is self-explanatory but K g a  furnishes two kinds 

of explanations: the first involves numbers, the second involves travelling in Eastern and 

Western h d s  (see ICys9a-s BP, without number, pp. 14-15 in Radhakrishna Sastri, 1958). 

Verse 5c-d. Textual problems: In the artha part, the text from P had to be utilized 

because the writer of manuscript A seems to have omitted it due to homoeoteleuton. The 

copyist of manuscript E had to follow this omission. 

Mathematical meaning: With a, b > 0, a * b = a * 6; (-a) * (-6) = a * 6; 

(-a) * b =- (a * b); a * <-b) =- (a * 6); where * stands for. or+. 
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Comments: 5ripati9s equivalent of BhZskaraYs 5c (which contains the rule for 
- 0  

multiplication) is Sidakmmekhara XIV, 4a-b: 

The corresponding equivalent of Brahrnagupta is BrIIhmasphutasiddhiinta XVIII, 

33a (see Dvivedin, 1902, p. 310): 

Note that the fmt  half of Bhiskara's 5c is a modified form of &ipatiys 4a, which 

in turn is a modified form of the second half of Brahmagupta's 33a. Also the second half 

of Bhiskara's 5c and line 4b of sripati are modified forms of the first half of 

Brahmagupta's 33a. 

~ ~ y ~ a y s  equivalent of BhZskara's 5c is BGV, 9, p. 3: 

The f m t  half of this line contains, in almost the same order, the synonyms of the words 

which are contained in the first half of BhZskarays 5c. The second half seems to be based 

on the first half of Brahmagupta's 33a. 

A comparison of BhZskara's 5d (which contains the sitra for division) with the 

equivalents of sn'pati (SSE XIV, 4c-d): 



and Brahmagupta (BSS XVIII, 34a-b): 

and PGrZyap (BGV, without number, p. 3): 

and MahZvira (GSS, 50, p. 6, see RatigZCarya, 1912): 

reveals that iripatiys is a condensed version of that of Brahmagupta, while Bhhskara 

provides only a short hint. NZSyqa's hint is more explicit than that of Bhlskara. But 

MahEvira explains both the rules (for multiplication and division) together, using very 

concise but dear language. 

Siirya's commentary on BhZskara's 5c-d reveals a distinctive feature of his 

expositions, their specific logical sequence: 'iti sambandh*' ( & #W ), 'ityanh*' 

( & ) and 'ityupapannam' ( 3 rr1 Y 4 ~ i Y  
.a \ 1. 

In the demonstration part of 5c, S-iia mes to explain that if the divisor is negative 

and the dividend is positive, then the quotient will be negative. So the product of the 

divisor and the quotient will be positive, for if it were negative, then in the division process, 

in order to get zero as the remainder, we will have to add (instead of subtract) the negative 
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product to the positive dividend; but this (last operation) will contradict the principle that 

division is (repeated) subwtion. 

In the demonstration of 5d, the siim referred to by Siirya i.e., "ZT@fi & 

-* is BhZskara's L i b m i ,  18a, p. 18 (see Apqe, 1937, L I, 
Y \ ' 

ASS 107). 

The commentator K r ~ p  does not seem to follow S-a, so far as the sequence of 

verses is concerned. For example, (in terms of VidyXsZgara's numbering) Kisna .. . 
comments on 5d after (instead of before) Ba-b because the example contained in 6a-b 

involves an application of the rule given in 5c and not in 5d. (See -?a's BID, pp. 15-18.) 

Verse 60-b. Mathematical meaning: Ferfom the multiplications: 

2 . 3; (-2) - (-3); (-2) 3; 2 (-3). 

Comments: The corresponding equivalent of NZ6yqa is BGV, 3, p. 3: 

Verse 6c-7b. Mathematical meaning: Rform the four divisions: 

8 4 4; (-8) + (-4); (-8) + 4; 8 + (-4). 

Comments: A similar verse given by NiTriiy~a is BGV, 4, p. 4: 



Note the striking similarity in the language between BhZskara's 7a and NZSyqa's 4c. 

The latter states: U;f;l wYUT-I- mftl, while Bhiiskara has: -<i( 
c 

* 
Krsna .. . provides solutions to problems in Qa-Sb, whereas S-iia leaves the solutions 

to the reach- as exercises. Perhaps SGya does not feel the need for solutions because 

BhZskara's text has them. Or S-iia thinks them eo be too trivial. 

Verse 7c-d. Mathematical meaning: With o, b > 0, a2 = a'; (-a)' = a'; 0 = a 

and -a; and &% does not exist (since 4 cannot equal a square). . 

Comments: In the explanation to 7d, S5rya refers to the definition of a square 

contained in the hem half of BhZskara9s L, 19a, p. 19 (see Apa!e, 1937, L I, ASS 107): 

Note the similarities between this definition, &ipatiqs in SSE Xm, 4a: 

and !kdhara7s in the first half of PG, 24% p. 16: 

Verse 8o-d. Mathematical meaning: Perform the squares and square-roots: 

3'; (-312; a; a. 
Comments: m q a  solves these problems as does BhZskara. But in Siirya's view, 

they are straightfarward. 
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16. Qhe Six-Fold (Operation) of Zero-Textual Commentary (Verses 9a-IId). 

Verse 9a-6. Textual problems: In the commentary pertaining to this verse, the 

manuscripts of class f! have some additional text which seems to be a repetition of the text 

already contained in both A and ~recensions. It is omitted by manuscripts of class A and 

so also by us. This complete Ftext goes to the Appendix #2. 

Mathematicalmeaning: f a + O = f  a;* a - O = f  a;O-a=-a;O-(+)=a .  

Comments: The equivalents s f  this verse given by some of the other 

mathematicians zm as follows: Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII, 32a 

Mahiivl'ra's GSS, 49, p. 6 

!kPati9s SSE XIV, 6 

and KrZyqa's BGV, 11, p. 5. 



Verse Dc-d Mathematical meaning: Wnat is 0 + (k 3),O + 0,O - (+ 3, O - O? 

Verse IOU-b. Mathematical meaning: 0 - a = 0,0 -+ o = 0, a - 0 = 0, but a + 0 is 

just a (mysterious) quantity "khahara." 

Comments: According to Si?rya, "and so on" may also include 0* = 0, = 0. 

Furthermore, in his commentary, Gs+Eim@@ikZ (written in 1541 A.D.), on the 

LiIZiirati of BhZskara, in the section on &nya, SErya refers to the following from the 

~uryapr&a (see ms. Wai, P t M  9762, f. 21v., 5): H*? 

11c4lm .fiRpcl' W: I 

Krsqa's demonstration of BhZskara's 10a-b is remarkable in the sense that he 

considers zero to be an infinitesimal. For 10% -!a (BP, 5, p. 27) constructs examples 

and then conclu&s: as the multiplicand decreases (the multiplier being fixed), so does the 

product. If the multiplicand &mases to the utmost (the multiplier remaining fixed), so 

does the product And, in reduction to the utmost, &nya results. Similar is the situation 

when the multiplicand stays fixed but the multiplier varies. Also, Krs9a explains lob 

along similar lines. 

Some of the equivalents of BhZskara's 10a-b are the following: 

(i) Brahmagupta's BSS XVm, 33b 

and Bratunagupta's BSS XVm, 35% 

(ii) Matriivira's GSS, 49, p. 6 (quoted before); (iii) Sdpati's SSE XIV, 6d (quoted 

MM~); ar#i (iv) MS~+~*S BGV, 12, pp. 5-6 (quoted be10wj. 



In addition, Brahmagupta (BSS XVIII, 34a) states that zero divided by zero is zero: 

The fmt mathematician who spoke of division by zero seems to be Brahmagupta. 

In his verse 35% he says: "A positive or negative (quantity) divided by zero is taccheda 

(is. having that as divisor)." In verse 34% he says: "Zero divided by zero is zero." 
0 

Of course, in the modern sense, - is meaningless outside the use of limits. 
0 

MahZvira's verse 49 contains: "A quantity multiplied- by zero is zero. It remains 

unchanged when it is divided by, combined with (or) dimhished by zero." 

&idham (ca eighth century AD.) does not mention division by zero (see TS, 8, p. 

4 or PC, 21, p. 14). Similarly, k a b h a p  Ii ignores division by zero (Datta, 1927, BCMS 

•˜ripati7s SSE XIV, 6 includes: "(When a quantity is) divided by zero, it is (called) 

khahara (i-e. having a m  as its divisor)." 

BhZsskara cdls such a quantity "khahara" or "khahZra" (see Text Alpha, verses lob 

and lla). 

Verse number. Mathematical meaning: The verse says a - 0  = 0; and then 

attempts to explain that a .t 0, a being a 6nite quantity, is in some sense infinite. 

Comments: srya has quoted this verse from NZrZy*a's algebra (BGV, 14, p. 6). 

MirZyaqa is dexribing a property of the "khahara" quantity in this verse- This is clear in 

view of his verse 15, p. 6 (which is exactly BhZskaraYs lla-d, see Text Alpha). 

MrZyarja's preceding two verses are also in the context of a khahara quantity (BGV, 12- 

13, pp. 5-6): 



These two verses include, among other things, the following: a 0 = 0 bur if some 
a 0 operation is remaining, then do not replace a 0 by 0; because in that case - = a. 
0 

Furthemore, NZrZyqa's explanation to his BGY, 8, p. 7 includes that if the multiplier and 

divisor are both zero, then multiplication and division by zero should not be performed. 

It is interesting to note that N Z S y ~ a ' s  BGY, 12-14, p. 6 are based on BhZskm's 

L, 45-46, p. 39 (see &at$, 1937, L I, ASS 107): 

Furthermore, in his tlI;?vai (L 1,47, ASS 107, pp. 40-42), BhZskara solves a 
a - 0 

problem using the siim - = a. In the modern symbolism, the problem can be written 
0 

x - 0  
(x-O+-)-3 

as = 63. BhZskara gives its solution as 14 and remarks: 'There is 
0 

extensive use of this &&tion in the computation of (the longitudes of) the planets." 



Recall that the calculations of planets usually involve quadratic functions and their 

derivatives. BhZskara's computation corresponds very well with the modern limiting 

operation. For example, let f (x) = x2. Then f'(x) = lirn f (x + &) - f (XI 
&-PO e 

x ~ + ~ x & + & ~ - x  2 

= lim = lim 
(2x + E ) E  = 2x. 

e + Q  E E + O  E 

In a more rough and ready calculus come,  as occasionally found in engineering schools, 

this computation might be taught heuristically as follows: 

2 x - 0  0.0  =- +- 
0 0 

a -0  
=2x+O (Using - = a )  

0 

finally, Mriiyqa's  BGV, 14, p. 6 has been cited by Ciaqeja (b. 1507 A.D.) in his 

commentary entitled Buddhivi&ini (written in 1545 A.D.) on BhZskara's Lihivaii, 45-46 

(see e.g T\pat.e. 1937. L I, ASS 107, p. 40). 

Verse 1Oc-d Mathematical meaning: Calculate 0 .2 ,0  + ?, 3 + 0, 02, 4. 
Comments: K g a  solves this problem as does BhZskara, while Siirya does not. 

3 
For the quotient of the division of 3 by 0, BhZskara and m ~ a  write fi 0 and khahara 3 

After verse I&-& BhZskara gives the value of the khahara quantity as infinite 

("manta"). The s~ilriog fact in this regard is that while Brahmagupta and $rip& gave only 

specid ? e c b n i d  names ("taccfieO;t" is. kha chda and "khahara" respectively), 

Bhiiskara gave the true value of a khahara quantity as well. In addition, BhZskara 

M M  the khahara quantity by comparing it with God Vi~qu  (see verse 1 1 below). 



cz a Verse Ila-d. Mathematical meaning: - f b = - i.e. infinity remains unaffected by 
0 0 

the addition of or subtraction of any finite quantity however large. 

Comments: In his commentary, Siirya is explaining how the infinite quantity 

'khahara' remains unchanged by the addition or subtraction of a number of (finite) 

quantities. Perhaps Si5-y- a was thinking along the following lines: 

ac a ac 
Here - is again infinite, so both - and - are equivalent. They possess the essential 

0 0 0 

property that their denominator is zero (khahara). 

BhZskara's l l a  has been referred to by JiiZnarnaraaja in his SSU Biji%ihyZya as 

follows (see ms. Be& 833, f. lv., 7-9): T N  'G$Cb W& mh 
fim 4* I Also l la-b has been quoted by Siirya in his 

commentary GMK on the Lihati  as follows (see ms. Wai, PPM 9762, f. Zv. ,  8-9): 

m-1 

As mentioned before, Bhzskara's lines 1 la-b appear verbatim as 15a in 

NZrKyqa's BGV, while the next line (15b) which is the same as Bhsskara's l lc-d is 

missing fiom the manuscript but has been supplied by the editor. 

Qpp explains the infinity of a khahara quantity in the commentary to his BP, 5, p. 

28 as follows: "As there is reduction of the divisor, so there is rise in the quotient. So 

when there is the greatest reduction in the divisor, there should be the greatest rise in the 

quodent." 



A mathematical infinity has been mentioned much earlier. In the Kalpa Sitra and 

Nava Tarnu @a. 300 B.C.), infinity was described as (Datta, 1927, BCMS 18, p. 175): "A 

number as great as the number of grains of sand on the brink of all the rivers on the earth 

or the &ops of water in the oceans." 

Verse witho~cr nwnber. Comments: The last verse of this sub-section, which has 

no number, has been cited by Siirya from the ~nu~isanaparvan of the MahZbhZrata, 

where it is 135,11 (see Dandekar, 1966, Vol. 17, Part 11, p. 705). There had been in 

existence a tradition according to which the Anu&anaparvan was regarded as a part or a 

sub-parvan of the &ntiparvan, a tradition which Skya clearly follows. 

The discussion about zero contained in this subsection B. can be summarized as 

follows (using the modern notation): 
0 a # a According to Brahmagugta, - = 0; f - = kha cheda. According to Sripati, - = 
0 0 0 
a 

khahara. According to BhZskara, - is khahara and is infinite in its value. Also 
0 

a - 0 BMskara's L i b d  has - = a, while a - 0 = 0. Datta (1927) states that BhZskara's 
0 

a 
LiIifvai has an instance of the kind (-) 0 = a. In the modem sense, the last two 

0 
0 

expressions are of the type - and - 0 respectively, which are indeterminate and not finite 
0 

as stated by BhZskara (BCMS 18, p. 171). 

One cannot help thinking however, that the above-mentioned authors were giving 

comet or logical answers in the pardciar contexts which they had in mind. The important 
0 

one is -, which is 0 accading to Brahrnagupta and a finite quantity according to Bhiiskara 
0 
a-0  

(since -- 0 
0 

- a means - = a). .The answers are correct in case of limiting processes where 
0 



0 but in'the general case, using the definition of division, we have: - is that (unique) 
0 

number x such that x - 0 = 0. Now since any number multiplied by 0 gives 0, therefore x is 
0 indemminate. This implies that - is indeterminate. 
0 

-vira9s GSS, 49, p. 6 which contains "A quantity multiplied by zero is zero. It 

remains unchanged when it is divided by, combined with (or) diminished by zero," is no 

doubt ambiguous. We suggest that the verse is a memory device for the four equations 
as0 a-O=O,-=a,a+O=a,a-O=a. The secondoftheseislogical sinceas Ohadjust 
0 

been mentioned and is immediately followed by division by 0. Perhaps Bhaskara's 
a 0 

statement, .- = a, is not entirely original. 
0 

C. <The Six-Fold (Operation) of One and More Than One C o l o u r s ~ V e r s e s  

12a-23b). 

(a). Incroduc:fir, ze Textual Cc,.nmentary (Verses 12a-23b&Detailed Treatment 

try Bkkara-This topic has not been treated in detail by tht mathematicians earlier than 

BZskara, For example, Brahmagupta states only two verses (BSS XVIII, 41-42) which 

contain rules for the addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of unknown 

quantities. 6ripati gives only one verse (SSE XIV, 2) which introduces the names of the 

colours as the measures of the unknown quantities. But BhZskara's treatment includes 

rules as well as examples (i-e. problems). NXSyea treats this topic (see BGV, 17- 14, pp. 

7-13) &ng lines parallel to h s e  of BhZsakra. In fact, the sequence of NZx5yaqa's siitras 

(it)). T d  Com~enklry (Verses IZa-2Sb). 

Verse 12a-d. Mathematical meaning: The names of the colom correspond to the 

modern use of the letters, x, y, z etc., as variables or quantities to be determind 



Comments: The measures of the unknown quantities in terms of colours, which 
# 

are give:: by- S3hZskm in &is verse, are similai to those given by Siipari (compa-^c 

B h Z s b ' s  12a-c to iripatiys SSE XIV, 2a-b which is): 

Since Brahmagupta did not aescribe the measures of unknown quantities, although he 

employs the designation ' v q a '  (which means both colour and letter of the alphabet) for an 

unknown quantity (see BSS XVm, 42), It cannot be ascertained whether or not any one 

previous to $ripad listed the names in this way. 

The so= of Amara's saying cited by S-kya cannor be found It does not occur in 

the ~ Z m d i n g ~ & s i f ~  (~mnrakclia) of Amarasimha (see K;irasvZmin, 1913). This 

definition has als~ been cited by S-ikya's father in his SSU Bij-adhyiiya as follows (see ms. 

Berlin 833, f. Zr., 10-11): FFF&Smh &SfLTR$T ?$f?r 3343% 

w=m=Fm-ml 

Verse 13a-b. Mathematical meaning: It is cleiir. 

Comments: x's can be added together or subtracted, but not x's and y's. For 

example, 2x + 3x = Sx, but 2x + 3y must be kept as it is (separated). Likewise in case of 

submction. SEya explains that the m s ,  e.g. of 2r + 5 and of 2x2 + 3x + 1, must be kept 

separate; because the unknowns may not be combined 4 t h  numbers (Zpas), and similarly 

the squares of unknowns may not be combined with unknowns to the first power or with 

numbers. Thus, the idea is that different powers of variables (unknowns) are put 

separated and the variable aMt numbers m not to be combine& 

BhZskara's present verse is similar to Bralunagupta's BSS XVIII, 41: 



Verse 13c-14b. Mathematical meaning: What is the scm of x + 1 and 2x - 8? 

What is the sum when the positive and negative signs of these expressions are reversed? 

Setting ouc f (x + 1) and f (2x - 8). 

We provide the solutions as follows: 

Verse 14c-d. Mathematical meaning: What is the sum of 3x2 + 3 and 2(-x)? 

Setting out: 3x2 + 3 and 2 (-x). 

our solution is: 3x2 + 3 + 2 (-XI = 3x2 - 2x  + 3. 

Verse 15a-b. Mathematical meaning: From 2x, subtract 6 (-x) + 8. 

Setting mt: and 5 (-X) + 8. 

.Our sohion  is: 2x - (6 (-x) + 8) = 8x - 8. 

Verse 15c-16b. Mathematical meaning: a - x is an unknown. But x . x, x . x - x , 

and so on give x2, x3, and so on. Also x - y = xy. 

Comments: In the demonstration part, the siitra for division quoted by Siirya is 

Text Alphu, verse 1%. S-iia demonstrates, among other things, that multiplication of 

unlike unhowns, e.g. Ei by yZ, results in their product, which is written ywni ihi i ,  so that 

the multipkyZi is first and bhZ (which stands for bhzvita, meaning product) is last. 

Verse 16c-16d. Textual problems: The manuscripts of the p m n s i o n  have some 

(extra) text which is a repetition (with omissions and additions) of the text which already 

exists under the previous verse 1%-16b. So this (extra) text (which does not exist in the 

manuscripts of the A-recension) has btm placed by us in the Appendix #3. 
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hiAlhlmnahd meaning: !: is vague. 

Comments: By mentioning "PZtigqita," SGrya refers to the LiIiivai (of 

BhZs kara). 

It is to k nored that B h Z s h ' s  lines 15d-16d are parallel to Brahrnagupta's BSS 

XVIII, 42: 

Verse 17a-6. Mathematical meaning: Write the given multiplicand in as many 

places as there are parts of the multiplier. Then multiply the multiplicand by each part of 

the multiplier, and add the resulting products. 

Comments: This is the distributive law which, in fact, covers examples as difficult 

as the following: 

(ax + 6) (a2 + dx + e)  

= a x ( a 2 + d x + e ) + b ( c x 2 + d x + e )  

= a ~ ~ ~ + a c i j ~ * + a e x + b a ~ + b d x + b e  

=acx3+(ad+bc)2+(m+bd)x+be .  

But S-iia gives only the simple case: 

In the demonstration, S-iia also enunciates the basic facts about the operations of 

multiplication and division: multipiication is the (repeated) addition of the multiplicand as 

many times as the measure of the multiplier, on the other hand, division is the (repeated) 

subtraction crr (repeated) removal of the divisor from the dividend until the remainder is 

zero (in case the divisim is exact; o t k w h  the remainder is less than the divisor). These 
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explanations have been referred to by SZrya in his !ikZ on the LiEwi (see GMK, Wai, 

PPM 9762, f. 9r., 10-f. 9v., 1; f. lh., 8-9) in the following manner: 

Verse 17c-d. Mathematical meaning: It is clear. 

Comments: The siitra of the Pqigcf~i6a cited by Siirya is BhBskara's LiEwri, 

14b, p. 14 (see A p q ,  1937, L I).' The method of multiplication by parts refened to. which 

uses both left and right distributive laws of multiplication, is essentially the following: 

12x13=12(8+5)=12x8+12x5=96+60=156 

or 1 2 x 1 3 = ( 9 + 3 )  1 3 = 9 ~ 1 3 + 3 ~ 1 3 = 1 1 7 + 3 9 = 1 5 6 .  

The parts (8 and 5) should be written in a column and not horizontally as we have 

done. 

Verse 18a-d. fithematical meaning: Multiply 5x - 1 by 3x + 2. Do the same 

after changing the signs of &e multiplicand and multiplier. 

Setting our: Multiplicand = 5x - 1, multiplier = 3x + 2. 

In this case, the solution is: The product = (51  - I)(% + 2) = 1 5x2 + 7x - 2. There 

are three other cases to consider. 

Comments: A detailed solution of this problem, using the karayslitra of verse 

17a-b, is given by -?a (BP, 9, pp. 37-39). Like BhBskara, WM discusses four cases; 

Verse 19a-d. Textual problems: The meaning and demonstration parts pertaining 

to this verse are talren hum the &recension. The A-recension fiad only a one-line hint that 



the demonstration is to be understood by the reversal of the siitra for multiplication. This 

text from ?he A-recension has been placed in the Appendix #4. 

Mathematical meaning: The verse explains the quotient in the division method: 

A A - = C, jmvided BC =A; i.e. - is that expression C which is needed to obtain A when it 
B B 

is multiplied by B. 

Comments: In the solution of the example following the demonstration, S-iia 

alludes to the Indian methd of (long) division which involves removing (i.e. moving or 

casting out) the divisor to the right after each partial quotient. This method (when both 

dividend and divisor involve numbers only,) is given by most of the Indian 

mathematicians in their works on PZtigqita. BhKskara describes the process briefly in his 

Lib@-,  18, p. 18 (we Xpqe, 1937, L I, ASS 107): 

and ~ a q c k  (b. 1507 AD.) explains it in his commentary Buddhivifiini (see &aie, 1937, 

L I, ASS 107, p. 18). Also, verse 16 (see Dvivedi, 1936, PWSBT571, p. 5) of NZSyaqa's 

Ga$- PM I corresponds to Liliivcltl-, 18, p. 18: 

Note that in Siirya's solution of the present example, when two algebraic 

exjxessior;s are segmmd by a &.@a, h y  are dividend arrd divism~spectivefy. 



- S-iia discusses only one case pertaining t~ the present example (which is, in fact, 

the =verse ~f that given in BhZskara's BG, 1 8 a 4  pp. 7-8). In this case S-iia explains that 
15x2+7x-2 

= 5x - 1 by a method which is essentially "long division.'' He leaves the 
3x+2 

xrnaining three cases to the reader. I<ysr;la on the other hand, discusses all of them very 

briefly (see BP, 10, pg. 41-43) as does BhZskara (see BG, pp. 8-9). 

Verse 28a-b. Mathematical meaning: Find (4x - 5)2. 

Comments: The verse quoted by S-iia is 17c-d (of Bhiiskara's Bijaga?ira). 

Verse 20c-21b. Mathematical meaning: It is clear. 

Comments: The rule appeals to a knowledge of the formula: 

(a + b)2 = a2 + 2ab + b2 where a and b are knowns or unknowns. 

S-Zya's demonstration involves essentially: 

(x+a12 = x . x + x - a + x - a + a . a = x 2 + 2 m + a 2 .  

The line 20d has been referred to by S-iia in his ti& on BhZskara's Likhati, 20 in 

the explanation of the siitra about squaring, in the following manner (see GMK, Wai, PPM 

9762, f. 12v., 3): Sm 3$ii&h?iif~~k 3 f*"rf;c* l 

SGrya makes no reference to the problem solved briefly by Bhiiskara after verse 

20b. Krsna .. . discusses it at length. 

Verse 2Ic-22b. Mathematical meaning: Add and subtract the following: 3x + 5y + 

7z and- 2x- 3y- z. 

Comments: The siitra dted by Siiia is BhZskara3s BG, 13a-b, p. 6. 

Verse 22c-23b. Marhematical meaning: What is the product of - 3x - 2y + z + 1 

and - 6.x - 4y + 22 + 2? What is this product divided by the multiplicand? Find 

(multiplicand)2 and sqm-m of this square. 

Comments: The SEW referred to by S-iia afe 17a and 15d-16b, in order, from 

BlGskara's BG, p. 7. The sofutions to the given problems involve straight-forward 

applications of these siitras. 
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This concludes our textual commentary up to and including the six-fold operation 

of one and mom than one cdours (i.e. up to verse 23b). 

It is worth remarking here that in view of those sections (of the Text Alpha) which 

have been commented on so far, the following is evident: 

S-qa's explanations are concise, while those of Q q a  are generally more detailed. 

S-qa skips some solutions if they exist in the miZa or if they seem to be self-evident. But 

K ~ q a  seems to believe in providing a solution to each problem of the m'illa, 



(a). Introduction to Textual Commentary (Verses 23c-46a). 

(i). The Original and Derived Meanings of the Term Karar,I. The word karanj 

seems to have been derived from the word "karankaranaY' which means "making," "effecting," 

"producing," "doing"; and hence karanj is "the one that makes." 

Thibaut (see Chattopadhyaya, 187511934) explains that originally karmarani meant "the 

cord (i.e. string) used for the measuring of a square" and not "the side of a square" as it 
/ 

meant in the S ~ Z v a s ~ u s .  Later, possibly it meant the square-root of any number. More 

The same word which expressed in later times the highly abstract idea of 

the surd number, originally denoted a cord made of reeds which the 

adhvaryu stretched out between two wooden poles when he wanted to 

please the immcrrtafs by the perfectly symmemcal shape of their altar. (pp. 

65-66) 

Dam and Sin& (1962) remark that k- denotes square-root in ~ulvasiiirus and 

Pra-krta literature. In geometry, it denotes a side. "In later times the term is, however, 

reserved for a surd, i.e. a square-root which cannot be evaluated, but which may be 

represented by a line" (Part I, p, 170). 

Similar views are exams& by Chakrabarti (1 934) who restricts the use of karani 

to "the square-root of a number whose raot cannot be obtained exactly" (JDLIUC 24, p. 

The remarks of %he above irtithctrs seem to be based on the narrow definition of 

his SSE XN, 7a-b is: 



which means "of whatever quantity the square-root cannot be obtained, the name 

'karani' is fixed for that." 

On the other hand, according to Mi5yan~'s BGV, 25a, p. 13: 

"Of whatever quantity the square-root is to be obtained, the name of that (quantity) is 

'karani'." 

A modern authrtr Hayashi (1977) has attempted to clarify the confusion 

surrounding the meaning of this term kar* and its faulty translation by the word "surd." 

In his study, he concludes that a number K is karanj if it satisfies the following two 

conditions: 

Cbnd 1. K is a number whose ruot is to be taken. 

Cond 2. K is a square of a certain number. (JSHS 16, pp. 52,55) 

However, this author does not clarify what he means by 'a certain number' in 

Condition 2. Nor does he explain anything about the etymology or original meaning of the 

word 'surd,' which is so essential to the history of the subject. 

Quite recently, Professor Shulda (1993b) has revised the exposition of Datta and 

Singh concerning surds in Hindu mathematics. In this (=vised) article, Professor Shukla 

records the following with lespect to the origin and use of the term karani: 

It seems to have been originally employed to denote the cord used for 

measuring (the side of) a square. It then meant the side of any square and 

was so called because it made a square (caturkra-karo~i). Hence, it came 

to denote the square-root of any number. As late as the second century of 



the Christian era, UrnTsvZti (c.150) treated the terms miila ("root") and 

karanj as synonymous. (IJHS 28, p. 253) 

The reader is cautioned that the use of the word "karanj" and our translation "surd" 

of this word are not restricted to signifying only the square-root of a non-square rational 

number. In fact, the authors being considered here, namely BhZskara and SErya, had 

evolved to a level of sophistication which places the concept of karanj very close to an 

equivalent of our modern concept of square-root. For instance, BhZskara allows ka 25 (see 

BhZskara's commentary following his BG, 26c-27c, p. 13). However, the reader should 

note that, conceptually, in medieval India, ka 5, for example, was not viewed as the "real 

number" 6, but rather "5 is a karanj," that is, "we are (for the moment) interested in the 

square-root of 5." The p m f  of this is that the rule for "sum" of karanis is something 

quite different from the sum of two real numbers, although equivalent to it (see (iii) 

below). 

(ii). BhZskara's Treatment of Karaqi in Relation to That of Others. The 

mathematicians who treated the topic sf karanj include, among others, Brahmagupta, 

!kpati, BhBkara and NXrZyaqa. The treatment may be found in their works as follows: 

Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII, 38-40; &iPati9s SSE XIV, 7-12; BhKskara's BG, 23c-46a, pp. 

As far as the treatment by Brahmagupta is concerned, the edition of the 

Br-dhmasphu~asiddhta by Dvivedin (1902) contains only rules but no examples. On the 

other hand, Colebrooke's (1817) translation of Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII, 

Kut-taEdhyZiya, contains a few examples and their solutions (see pp. 341-343), in addition 

to the rules. Most probably, these examples were in what, according to Colebrooke 

(1 8 17), was a detached copy of a commentary on the eighteenth chapter (see Dissertation, 

p. xxxii). Professor Pingree informs that Colebrooke did not, in fact, translate the 

eighteenth chapter of the BrZlhmmphu[asiddhiinta, but rather its commented and 
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remanged version which is now in the India Office Library, 10 2771 (596 A). This 

manuscript belonged to Colebrooke (see Pingee, 198 i , CESS A 4, p. 25Sb). Furthermore, 

according to Professor Pingree, the commentary in this manuscript is anonymous and is 

certainly not by Gturveda F%&iidak;svZnin (who wrote commentaries on Brahmagupta's 

BrZhasphuta~iddhZnta and KhandakhZdycPka, . . see CESS A 4, pp. 221b-222a), which is 

why it is not listed in CESS A 4. Incidentally, all of these examples in Gslebrooke's 

translation have also been treated by B h Z s h  in his Bijagqita in the following verses, in 

order: 2%-d, p. 12; 26c-27b, p. 13; the first two examples following 30c-3 1 b, pp. 15- 16; 

32a-b, d, pp. 17-19. 
/ 

Sripati states only rules in his treatment of karani. 

As regards eke similarities and differences in the treatments of BhZskara and 

NTrZyan-a, both niathematicians I rigorous treatment of the subject. They provide 

several examples in addition to the rules. NZEyana gives almost all of the rules given by 

BhZskara. A few of BhZskara's examples appear in MrZyan.a's algebra in the same order 

and have essentially the same solutions as those of BhZskara. Though their wordings 

differ, they use the same karanis. Their numberings correspond as follows: 

BhZskara' s Eljaga@a KEiyanji9 s Bijagar$tZvatarpa 

Verse 41b-42% p. 23 Verse 22, p. 26 

Verse 42b-43a, p. 23 

Verse 43b-44% p. 24 

Verse 23, p. 27 

Verse 24, p. 27 

On the other hand, there are some rules which appear only in NZSyan.a's algebra, for 

example, BGV, 46-50, p. 22. 

Finally, as a comparison between the treatments of BhZskara and NZGyan.a on the 

one hand and those of Bi-ahmaguptl and &=in& on the other, the first two mathematicians 

give a detailed treatment of the method of extraction of the square-root of a karanj- 

expression, stating d e s  and examples which the other two mathematicians don't. In fact, 



BhZskam complains (see Colebrooke, 1817) that his predecessors did not discuss this 

subject at length (p. 15%). 

(5). The Rdes for Addition and Subtraction of Kurugs Fonnulated by Indian 

Mathematicians. These rules may be written as follows (Singh, 1936): The sum or 

difference of karan-is s md b is any of the following expressions: 

where c is a suitably chosen number so that the quotients or products of a and b by c 

become perfect squares (M 12, p. 104). 

Note that each of these expressions equals (&fa)', so that the "sum" or 

"diffeance" of the karan-is are k-s (i.e. in the form of squares). 

Rule (1) for sum only has been quoted by BhKskara I in his commentary on the 

&wddqiya IT, 10, though the actual author of this rule is not known (Singh, 1936, M 12, 

p. 104). NZfiyaqii too states this rule for sum only, but for several surds, in his BGV, 30, 

p. 14: 
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BPahmagupta in his BSS XVIII, 38a and MahZvira in his GSS VII, 88 state this rule for 

both sum and difference. The commentator Bvivedin (1902, p. 31 1) writes that a part of 

Brahmagupta's verse 37b goes with his verse 38a: 

This part means the sum or difference of those surds is to be taken, the product of which is 

a square. However, MahZvira seems to be the only mathematicim who correctly states the 

rule in terms of the square-root of the whole expression (Singh, 1936): 

After reducing (the surd quantities) by an optional divisor, the squm of tke 

sum or difference of the square-roots of the quotients is multiplied by the 

optional divisor, the square-root (of the productj is the sum or difference of 

the square-mt quantities. (M 12, p. 104) 

As an application of rule (I), let a = 27, b = 3. Then c = 3 is one suitably chosen 

number. 

Rule (2) has been stated by &ipati in his SSE XIV, 8: 

He dearly mentions that one should multiply the (given) surds by a suitably chosen 

number so that the products become squares. But in his statement in BSS XVIII, 38a, 
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Brahrnagupta does not mention that the quotients must become squares. <ripati9s SSE 

X N ,  9 ~ - d  

also states that the composition or sum of only those surds is possible, the product of 

which is a square. 

For an application of rule (2), let a = 8, b = 2. Then c = 2, 8, 18 etc. give perfect 

squares. 

Rules (3) and (4) have been stated by BhZskara; rule (3) in BG, 23c-24b, pp. 11- 12 

and rule (4) in BG, 24c-25b, p. 22: 

Rule (3) seems to be an original contribution of Bhiiskara. Rule (4) seems to be a 

derivation from Pule (I), because c has been replaced by b, where BKskara demands that b 

is the smaller of the two surds. 

KrZyanji states rule (3) in BGV, 29, p. 14 and rule (4) in BGV, 28, p. 14: 



The enunciation, 'if the square-root (of the quotient or product) does not exist, then 

the suds are put down separately,' has been made both by BhZskara (BG, 25b, p. 12) and 

NZrZyima (BGV, 29b, p. 14). NZrZym.a (BGV, 28b, p. 14) also provides an alternative to 

rule (4): "(continue) in this way (by dividing) with the greater surd." Bhaskara does not 

make this provision. So ahis is perhaps N5rZyan.a'~ own contribution. NZ5yan.a (BGV, 

25, p. 13) states another rule which is, in fact, a rewording of his rule (4): 

It means: "when the two (given) surds are divided separately (either) by the small(er) or 

by the great(er surd), and when the squms of the sum and difference of the square-roots 

(of the quotients) are multiplied by that (divisor surd), the sum and difference arc 

produced." 

Rule (5) is stated by NZrZyana (BGV, 27, p. 14): 
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It is only a special case of Snpati's rule (2). K6yan-a replaces c by the larger surd a or 

the s m ~ l e r  surd 6. For example, when a = 8,b = 2, then either c = a = 8 or c = b = 2; and 

these are the only choices for c according to KEyanana. 

We now comment exclusively on the text of the ~ - i . b y a ~ r ~ ~ a  (which refers to 

verses 23c-%a). 

(b). Textual Cornrr~nttary (Verses 23c-46~). 

Verse 23c-24b. Mathematical meaning: This verse enunciates the expression in 

rule (3) above (see sub-section D.(a)(iii)). 

Comments: In this rule the great(er surd) (i.e. mahati) and small(er surd) (i.e. 

laghu, in fact, laghvi) represent the names of the sum and twice the square-root of the 

product of two given karanlraranIs respectively. Obviously, for a 2 b > 0, 

( & - & ) 2 2 ~ o a + b b 2 &  - mahati 2 laghu. 

Further, the sum of the surds a and b is the surd mahati a laghu, and likewise their 

difference is the surd mahati minus Iaghu. In addition, 

and 

In his exglariation, S-Tia is carefully explaining the definition of karqi that it is a 

number considered to be in the state of being a square (i.e. it has the form of a square). 

The verse which is cited by Siirya from NZ5yan.a'~ algebra is BGV, 25a, p. 13. 

Niriiyanana's definition of karqi is evidently an emendation of &-inad's narrow definition 

which is SSE XIV, 7a-b, as mentioned before; because NZZyana9s definition implies that 

the quantity (of which the square-root is to be taken) can be square or non-square, so that 
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its square-root may or may not exist as a rational number. But Sripati's definition is 

restricted to a non-square quantity. 

Verse 24c-25b. Textual problems: In the demonstration following Siirya's 

examples for the "slow-witted" sftidents, part of the Siiuryapraki& had to be utilized from 

manuscripts of class fi because manuscript A (and hence E )  seemed to have omitted it due 

to homoeoteleuton. The demonstration remains incomplete without this text. 

Mathematical meaning: This verse enunciates the rule given by expression (4) 

above (see sub-section D.(a)(iii)). 

Comments: Unlike their connotations in the previous verse, in this verse mahati 

stands for the greater (i.e. for quantity a), and laghu for the smaller (i.e. for quantity b), of 

the two given -is a and b. 

After the artha (meaning) part, in his demonstration S-5ya is using the approximate 

square-roots of 8 and 2 (in the sexagesimal system) so as t~ demonstrate the validity of 

BhZskara's rule (3) in verse 23c-24b for the sum or difference of two given kara~is. 

Therefore, approximate sum of the karaqis (modern notation) = 

(a +-J8)* = (1; 25 + 2; 51)~ = (4; 1 6 ) ~  = 18; 12,16 2 18; 12, 

On the other hand, by BhZskara's rule ( 3 ,  the sum of the karqis = greater karqi 

+ smaller karaqi = 

( 2 + 8 ) + 2 ~ = 1 0 + 8 = 1 8  

Thus the approximate sum 18; 12 is fery close to the exact sum 18. The kara~i of 

the sum is ka 18. 

Shikdyy, the approximate difference of the karqis = 

(4 - a)' = (1; 26)* = 2; 3,16 z 2; 3. 

By BhZskara's rule (3), the difference = greater mi - smaller kara$ = 10 - 8 = 2 and 

the kam@ of the difference is ka 2. The approximate difference 2; 3 is very close to the 

exact difference 2. 



In the discussion following the above demonstration, S-iia explicitly mentions that 
2 

"mahati" = o + b = (~7 ; )~  + (a) , and reitnates that the square of the sum (diffe~nce) of 

the squm-mots of two (given) Lareis is the "sum" ("difference") of those two kara~is 

(by definition) or, equivalently, it is the sum (difference) of "mahati" and "laghu". 

Also, Siirya mentions here that the "product" of karanis -. a and b is 
Z 

a b = ( a ,  the "quotienty7 of Larani s a and b is = 's) , and he justifies 
b (~ i ;  

Bhiissltara's rule in verse 24b: 'Vne should multiply and divide a squ& by a square." 

Furthermore, Siirya constructs two examples for the "slow-witted" students. The 

solutions of these examples may be written as follows. The sum or difference of karitiis 9 

and 4 = greater k a q i  f smaller karqi = (9 + 4) f 2 a  = 25, 1 = (4 f f i 1 2 .  Here 

the product of k-is 9 and 4 = 9 .4  = 36 = (4- a)'. Now to avoid a fractional quotient 

in division, S-iia constructs the second example where the karqis are 16 and 4. Their 

quotient = 

Then using BhZskara's rule (4), the sum or difference of karq-s 16 and 4 is = 

Or else, the sum or difference = 

Verse 25c-26b. Textual problems: Some parts of the SiryaprakZf a pertaining to 

the solution of the ftist problem (contained in the preseiit verse) weie missing froin the 

mauscripts of c!ass A. n e y  have k e n  taken from the manuscripts of class p for 

otherwise the solution is too brief. Presumably SSurya came back at some point and revised 

his text. The author sf manuscript Q seems to have had access to S-iia's revised text. 



Mathematical meaning: ~ i n d  6 f  fi; 6f 6; \rj; k &. 

The solutions are as follows: Using rule (3) or (4), 48 k 42 = 418, 4-i. 
Likewise, 6 f  43 = 648, In the third problem, since the square-root of tt: 

product of 7 and 3 is not possible, the sum and difference of karanis 7 and 3 are 

respectively ka 7 ka 3 and ka 7 ka -3. The intention is that, in such a case, the two given 

-is are to be put down separately. 

Comments: The anonymous commentator of Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII, 

Ku@tkZdhyZya, employs rule (1) to solve the first two problems (see Colebrooke, 18 17, 

p. 341). BhZskara gives only answers (see BhZskara9s commentary following his BG, 

Verse 26c-27b. Textual problems: The part of the SiiiiaPrak&a which defines the 

multiplicand in the second problem was missing from the manuscripts of class A. Our 

copy of the manuscript A misses folio 10; its two descendants N and R skip this text. So 

the text from the manuscripts of class $ had to be utilized at this point. Perhaps the 

missing text was in the margin of manuscript A and was overlooked by E ,  which is the 

(hypothetical) ancestor of N and R. 

Mathematical meaning: The 'language is ambiguous. BhZskara's own 

and (6+ fi- 5) (6+ 5). 

Setting out: For the first problem, multiplier = fi + fi + fi and multiplicand = 

& + 5. For the second problem, multiplier = 6 + fi- 5 and multiplicand = 6 + 5.  

From multiplication, the respective products are: 3 + d G - +  6 + d g  and -=- 6+ lk%+ & The latter product equals *- 16. 

Comments: Both of these problems are also solved by the anonymous 

commentator of Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII (see Colebrooke, 1817, p. 341). But 

BhZskara's BG, U b ,  p. 13 has ' gqe '  in place of 'gucye' while %??a's BP, 13d, p. 56 
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has 'gucyo' here. Nonetheless, the multipliers and the multiplicands of these three 

mathematicians consist of exactly the same -kaqis. 

Recall that for multiplication of k q i s ,  B haskara's BG, 17c-d, p. 7 suggests the 

method of multiplication by parts as does Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII, 38b: 

But slipati9s SSE XIV, 92-b suggests the method called ma - sandhi: 

In the solution, for the sake of conciseness, S-qa fitst takes the sum of the karaqis 

2 and 8 as does BhZskara. The contents of NarZyqa's BGV, 31, p. 15 are similar to 

BhZskara's instruction in the latter's commentary on BG, 26c-27b, p. 13 (in particular, see 

lines 7-9 in this reference about taking the sum of kara@s in the multiplicand, the 

multiplier, the dividend or the divisor, when it is possible). But the anonymous 

commentator of Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII does not take the sum here. Also, before the 

multiplication is performed, SUrya writes rii 5 as ka 25. The underlying concept is that 

k a q i  indicates a number which is in the state of being a square, and so one should 

multiply and divide a square by a square (BG, 24b, p. 12). 

Verse 27c-28b. Textual problems: In the solution of the second example for 

multiplication, the manuscripts of class A skipped some parts of the ~uryaprak-as'a. The 

same have been obtained from the manuscripts of class $ because S-iia does suggest the 

operations like & + 412 = fi, before multiplication is performed (see the previous 

verse). Furthermore, the solution in A is too brief. Presumably Silrya added details to his 



solution later on when he made revisions of his ~-i i~rczkTij:~1 and f! possessed a copy of 

this revised version. 

Another place where the text from f! had to be utilized is the second example on 

division, when the karq-s in Both the dividend and divisor are added before pe-rfoming 

division. The manuscripts of class A omitted the part of the Fuyoprak~i~a coi2taining the 

complete solution by this method. This text has been taken from class P considering again 

the possibility that Siirya himself made this augmentation. This text corresponds to 

BhEskarais commentary (on pp. f 4- 15) following his BG, 27c-28b, p. 13. 

Mathematical meaning: The rule given by the present verse cannot easily be 

expressed in modem mathematical terms since, e.g., d-16= -6 = -4 is clearly not 

valid. The consistency of BhZskara's rule arises from a consideration of the processes 

involved. For example, &- 2 = fi- fiand this would be written as ka 8 ka -4. 

Comments: This verse describes the rule containing the relation between a kara* 

and a Spa  when they are negative. That is, in the case of kmi@s, the square of a negative 

nlpa is a negative kam$ (it. rii -5 = ka -25) and conversely, the square-root of a negative 

h 3  is a negative Epa  (is. ka -25 = fi -5). This a l e  seems inconsistent with 

BhZskara's rule contained in BG, 7c-d, p. 4 which says: "The square of a positive and of a 

negative (quantity) is positive. The square-root of a negative (quantity) does not exist 

because it is not a square." But the present rule is necessary due to the notational 

deficiencies of the time. 

In the first two paragraphs following the present verse, S-E-ya explains that since the 

square of a negative quantity is positive, due to this reason the squaring of negative 

t-Tipas (when achieved far the sake of being a mi,) is negative. And since the square of 

negative nlpas is negative (when it is achieved as a karag), the square-root of a negative 



in his demonstration, the siitra for squawroot cited by Siirya is BhZskara's 

Lili5Va.i 1, 22, ASS 107, p. 21. Its content is similar to that of &idhara9s sUtra 

PG, 25-26, p. 18: 

places are the non-square (avarga) places. Siirya uses this siitra (and the fact that the 

squaring of negative riipas produces a negative karaci) in an example concerning the 

square-root of ka -25. The solution of this example involves the difference of equal 

-is ka -25 and ka -25. Siirya says that this difference is not to be computed by 

BfrZskara's rule (3) because that rule involves finding the greater kara* (i.e. sum of two 

given kamnis). S - i i  thinks that this is excessive occurrence (i.e. a step which is really not 

needed in case of two equal -is) because it is certain under all circumstances that the 

difference of two equal k e - s  is zero (and their sum is four times one karaqi). 

After the demonstration, SErya employs the rule given by verse 27c-28b in the 

second example in which the setting out is: multiplicand = fi + 43; multiplier = 

+ - 5 Using vme 27c-28b, the multiplier = 6 + fi- I/% = fi - 425. 
This step is needed because one should multiply. a square by a square. Now the product = 

N s s  t ! ! t  in &is em.pk, SL22 (foflowhg BhZskm's cornrnemmy on p. I4 after 

his BG, 27c-28b, p. 13) says that the difference of--s 675 and -75 is k- 300. But 



neither BhZskara nor S-iia gives the solution. This problem is, in fact, a little mcky as is 

shown below: 

On rhe other hand, the same result can be found using BhZskara9s rules (3) and (4), 

provided one treats the two k m - s  as positive karaijis 675 and 75 and finds their 

digereme. A discrepancy arises if one treats them as W - s  675 and -75 and finds their 

sum using rule (3) (though rule (4) works). Because by rule (3), the sum of the karanis 

= greater kan+i + smaller ka~@ 

= 600 - 450 = 150, which IS ~ ~ C O F E C ~ .  

Therefore, to get the right answer here, one has to take the greater kar* = 675 + 75 = 758, 

so that greater k q -  - smaller ka- = 750 - 450 = 300. Recall that in the modern 

sense, rule (3) is not valid when the product is negative. This is the cause of the above 

discrepancy. 

After multipGcatim of m - s ,  Siixya discusses two examples on division as does 

Bkskara (on pp. 14-15 following BG, 27c-28b, p. 13). Both examples have been dealt 

with also by the anonymous commentator of Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII (see Colebrooke, 

18 17, p. 342). In the second example, the setting out is: dividend = fi - 6% 
- 6; divisor = -5 + & + fi. Adding or subtracting the karqis in the dividend and 

divisor, the setting out is: dividend = -d256+ divisor = -d% + 1/27. In this 

context, SEya quotes T& V T$T w Tf ... m q ~ q  Y d which is pan of BhZskara9s 

commentary under BG, 26c-27b, p. 13. To carry out the division, SlIrya uses BhZskara's 

me&& (of long &yisim) given in BG, 19, p. 8. This methd, in turn, uses multiplication 

by pans (BG, 17a-b, p. 7) in order to multiply the divisor -= + 421 by + 47, 
which may be displayed as: 



Multiplier Multiplicand Product 

- 
Adding the partial products, the final product = -4625 + 4 675 - 4% + 481 
= -=+ Since this product can be subtracted without remainder from the 

dividend, the quotient is = d%+ 6 = 5 + 6. 
Verses 28c-30b. Mathematical meaning: The frst half (ie. 28c-29b) suggests the 

ratiodizing of the denominator in a quotient of kaqi-expressions, For example: 

The second half (i.e. 2%-30b) recommends the following: 

In the result, under certain and also the partitioning of karaqis (e.g. 6 = .J?S + 4;) : 

circumstances. 

Comments: The equivalents of BhZiskara's 28c-29c are Brahmagupta's BSS 

XVIII, 39: 

and iripati's SSE XIV, 10- 1 1: 



NiEyqa's equivalent of BhBskara's 28c-30b is BGV, 37-38, p. 19: 

Verse 30c-31b. Textual problems: The manuscripts of class P have some text 

pertaining to the solution of the first example after Siirya's demonstration of the present 

verse. This text has been put in the Appendix #5 because it is out of place and most of it is 

omitted by the manuscripts of class A. Perhaps manuscript a had some text and 

corrections in the margin which the author of P did not understand. So he tried to add 

some text of his own to complete the sense. 

On the other hand, class A omits the complete solution pertaining to the second 

example and a part of the solution of the next (third) example. Without this text then: will 

be disorder and confusion, because the introduction of the second example will be followed 

by the remaining solution of the third example. Therefore, this part of the SiiiiaPrak& 

had to be taken from class P. This text was somehow omitted by class A. 



Mathematical meaning: TO "separate" & into a sum of squan-rwts, do the 
X following: Find a such that -r = b is an integer. Partition a = c + d. then G= a& = 
a 

Comments: In the demonstration, Siirya says that the separation-siitra in the 

present verse is just the inversa: of the additi~n-&~c;s (4) in verse 24c-25b. In particular, 

S-iia's explanation can be described as follows: For two surds a and b (a > b), 

smaller 

surd of addition 
So taking positive sign, square number = smaller surd, where the surd of addition is the 

sum of the two surds a and b  = 

For example, we may assume the surd of addition to be 18. Then 

surd of addition 1 8 
= - = 2 = b .  Also square number 32 

Thus the separate surds a and b  are found. 

Note that using modern notation, we can show the relationihip of the addition-sitra 

and separation-siitra as follows: 

Let x be the sum of the surds a and b (i.e. x = (& + a)'). Then by rule (4), 



On the other hand, by the separation-siim, let x = y2b. Then 

(ii) 

So the components, of the surd x = y2b, are m2b and n2b where (comparing (i) and (ii),) 

6 C1 
we may take rn = - and n = 1; where rn and n ax integers is .  b divides o and i; is a 

square. But then 

which are the two component-surds as in (i). 

As an illustration, let x = 18. Then 18= 32-2. Therefore 418 = 3 6 2  = 

(2 + 1 ) G =  (m + n ) 6 .  So the component surds an m2b = 2' - 2 = 8 and n2b = 1' - 2  = 2. 

The commentator ICysp ,  following Bhiiskara's commentary to Be, 34, p. 18, adds 

(see Krs?a9s commentary following his BP, 17, p. 61) that if three component suds are 

needed, then they are given by 12. 2, 12. 2, l2 2 or 2,2,2 (since 3 = 1 + 1 + 1). 

After the demonstration, S-iia (following BhZskara) discusses three problems, in 

order to employ the rules of rationalizing the denominator and separation of surds, given 

by verses 2&-30b and 30c-31b. Their solutions may be written briefly as follows. 

First Problem. 



Second Problem. 

Third Problem. 

Here 18 is the surd of addition. Its components are surds 8 and 2, as shown before. So 

the quotient is fi+ fi+ &. 
The first two problems have also been dealt with by the anonymous commentator 

of Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII, where he uses the method of rationalizing the denominator 

(see Colebmke, 18 17, p. 342). 

Verses 31c-32d. Textual problems: The part of the Siryaprakiija, which contains 

the detailed explanation of the 'sahajZ and 'nirnittajii' quantities in the squaring of a surd- 

expression as well as the solution of the fourth problem in the pxesent verse, is omitted by 

the A-recension. So the text from the p-recension had to be utilized to fill this gap; for 

otherwise the solution (i.e. squaring) of only the fourtR problem will be missing which is 

not a logical occurrence. Clearly, this text was supplied by Siirya in a later copy of the 

Swyaprak&a and P copied it. Furthermore, Appendix #6 shows that the writer of 

manuscript L intelligently ignores the part of the axt which is, in fact, a repetition. 

Mathematical meaning: Find x2 where x = 42 + 47 + 4% d? + 4% 
6 + + d? + 4% fi + fi + 42. And given those squares i.e. x2, find the 

square-roots i.e. x. 



Comments: The squares are in order, 10 + 6 + 440 + \1z, 5 + d z ,  

The third problem has also been solved by the anonymous commentator of 

Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII (see Colebrooke, 1817, pp. 342-343). P7i'riganita . . is another 

title of the Lifiazi. The sitra for squaring cited by Siirya is BhZskara's E I, 19a, ASS 107, 

g. 19. 

Note that according to this slitra, if a number consists of the digits a b c then its 

square involves a manipulation of the following products, in order: a2, 2ab, 2ac, b2, 2bc. 

c2. (For more details see Datta and Singh, 1962, Part I, pp. 157-160). In squaring a sum 

of surds, S-qa is referring to the same set of products although the multiplier 2 must be 

replaced by 4 because of BhZskara's instruction in verse 24b, that one should multiply a 

square by a square. S-iia is using the terminology of even and odd places here also. But 

clearly this has no particular meaning. 

Having solved the fourth problem in the verse, Silrya is referring to Bhikkara's 

BG, 3 7 ~ 4 ,  p. 22 in the context of the number of surd-terms (parts) in the square of a surd- 

expression. He is saying that the number of surd-terns in the square (of a surd- 

expression) is given by the sums of the natural numbers i.e. by triangular numbers, 1, 

1 + 2, 1 + 2 + 3, . . . according as the number of surds in the given expression is 2,3,4, . . .. 
Moreover, the siitra for square-root of a surd-expression quoted by Siirya is BhZskarsra's 

BG, 39a, 22. 

Verses 33a-34d. Textual Problems: In the demonstration part, the one-short- 

sentence text contained in the manuscripts of class A has been put in the Apparatus Criticus 

and the corresponding part of the ~ u r y a p r ~ 3 a  from P has been utilized. This text, which 

is in p, was presumably provided by Siirya when he revised his ~iiryaprak&a and the 

author of could somehow gain access to it. It contains the rule (a + b)? - 4ab = ( a  - 6)'. 

Mathematical meaning: The rule for extraction of the square-root of a square-surd- 

expression can be explained as follows: 



Suppose that the given square-surd-expression is of the form o + b + c + 44ab 

+ fit + d z  To find its square-root, consider a difference (as follows) so that it gives 

a pcrfect square: (a + b + c)' - (4ob + 4ca) = (b + c - a12 or (a - b - c12 which one of 

these last two is to be chosen judiciously. Then by the method of concwrence 

S u p p e  that the surd b + c is greater (bahvi) than the surd a. Then a is a component-surd 

in the required square-root of the given expression. 

Now to find b and c, proceed as follows: (6 + c)' - 4bc = (c - 6)' or (b - c)' . 
Again, by the method of concurrence 

Thus the component-surds in the square-root are a ,  b, c; and the square-root is 

Comments: Observe that the above procedure is to be repeated until there are no 

surds remaining in the given square-expression. Also, 4 times the product of the surds 

produced by concurrence = 4a(b +c) = 4ab + 4ac = the number subtracted from 

( a + b + ~ ) ~ .  

As an application of the above procedure we consider S-iiya's example. So let 

l ~ + r n + r n + r n = ( % + & + & ) ~ .  

We need to find a, 6, c. Therefore we consider lo2 - (24 + a), which equals (f 6)'. 

This operation is equivalent to considering 

'Of ', which gives 8 and 2. This is equivalent Next we compute --- 
2 



Now to find b and c, we take the greater i.e. 8 as Gpas and compute g2 - 60, which 

gives 2'. This operation means computing (b + c)' - 4bc = (c - b)2. Then 

which is similar to 

(b+c)+(c-b) 
2 

= c, b. 

n u s  the square-root is +i+ fi+ 6. 
In the above working, we have assumed 6 = b + c - a. But if we make the second 

choice i.e. 6 = a - b - c, then 

so that s = 8 and b + c = 2. But then (b + c12 - 4bc = 2* - 60, which is not a perfect 

square. So the second choice is to be discarded. 

If, in the above example, one wants to obtain solutions which are alternative to that 

of S w a ,  one may proceed by computing 10' - (24 + 60) or 10' - (40 + 60) instead of 

10' - (24 + 40). For a comparison, see our commentary to verse 36c-37b. 

BhZskara and Si-uya call this method of extracting the square-rsot of a square-surd- 

expression as the method ofremainder (see verse 40b-41a). Also, it is to be noted that in 

line 34b, the term 'bahvi' is elliptical, though Skya does not mention this. Usudly it 

refers to the greater, but sometimes to the smaller (alpii or laghvi) of the two surds 

obtained by the method of concurrence, as remarked by BhZskara in his commentary to 

BG, 45b-46a, pp. 25-26; as well as in his introduction to this verse. The example 

contained in this verse has been worked out by Q c a  using both implications of the term 

bahvi (see commentary to BP, 19-20, pp. 69-70 and B P ,  21, p. 83). Also see our 

commentary to verse 39c-40a. 



The concumince-sum 1i.e. " + b, ' ''- b, = a? b] referred to by Siirya in the 
2 

demonstration part is BhEskara's L 11'56, ASS 107, g. 54. m e  complete siitra is: 

Obmve its similarity with !&ipati7s SSE XN, 13a-b: 

The only difference is that &ipati, following Brahrnagupta, states it in his chapter on 

algebra entitled Avyaktaga?iKdhyZya, while Bhiiskara mentions it in his Liha t i  (i.e. 

Piitiganirn . which deals with vyaktagqita). 

Furthermore, the equivalents of BhZskara's 33a-346 are Brahmagupta's BSS 

XVIH, 40: 

and &ipati9s SSE XIV, 12: 



/ 

But Br&.magupta7s and Sripati's treatment of karei  ends with these verses. Unlike 

BhZskam, these rnathematicims do not state any specifics or iimitations of the method of 

extracting the square-mot. Nor do they discuss how to deal with th5 negative karaqis in the 

square-root sf a given (square) karaqi-expression when this given expression contains 

negative karqis, which Bhiiskara does in the next few verses. That is why B hSiskara 

complains that this method has not been "explained at length by former writers" (see 

Colebrooke, 1817, p. 152). Mtayqa,  following Bhiiskara, continues this topic beyond 

this point. 

Verse 35a-d. Textual problems: The text containing SiIrya's demonstration has 

been supplied from P because the manuscripts of class A have a brief demonstration which 

is not as clear as that of p. Siirya seems to have improved upon it in a later copy of the 

~ 7 2 r y u p r a ~ ~ a  which seems to have been used by the author of P. The discarded text of 

class A goes to the Appendix #7. 

Mathematical meaning: BhZskara's rule is that a negative surd in a given square- 

surd-expression is considered to be positive for the purpose of extracting the square-root 

specifically when it is to be subtracted from the square of the Spas. Because then its 

square becomes positive riipas, according to the principle: "The square of a negative 

(quantity) is gositive" (verse 7c). 

Verse 36a-b. Mathematical meaning: Find (J? - a ) '  and ( a  - fi)'. Further, 

given this square number, produce the square-root. 

Setting out: 6 7  - 63;  4 3  - 67. 

Computing the squares, we get the same number 10 - a; and the square-root is 

Comments: Both BhZskara and S-iia note that the square of both expressions is 

the same 10 - 6. Now to find the squwe-mot, according to the rule given in verse 35a- 

d, we take 10' -84 (taking 10'-(-84) will not produce an accurate answer). TO 



accomp!ish the solution stlccessfully, we have to subtract positive 84 from 100 (i.e. taking 

SO the square-root is &- *or fi- 6. 
In the above, if we take lo2 - (-84), we do not obtain a square; but even if we 

obtain a square, by so doing we will not get the right answer. For example, let the square- 

surd-expression be 74 - '(3360. Then 74' - (-3360) = 5476+ 3360 = 942. So 

whence the square-root should be G- d G o r  6- but the square of these 

= 94 - and not 74 - .\I= On the other hand, 74' - (3360) = 21 16 = 46'. So 

whence the square-m = G- f i o r  fi- &. Squaring these, we get 74 - -, 

which is the right answer, 

Verse 36c-376. Textual problems: Here the part of the text of P, which pertains to 

extracting the square-mt, had to be discarded and put in the Appendix #8 because this text 

makes no sense. It seems that p skipped a few lines, which only the scribe of manuscript 

L has tried to supply (perhaps using Bhaskara's commentary to BG, 36c-37b, p. 21). 

Since only one manuscript has fdled the gap, its text cannot be considered as reliable. 

Consequently, text A had to be chosen. 

Mathematical meaning: Find (16 + & - and (-a - 8 + &12. Further, 

given this square-number, find the square-root. 

Squaring these expressions we get 10 + 6- a- fi. The square-roots are 

found below. 



Comments: The problems pertaining to this verse involve making intelligent 

decisions regarding the negative si;i& in %e squze-rmt-expression. The principles 

followed seem to be that at least one compnent-surd of a negative (positive) compund- 

surd is negative (positive). Also the rule to be followed in squaring a given surd- 

expression is S-iia7s insmction under verse 35ad: "But in a square is the state of having 

the nature of a positive." 

In order to fmd the square-mot of 10 + 6- G- G, Siirya proceeds in two 

ways (though he leaves both solutions incomplete), as follows: 

First solution. 

Taking 5 as a surd in the square-root, the other surd is negative five, integers equal to 

which are to be taken. Now the setting out is -5 + 424. To find the remaining surds, 

consider 

Here both components of the compound surd (i.e. surd of addition) -5 have to be negative 

so as to give the surd positive 24. Thus, the square-root is -*- d? + 6. On the other 

hand, taking neg2tive five as a surd in the square-root and 5 as ilipas, the setting out is 5 + 

6 Now to find the remaining surds, consi&r 

Here both components of surd 5 have to be positive to give the surds positive 24, negative 

40 and negative 6O. So the square-root is fi + $- 6 
Second solution. 
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Taldng 2 as a root-surd and -8 as Gpas, the semng out is -8 - G- Then (-8)' - 60 = 2' 

and 

Here the component-surd 5 of surd negative 8 has to be negative in order to give the c m t  

square. Hence the quan-root is &+ fi- fi. (Note that 

which does not give the right answer. Intelligent decision is the key here). On the other 

hand, raking -2 as a mt-~A, and the other surd as 8, the riipas equal to which are to be 

d e n ,  the seaing ou. becomes 8 - G. R o c d i n g  as before, the components of surd 8 

are surds 5 and 3, but to get the surd positive 24, surd 3 has to be negative (for 

(& - a)' = 8 - m). Hence the square-root is -6- &+ 6. 
In what follows, BhZskara explains how to test whether or not a given multinomial 

surdexpression has a squm-root. As mentioned previously, BhZskara observes that the 

previous writers have not explained this matter in detail. In his BG, p. 22,3-4, BhEskara 

proclaims: 5kqd II+J-I U 3 $2 $=hmiI fhaekF:~ 

Verses 37c-39b. Textual problems: The manuscripts of class P have some text 

pertaining to the explanation of 37c-38d which is non-existent in the manuscripts of class 

A. This text has been discarded and included in the Appendix #9 because it seems to have 

been bom,wed by the writer of B from Krsna's .. . commentary (BP, 2la-22b, p. 77) with 

some additions. This commentary was written ca. 1600 AD., that is, at least 55 years after 

the f ~ q t ~ a .  0x1 tjte contrary, the one-sentence-explanation of 3% wnich is in A has 

utiiivwt on the obsenration that Suj generally provides detailed explanations to the verses 



involving sEtras. In this case, SZya seems to have elaborated on his brief text at the time 

of revision of his ~wyapruk&a, and the -writer of had access to this revision. 

Mathematical meaning: (6 +a)' = (a + b) c &6 has one surd, 

( & + & + & ) 2 = ( a + b + ~ ) + n + 6 + &  has 3 = 1 + 2 surds, 

(& + & + & + a)' will have 6 = 1 + 2 + 3 surds, etc. Furthermore, if the number of 

surds in a given multinomial square-surd-expression is 1, 3, 6, 10, 15 etc., then for the 

purpose of extracting the square-mt, the Epas equal to the sum of the riipas in 1,2,3,4,5 

etc. of the surds are to be subtractedfirsr from the square of the Spas in the given square- 

expression. Also, BhZskara claims that any situation other than that described here will fadl 

to produce an accurate result. 

Comments: After subtracting from the square of the Eipas, the Gpas equal to the 

number of surds just described, one should follow the method of extracting the square-root 

given in verses 33a-34d. 

The example which Siirya has referred to is contained in verse 44b-45a. In this 

example the square-root cannot be found if one subtracts riipas equal to three, two and one 

surd, which is the usual order; though an incorrect square-root can be found using the 

opposite order which is one, two and three surds. It is incorrect because its square is not 

equal to the given square-surd-expression. 

Verse 39c-4Oa. Mathematical meaning: BhZskara seems to be defining which is 

the "smaller" surd prcduced by the method of concurrence, and is used in determining 

which surds are to be subtracted from the square of the riipas in the procedure for 

extracting square-roots. ?he surds to be subtracted are those which are divisible by four 

times that "smaller" surd. 

Comments: 'Enough S-iia does not mention anything, it is to be noted here that 

cm Ix x~kiced by "pater" (dsci see ~i comiiten-m-y to verses 33a-34dj. ' h i t  

is, smaller does not mean 'smaller in the numerical sense.' Smaller (alps) is that which is 

taken as a surd in the requi-ed s q m - m t  (-expression); and greater (mahati or bahvi) is 



hat the square of which is taken. For example, in verse 4%-46a, the setting out of the 

given square-surd-expression is 17 + fi+ &+ d%- 
To extract its square-root, we compute 17' - (200 + 80) = 32. The two surds are 

obtained as 

Taking 7 as the smaller and 10 as the greater surd, lo2 - 40 = 60, but 6 0 is not a square. 

We observe here that four times the smaller surd = 4 . 7  = 28, but the surds 200 and 80 are 

not divisible by 28. Therefore, taking 7 as the greater surd, 72 - 40 = 32, whence the 

remaining surds in the square-root are given by 

Clearly, here four times "smaller" = 4 . 10 = 40, which divides into both 200 and 80 

exactly. However, numerically 10 is the larger of 7 and 10. Also, here the required 

Observe that in this problem, the quotients obtained on division of 200 and 80 by 

'4 times the "smaller" surd 10' are respectively 5 and 2. These are the other two surds in 

the qua-root  (expression), as is specified in the next verse. 

Verse QOb-#la. Textual problems: This verse along with its introduction is 

missing from the manuscripts of class A, though P has both. The explanation of the verse 

has more details in P than in A. So these parts of the ~ - i i a p r ~ s ' a  have been supplied 

from P (the brief explanation belonging to A at this point goes to the Appendix #11) 

because presumably SEya has supplied the missing parts and details to which the writer of 

j3 had access. Also, almost the same brief explanation which was in A appears in S-iia's 

commentary on verse 43b-44a; because the example contained in the verse 43b-44a is an 

application of the present verse (40b-41a). It is this example which is being promised by 

S-iia in the present verse. 



Mathematical meaning: If, in a square, e.g., (a + b + c) + d4ab+ =+ &c, 

we obtabn, say a, by the previous methods given, then clearly 

4ac c s -  4ab 
and b=-. 

4a 4a 

If these surds, which are obtained as quotients on division, are not the same as those 

produced by the methd of remainder (described in verses 33a-344, then the square-mt 

is impossible. 

Comments: h the artha part, S-qa is referring to verse 34b, In the demonstration 

part, he is referring to verses 37c and 3%. Also referred to again is the siitra for squaring, 

i.e. BhZskarays L I, 19ay ASS 107, p. 19, which was also stated in connection with verse 

3 lc-3U. 

Verse 41b-42a. Textual problems: The pa t  of the ~ - i i a p r ~ i a  containing the 

faulty approach to finding the squareroot of the given square-surd-expression is missing 

from the A-recension. The same has been supplied from the p-recension since this 

solution also seems to have been supplied by Siirya at the time of revision of his 

~ u r y a p r ~ ~ a  ; and is also given by BhZskara (see BG, 41 b-42a, p. 23). 

Mathematical meaning: Find the square-root of the surd-expression 

Setting out: 10 + d Z +  I/Z+ 6. 
In order to solve this problem, we use the method of verses 38a-39b and 33a-34d. 

So 100 - (32 + 24) = 44, which is not a square. Likewise 100 - (32 + 8) = 60, not a 

square. So also 100 - (24 + 8) = 68, which is not a square. Therefore the square-root 

cannot be found by the prescribed method. Now transgressing the prescribed method, a 

faulty aaempt is as follows: 100 - (32 + 24 + 8) = 36 = 62. Then 



Since there are no surds remaining in the given square-expression, the square-root is 

fi+ 6. But its square = 10 + &= 10 + 8 = 18, which is different from the give11 

squareexpression. Thus the square-root cannot be found here. 

Comments: The above is an illustration of a faulty problem where the square-hoot 

is not possible. Also this illustration proves the validity of the statement in verse 39b that if 

the square-root is found otherwise, it is incorrect. 

BhKskara gives another faulty approach as well (see BG, p. 23, 15-17), which 

S-iia does not: Adding surds 32 and 8, the sum 

Therefon, the given square-expression reduces to 10 + fi+ fi. This means that we 

don't have a triangular number of surds. So the square-root 2 + 6, which is obtained by 

BhZskma, is wrong. Bhiiskara does not show the working here, but we show it as 

follows. Since 100 - 72 = 28 + a square and 100 - 24 = 76 it a square, we compute 

10 - (72  +28) = 4  = 22. Now 

So the square-mot = &+ 6 = 2 + 6, which is wrong because its square is 10 + 6 + 

NZrZyaqa's equivalent of BhKskara's 41 b-42a is BGV, 22, p. 26: 

text which does not exist in its counterpart A. This additional text is put in the Apparatus 
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Criticus because it contains one sentence which is also contained in Q q a 9 s  commentary 

Mathematical meaning: What is the square-rwt of 10 + *+ 6+ G? 
Setting out: 10 + fi+ fi+ fi. 
Extracting its squaremot, 

I O f  6 
1@-(52+12)=6~ and -=8,2. 

2 

But the division of 52 and 12 is not possible by 4 times the smaller surd 2, i.e. by 8. So 

these surds are not to be subtracted. Siixya and BhKskara stop here. But if one proceeded 

further with S-iia's solution, then 

8 9 2  
82-60=22 and -=5,3. 

2 
- - 

So the square-root = \IT + 4 3 + 6 5 but this is wrong because its square is 

10 + fi+ *+ &, and not the given squan. 

Comments: This problem reveals the restrictions or limitations of the method 

given in verses 38a-39b as well as the necessity of the instructions stated in 39c-40a. The 

surds to be subtracted must comply with them. These instructions do not seem to have 

been stated by any of the predecessors of BhKskara 

NiTrZyqays equivalent of BkZskara's 42b-43a is BGV, 23, p. 27: 

Verse 43b-44a. Textual problems: In the artha part, the texts in A and P differ. 

W e  the text in A states that the sunis obtained by the method of remainder are different 

from 1 and 7, the text in f3 states, also, that they are 3 and 5. But this latter text contains 

one sentence from BhZskara's commentaq to BG, 43b-44a, p. 24. Hence it has been 



discarded and placed in the Appendix #I2 so as to avoid contamination of the 

Mathematical meaning: Extract the square-mot of 10 + &+ *+ &. 

Solving h e  problem by the method of remainder, 

Taking 2 as the mot-surd, and 8 as the greater surd, 

Thus the square-root = fi + 43 + 45. But this is inaccurate because its square is 

10 + 6+ *+ *and not the given square-expression. 

Comments: Notice that taking 2 as the smaller surd, both 8 and 56 are divisible by 

4 . 2 and the respective quotients 1 and 7 are the remaining surds in the square-root. On 

the other Rand, the remaining two root-surds obtained by the method of remainder are 3 

and 5. Since they are not the same, in view of 40b-41a, the square-root which is obtained 

is not correct. So these surds 8 and 56 should not be subtracted from 100. But then 

100 - (8 + 60) = 32 and 100 - (56 + 60) = -16 are not squares. So the square-root is not 

possible in this example. Thus this example is an application and verification of the rule in 

40b-41a. S-iia says that in this case the square-root is not exact or is approximate. 

Moreover, when S-iirya says: "Here is the manifestation of the sitra,'"e is 

referring to his remarks which he ma& in his commentary to 40b-41a (see the brief 

explanation belonging to A which was put in Appendix #11). 

NrZyqa's equivalent of BhZskara's 43b-44a is BGV, 24, p. 27: 
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Verse 446-45a. Textual problems: The Apparatus Criticus indicates that the last 

two sentences of Siirya's explanation to the present verse are different in the two 

recensions A and p. This part of the ~ - i i q r a k & a  has been supplied from the A- 

recension and the corresponding text from the Freeension goes to Appendix #13 because a 

part of this latter text is from Bhiiskara's BG, p. 25, 10-12. In addition to this text from the 

&recension, the manuscript S contains some text from Kfsqa's BP, p. 82,22; whereas the 

writer of the manuscript H copies from Bhgslcara's BG, p. 25,12- 15. 

Mathematical meaning: Calculate the square-root of the surd-expression 

Setting out: 13 + *+ *+ 6+ fi+ -&+ 
The square-root cannot be found by the usual method described in verses 3 7 ~ ~ 3 % ;  

i.e. by subtracting ripas equal to three, two and one surd, in order. Although a faulty 

square-root can be found by reversing the order, its square does not equal the given surd- 

expression. Making the faulty attempt, 

Now 

Similarly 

l o +  0 lo2 -(U+32+24)=CI2 and-- 
2 

- 5,s. 

Thus the square-root is d + A + f i + f i .  But its square is 1 3 + 6 + a 6 + 4 %  

+m+m+m=23+~8+2m+2~=23+~+m+m. 

Comments: Both BhZskm and Siiia maintain that in such cases, the approximate 

square-roots should be computed. Idore specifically, BhZskwa says (BC, p. 25, 11-14]: 

fh-Jit7 W ~ I  wRm3 
I\ \ 

+tqIIct IY 1t!dJi&9JCWf rr Q-8 & u 4ik .r 3 3  % j Here Bhiisha is 



saying: 'This is the fault of those (former mathematicians) who mzde an incomplete rule 

(i.e. without mentioning the limitations of the rule) f ~ r  extracting the square-root (of ;an 

expression involving karaqis). In a square (kara~i-expression) of this kind, one should 

(fist) compute the approximate squareroots of the (given) karq-s, combine them with the 

(given) <pas, and (then) tell the square-mot (of the given mi-expression)". 

Verse Without Nwnber. Textual Problems: The text P places this verse, along with 

its introduction and commentary, after the introduction, lemma and solution for verse 4%- 

46a. But we have chosen the order of text A for our edition because it preserves the 

continuity of the context of the approximate squm-root of ha@-expressions. 

Mathematical meaning: This rule is identical to what we now think of as Newton's 

iterative method for finding square-roots, namely, 

where x, is a first approximation to &. 
Comments: The rule for approximate square-root of a karqi, which is cited by 

Silirya from his father's Siddfintasundura is BijZihyZya ms. Berlin 833, f. 3v., 10-13. 

Using this nhe, we can present the solution for S-iia's example as follows: 

Let the given (non-square) number be 5. Then the imagined near square-root (i.e. 

the largest integer whose square is closest to 5 but smaller than 5) is 2. Now 

is nearer than the imagined square-root 2. 

Again, 



9 is a square-mot of 5 and is closer than 2, which was closer than 2. Repeating this process 

over and over again, the (nearly) true square-root emerges. 

Note that the fraction 

The reading of class A is 2; 14 which stands for 

161 
On the other hand, the reading of class $ is 2; 14, 10 which is exactly . So the reading 

of class p is better than that of class A as it gives a better approximation of 6. 
Verse 45b-46a. Mathematical meaning: What is the square-root of 17 + 6+ 6 

Setting out: 17 + a+ 6+ 
The solution has already been given in our commentary to verse 3%-40a. 

Comments: This problem verifies the idea that the "smaller" surd is that which is 

taken as a root-surd and not as a smaller surd in the numerical sense. 

Verse without number. Comments: This verse has been composed by S-iia. It is 

the verse of upasqMra (summing up). It marks the end of the second chapter of our Text 

Alpha, that is, the section of the SiryaprakZia which deals with the six-fold operations of 

positive and negative quantities, zero, colours and kuqi. 

Colophon. Textual problems: This part of the ~ivyaprakiih has been supplied 

from class A h a u s e  it is missing from the manuscripts of class p. 

Comments: A colophon is an identification at the end of a section, manuscript or 

book. It contains some of the impoptant information about the author and his work, such 

as the name of the author and his father, reiigion, work, place, date, day, time, patronage, 

ruling king and his kingdom. 



(c). Conclusion to Textual Commentary (Verses 23c-46a). 

(i). A Sunun~ry of BEskaraJs Method of Square-Root of a Karaci-Expression. 

In light of the previous sub-section, BhZskara's discussion for the square-root of a given 

wi-expression can be summarized as follows: 

Verses 33-34 describe the general method, called method of remainder, which 

involves subtracting ripas equal to the sum of a few of the surd-terms from the square of 

the 6pas in the given expression. Verse 35 deals with the negative surd-terms in the given 

expression. Verses 37c-39b inform us of the specifics of the method given in verses 33- 

34. They tell about the exact number of surd-terms, the ripas equal to which are to be 

subtracted. Also they include the warning that if the square-root is found otherv lse, it will 

be wrong. Verse 39c-40a explains the limitation that those surd-terms, (the riipas equal to) 

which have been subtracted, must be divisible evenly by 4 times the smaller surd generated 

by the method of concurrence. (The surds obtained by division will be the remaining surds 

in the square-root). Verse 40b-41a states that if the surds obtained as quotients by this 

division are not the same as those obtained by the method of remainder, then the square- 

root is not correct. The problem in verse 43b-44a tests the implication of the rule given by 

4Ob-41a (in which problem S-iia suggests approximate square-root). 

Later on, BhZskara remarks (BG, 45b-46a, p. 25) that the term "smaller" is 

metaphorical for sometimes it implies "greater." Regarding the number of surd-terns in 

the square of a surd-expression involving 2, 3,4 etc. surd-tenns, BhZskara says (verses 

37c-38d) that this number is the sum of the first one, two, three etc. natural numbers (i.e. 

the mangular numbers). On the other hand, if the surd-expression, of which the square- 

root is to be found, does not contain the number of surd-terms as described in 37c-38d, the 

compound (i.e. addition) surds, if any, s'nodd be separated rust so as to obtain the required 

(ix. requisite) number of surds (see B hzskara's BG, p. 23, 1-4). 
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Finally, if the exact square-mot cannot be found following the rules in verses 33-34 

m$37c-40a (as in examples 43b-$$a and 44b45a), then one should take the ap~roximate 

square-mots of the surds in the given square-surd-expression (BG, p. 25, 1 1 - 14). 

(ii). Approximate Square-Root ufa Non-Sqwre Number. JiiZna.ja's method can 

be written as fdlows: 

Let a be the given non-square number. Let r1 

that 

O C ~ ,  c&,and&=r,  
a 

is the first approximation. Then averaging - and rl 
'1 

be the imagined near squareroot, so 

, we get 

which is a "nearer square-root", i.e. a closer approximation to the actual square-root. 

Continuing thus we can find a sequence of approximate square-roots which converges to 

6. This is precisely Newton's (1642 - 1727 A.D.) method. 

NZSyqa's (ca. 1356 AD.) method involves indetetminate equations of the 

second degree (Datta, 1931a). That is, one has to soive ar2 + 1 = y2. Ifx=a and y = P  be a 

solution of this equation, then 

approximately (BCMS 23, p. 187). Garver (1932) has calculated the limits to the error in 

E S y q a ' s  approximation (BCMS 24, pp. 99- 100). 

The method given by iridhara in his Pqiganita, 118, p. 175 (or English 

transla5on p. 91; see Shukla, 1959) and restated in his ~ r i i a t i ~ ,  46, p. 34 (see Dvivedin, 

1899) can be (substantially) written as 



where b is some large number. As an illustration, one may calculate 

Bkskara applied this method of %idhara to find the approximate square-root of fractions 

in his gloss following his Li17ivd, f 40, p. 280, as follows (see Sarma, 1975, VIS 66): 

169 
So the approximate square root of - 477 is 4- 

8 800' 

Bag (1979) swmises that BhZskua, NZrZyqa and other Indian mathematicians 

knew how to find approximate square-mots by the method of continued fractions (CORS 

16, p. 99). 

The formula given in the Bakhshgi Manuscript (200 - 400 A.D.) is 

(Channabasappa, 1976, IJHS 11, p. 112): 

approximately. As far as the date of composition of the BakhshX Manuscript is 

concerned, historians of mathematics are of varying opinions. For example, according to 

Hayashi (19851, the date of the BakhshZ Manuscript (its writing) is, at the latest, the 

twelfth century (p. 431, while the text itself is tentatively dated to the seventh century by this 

same historian (p. 249). 

Professor ShukIa (1993a) comments that one can find applications of the following 

formula in the early canonical works of the Jainas which were witten during 500 B.C. - 

300 B.C. (IJHS 28, g. 266): 



As far as the date of the canonical works of the (SvetZmbara) Jainas is concerned, 

Professor Pingree remarks, that they were extensively revised in the early sixth century 

A.D., so that no material in them can be securely dated before then. 

Professor Datta (1932b) states that the Baudhiiyana (800 B.C.), Apastamim and 

KZtyiiyana ~ulbasihas contain a rule which gives 

In terms of decimal fractions this yields 16 = 1.414215 ... ( p ~ .  188- l89), which is accurate 

to 5 plams. 

Chakrabarti (1934, JDUUC 24, pp. 29-58), GZiguli (1932, SM I, pp. 1 35- 14 1) 

and Gurjar (1942, JUB NS 10, pp. 6-10) explain how one can obtain the above 

approximation for the square-root of 2. 

This concludes our commentary on the second chapter of our Text Alpha which 

deds with the six-fold operation of positive and negative quantities, zero, colours and 

m- (verses 3a-44%). 



We begin our commentary on this chapter with a mathematical and historical study 

(subsections A. - R.) which discusses the etymology of the term kujjaka, the importance 

of the subject of kuttaka, .. the origin of the Indian indeterminate equations, kinds of 

pmblerns in comection with kuj!aka, description of the methad of kujtaka by -&yabhaja I 

(b. 476 A.D.), rationale of the method of kujtaka in modem notation, the modifications or 

innovations suggested by Indian mathematicians after h a b h q a  I, and the similarity 

between kuttaka . . and continued fractions. The textual commentary begins with the sub- 

section S. 

A. Preliminary Remarks. 

Kut .. taka (pulverizer) is the name of the method and the subject which deals with the 

solution of indeterminate equations of the first degree, i.e. equations of the foxm 

&y=ax+c 

where x and y are integer solutions for a, b and c which are given integers. (In most cases 

the writers are interested in positive integer solutions x and y). 

Aryabiratirata I was the first Indian mathematician who gave a method for finding the 

general solution in positive integers of the above simple indeterminate equation, where a, b, 

c are positive @atxi & Singh, 1962). He further suggested how to extend the method to 

obtain positive integral solutions of several simultaneous indeterminate equations of the 

first degree. BhZskiua I @a. 600 AD.) showed that the same method can be used to solve 

by = ax - c, (a, b, c 0); and the general solution of by = ax - c would follow from that of 

by = ax - I ,  as will be seen later. Brahmagtrpta (b. 598 AD.) seems to have adopted the 

methods of these two mathematicians. (Srahmagupta may have used at least the 

M m f i * y a  of BhZskara L The % - y i u - u  of BhZskara I was written in 

629 AD., a year afm Brzdiimagupra pta his Br-ahmcssptur?~zsid=nta~) &y&hqa II (fl. 



950 AD.) suggested abridgements of the operations in some cases. Also, he suggested 

fuiiii innovations concerning the methods for by = ax zt: c (Part IT, p. 87). 

In fact, almost every Indian mathematician touched upon the subject of ku@ca. 

The other Indian mathematicians who treated this subject include GovindasvKmin (fl. ca. 

800 - 850 AD.), MahZvlra (fl. ca 850 A.D.), PphEdakasvZmin (fl. 864 A.D.), iripati (fl. 

1039 A.D.), Aerya Jayadeva (fl. before 1073 A.D.), BhZskara I1 (b. 11 14 A.D.), 

M 5 y q a  Par@ta (fl. 1356 AD.), BvarZja, JiiZnariija (fl. 1503 AD.) and S-iiadiisa 

(1507 - 1588 AD.). In case of Jayadem, the only reference to his work in existence is to 

his dealing with indeterminate equations of the second degree (see Chapter I, section 2.G., 

The Sources Used by BhKskara). 

Some of these mathematicians (e.g. &yabha(a I, h a b h a p  I1 and &ipati) have 

stated only the rules; the others (e.g. Brahmagupta and MahZvira) have stated rules and 

numerical problems, but no solutions. BhEskara I provides brief solutions to his numerical 

problems in his commentary ~ 9 a b ~ i y a - ~ h i i v a  on the ~ryabha{iya, and states several 

rules in his MahZbhiishriya. BhZskara II states rules and provides detailed solutions to 

almost all of his numerical problems in his Libazi and Bijaga$ta. 

B. Etymology of the Tern Kut@ia. 

Kw!a and its synonyms (e.g. kupka, ku(fikiira) are &rived from the Sanskrit root 

"kutt" . which means (Apte, 1978) "to cut," "to divide," "to grind," "to multiply" (p. 360). 

Thus the noun h y k a  means a grinder, or a pulverizer, or a multiplier. 

Various explanations have been offered by mathematicians as to why this subject 

came to be known by the term ku@ca The commentators on the works of BhBskara II 

(e.g. SSikyadZsa (b. ISM AD.), G q e p  (b. 1507 A.D.), m c a  (fl. ca. 1600 - 1625 A.D.), 

and RaiganZtha (fl. 1630 AD.)) are of the view that kuitaka stands for the multiplier 

(which is x in the equation by = ux + c) because in Sanskrit, multiplication is called by 

words signifying "injuringtt and "killing* @atta & Singh, 1962). MahZvira states that 



ku@Zra is another name for "the operation of 'praksepaka'," which means throwing or 

scamring, md which implies division into parts. RarigTGrya, who edited and translated 

the Guty'tafzirasaigraha of MahZvira, describes ku??ikZra as "a special kind of division or 

distribution," "proportionate division." BhZskara I once remarked that to get the 

multiplier, the operation of pulverizing (kupna) is employed (Pan II, pp. 90-91). 

In essence, the method of solution of the equation by = ax + c involves tfie process 

of continued division by means of which new equations, similar to the one which is given, 

are obtained such that the values of a and b become smaller and smaller in the new 

equations (as in the Euclidean algorithm). Siiryadeva Yajvan, a commentator of 

Zryabhata I, explicitly mentioned that the process is to be continued until there is the 

"smallness" of the divisor b and the dividend a: " y r ; u y ~ i s r f r  e = W E b  

m-1 I~Q<LT~U~- ' I  <wd  I I " (cited in Sarma, 1976, p. 7 1, lines 3-4). Datta and 

Singh (1962) agree that it is this very idea, which suggested this name ku@ca to the 

ancient Indian mathematicians for the process (Part II, p. 91). 

Ganguli (1931 - 32) explained in a comprehensive article on India's contribution to 

this area: As by repeated operation the ku[{aka reduces the size of an object, so by repeated 

operation (inherent in it,) this method of kupkaa reduces the size of the given equation to 

the extent that it can be easily solved by inspection (SIMSNQ 19, p. 116). 

The synonyms of k q a k a  are kutt=ra, . . ku@.iTra and simply kutia. For 

example, BhZskara 1's MahZbhZshriya I, 49-50 (see Shukla, 1960, g. 8) contains 

kut[=ra and kutfa; and his commentary to the &yabhatiya contains ku~[Zkiira and 

kupka  (see Shukla, 1976, p. 135). Brahmagupta uses (see BSS XVIII, 16, 19, 20) 

kuttaka, kuffiikifra and kut[a; while MahBvira likes kuttiEra . . (see GSS, p. 80, 2 in 

RarigkZrya, l9  12). 



As mentioned previously, kupka  was treated by all Indian mathematicians. 

Aryabhata I (b. 476 A. D.) described the method in verses 32-33 of the GqitapW section 

of his A r y ~ ~ < i y a  (499 A.D.). In order to explain &abha!a 1's method, his 

commentator BhZskara I (ca. 600 A.D.) cited six mathematical problems involving 

remainders and twenty-four astronomical problems (Bag, 1977, IJHS 12, p. 8). Also, 

BhZskara I gave his own description of the method in his M a h ~ ~ k a r i y a  (which is 

discussed later). He applied the method to solve astronomical problems in his treatises 

MahZbhZshriya and Laghub fikariya. 

Brakmagupta (b. 598 AD.)  was so fascinated by k u p k a  that he called the 

complete dgcbraicai section of his ireatise B r - d h p k u < c x s i a  as the Kutpkz&yEya, 

even though that section contains many topics not related to kutpka. 

Aryabhaia II (fl. 950 AD.)  enumerated ku\\aka as a distinct branch of mathematics 

alongside PZti and Bija, in the first verse of the fxst chapter of his treatise MafiiddGnra 

(Bag, 1979, CORS 16, p. 24). Likewise did S-i i~-sa in his maigaliicaraqa verse 3 of his 

~-upyaprak&a. 

BhZskara O discussed this topic both in his LZivan  ̂and Bijaga~ita. The wordings 

in the two treatises are almost the same (the few differences will be discussed later in a 

separate sub-section, R.). Similarly, NZrZyarja Par@ta dealt with ku\\a-la in his two 

treatises-the Bijagagirivararpa (Bart I) and the Ga@zkaurnuBi (Part 11). Most of the 

verses and commentaries on them in the two treatments of kutpka are almost the same, 

word for word. The GayMmmwiS (which was written after the BijagagiGvarqsa) 

adds 6 siitras and 6 illustrations (see e.g. Dvivedi, 1942, PWSBT 57 11, Verses 32-35, pp. 

222-2301 and skips 2 s U m  and 1 illusmtion in comparison with the Bijaga$iivalqsa 

(see e.g. Shuida, 1970, Pani, verses 68-60, p. 35). 

Devarii~a, a commentator on xryabha\a I, wrote his work ~ u ~ ! Z i f i r a ~ i r o m ~ i  

exclusively on ku\@ca and composed a \iE (commentary), the Mahiilak.pim&&afi, on 



his own work (see e.g. xP$e, 1944, ASS 125). Devariija mentions BhZskara I1 in his 1ikK 

(Pingme, 1976, CESS A 3, pp. 120b-121a). 

In his commentary on BhZskara 11's Libati ,  242, p. 251 the cornmentator~qe~a 

proclaims (in 1545 AD,) that the separate mention of kutpka has been made by BhZskara 

II and others in or&r to explain the pn-eminence of this topic (see xpaie, 1937, L II, ASS 

107, p. 252). 

The comments ma& by Colebrooke (1817) regarding the achievements of the 

Indian mathematicians in this field are worth quoting: 

, ..general methods for the solution of indeterminate problems both of the 

first and second degrees, are taught in the Bijagar$a, and those for the first 

degree repeated in the Lihati ,  which were unknown to the mathematicians 

of the West until invented anew in the last two centuries by algebraists of 

France and England. (Dissertation, p. iv) 

D. The Origin of the Indian Indeterminate Equations. 

The construction of the Vedic sacrificial altars gave rise to certain kinds of 

indeterminate problems, the solutions of which caused the evolution of simultaneous 

indeterminate equations (Datta, 1931 b, Archeion, p. 401). 

For example, consider the case of the GZrhapatya Vedi (altar) of the square type 

with breadth one vyzyaina (fathom) @am, 1931b). It is to be constructed with 5 layers of 

square (or rectangular) bricks so that each layer consists of 21 bricks and the rifts of the 

bricks in two consecutive layers never coincide (perhaps for strength and beauty). The 

Sufbmtim which deal with the measurement and construction of different altars contain 

only the solutions pertaining to such problems and not the method of obtaining them. For 

the present problem, Professor Datta has provided the following algebraical explanation: 

At least two varieties of square bricks are needed in a layer, since 21 is not a squm. Let x 

and y be the number of bricks of each of these varieties. Let their sides be mth and nth part 
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of a fathom, respectively. Then we have the following simultmeous indeterminate 

eq&ations. 

The author BaudhZyana (800 B.C.) gives the following solutions of (1) in his hdbarirra: 

When m and n are taken to be 6 and 4 respectively, thm x = 9 and y = 12; and when m and 

n are taken to be 3 and 6 respectively, then x = 5 and y = 16. We do not know how 

BaudhZyana obtained these solutions. (Archeion, pp. 401-402) 

Another in&rerminate problem arises in connection with the Syena-cit (Falcon- 
1 

shaped Fire-altar) (Datta, 1931b). Here the total area has to be 72 a2, where a = one 

p u m p  The instructions to be followed are that the number of layers is 5, each layer 

consists of 200 bricks, and the rifts of bricks in successive layers must not be identical. 

BaudhZyana describes two methods of construction: one employing four kinds of square 

bricks, the other employing rectangular bricks also. Professor Datta represents this 

problem algebraically as follows: Let the number of bricks of each variety in a layer be x, 
a2 a2 a2 a2 

y, z, u and let the areas of the bricks be - , - , - and - respectively, where m, n, p, q are 
m n J '  4 

squares of integers. Then the problem leads to the following simultaneous indeterminate 

linear quatiom: 

x y z u  -+-+-+-=7+ 
m n P Q  I 
BaudhZyana gives four solutions of equations (2): 

m =  16, n=25,g=36,q = 100, 

x=24,y= 120,z=36,u=U) 



and 

or 

x =  1 6 5 , y = 2 5 , ~ = 6 , ~ = 4 .  

For the same altar, xpastamba (ca. 500 B.C.) uses 5 di f fent  varieties of square 

bricks. (Archeion, pp. 402-403) 

E. Problems in Connection With the Indian Indeterminate Equations of the First 

Degree. 

Two kinds of problems, which directed the Indians to the investigations of the 

indeterminate equations of the first degree, are: 

(i). To find a number N which when divided by two numbers a ,  b leaves 

remainders R ,, R, respectively. 

Clearly, here N = ax + R, = by + R, 

*by-ax=R,-R,=c,c ?@orby-ax=-@,-R,)=-c, c > O  

by = iu: f c, according as R, is greater than or less than R, respectively. 

(ii). To find a number x such that its product with a given number a when 

i n d  or decreased by another given number c, and the result when divided by another 

given n m k  b, leaves no remainder. That is, to solve 

fm p i r i v e  integers x a d  y. 

Here a is called the dividend ( W, @VFT ), x the multiplier (w:, w:, 
w U 

iftFRTC 1, c the additive or interpolator ( &, &Ff%, m, literally that which is 
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thrown into or away from something, i-e., that which is added to or subtracted from 

something ), b the divisor ( e, WmC:, : , l37: ). and y the quotient 

(T8, *:I. 

The rules given by the earlier writers, such as &yabha!a I and Brahmagupta. 

corresponded to the solutions of the problems of the first kind. Bhiiskara I solved (non- 

astronomical) problems of the first kind and (both non-astmnomical and astronomical 

problems of the) second kind in his commentary on the i t y ~ b h @ ~ a .  In his 

MahiibhZskariya and LaghutPfikariya, the problems discussed are usually astronomical 

and of the second kind. 

GovindasviTmin's rules from twenty-two stanzas in his Govindakyti, which is now 

lost, are cited by his pupil !$aiikaaan~rZyqa (fl. 869 AD. )  in his commentary on the 

Laghubhiiskariya of BhZskaraI. These rules aim at the solutions of astronomical 

problems of the second kind (see ShukIa, 1963, pp. 103-1 14). 

Mahiivira stared problems of the second kind and problems of the first kind 

involving simultaneous indeterminate equations. &yabha!a 11 discussed methods 

pertaining to the solutions of astronomical problems, particularly of the second kind. 

BhZskara I1 solved problems mainly of the second kind in his Lib& and Bijaga@ta. 

The problems in these two treatises are, for the most part, non-astronomical. 

BhZskiua I is the first mathematician who classified the mathematical problems 

involving indeterminate equations of the first degree into two kinds (Shukla, 1976): (a) 

Residual Pulverizer ('SZgrakutt&-ra'), 0 .  which refers to (the solution of) a problem of the 

first kind; (b) Non-residua3 Pulverizer ('Niragraku~~~-ra'), which refers to (the solution 

~ f )  a problem of the second kind (Introduction, g. kxxi). 

Furthermore, the solution of an astronomical problem based on the indexrminate 

equation of the first degree is ca!!ed by BhZskara I, the P!anetzq Pdvefizes 

('Grahaku!$ikErara') (Shukla, 1976). Bhiiskara I illustrates numerous kinds of such 



problems in his commentary, for example, Week-day Pulverizer ('VZraku{?ZEraY) and 

Time Pulverizer ('VelZh~~ZkZra'j. (Introduction, p. ixxxi) 

MahZvira (see e.g. RangZcZrya, 1912, p. 87, 15) employs special terms in 

connection with the problems he states, such as ' S u v ~ a k u ~ ~ i ~ r a '  (Gold Pulverizer). 

Thus, in view of the above it follows that kupka is used in the solution oT: 

(i). Non-astronomical problems involving division with remainder (e.g. the 

Residual Pulverizer of Bhiiskara I). 

(ii). Astronomical or non-astronomical problems involving division without 

remainder (e.g. the Non-residual Pulverizer of Bhiiskara I). 

We note that the "distribution problems" of MahKra, which are of the second 

kind, are sometimes considered to be a third type of problem employing the method sf 

kuttaka . . (e.g. see problem 117$ and its solution, English translation of RaigZcZrya, 1912, 

pp. 1 17-1 18, 121. This problem will be dealt with later). 

F. The Method of Kuttoka . . As Given by &yabha<a I .  

It was mentioned before (see the sub-sections C. and E.), that the method of 

solution described by &yabha!a I in the last two verses, number 32-33, of the second 

section (which is entitled GanitapZda) of his ~ryobhq iya  (written in 499 A.D.), is the 

method of solution of the problems of the fust kind. Nonetheless, this method can be 

explained to provide a method of solution for a problem of the second kind. -uyabha!a's 

verses are (Shukla & Sanna, 1976, p. 74): 



We give a literal translation of these verses as follows: 

Verse 32. One should divide the divisor pertaining to the greater remainder by the 

divisor pertaining to the smaller remainder. The remainder (obtained from this division 

and the divisor pertaining to the smaller remainder m) mutually divided, (and then the last 

remainder) is multiplied by mati, (this product) is increased by the difference of the (given) 

remainders. 

Verse 33. The one just below is multiplied by the one above it and (this result) is 

added to the one immediately following it (i.e. the final or ultimate). When it (i.e. the 

uppermost number so formed) is divided by the divisor pertaining to the smaller 

remainder, the remainder (so obtained) is multiplied by the divisor pertaining to the greater 

remainder. (The product) is combined with the greater remainder. It (i.e. the resulting 

number) is the remainder (or aim i.e. the required number) pertaining to the two (given) 

divisors. 

The following observations may be made concerning Gabhap 's  AB, 32-33, p. 74 

just translated: 

(i). The verses are too concise and obscure. 

(ii). It seems that either of the given divisors can be greater than the other. 

(iii). It is not clear how far the division is to be carried. 

(iv). It is not stated whether the number of quotients is even or odd 

(v). Tk verses do not articulate that the first quotient from the mutual division is to 

be discarded. 

(vi). The verses do not state that the other quotients are to be placed one below the 

other in a column. (Elowever, statements (v) and (vi) are easily gleaned from the 

operations given in the v m s  and the explanations given by the esmmenia~n). 

(vii). The verses do not state that mati is to be placed in the column of quotients. 



As is evident, &yabha!a's verses are difficult to translate (because they do not 

describe d l  operations clearly). Due to this reason, more than one interpretation of the 

above two verses have been given by the translators. The Indian translators who translated 

these verses into English include Mazumdar (1911 - 12), Sen Gupta (1927), Ganguly 

(1928) (all cited in Datta, 1932a, BCMS 24, pp. 20-21), Data (1932a), and Shukla and 

Sarma (1976). 

Datta (1932a) discards the translation of Mazumdar for he thinks that it is based on 

Kaye's (1908) wrong translation.16 Kaye had himself admitted his translation to be 

unsatisfactory. Sen Gupta has not made an independent attempt to explain &yabha{a 1's 

verses which contain a truly enigmatical rule. His interpretation of the rule is admittedly 

based on Brahmagupta's rule. Ganguly's translation is restricted, for his interpretation is 

based on the working out of a numerical example. It does not represent the true intent of 

the author G a b h q a  I (BCMS 24, pp. 20-21). 

Datta (1932a) procured three early commentaries on the hyabhu~iya. He based 

his translation on the interpretation given in the commentary which was the earliest of these 

three and was written by the commentator BhZskm I (in 629 A.D.). The other two 

commentators, namely Siiryadeva Yajvan (b. 1191 A.D.) and ~arame~vara (ca. 1380 - 

1460 A.D.) have followed BhEskara I in many respects (BCMS 24, p. 21). 

Datta (1932a) writes that as far as BhKskara I is concerned, he has made 

augmentations at one or two places in his commentary, which do not seem to follow easily 

from the text of h a b h a p  1's two verses. But to justify himself, BhZskara I has explicitly 

16. It is worth remarking here that bough Dam is of the opinion that Mazumdar's (1911-12) 

translation is based on Kaye's wrong translation, Mazumdar did differ from Kaye on several 

points and found several mistakes in Kaye's translation, and hence in Kaye's interpretation of 

&abhata*s rule (see e.g. pp. 11 and 16-17 of Mazurndar, N.K. (1911-12); "Aryyabhatta's 

rule in relation to Indeterminate Equations of the First Degree"; BCMS 3, pp. 11-19). 



mentioned in such places %u< i i l  ik - .a %< I %tl iqa '; that is, "his interpretation is 

that which has been generally accepted in his (k=yabha!a 1's) school." ( See e.g. pp. 23.35 

.mr?itm % fi?M -*dm G- F 1 )  

Thus his interpretation should likely be considered as that which expresses the intentions of 

the author &yabha{a I (BCMS 24, pp. 21,23,35). 

Having winen the two verses in the prose form, and having discussed the various 

meanings or implications of the parts of the prose form, Datta (1932a) concludes that two 

translations are possible. The first one is in accordance with BhZskara 1's interpretation s f  

&abha!a's rule. Also, &ryabha\a7s rule is intended for the solution of the problem and 

its general case, which may be algebraically represented as: 

N = a x + R 1  = b y + R 2 , R 1  > R 2  (say); 

and in general 

N = a l x r  + R 1  =az;r2+R2= ...= anxn+R,.  (BCMS 24, pp. 19-24), 33) 

Now the first translation is esseruially the following (Datta, 19321): 

Divide the divisor corresponding to the greater remainder by the divisor 

corresponding to the smaller remainder (so here, assuming R ,  > R2, divide a by 6). Let r, 

be the remainder and q the quotient. Then divide the divisor corresponding to the smaller 

remainder (i.e. 6) by r, and let q, be the quotient. Continue this process of mutual division. 

Multiply the last remainder by an optional integer (called 'mati') t so that the product being 

increased or diminished by c (= R,  - R a ,  according as the number of quotients (beginning 

with q,) in the mutual division is even or odd, will be exactly divisible by the last but one 

remainder. Let this (new) quotient be Q. Now place the quotients (beginning with q,) in a 

column one below the other, then place t. Below that, place the quotient Q just obtained. 

Then (reduce the ncmbers in this column as follows): multiply the penultimate by the one 

just above it and add the number just below it (i.e. the ultimate) to this product. (Replace 

the number above the penultimate with this result and remove the ultimate number.) 

Repeat this operation with the other numbers in the (altered) column. Divide the last (Le. 
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the uppermost) number obtained by performing this operation frepeaeedly) by the divisor 

c m s p n & n g  to the smaller rernaicder fi.e. by b). remainder will be (the least vdue 

of) x. Then calculate ar + R,. The resuit will be ( f-q' i.e.) a number (N), 
\ 

corresponding to the two divisors a and b (BCMS 24, p. 32). 

Datta (1932a) also gives another interpretation of the word f- in the last 
1 

sentence in the above translation which serves for the general case when the number of 

divisors is more than two: The result will be the residue corresponding to the product of 

the two divisors (i-e. corresponding to the divisor ab). Bhiiskara I and S-iiadeva follow 

both interpretations but ~arameHvara gives only the first (BCMS 24, pp. 23,353. 

According to the second translation (Datta, 1932a), r,  and b should be mutually 

divided until the remainder becomes zero. The last quotient should be multiplied by an 

optional integer t and increased or diminished by c according as the number of quotients 

(beginning with q,) in the mutual division is even or odd. Then the quotients (beginning 

with q, but not including the last quotient) of the mutual division should be placed in a 

column. Underneath them, should be placed the result just obtained (= (last quotient) t + c) 

and finally, under that, the value t. The rest of the procedure is the same as that in the fmt 

translation. This translation is very similar to the one given by Ganguly. In this 

translation, we do not have to supply the words "will be exactly divisible by the last but 

one remaindery' (BCMS 24, pp. 32-33). 

G. The R a d o ~ l e  of the Method of Kuttaka . . Using Modern Notation. 

It is clear that in -&yabha!a 1's method, c is positive because c is the (positive) 

difference of the remainders R1 and R,. So we have to solve by = ax + c if R1 > R, or 

LZX = by + c if R2 > R1, where R, and R2 am remainders corresponding to the divisors a and 

b respectively (see subsection E. above). Recall that &yabna!a 1's verses 32-33 can be 

explained in terms of a Residual Pulverizer as we13 as a Non-residual Pulverizer (see the 

preceding sub-sectim F.). In this context, the commentator BhEskara I comments (cited in 



Datta, 1932a, BCMS 24, p. 36): TEf ~ m d  l ~mf 3 W @ 
Rmww$ =Tiwnm: I rQ 

iqwiaa* 
\P 8: 1 -  

Similarly, S-iiadeva Yajvan comments (cited in Sarma, 1976, p. 74): \~d&lded ~d 
.r 

f%wpm MI - \ *.hcic-rhn~lsl t y m = :  

w wt~tmt.t .~41a V*: I' 
\ 

Now in regard to the specifics of the method of solution, Datta (1932a) proclaims 

that all Indian algebraists posterior to h a b h a ~ a  I have observed that the above equations 

can tie solved if and only if the greatest common divisor of a and b divides c. So, if 

possible, a, b, c must be divided by the gcd (a, b). Thus, as a preliminary operation, a and 

b must necessarily be made relatively prime. BhZskara I prwlaims that the fxst line of 

h a b h a t a  1's rule (ix. verse 32a) implies this (preliminary) operation and that this 

interpretation was pnvalent in Gabhata 1's school. This is contained in the ensuing 

extracts from BhTiskara 1's commentary on the &yubha<iya (cited in BCMS 24. pp. 24, 

36): " d & w w - u ~ i a ~ i  % ! 3 $ :  I ... ~*54mf?k: e4' 

~ ~ : I  m- rTT?l- msd=m 
$3 I G41G14lkr iPGi4m ;9T4 : I * ~ i c l '  

The commentator Siiryadeva Yajvan provides a complete explanation 

about the operations to be performed (cited in Sarma, 1976, p. 74): 

~ 1 ~ 1 6 1 ~  ? ;z;l;;T qttq N 14*r4 Id- 

Y-?' * r n I  ?idindm m . l * l c w b  vf3w?,\l 
. 3 3 i W l l  fw -oq~ t i i& -  YW~&I d G3m~dbRzvfi:I b - a=i 2ihmwwh \ 4fhZfM3 =T w&mr\l .-- 3?b a- 



Similar explanarions are contained also in other mathematicians' works, see e.g., 

&yabhqa II's MS XVIII, 1; kpati7s SSE XIV, 22a-b and 26a-b; BhZskara's BG, 46b- 

433, p. 26 which contain respectively: 

Funhermore, for the phrase -t in &yabh?a 1's verse 32b above, 

BhZskara 1's explaniftion is (cited in Daaa, 1932% BCMS 24, p. 35): %V~~F?VY-& 

e * a , w m d m , ~ - m -  
-: 1 * q i t u t m  1 ' Likewise, S5yadeva 

\ 



interpretation of the commentator ~arameivara is very clear (cited in Datta, 1932a, BCMS 

24, p. 22): ~ t ~ d  I h 4 t t ~ ~ ( ~ i  SFTdg I ~T~K$ST 
\ 

z&wr-s*:l-;T 
s n w  wHm-4: I ' 

Thus the following is the rationale of the general solution in the case of two 

remainders (Datta, 1932a, BCiklS 24, pp. 25-29): 

Let us suppose R, > R 2 ,  so that c = R ,  - R2 > 0. We have to solve the equation 

for x, y in positive integers; where a, by c are positive integers and a, b are prime to each 

other. 

Dividing b and a mutually we have: 
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The mutual division can be continued either (i) to the finish or (ii) until a certain 

number of quotien's is cht&ed and then stopped. 

This process is equivalent to the E u c ~ ~  Algorithm: 

Here r, >r2> ... > r,+, 20.  

Now substituting the value of a into the given equation 

by=ax+c 

we get 

Y = q x + Y l  

where 

by, = r,x + c .  
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Equivalently, using a = bq + r1 and ( I ) ,  the given equation (I) reduces to (I. 1). That is, 

Again, putting b = r,q, + r, in @.I), we get 

* x = q , y , + x ,  

where 

Thus, (1.1) further reduces to (1.2). That is, by, = r,x + c further reduces to r,x, = rfil - c .  

This procedure is continued. 

Writing down the successive values and the corresponding reduced equations 

separately, we get the following table: 



(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

. . . . . . . . . 
(I. (2n - 1) ) 

(1. (2n) 

(I. (2n + 1)) 

(lhs table is form = 2n; form = 2-1 leave off the last line.) 

Now whether the mutual division is continued to the finish or stopped at some 

stage, the: number of quotients obtained (neglecting the first quotient q, as does 

&yabha!a I) may be even or odd. Thus, we have the following cases and sub-cases. 

Case I. Let us suppose that the mutual division is continued to the finish, so that 

the last remainder r,,, is zero. Then the last but one remainder (i.e. r,) will be unity 

because a and b are prime to each other. 

Sub-case (1.i). Let the number of quotients (excluding the first) be even, i.e. 

rn = 2n. Then r,,, = 0, r, = 1, r,-, = q,. Therefore, from equation (I. (2n+l)), we have 

f .yn+l = O  -xn + C  *yn+l = C. 

(Note that any x,, = t gives a positive value for yn+, .) 

From equation (I. (24) we have 

q& = 1 'yn-c*yn =q,x,,+c. 

(Or, we could have put y,,, = c in equation (2n+l) and obtained the same equation 

Yn = 42rr.l;r + C-1 



Putting x,, = t where t is an arbitrary non-negative integer, we get a positive value of 

;t,, ie. y, = t;,t + c. Then we car, obtain x,-, from equation (2n). Prcxei=ding backwards 

(i-e. upwards) step by step, we can find x and y finally from equations (2) and (I), in 

positive integers. This x and y form a solution for the given equation (I), but not 

necessarily the Ieast positive solution. 

Sub-case (I-ii). Suppose the number of quotients (excluding the first) is odd, i.e. m 

= 2n-1. Then r, = 0, r,-, = 1, r,, = q2,-, . In this situation, equations (2n+l) and 

(L (2n+l)) will not exist because 4, and r,,, are absent. Therefore, in view of equation 

(I. (2n)), we have 

1 ~ x , , = O - y , - c = 3 x n  =-c. 

(Note that any y,, = t' i s  all right here.) 

In view of equation (I. (2*1)), we have 

q2~1-1y, = 1 - X,+,+ C JX,,-l = q,-,y, - C. 

(Or, we can obtain the same equation by pumng x, = -c in equation (2n).) 

Putting y, = t' where t' is a sufficiently large positive integer, we get a positive value 

of xn-,, i.e. xn-, = q,-, t'-c. Proceeding upwards as before, we can find x and y in positive 

integers, so that a solution (which is not necessarily the least p i t ive  solution) for the given 

equation (I) is found 

Case II. Let us suppose that the mutual division is stopped at some stage 

@,I > 0). 

Sub-case (Il.i). Suppose the number of quotients (excluding the first) is even, i.e. 

rn = 2n. Then in equatim (I, (2n+l)), r,+l # 0 and r, ;t 1. Therefore, 

hlmng xn = ??I w W h  r is a suiably chwm positive integer (so hrt L!G division is - --- 
exact), we get 
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Then from equation (2n+l), we find y,, = q, t + y,,,, where Y , + ~  is known. Proceeding 

upwards as before, we can find x and y in positive integers. 

Sub-case (Il.ii). Suppose the number of quotients (excluding the fust) is odd, i.e. 

m = 2n-1. Here r, # 0 and r,-, # 1. Also equations (2n+l) and (I. (2n+ 1)) do not exist. 

So the reduced foam of the original equation (I) will be the equation (I. (2n)), i.e. r,-,x, = 

rZILy, - c, whence 

NOW choosing y, = t*, where t' is a positive integer such that 

r,t' --c - a positive whole number, we can find a positive integral value of X"==-  

%-, from equation (24. That is 

x,+, = 4%-, t'+ x,, where x, is known. 

Proceeding upwards as before, we can calculate the values of x and y in positive integers. 

Thus a solution for the given equation is found in all cases. 

H. Comparison of the Above Rationale With Aryabhata I's Process. 

(i). In the f ~ s t  translation of --&hala 1's rule, the first sentence "Divide the 

divisor corresponding to the greater remainder by the divisor corresponding to the smaller 

remainder," means that &yabhqa aims at solving the problems: 

m + c  
ForRl>R2 and c=Rl-R,,findxsuchthat 7 is a positive integer. 

is a positive integer. ForR2>Rlandc=R,-Rl,findysuchthat a 

(ii). In the f i t  translation, the portion "Multiply the last remainder .. . exactly 

divisible by the last but one remainder," refers to calcuiating the (new integral) quotients 

Ym+r = c and x,, = -c in the sub-cases (1.i) and (Lii) respectively, and the quotients 

f%I+t*+C rat' - c 
Yn+l= and x, = 'a 'zn-1 



in the sub-cases (Xi) and ( H i )  respectively. In both cases, the operations performed ax! 

(last remainder) t + c 
yn+l = last but one remainder 

and 

& =  

(iii). 

(last remainder) t'- c 
last but one remainder , respectively. 

In the second translation, the portion "The last quotient should be multiplied 

by an optional integer t . . . a' refers to the operations y, = q,r + c and x,,, = qh-, t' - c 

of the sub-cases (I.i) and (15) respectively, when the mutual division is continued to the 

finish. 

Note that this rule does not apply to case 11. Because in sub-case (II.i), 

y, = qht + yn+l where yn+, is a positive integer not necessarily equal to c; and in sub-case 

@.ii), xn-, = q,-, t' + x,, whm x, is a positive whole number, not equal to -c. 

(iv). In the rationale, case I carresponds to the second translation and case 11, to the 

first translation. 

(v). &yabha[a 1's operation of writing the quotients in a column and then nducing 

them, is equivalent to writing the expressions for (y), x, y,, xl, . . . , ye-,, x,-, etc., as is 

evident from the tables on the following page. 



Sub-case {I.i) 

A = &yabna!a I's unreduced column 
@am's second translation). 
B = Calculated values from the table. 

Sub-case (I1.i) 

A = &abha!a 1's unreduced column 
@atla's fmt translation). 
B = Calculated values from the table. 

A B 

A = &yabnap 1's unreduced column 
(Dam's second translation). 
B = Calculated values from the table. 

4b-If' - C qh-lYn + x n  = xn-1 t 
it' t' = y, 

T 

A = b a b h a { a  1's unreduced column 
(Dana's fmt translation). 
B = Calculated values from the table. 
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(vi). Note that by omitting the first quotient q, the value of x only is found, which 

is sufficient because h a b h a p  I wants to find the number N = ux + R,  (Datta, 1932a). So 

retaining the first quotient g in the column is not necessary. This is also indicated by 

(&yabha\a 1's) statement in the f ~ s t  translation, "Divide the last number obtained . . .." 

Then the remainder will be the least value of x and then the corresponding vdue of N will 

be least (BCMS 24, pp. 29-30). 

We can explain this statement as follows: 

Let a, Q be non-negative integers such that 

b p = a a + e  

a is least. 

We wish to show &at a is the remainder after division by b of the ciplculated value of x in 

the procedure. Conditions (*) clearly imply that 0 S a < b so that a is a remainder on 

division by b. Furthermore, the general solution to by = ax + c in positive integers is then x 

= bm + a and y = am + for m 2 0. The calculated value of x (= q,y, + x,) is one such 

solution. Thus it is clear that a is the remainder upon dividing the calculated x by b. 

Therefore, the minimum value of N will be a a  + R,.  Similarly, the general values 

for N in positive integers are N = ma + (aa + R,), (or N = mb + (bp + R,)), where m is 

any integer 2 0. 

(vii). In the sub-case (Lii), i.e. when the number of quotients is odd, then we have 

the calculated value q,-,yn + x,, = xR-,, where y,, = t' and x,, = -c. This is in accordance with 

Aryabha\a 1's instruction: the product of the last quotient and an optional integer (which is 

here tq is to be diminished by c if the number of quotients (beginning with q l )  in the 

mutual division is odd. (For another solution to by = ax + c when the number of quotients 

is odd, see our commentaii on BhZskara E's verse 50c-5 lb). 

(viii). When R ,  = R,, (I) nxhces ro by = or;. So the rninirngrn solorion is x = 0 

and y = 0. Thus kabhata's method works here, except that here the minimum solution 

x = 0 mci y = 0 is self-evident and the required number N equals the common remainder. 



The following example is briefly solved in the ~wbha!iya-~h@ya of BhZskara I 

(see Shukla, 1976): 

A number yields 5 as the remainder when divided by 12, and the same number is 

again seen by me to yield 7 as the remainder when divicfed by 31. What is that number? 

Solupion. Dividing the divisor 31 (= a) corresponding to the greater remainder by 

the divisor 12 (= b) corresponding to the smaller remainder, the quotient q = 2, and the 

remainder r,  = 7. The quotient q is to be neglected. Now dividing r,  = 7 and b = 12 

mutually we have, 

Here c = R, -R2  = 7 - 5 = 2. Also, using sub-case (ILi) in the rationale, the number of 

quotients = 2 * 2n = 2 * n = 1. Therefore, 

Putting x, = t = 4, y2 = 2 = the new quotient Q. So we have the following columns: 

A = habha ta  1's unnduced column. B = Calculated values from the table. 

A B 



Ignoring our topmost line, the last calculated vdue is 10. Dividing 10 by b = 12, 

the remainder x , ,  = 10. Therefore, the minimum value of the number N = a,,,, + R, = 

3 1 - 10 + 7 = 3 17 (pp. 133- 134, or English translation p. 309). 

Note that equivalently, BhTskara I is using &yabha!a 1's rule in solving the 

problem which corresponds to N = 12y .t 5 = 31x + 7, which gives rise to the 

indeterminate equation 12y = 31x + 2. From the calculated values, a solution is x = 10, 

y = 26. (In this case, %his solution is dso the least solution.) 

J .  BhZskara I's Rules. 

BhZskm- I proclaimed his rules concerning kuttakz in his MrrhiibJaZiishriya I, 41- 

52 (see Shukla, 196Q pp. 7-9 or English translation pp. 29-46). He applied these rules to 

solve the problems contained in verses 13-23 of the eighth chapter of this work (pp. 49-5 1 

or English translation pp. 219-224), and in his commentary on the % y a b ~ i y a  which he 

wrote in 629 A.D. (see Shukia, 1976, English translation pp. 31 1-334). Also Bhiiskara 1's 

LaghubhZskariya VIII, 17-18 contain two astronomical problems the solutions of which 

involve the method of kuffaka (see Shukla, 1963, p. 26 or English translation pp. 99-102). 

The order in which these three astronomical works were composed by BhZskara I is as 

follows (Shukla, 1960, Introduction, p. I): (i) The Mahiibhiiskan'ya, (ii) the commentary 

on the ~9abha$ya, and (iii) the Laghubhziskcariya. 

BhZskara I describes his method of kupka in his MB I, 42-44 as follows: 



We give the following translation of these verses based on that of Dam and Singh 

(1962, PM If, p. 100) as weli as that of Shukla (1960, English translation, p. 30): 

Place the dividend a above and the divisor b below it. (Divide them mutually.) 

Place the quotients (obtained) from their mutual division one below the other (so that they 

form a chain). (When an even number of quotients has been obtained, discarding the first 

quotient which is zero,) find ow by what (number t called mati) the (last) remainder be 

multiplied, so that when this (resulting product) is diminished by the (given) residue (c = 

revolutions of a planet), the remainder (i.e. difference) will be exactly divisible (by the 

divisor corresponding to that remainder. This division will yield a new quotient). Place 

the mati, (i.e. the number t) which was found, under the chain (of quotients) and the (new) 

quotient in turn underneath (that t). Then (reduce this column as in kyabhaia 1's rule, 

until only two numbers remain in the altered chain; i.e.) by the mati multiply the number 

which stands just above it and (to the product) add the (new) quotient (which is below the 

mati). (Replace the number above the mad by this resulting sum and discard the new 

quotient which is below the mati). Proceed further (i.e. upward) the same way (until only 

two numbers remain in the altered chain). (Then) by the (prescribed) method, the upper 

(number, called the "multiplier") is to be divided by the divisor b, and as usual the one 
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which is the lower (called the "quotient" is to be divided) by the dividend a. In this 

(operation of division, the remainders) wid (respectively) 'be the (required) aharganas (x) 

and the (complete) revolutions 6, performed by a planet) etc.; or (the result is) that which 

is one's desire. 

In view of the above verses just described, we can make the following 

observations: 

(i). BhKskara I is solving a problem of the second kind because two numbers, x 

and y, are obtained 

(ii). The first quotient (4) in the mutual division of the dividend a and the divisor b 

has been discarded, because the upper number in the reduced column gives x. 

(iii). This first quotient (4, which has been discarded) was, in fact, zero because the 

number below x (i.e. y,) gives a value of y (see equation (1) of the rationale). 

(iv). The dividend a is less than the divisor b, because the first quotient is zero. 

(v). c is positive because c is the residue of revolutions (c = 0 is a special case). 

(vi). The number of quotients retained, discarding ihe fmt, is assumed to be even 

(because c is subtracted i.e. -c is added to the product of t  and the (last) remainder). 

ax-c - some positive integer, where Thus, in this rule BhEskara I intends to solve 7 - 

As mentioned earlier (see sub-sections A. and E.), BhZskara I solves astronomical 

problems which can be expressed mainly by the form 

and since in such problems a, b, c a .  usually very large, to simplify the solutions, 

BEskara I has suggested a few procedures as follows: 

(i). In his Ma&bh7iskariya I, 45a-46b, BhZskara I suggests that alternatively, the 

pulverizer is employed by subaacting unity. What he means is that to solve 



M - C  -- 
fs -Y 

fmt solve 

Then if x' = a and y' = $ is a solution of (2), then x = ca and y = c$ will be the 

corresponding solution of (1). Divide cu and c$ by b and a respectively to obtain the 

minimum solution of (1). 

(ii). In MB I, 47, BhZskara I essentially says that if a > b, then the largest multiple 

of b should be subtracted from a first (Shukla, 1960, English translation, pp. 34-35). The 

pulverizer is to be employed after this operation. That is, let the pulverizer be 

ax-c -- 
b -Y  

where a > b. Let a = kb + a' k, a* > 0 and a' < b. Then we first solve 

Ifx=a,y'= pisasdutionof (3), thenx=a,y=ka+ pisasolutionof (1). 

(iii), The contents of BhZskara's MB I, 50 may be symbolically expressed as 

follows (Shukla, 1960, English translation, p. 41): If x = a, y = p is the minimum solution 

of 

thentheo&rsolutionsaregiven b y x = m b + a , y = m  + f3, wherem= 1,2,3, .... 

(iv), In MB I, 51, Bhskara refers to a pulverizer of the form (Shukla, 1960, 

English mslation, p. 41) 



which is to be solved in the same manner as equation (1) above except that c should be 

added (i.e. -c diminished) in the operations in (I), since 

Alternatively, the solution of (4) may be deduced from the solution of 

In light of the observations and procedures just mentioned, we can conclude that 

BhZskara 1's chain for 

M - C  -- 
b -Y 

(hi < b, c > 0) will lcok like: 

where 2n is the number of quotients nztained (discarding the fmt quotient q). 

Likewise, the chain for 

(a e b, c > 0) will look like: 



where Zn is the number of quotients retaimd (discarding the fmt quotient q). 

Compare this latter chain with habhaia 1's chain (according to Professor Datta's 

h t  translation) when the number of quotients retained (discarding the first) is even (= 2 4 .  

The chains are identical. 

In section 4.E. of this chapter, it was mentioned that BhZskara 1 classified the 

problems involving indeterminate equations of the first d e p  into Residual Pulverixr and 

Non-residual Pulverizer. The following is an illustration of a Residual Pulverizer in which 

the number of divisors is more than two. It is solved briefly by BhZskara I in his 

%y&~iya-~hZSYa on AB I1,32-33 (see Shukla, 1976, English translation, p. 309): 

/lhstration. Calculate what is that number which is said to yield 5 as the remainder 

when divided by 8,4 when divided by 9, and 1 when divided by 7. 

Solution. We provide the following solution based on that of Shukla and S m a  

(1976, pp. 75-77): 

Here the divisors and the cmsponding remainders are: 

Divisor 8 9 7 

Remainder 5 4 1 

First apply the pulverizer to the first and second pairs. So let a = 8, b = 9, R1 = 5 ,  

R2=4,c=Rl-R2=5-4= 1. 

The divisor cmspondi?g to the greater remainder is 8 = a. Dividing a = 8 by b = 

9, the quotient is q = 0. This quotient is to be discarded. Now divide the remainder 8 and 

the divisor 9 mutually until the number of quotients is even, as follows: 



Here the final remainder is = 0. Last divisor = 1 = last but one remainder. Let t = 1. Then 

using subcase (1I.i) of our rationale (which cmsponh to Dam's f ~ s t  translation), with n 

= 1 and c = 1,  we have: 

Discdng q = (i, we have the following chain (column) and its reduction: 

Dividing the upper number 10 by b  = 9, the remainder xlwt = 1. Therefore, the minimum 

value of the number N = axlw, + R, = 8 1 + 5 = 13. ~ h u s ~  = 13 is the ( f ? ~ '  
\ 

i.e. the ) number which corresponds to the two divisors 8 and 9. Also N = 13 is the 

( f ? ~ - -  i.e. the ) remainder which comsponds to the divisor 8 9 (= 72). 

Now apply the pulverizer to the pairs: 

Divisor 72 7 

Remainder 13 1 

Soleta=72, b = 7 , R 1 =  l3 ,R2= 1,c  = R 1 - R 2 =  13- 1 = 12. 

The divisor corresponding to the p t e r  mnain&r is a = 72. Dividing a = 72 by b  

= 7, the quotient is q = 10. This quotient is to be discarded. Now divide the remainder 2 

and the divisor 7  mutually until the number of quotients is even, as follows: 



Here the find remainder is = 0. Last Bivisor = 1 = last but one remainder. Let t = 1. Then 

pmxeding as before, we have: 

Discarding q = 10, we have the following chain (column) and its reduction: 

Dividing the upper number 43 by b = 7, the remainder x,,,, = 1. Therefore, the minimum 

value of the number N = ar, + R, = 72 - 1 + 13 = 85. Thus N = 85 is f-q' i.e. 
\ 

the number which corresponds to the two divisors 72 and 7, and hence 85 is f m q  
\ 

i.e. the number which corresponds to the three divisors 8,9 and 7. 

Thus the least integral solution of the given problem is N = 85. The general 

s o l u t i o n i s N = ( 8 ~ 9 ~ 7 ) k + 8 5 = 5 0 4 ~ + 8 5 , w h e r e k = O ,  1,2,3, .... 

Illustration. The following illustration of a Non-residual Pulverizer is discussed in 

Shukla and Sarma (1976, p. 78): 

16x- 138 
Solve 4g7 = y. 

Solution. Comparing with 



M - C  -- - Y ,  

we have a = 16, b = 487, c = 138. Here a < b and (a, b) = 1. Dividing a by b, and 

stopping the division when the number of quotients (discarding the fust) is even, we get: 

Letting t = 76 and using BEskara 1's rule, (or using sub-case (1I.i) of our rationale, with 

n = 1 and -c in place of c, which gives y2 = 
r+1+ (4 

r2 1 9  

we have: 

Discarding q = 0, we have the following chain and its reduction, according to BhZskara 1's 

method: 

Dividing 4696 by the divisor b = 487, the remainder is 313, which is x,,,, . Similarly, 

dividing 154 by the dividend a = 16, the remain&r is 10, which is y. 

Thus the least integral solution of the given problem is x = 313, y = 10. The general 

solution isx =487 k+ 313,y= 16X + 10 where X = 0,1,2,3, .... 

K. Brahmagupra'sRute. 

Brahmagupta W s  with ku\t,aka in chapter eighteen, entitled Ku~~akiTNiyZya, of his 

Br-em" utWi&m (see e.g. Dvivedh, 1902, verses 3-29, pp. 294308). In verses 
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3-5, Brakmagupta gives his rule fm the solution of a problem of thefirst kind This rule is 

the same as that of &yabhap I as is given by thefirst translation of Professor Datta 

(1932a). Brahrnagugta's verses are the following BSS XVIII, 3-5 (see Dvivedin, 1902, 

p. 294): 

Note that in the remaining verses Brahmagupta states rules for solving 

astronomical problems. Thus the context of Brahmagupta9s treatment of kupka  is 

astronomical. Moreover, like BhZskara I, Brahmagupta also treats the stkira (constant) 

kuttaka . . where the additive is -1 (see Dvivedin, 1902, verses 9-1 1, p. 299). 

An anonymous commentator of Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII, K~~jak~dhyiiya, 

indicates that the solution of by = ax + c can also be obtained by changing it into ax = 

by - c, and thus starting with the division of b by a (instead of a by b, where a is the 

divisor corresponding to the greater remainder). But in this case, the difference of 

remainden, must be ma& negative, i.e. -c. The commentator solves an example to this 

effect which may be enunciated as follows (see Colebmke, 18 17, p. 329): 

Exmnpie. What number divided by seventy-three yields a remainder of eight; and 

b i v i M t r y ~ a d & o f t t u e e ?  



Solution. 

Setting cut: Divisoi 73 2 3 

Remainder 8 3. 

The divisor corresponding to the greater remainder is 73 = a and the divisor 

corresponding to the smaller remainder is 13 = 6. Dividing b = 13 by a = 73, the quotient 

is q = 0. This quotient is to be discarded. Now divide the remainder 13 and the divisor 73 

mutually. The quotients are 5,1,1, 1 , l  and the last remainder is 1. Here the additive c = 

8 - 3 = 5 must be made negative, -5, because the process was inverted. Choosing the mati 

t' = 1, we have (using sub-case @.ii) of our rationale, with n = 3): 

Discarding q = 0, we have the following chain and its reduction: 

Dividing the .r+ (the upper number at the end, i.e.)79 by a = 73, the remainder 

y- = 6. Therefore, the minimum value of the number N = by,,, + R2 = 13 - 6  + 3 = 81. 

Thus N = 81 is the required number. 



L. Mah-ra's  Rules. 

MahiTvira's rules aim at the solution of 

1 1 
in positive integers. He describes the rules briefly in verses 1152 and 1365 in his 

Ga#ta.Grasarigroha and calls these pulverizers as 'Vallikiikuf@.Zra' and 

'Sakalakii{{ikara' respectively (see e.g., RaigKErya, 1912, pp. 80,83): 

RarigZcZrya (1912) treats an example, which is contained in MahZviraYs GSS, 

1 17; , as follows (English translation, pp. 1 17- 1 18, 12 1): 

(There were) 53 (numerically equal) heaps of plantain fruits put together and 

combined with 7 (more) of those same h i t s ;  and these were (equally) distributed among 

23 travellers so as to leave no remainder. You tell (me now) the (numerical) measure of a 

heap (of plantains). 



(The problem is thus 

where x and y are whole numbers.) 

Solution 

The f i s t  quotient 2 is discarded. 

Letting t = l(and using sub-case (Xi) of our rationale, with n = 21, 

So  we get the following column and its reduction: 

Dividing 51 by the divisor 23, the remainder 5 = x is the least number of  fruits in a bunch. 



Note that MahZvira states only rules and problems. He does not give any 

solutions. However, Srinivasiengar (1967) writes in connection with this last example: 

"MahZvira has dodged so as to avoid a zero remainder by dividing 5 by 1, so as to get a 

quotient of 4 and remainder 1" (p. 102). But Aiyar's (1910) explanation, like that of 

RarigZcSrya (1912, p. 117)- is that MahZvira's rub does not require the mutual division t~ 

tx continued until the remainder is unity; instead it requires the least remainder in the odd 

position of order; and the same value of x can be obtained if one stops with remainder 5, 

which is in the third (i.e. odd) position of order (JIMS 2, pp. 218-219). 

In the tlanslation of MahZv?ra9s verse 1 3 4  Dam and Singh (1962) have emended 

the (Mahiivira) text by changing 'sZgraY to 'khxgra,' which seems quite logical. 

According to their translation, the mutual division is to be continued until the last remainder 

is 0, the optional multiplier t (mati) is taken to be zero, and the f is t  quotient is to be 

discarded (Part 11, p. 103). 

Based on the translation of verse 1 3 g  by the above authors, Mahiivira's chains 

seem to look like: 

according as the number of quotients (rejecting the first) is even (= 2n) or odd (- 2n-1). 

Compare these chains with those of -&yabha!a I (given by Datta's first translation). The 

above is a special case of -&yabha{a 1's chain when the mutual division is carried until the 

remainder is 0. Also one can compare MahZviraYs above chains with those of &yabha{a 

II and BhZskara 11. 
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RarigZCarya (1912, English translation, pp. 125-129) and Jain (1963, JJG 12, 

Hindi translation, p. 124) do not emend the text of MahZvira's verse 134. According to 

their translations, the mutual division is to be carried on until the divisor and the remainder 

Become equal; and so on. We will not go into further details concerning these translations. 

In his verses 115; and 134,  MahZvira also includes the rule for the solution of 

simultaneous indeterminate equations of the first degree. 

M. AryabhqaIl'sRuies. 

&yabha!a II dealt with ku!!aka in chapter eighteen of his Ma&iddhZnra (see e.g. 

Dvivedi, 1910, verses 1-66, pp. 224-245). He made a few innovations, as follows: 

(1). To simplify the given equations by = ax k c ,  &yabha!a I1 suggested 

reductions of a, b, c in this way (MS XVIII, 1-2): 

That is, divide by tbeir greatest common factor (i) the dividend, additive (interpolator) and 

divisor, or (ii) the dividend and additive; or (iii) the additive and divisor. Or (iv) divide the 

dividend and additive, and then the (reduced) additive and divisor, by their respective 

greatest common factors. 

(2). To solve by = ax f c, c # 0, &yabha!a II f~rstly solves by = ar f 1 (as did 

BhZskaii I in his EdB I, 45s-40b and ME 1, 51). if x = a, y = $! is a solution of 

by = czx f 1, the corresponding solution of by = ax f c is given by the residues of cot and 
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cp on dii/ision by b and a respectively (in case the quotients on division are equal; MS 

XVIII, 7 H a ) :  

What this essentially means is that i fx  = a and y = P is a solution of by = ax f 1, and if c a  

= b q + r l  andc~=aq+r2(q,rl,r220),thenx=rlandy=r2isasolutionofby=axf c. 

To prove this statement (kyabhata II does not prove it), one can fmt observe that x = c a  

and y = cp is a solution of by = ax f c; i.e. b (cp) = a (ca)  f c. Then 

b (aq+ r2)=a (bq+ r , ) f  c 

w b r z = a r l f  c 

- x = r l  andy=r2 

is a solution of by = ax f c. The minimum solution will be obtained by taking the largest 

non-negative (common) quotient q. 

The innovation made by habha t a  II is: If the quotients in the (above) division of 

ca and cp by b and a respectively are not equal, then only the "multiplier" should be 

accepted but the "quotient" discarded, when the additive is positive; and vice-versa if the 

additive is negative (MS XVIII,  15-16; see also our commentary under verse 52c): 



The earlier writers e.g. -&yabha!a I and BhZtara 1 etc. seem to assume that equal 

quotients need to be taken when finding the minimum values of x and y but they make no 

explicit mention of it 

(3). To fmd the "quotient" when only the "multipliery' x is accepted (i.e. when c is 

positive), one should calculate 

(by substituting for x the accepted value). Similarly, to find the "multiplier" when c is 

negative and the "quotient" y is accepted, one should calculate 

(by substituting for y the accepted value). (See MS XVIII, 17-18 below): 

(4). To solve by = ax + 1, where (a, b) = 1, &yabhara IT carries the mutual 

division until the remainder is unity. He warns that if the remainder is zero, the questioner 

does not know the method of ku\t,aka (MS XVIII, 3-4): 



(5). While &yabh%a I. BhHskara I and MahMra reject the first quotient, 

Aryabhata II uses it. He includes it in the chain of quotients. This is clear in view of his 

MS XVIII, verses 1 b, 4a (stated above), and verse 66 (stated below): 

In verse 66, habhata  If specifically mentions that the (last) quotient which is obtained 

when the divisor is f (and the corresponding remainder is 0), is not to be placed in the 

chain of quotients. 

Also kabhata  H seems to place the additive 1 underneath all the quotients (see 

MS XVIII, 4b). It seems that -&yabh%a II takes the mati to be zero as is also stated by 

Ganguli (1931 - 32, JIMSINQ 19. p. 153). Though h a b h ~ a  II does not mention this 

fact, it can be easily gleaned from the operation given in his verse 4b. (Also see our 

rationale under sub-section O., BhZskara II's Treatment of the Kupka.) 

(6). &-yabh%a II also considers particular cases of by = ar + c as follows (see MS 

XYIII, 19 below): 

C 
(i) If c > 0 and b divides c, then the (minimum) solution is x = 0, y = i; ; 

(ii) if the additive is negative (i.e. c is subtracted, so that the equation is by = ax - c) and b 
C 

divides c, &is; x = y = - is rat a dilti01i; b 



That is (1WS XVIII, 19). 

Also see our commentary on verse 56a-b. 

(7). Considering the chain of &yabhaka JJ for by = ar + 1 and that of -&yabhata I 

for by = ax + c (c > O), we have (hm the tables in section 4.H.): 

&yabha{a II 
No. of Quotients 

including the first = 2n 

X r y a b h a a  
No. of Quotients 

excluding the first = 2n 
(Data's second translation or Sub-case 1.i) 

Putting t = 0 and c = 1 in &yabhaia 1's chain, we essentially get the chain of 

&&ma IL -~ryabh$a II uses t = 0 but does not write it under the 1. Note that the last 

quotient (qh) is included implicitly in -&yabh~a 1's chain, but the last quotient (q,-, ) is 

included explicitly in - ~ b h a t a  II's chain. 

!#hen rfre nsm5er of quodents eonsidered is odd = 2n-1 (including the first 

quodent in case of-&abhap I& and excluding it in case of -&ryabha(a 1, the last quotient 

being ineluded implicitly in Aryabhara 1's chain, though the last quotient q, -2 is 



included explicitly in &yabha!a 11's chain), the corresponding chains for the above 

indeterminate equations are: 

ii.autu 
(Datta's second translation or Sub-case Lii) 

In the case when the number of quotients is odd, the ch in  of -&-yabhata 11 gives a 

solution of by = ax - 1. Therefore, in order to get a solution of by = ax + 1, he subtracts the 

values of y and x (which are obtained using the above chain) from their "taksqas" a and b 

lespcctively (see M S  XVIII, 14, below). Gabhaia 1's chain does not require such a 

subtraction. 

The term "tdqqa" (divisor) is used for a and b, after the complete reduction of the 

chain of quotients is made resulting in a pair of numbers, x and y, In order to get smaller 

values for x and y, the obtained value of y is divided by a, the obtained value of x is divided 

by b, and the respective remainders are taken. Generally, in various operations after 

reduction of tbe chain, a and b are refimxi to as the taksqas. 

(8). In Axyabhqa 1's equation &y = m + c, c is never less than 0. But b a b h a i a  II 

obtains a solution fcr by = ax - c (c > 0) when the number of quotients (including the fmt) 

is even, from a solution of by = ax + c by subtracting the values of x and y from their 

respective t akygs .  But to find a solution for by = ax - c (c > 0)  when the number of 

quotients (including tbe first) is odd, Aryabhaia I1 simply fmds a solution of by = ax + c. 
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No subtraction is needed in this case. Thus the method of solution in case of an odd chain 

and negative additive is andogous to t!!ar in case of an even chain and positive additive 

because no subtraction froin the takpps is required (MS XVIII, 13). On the other hand, 

the method of solution in case of an even chain and negative additive is analogous to that in 

case of an odd chain and positive additive because in this case subtraction from the 

takpp is required (MS XVIII, 14): 

&pati treats pulverizer in the fourteenth chapter of his ~ i d d ~ n t d e e ~ o r r a  (see e.g. 

~ih, 1947, Pan II, verses 22-31, pp. 118-127). &iPati9s rules aim at the solutions of 

the problems of the first and second kinds. His rules pertaining to the problems of the first 

kind are similar to those of Brahmagupta One can see this by comparing &ipati's SSE 



with Brahrnagupta's BSS XVIII, 3-6 (3-5 have been stated above in the sub-section K.): 

Brahmagupta, in nun, follows &yabha!a 17s rule. 

iripati's rule (see SSE XIV,  22-27) pertaining to the solution of 

is similar to that of BhZskara I (i.e. the first quotient in the division of the dividend a by the 

divisor b is zero and is discarded; the frnal numbers obtained upon reduction of the chain 

are x and y, in order). However, &pati (SSE XIV, 22d), like h a b h a p  I1 ( M S  XVIII, 3- 

4), states that the mutual division is to be carried until the (last) remainder is one, while 

BhZskara I does not have this requirement Furthermore, unlike BhZskara I, &ipati allows 

the number of quotients in the mutual division to be even as well as odd. He says that 

when the number of quotients (discarding the first) is odd, the negative additive must be 

made positive and conversely, the positive additive must be made negative (see SSE XIV, 

24a-b). 

M m  pTeciseEy, Sdpati's rule penaining to the solution of a problem of the s a n d  

idnd is &e foiiowing (SSE ici'v', 2&-2W): 



We give following translation of these verses (22a-26b): 

Ifpossibfe, first divide the dividend, divisor and additive by their common divisor. 

(Then) divide the dividend and divisor mutually so that the (last) remainder is unity. Place 

&e quotients rme below the other, in order (so that they form a chain); and underneath them 



the mati (t), and underneath that the (corresponding new) quotient (8). (The mari is 

U D ~ . ~  as follows:) the ( k t  rernai.&r) multiplied by some number (mati) mi added (by 

the positive additive) or subtracted (by the negative additive) becomes remainderless when 

(the resulting sum or difference is) divided by the divisor (corresponding to the last 

remainder, that is, by the last but one remainder. It is this division which yields the new 

quotient Q). (Such is the procedure) when the (number of) quotients (discarding the first) 

be even; (but) when the (number of) quotients (discarding the fmt) be odd, the negative 

additive (must be made) positive, but the positive additive (must be made) negative; the 

learned in this (subject) say so. Having chosen the mati in this way, and having multiplied 

by that (mati), the (number) above it, add the quotient (Q to the product obtained) in that 

manner. (Do) such an operation upwards again and again (that is, reduce the chain 

upwards). When just a pair of numbers is produced, the fmt (i.e. the upper number) 

divided by the divisor yields the multiplier (x), but the second (i.e. the lower) divided by the 

dividend yields the quotient (y). If (in a problem), a reducer (i-e. common divisor) of the 

(given) dividend and divisor is not a divisor of the additive, then indeed that (problem) is 

faulty. 

Notice that &&xiti's verses, (like those of BhZskara I,) do not state that the fvst 

quotient from tRe mutual division of the dividend and the divisor is zero, and this quotient 

is to be discarded; though this is indicated by the fact that the pair of numbers in the 

reduced chain yields x and y in order. 

n u s ,  iripati's chains for 

when the number of quotients (discatding the first) is even = 2n or odd = 2-I, seem to be 

the following: 



because in the mutual division the last remainders (r,+t and r,, respectively) are 1 .  

In order to obtain kpati9s chains for 

=placing +c by -c and -c by +c in the above chains, we get: 

according as the number of quotients (discarding the first) is even = 2n or odd = 2n-1. 
0 

Observe that Sfipati's chains for 

when the number of quotients discarding the first is even, are identical with those of 

B S ~  I except mat (in case of kpapi~ the last remain& r,,, is 1.  ono over, iripati's 



(when the number of quotients, diswding the first, is either even or odd), are identical with 

those of &yabha!a I (Datta's first translation) except that (in case of &ipati) the last 

remainders (ra+l and r,, respectively) are 1. (See Xryabha!a 1's unreduced columns 

under the Sub-cases (II.i) and (II.ii) given in the section 4.H. of this chapter.) R e d l  that 

~ryabhata I does not allow a negative additive (see section 4.G., the Rationale uf the 

Method of kupka). 

There are some similarities between the verses of snpati and BhZskm XI, as will 

be seen later in our textual commentary (sub-section S. below). 

0. BhZskara il's Treatment of the Kurtuka-Comparison . . With &yabha!a Il's 

Treatment. 

As mentioned earlier, Bhaskara XI solves mainly problenls of the second kind 

using the method of kuttaka .. in his treatises Bijaga@ta and LilSivati. Verses 46b-67d of 

the Biiqgagita are &voted .to h @ c a  (see Text Alpha). In verses 46b-51b, BhZiskara I1 

describes his method of kw~aka. The specifics of each verse will be treated in the textual 

commentary. LE this subsection, we propose to examine the treatment of Bhiiskara I1 in 

relation to that of &yabhqa II, whom h seems to have followed in many respects. 

The significant pints of similarity between the rules of BEskara XI and &yabha{a 

fI incl* 

(1). Simplifications of the given equation, by =ax + c, by performing some 

preliminary operations. (Compare BhZskara's BG, 46b-47b, p. 26 with &yabha!a 11's 

MS XVHI, 1-2; compare BG, 51c-52b, p. 27 with MS XVIII, 2a; and compare BG, 58c- 

59b, p. 29 with MS XWB, 2b.) 

(2). Discussion of particular cases (e-g. when b divides c etc.). (Compare 

BKskara's BG, 56a-b, p. 27 with Tiryabhat,a i17s MS XVm, 19.) 

(3). Stopping the mutual division of a by b when the remainder is unity. 

(Compare BhZskara's BG, 4&-d, p. 26 with -&yabhqa I17s MS XVIII, 4a) 
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(4). Not discarding the first quotient in the mutual division, and including it in the 

column of quotienu. (Compare BhZskara3s BG, 49a-b, p. 26 with &yabha!a 119s MS 

xvm, 66.) 

(5). Choosing mati as 0 (see (10) below). 

(6). Placing the additive under all the quotients. (Only BhZskara puts mati under 

the additive). (Compare BhZskara9s BC, 49a-b, p. 26 with &-yabha[a XI'S MS XVIII, 4b.) 

(7). Obtaining the least solution by dividing the upper and lower numbers in the 

reduced column by a and b respectively (taking equal quotients, see under difference 

between the treatments of BhZskara II and h a b h a t a  II); the remainders obtained from 

these divisions being the least values of y and x, in succession. (habha ta  I1 calls these 

upper and lower numbers in the reduced column as the "upper kutia" and the "lower 

ku@' respectively, and multiplies them by the additive, c. Then he divides the products 

by a and b respectively). (Canpare BhHskara's BG, 50a-b, p. 26 with &yabha!a II's MS 

xMn, 7a-8a.) 

(8). Giving identical rules for finding a solution in case of an odd chain (i.e. odd 

number of quotients) and positive additive, as well as in case of an even chain and negative 

additive. (Compare BhZskara's BG, 50c-51b, pp. 26-27 and BG, 53b, p. 27 with 

&abhga II's MS XWI, 13-14.) 

(9). Giving similar rules for fmding various (other) values of x and y (i.e. for the 

general solution). (Compare Bfiskara's BG, 57a-b, p. 27 with &yabha!a I17s MS XVIII, 

20.) 

(10). Giving a similar d e  for solving a s~m'lista . .. (conjunct) kultaka. (Compare 

BhZskara's BG, 66a4  p. 39 with k a b h a i a  II's MS XVIII, 48b-49a.) 

That mati is &n to k zero, is clear from our rationale. In sub-case (I.i), when the 

number of quotients is eve* (excluding the first quotient and including the last, in the case 

of &&hap I (see seetim 4H. of this chqter); or equivalently, including the fvst quotient 

and excluding the last which corresponds to remainder 0, in the cases of G a b h a p  I1 and 



BhGkara 11), we have y,, , = c and, letting (mati) xs = 0, we get y, = c. &yabha!a I1 and 

BhZskara Il ignore y,,, and the last quotient q,. Similarly, in sub-case (I.ii), when the 

number of quotients is odd (reasoning as before), x, = -c. Taking (mati) y, = 0, we get x,-, 

= -c. %yabha{a I1 and BhZskara II ignon x, and the last quotient qh-, . Thus mati 0 is 

written under the additive by BhZskara I1 (but ignored by &abha!a XI). Of course, 

BhZskara 11 does not write -c in his chain, but writes instead c. Therefore, he obtains a 

solution to by = ax - c (and not to by = ax + c), which he handles by subtracting from 

t a k p p s .  (See our commentary on verse 5042-5 1 b). Recall that &abha\a I1 writes +I 

(and not -1) in his chain when the number of quotients is odd, and subtlacts from 

takpqas, to get a solution for by = ax + 1 (see (7) under sub-section M. of this chapter). 

The chains of quotients of habha ia  I for by = ax + c (c > 0), of F\ryabha\a II for 

by = a + 1, and of B h Z s b  I1 fm by = ax + c (c > 0) may be displayed as follows. The 

fmt quotient is excluded h m  the chain of &-yabhata I, but included in the chains of 

Aryabha\a II and BhZskara II. 

First, we suppose the number of quotients to be even (= 2n). The quotient q, 

corresponding to remainder = 0 is to be ixluded (explicitly according to Datta's fvst 

translation, though implicitly according to Datta's second translation) in Gabhata  1's 

chain, but it is to be excluded fran the chains of Gabhaia II and BhZskara I1 because 

these mathematicians do not carry on the division after the remainder 1 and the quotient 

%-I have been obtained 



Aryabhap I 
(Dam's first 
translation) 

41 

42 

4%-1 

Qzn 

t 
Q = r2r+lt + C 

r2" 

Aryabhap I 
(Datta's second 

translation) 

Note that in the cases of h a b h a t a  I1 and BhZskara 11, since q2,-, is the last 

quotient, q, does not exist (or it is ignored). Also then r2,+, = 0, r2 ,  = 1 (and 

qh = r,+ if calculated). Thus the chains of xiyabhafl  and BhZskara I1 hold close 

similarities with the chain o f h a b h q a  I (conesponding to Dam's second translation and 

not the first), when t = 0. Notice the omission by &yabha!a II of the 0 under the 1. 

Next we suppose the number of quotients to be odd (= 2n - 1). Then proceeding 

as in the pvious case, the corresponding chains are: 



&yabha?a I 
@atta's first 
translation) 

41 

Q2 

qh-2 

42%-1 

t' 
r,t' - c e= 
'-&-I 

Aryabhata I 
@atta9s second 

translation) 

BhZskara II 

4 

41 

42 

q2n-2 

C 

0 

As before, taking t* = 0 in G a b h q a  1's chain @attaYs second translation or Case I 

of the rationale), we essentially get the chains of & y a b h ~ a  11 and BhZskara I1 but their 

additives are positive (i-e. 1 and c, respectively), whereas the additive of kyabhata I is 

negative (i.e. -c). That is why h a b h q a  II and Bhiiskara 11 require subtraction fiom the 

takprjas (see our textual commentary on BhZskara II's verse 50c-5 1 b). 

The significant points of difference between the treatments of b a b h a t a  11 and 

BhZskara II include: 

(1). After reduction, the chain of quotients of BhZskara gives a solution of 

by = ar + e or by = ar - e, while that of habha ta  II gives a solution of by = ar + 1 or 

@ = a - 1 .  

(2). &&hap II's chain of quotients has 1 in place of BhZskara's c, and omits the 



(3). Bhiiskara does not reject (Ganguli, 1931 - 32) the particular case when the 

additive is negative arid b divides c. Thus, if by = ax - c (c > 0) where c = mb, then 
C 

y=-m=-g m d ~ = O .  

BhZskara takes y = -m + at and x = 0 + bt; and chooses positive integral values of t such 

that y > 0 (JiMSlNQ 19, p. 160). 

Note that this is a consequence of Bhaskara's verses 56a-b and 54b (see our 

commentary on verse %a-b). 

(4). To find the least values of y and x from the pair of numbers (in the reduced 

chain), BhZskara takes equal quotients in the division of the upper and lower numbers by a 

and b, respectively. If the divisions do not yield equal quotients, BhZskara chooses the 

equd quotient to 'be the smaller of the two quotients. Then the remainders are the feast 

values of y and x, in order. But in this case, the method of -&abhata II is slightly different 

(SF* under verses 52c and 61b-62a, om textual commentary). 

It is pertinent to add that here the word "remainders," after one has taken equal 

quotients on division by a and b, has a slightly generalized meaning. For example, 10 

divided by 3 with quotient 2 leaves a "remainder" of 4. (Thus here the remainder is greater 

than the divisor.) 

(5 ) .  Bhiiskara ll discusses the cases when the dividend or divisor is 

negative, but & a w a  II does not. 

In light of the far greater number of points of similarity between the treatments of 

h t g k a  by &yabhata II and BhIiskara II, it is fair to say that the latter's treatment was 

anticipated by the fanner, who in turn built upon habhata  I. 

'be  q t r a  af ~ ~ ~ a t i m s  cmming h;;&a - ?E desaikd ;rs fdww: 

The kyabhgiya of Aryabiqa I is the earliest known extant work where the rule of 

h p k a  is -sen (verses number 32-33, see e.g. Shukla & Sanna, 1976, p. 74). 



BhZskara I and some other commentators explain these verses. Bhiiskara I also cites some 

pmbkms, provides tkii solutions and rnakes his cwii iilnovacions as well. The problems 

discussed by Bhiiskara I are both non-astronomical and astronomical. Both -&yabha!a I 

and BMskara I ignore the first quotient obtained from the mutual division (of the divisors 

csmsponding to the greater and smaller remainders, or dividend and divisor, according as 

the problem to be solved is of the first or second kind). 

Brahmagupta basically follows &abha!a I. His treatment has 27 verses and is 

astronomical in content as is that of BhZskara I for the most part (see e.g. Dvivedin, 1902, 

verses 3-29, pp. 294-308). 

The problems formed by MahZvira are related mainly to distribution. Mahiivira 

discards the f ~ s t  quotient as do his predecessors. He characterizes his rules and problems 

as 'vallika', 'visama', 'sakala', 'suva*a' etc. kuitikiiras. His principal rules are 
1 1 

enunciated in verses 11% and 13% (see e.g. R&gZcZrya, 1912, pp. 80, 83). MahZvira's 

treatment is non-astronomical but covers a wide variety of daily-life problems. 

&abhata II gives a comprehensive treatment of k u p k a  in 66 verses (see e.g. 

Dvivedi, 1910, verses 1-66, pp. 224-245). In the first twenty verses, he gives rules and in 

the remaining verses, he discusses how to solve astronomical problems. Xryabhaia I1 

carries the mutual division until the remainder is one, does not discard the first quotient and 

chooses mati to be zero. 

Sripati treats kut . taka . in 10 verses (see ~ k a ,  1947, Pan II, verses 22-3 1, pp. 1 18- 

127). He follows both BhZskara I and Brahmagupta. But in his rule concerning the 

solution of a problem of the second kind, &ipati clearly states that the mutual division is to 

be carried until the (last) remainder is one, as does his predecessor Kryabhata 11. 

Bhiiskara II gives a rigorous treatment of k u p k a  in his LZhati and Bijagat$a. 

Like his predecessors -&yabhqa 11 and &pati, BhTiskara II carries the mutual division 

until the remainder is one. Furthermore, following -mabha!a 11, BhZskara I1 does not 



discard the fust quotient and includes it in his chain. Also, BhZskara 11 chooses mati to be 

zia as did Aryabhata E (and perhaps MahZvira). 

Thus BhDkara II seems to follow k a b h a p  II, as far as his rules are concerned, 

whexzas the latter is essentially following Gabhaia I. But BhZskara I1 displays his skill 

by improving, at places, upon the rules given by his predecessors. Though he borrows 

from G a b h a p  11, he also supplements from k p a t i  (as will be seen in the textual 

commentary). He considered the cases when the dividend or divisor is negazive, which 

none of his predecessors seems to have done. In addition, to make his exposition lucid, 

easy and more interesting, BhZskara 11 added non-astronomical examples (of the second 

kind) and their sohtions. Sometimes, the solutions contain brief comments on the rules 

which are being applied. 

On the other hand, BhZskara II is followed by XrZyqa.  One can notice the 

similarities between Bhifskara's verses 46b-47b, 47c-48b, 63c-64b and MrZyqa's 

corresponding verses 53, 54, 64 (see Shukla, 1970, Part I, pp. 29, 33). But NTrEyzqa 

makes some innovations as well. For example, compare NZSyqa's verse 62 (Shukla, 

1970, Part I, p. 32) with BhZskara's verse 54a (see our commentary on verse 54a and 

remark after our commentary on verse 60c-61a). 

These are the principal innovations of the major contributors within the realm of 

kuttaka. . . Of course, various commentators have provided valuable explanations to the 

often obscure verses of those contributors, in addition to providing unique examples of 

their own at some places. 

Q. Kurraka . . and Continued Fractions. 

A few modem authors such as Bag (1977, IJHS 12, pp. 1, 10-1 1) and Majumdar 

(1978, IJHS 13, p. 11; 1981a, IJHS 16, p. 116; 1983, IJHS 18, p. 204) are of the view 

that the general methods of solution of the indeterminate equations of the kind by = ax st c, 



given by &yabha!a I, BhHskara I and some other Indian mathematicians, involve a 

knowledge of continued fractions either explicitly or implicitly. 

Bag (1977) &fines the continued fraction as ''a process of converting a fraction into 

a continued division," which appears to have arisen in the context of finding the 

approximate square-roots of non-square numbers which involves the use of "excess9' or 

b'defect7' (IJHS 12, p. 1). 

The method of continued fraction can be demonstrated using our rationale of the 

method of kut@ca in which the equations obtained on division of a by b were the 

following: 

a rl 
- =q+b (from the first equation) 
b 

1 1 = q + - = q + -  (from the second equation) 

(3 q1 +'+ 
r1 

= q +  
1 

1 
Q 1 + -  

k) 
=q+ 

1 
1 (from the third equation) 

Q 1 +  



Therefore, using the notation of continued fractions, 

a 
be the successive approximations of T; , then 

[ and soon. 

Ganguli (1931 - 32) explains that &yabha!a I17s solution of by = ar f c is derived 

from the solution of by = ax + 1. Also the solution of by = ax + 1 depends on the chain 



The process of deriving the roots x and y from this chain is the same as the process of 

When the quotient q*, gives the remainder 1 (i.e. rm = l), then the approximation 

is such that P, = y and Q, = x. Therefore b . P ,  = a - Q, f 1, where the sign is taken 

according as 

is of even or odd order (JIMSINQ 19, p. 158). 

The mathematical equivalence of this continued fraction method with kuplca is 

clear. It is not impossible to draw the conclusion that the Indian medieval mathematical 

authors had the knowledge of continued fractions (though no explicit mention of continued 

fractions seems to have been made in any of the original Sanskrit texts). It has recently 

been hypothesized by Hayashi, Kusuba and Yano (1990), on what seems to be persuasive 

grounds, that MZdhava (fl. 1400 A.D.) of SangamagrZma used continued fractions in 

order to derive the corrections pertaining to his series for the circumference of a circle 

(Centaurus 33, pp. 149- 150, 164- 17 1). 

R. A Comparison Between BhZskara's Treatments of Ku![aka in his Likivati and 

Bijaga~ita. 

The two treatments are almost the same except for a few notable differences. In the 

section on Kut . taka . in his B ijaga@ta, BhZskara gives all the riles first and then the 

examples; but in the Lifi&, there exist examples in between the rules. Also, the cases of 

negative divisor or negative dividend have been treated in the dgebraical treatise only. In 

general, the working of examples in the Bijaga$ta is a slightly condensed and modified 



version of hat in the L3liivt.z.~~. There exist emendations in the solutions at a few places, or 

replacements of a word or two of the Lifiati in the Bijaga~ila. The following examples 

may support the above conclusions: 

(i). The verse 55 of the Bijagagta which is: 

is missing in the Li[iivai (see Aptme, 1937, L II, ASS 107). This verse contains a rule 

which states: When the dividend and the additive are divided by the divisor, how to find 

rhe quotient directly from the given equation when the multiplier is afready known. 

(ii). Similarly, the verse 60c-61a of the Bijaga~ita which is: 

does not appear in the trfiari. It coniabs a negative divisor. 

(iii). Furthermore, BhZskara7s L II,Z 1, ASS 107, p. 261 is: 

The corresponding verse in the Bijaga@ta is 59c-60b: 



Comparing the first half of these verses we see that the Bijagagu'ra has g W T  (negative) 

and $%?: (by three) instead of 'm (oh calculator) and m. qm: (by ten 
U 

more than six i.e. by sixteen) of the LiZZvazi, so that the solutions also differ. This 

indicates that BhZskara avoids a negative dividend in his tiGvufi. 

(iv). The Bijaganita text (p. 37) has a brief solution to verse 62b-63b: 

while the LilZvati (L if, 255, ASS 107, p. 266) has a detailed solution. 

(v). In the Bijagagta (p. 36), Bhiiskara solves the case when both the dividend 

and the additive have been divided by the divisor with reference to the verse 61 b-62a: 

This case is omitted in the L i b d  (see L 11,253, ASS 107, pp. 263-264). Note that this 

case is appliaiion of &e rule given by BG, 55, and this verse is also omitted in the 

LiEvai, as mentioned before. 



(vi). Finally, in the solution pertaining to BG, 67a-d, p. 39: 

BhZskara adds (in the Bijaga@ta, p. 39) '*c(' Tff%: and 3k.T: 3 I Also the 

Bijaga@ta (p. 39) has $Z ?i, while the Lifiati (L 11, ASS 107, p. 274) has 
u 

?? I Similar minor changes, omissions, augmentations or abridgements may be found 

in some other solutions as well. 



S. The Textual Commenrary (Verses 46b47d). 

The hrsr verse is a tribute by S-iia to the elephant-headed god Gq&a 

(a). The General Kurtaka . . (Verses 460-636). 

Verse 46b-476. Mathematical meaning: The equation is 

by=cu:+c, (r) 

where 8, b and c are integers and solutions in integers x and y will be found by means of 

the pulverizer. One should reduce a, b, c first by dividing each by the gcd (a, b, c). If the= 

is a certain d such that dlu, dl b but d 4 c , then the equation has no solution. 

Comments: BhZskara states the preliminary operations i s .  the operations which 

need to be peifomed before carrying out the method of kuttaka. The names are given as 

follows: b is the "divisor," a the "dividend" and c the "additive." The solutions, x and y, 

are given names as the "multiplief' and "result" (i.e. quotient) in verses 48c-50b. 

The content and language of BhDkarays lines 46b-c are similar to those of &inati's 

SSE XIV, 22a-b: 

Also, &yabhqa I17s MS XVIII, 1 has similar contenr 

Moreovery one can notice the similarity between the content of BhZskara's 47a-b 

and that of kpati's SSE XN, 26a-b: 



On the other hand, NarZyqa's BGV, 53, p. 29, which is 

has the same content and language as we find in BhZskam's verse 46b-47b. For an 

application of the latter, see verse 57c-58b of the Text Alpha. 

Verse 47c-48b. Mathematical meaning: Using "mutual division," that is, a 
a 6 

process identical to Euclid's algorithm, find the d = gcd (a, b). Then ;i and 2 are the 

reduced dividend and divisor. 

Comments: Note the similarity in the content and language of BhZskara7s 47c-d 

and &pati's SSE XIV, 27a-b: 

Also, the contents of Bhiiskara's 48a-b and &-yabha!a IIys MS XVIII, l b  (quoted 

before) m analogous. 

Slirya explains that the reducer of the given dividend and divisor is the (last non- 

zero) remainder of their mutual division, i s .  their greatest common divisor (gcd). 

Whenever such a reducer can be found, the given dividend, divisor and additive must be 

divided by that reducer. On division, those three become confirmed so that their further 

reduction is impossible, 



Verses 48c-•˜@be Textual problems: Part of Siirya's text pertaining to this verse 

was missing in the manuscripts of ciass A. This text has been supplied from its 

counterpart Because A seems to have omitted it due to hommteleuton. 

Mathematical meaning: The entire process of finding one solution to equation (I), 

with (a, b) = 1, is given. In essence, one writes down ail the equations of the Euclidean 

algorithm for a and b and then by reverse substitution arrives at an x and y which satisfy 

(I). The procedure is made more or less mechanical via manipulations of the "chain of 

nzsdts (i-e. quotients)." 

Comments: BhZskaraYs 48c-d and <ripari's similar verse which is SSE XIV, 

2k-d ,  that is 

are based on kyabhata XI'S MS XVIII ,  4a: 

We can see why, if possible, the given dividend, divisor and additive must be 

reduced as a preliminary operation to starting the method of kuttaka. It is because, 

otherwise, in the mutual division of the dividend and divisor (which is carried out for 

accomplishing the kupka), the remainder 1 (which is required by these mathematicians in 

the place of the dividend) will not be achieved. The examples of the formation of the chain 

of quotients and the manipulations applied to it will be given later. 

?hc equivalent of BMskara7s 49a-b is G a b h a p  I17s MS XVIZ, 66: 



But here Bhhskara's exposition is more lucid than that of huyabhaya 11. &ipati3s 

equivalent is SSE XIV, 23a-b (given below). !kpati3s 23a and BhZskara's 49a are very 

similar. 

The equivalents of BhZskara's two verses 48c-50b (which together describe his 

rationale of the method of ku@a) an &yabha{a II's MS XVIII, 4a-8a: 

and &-inati'r SSE X N ,  2%-25: 



The differences are that hyabhata XI'S chain of results has 1 for the additive and has no 
/ 

zen, below it; whereas Sripati's chain has mati and a (new) quotient in place of B hZs kara's 

additive and 0 respectively. 

In 50a-b, to distinguish the two numbers in the reduced chain, BhZskara uses 

'upper' and 'othery which is clearer than &ipatiys 'firsty and 'second* in his 2%-d. kpati  

seems to discard the first quotient from the chain because his first (i.e. upper) number in 

the reduced chain gives the multiplier x, and his second number gives the quotient y. 

At the end of his commentary to the present verses, S-iia explains that the special 

symbolic word tags f'sficed") is used instead of a word meaning "divided," wherever one 

is interested in the remainder from division, and not in the result (phala i.e. quotient) from 

division; as in verse 50a-b, the "quotient" and "multipliery' are remainders which are 
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obtained b m  division of the upper and lower numbers in the reduced chain by the reduced 

dividend and divisor res~ectively. 

Verse 50c-51b. Mathematical meaning: The method of the previous verse gives a 

solution x, y to equation (I) when there is an even number of quotients in the chain. 

Otherwise x' = 6 - x and y' = a - y gives a solution. 

Comments: k p a t i y s  equivalent of this verse is SSE XIV, 24 (which has already 

been quoted), but his method is different from that of BhZskara. &yabha!a 11's 

equivalents are MS XVIII, 13- 14: 

B W  .Lam seems to follow &yabha!a E's method. 

What this verse means is that, when the number of quotients in BhZskara's chain is 

even, then the method of kupka gives a solution of by = ax + c, where c must be taken 

positive; but when the number of quotients is odd, this method gives a solution of 

by = ax - c, as is evident from our rationale. In the second case, the corresponding solution 

of by = ax + c is y" = a - y' and x" = 6 - x', where x' and y' is a solution of 

by = ax - c. BhZskara and S i q a  do not prove this simple statement. The proof is as 

follows (compare it with our commentary on verse 53b): 

Suppose y = y' and x = x' is a solution of by = ax - c. Then by* = ax' - c. Let 

-." - ii - y' a3d x" = -x'- XSY L Y -  we lave 



by" = b(a-y') = ba - by8 = ba - (ax'- c) 

= a" + C. 

Aryabhata II's verse 13 also includes that if (i) the number of quotients (including 

the first) is odd and (ii) the additive is negative, then the method of solution is the same as 

that when the number of quotients is even and the additive is positive. That means in the 

case when the number of quotients including the frrst is odd, the column (chain) still has +c 

but we get the solution for by = m - c without doing any subtraction from the talcseas. 

We give the following illustration to clarify these facts: 

Let 63y = lax + 9. 

Then the chain according to the d e  of BhZskara Il gives 

Here the number of quotients (including the first) is odd. So y = 27 and x = 171 is a 

solution of 63y = I&- 9. To get the minimum positive solution we divide 27 and 17 1 by 

the taksqas 10 and 63 respectively. When one obtains an equal quotient, 2, in the two 

divisions, the least solution of 63y = lQx - 9 is y = 7, x = 45. According to the method of 

BhZskara 11, the corresponding solution of 63y = 1Qx + 9 is given by y = 10 - 7 = 3, 

~=63-45= 18. 

This subtraction from taksaqas is not required if we use the chain of Aryabha!a I 

@am's second ttanslation with the number of quotients odd), with mati = 0. For then we 

get the chain for 63y = lffx + 9 as folfows: 



Then since -1 7 1 = (-3) 63 + 18, the remainder x = 18. 

Likewise -27 = (-3) 10 + 3, gives y = 3. Note that the lower number in the 

reduced chain gives y because the first quotient in the mutual division is 0. Alternatively, 

putting x = 18 in 63y = 1Ox + 9, we get y = 3. 

Thus we have shown that when the number of quotients is odd and.the additive c is 

positive, we don't have to subtract from the taksqas if c is replaced by -c in Bhaskara's 

chain. Incidentally, we have also proved j(ryabha!a 11's statemant (see MS XVIII, 13) that, 

if the number of quotients is odd and no subtraction from taksqas is made, we get a 

solution for a negative additive i.e. for by = ax - c, c > 8. 

Note that in the present verse 50c-51 b, S-iia's demonstration refers to verses 48c- 

Sob, and not to verse 50c-51b. The verse cited by Siirya in connection with several 

multipliers and quotients is 57a-b. Also, S-iia's statements, 'the inclusion of the quotient 

(multiplier) in the dividend (divisor) is seen,' mean that the quotient (respectively 

multiplier) depends on the dividend (respectively divisor); that is, the word 'inclusion' 

stands for dependence in these statements. 

Next we comment on S-iia's concise verses 1-9. . 

Verse I .  Comments: The fust half is vague. It may just be S-iia thinking of the 

equation by = ax + c as by = a . The second half means that the quotient and the 

multiplier are remainders upon division by the dividend and the divisor respectively. 

Verse 2. Mathematical meaning: If by = ax + 1, then b(yc) = a(xc) + c. 

Comments: If x is a multiplier for by = ax + 1, then c - x is a multiplier for 

by' = ax' + c. 
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Verse 3. Mathematical meaning: A particular solution xo, yo to equation (I), if 

large, may be reduced by using the division dgorithrn ;r, = bt + x, yo = at + y. 

Comments: Here the quotient t must be the same in both equations, though the 

verse does not mention this. 

Verse 4 .  Mathematical meaning: The general solution to (I) is obtained from a 

specific solution xo, yo by the formulas x = br + xo, y = at + yo (t arbitrary). 

Verse 5. Comments: If x is known, but y is unknown, then y is found using (I). 

Similar is the procedure in the opposite case (see verses 6 and 7 below). 

M+C 
Verse 6.  Mathematical meaning: y = -. 

b 

by-c 
Verse 7. Mathematical meaning: x = -. 

a 

Verse 8. Mathematical meaning: When a < b, we solve b'y = a'x - c, where b' = a 

and a'= b, instead of by = ax + c, because we may discard the fust quotient 0 in the mutual 

division. Clearly these two equations have the same solutions after interchange of x and y. 

Comments: 3-iia does not state the obvious relation that, if in the original chain 

one retains the first quotient which is zero, then in the reduced chain the same y will 

correspond to both the first and the third quotients (see our illustration, 63y = lox + 9, 

under verse 50c-51b). Thus, if the fmt quotient 0 is removed from the original chain, then 

the upper of the two numbers in the reduced chain gives the "multiplier" x and the lower of 

the two numbers, which corresponds to the third quotient of the original chain, will give the 

"quotient" y. The change in sign of the additive results from the change in parity of the 

number of quotients in the chain when the fmt quotient 0 is removed. 

Verse 9. Mathematical meaning: The solution to by = ax - c, does not require any 

subtraction of the obtained values of x and y from the takgas  a and b, provided the 

number of quotients in the chain is odd. 



Comments: This verse may be compared with &yabha!a 11's MS XVIII, 13. 

Following BhZskara7s 50c-51 b and 53b, one has to subtract from taksqas twice. But the 

rule of subtracting from taksqas, if applied twice, will cancel each other as if no 

subtraction was done. 

Verse 5Ic-526. Textual problems: In the artha part, the p-recension has some text 

which seems to be a repetition. It is omitted by A and so also by us. We have put it in the 

Appendix #14. 

Mathematical meaning: To solve the given equation by = ax + c where a = a'k and 

c = c'k, first solve by' = a'x' + c'. Then y = y'k, x = x' is a solution of the given equation. 

Similarly, if b = b'k and c = c'k, first solve b'y' = ax' + c'. Then y = y' and 

x = x'k is a solution of the given equation. 

Comments: In the first case, by = by'k = (a'x' + c')k = a'kx' + c'k = ax + c. The 

second case is similar. 

In the demonstration, Siirya's statement 'the inclusion of the multiplier in the 

divisor is seen' means that x depends on b. Therefore if b is unaltered, so is x.  

Furthermore, the statement 'the multiplier becomes reduction-number-times less' means 
1 

that multiplier = 
1 

x multiplier, if no reduction had been done; that is, 
reduction - number 

1 
x' = (x). For an example, see verse 58c-59b. 

The present verse 51c-52b discusses operations which are similar to those 

contained in Aryabha!a 11's MS XVIII, 2a: 

verse 52c. h&hmmicd rrreaning: I f x  and y are a so!ution to by = ax + c, then so 

are r and s where 

x = b t + r a n d y = a r + s  
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provided t is the same in both equations. 

Comments: In the above, r or s can be negative provided we allow negative 

solutions. (See our commentary on verse 61b-62a). 

This verse may be compared with &yabha\a II's MS XVIII, 15-16: 

In these verses, &yabha!a I1 says that when the results (quotients) on division (talr~qa) of 

the pair of numbers are not equal, then in case of the positive (respectively negative) 

additive, only the multiplier (respectively quotient) is to be retained. The editor and 

commentator Dv ivd  (1910) explains that in the case of a positive additive, the result from 

the division of the lower number (by the divisor) is smaller because the divisor is smallzr. 

But when the additive is negative, only the "quotient" (and not the "mu:.:plier") is to be 

retained because then the dividend is smaller. Also Dvivedi claims that unequal results 

arise by division when the additive is larger than the product of the dividend and divisor (p. 

228). The reader may refer to BhZskara 's verse 6 1 b-62a, Text Alpha for an example. 

BhZskaraYs result in verse 52c is certainly a refinement over that of &abha\a 11. 

Because by forcing equal results in the two divisions, such that that (common) result is the 

smaller of the two results which were fomally obtained (in the two divisions), BhZskara 

can find both the "multiplier" and "quotient9' from the reduced chain of results. A perfect 

illumtion is BhiTskam's solnuon to ?y = 5x + 23 in verse 6i b-62a: 



Skya explains that equal results in division of the two numbers in the reduced 

chain are to be taken because whatever multiple of the confmed dividend is subtiacted 

from the upper number, exactly the same multiple of the confirmed divisor is to be 

subtracted from the lower number. 

Verse 53b. Textual problems: For the demonstration part of this verse 53b and for 

the subsequent text (which pertains to verses 53a, 54a-b and 55a-b), we have chosen text A 

and placed the corresponding text belonging to class $ in the Appendix #15. Text J3 has the 

same verses though their demonstration is in a different, less logical order. Furthermore, 

the demonstration in text J3 has been to some extent borrowed from S-iia's commentary 

on BhZskaraFs LiTmati, the Ga~itZmrtalciipikTi (see Wai, PPM 9762, f. 119r., 1-7), but 

does not seem to be borrowed by Siirya himself. Siirya wrote this commentary in 1541 

A.D., i.e. three years after he wrote the Siiii~prakZia. 

Apparently, Siirya did not want his readers to be passive. He usually leaves the 

easy explanations to his students. He writes "it is clear" when he thinks that some siitra 

requires no deep explanation. Instead of augmenting a later recension of the Siiryaprakiiia 

with explanations from his GagitiimrtakZpikii, Siirya presumably would have preferred 

that his readers make the effort to understand the text by themselves. 

The chosen text A has a lacuna pertaining to verses 53a and 54a, as is evident from 

Text Alpha. 

Mathematical meaning: If x' and y' are a solution to by = ax + c (c > 0), then 

x =  b-x'andy = a-y'are a solution to by =ax-c.  

Comments: This verse may be compared with verse 50c-51b. An application of 

53b can be found in the problem in verse 58c-59b, in which a solution of lOOx + 90 = 63y 
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is found to be x = 18, y = 30; and the corresponding solution of lOax - 90 = 63y is 

x=63-  I8=45andy= 100-30=70. 

One may observe that using BhZskaraYs verse 5&-51b and verse 53b for the 

solution of 63y = 1Qx - 9 (see our commentary on verse 50c-5 lb), one has to subtract (the 

solution) x = 45, y = 7 from the respective taksaqas (63 and 10) twice because the number 

of quotients is odd and the additive is negative. But this process yields the same solution 

as the w e  obtained without subtraction. This confirms the statement of T\ryabha!a XI in his 

MS X W ,  13 (already quoted, see our commentary to verse 5h-51 b). A similar verse 

has been cited by S-iia (see S-iia's concise verse 9, before BhZskara's verse 51c-52b). 

Verse 54a. Textual problems: Text Alpha has a lacuna here (also, see textual 

problems under verse 53b). The explanations of verses 54a and 53a are intertwined. 

Mathematical meaning (of verse 54a): If by' = ax' + c, then x = b - x' and 

y = - ( a  - y') is a solution to the equation by = (-a) x + c. 

Comments: The verse 54a does not contain reference to the negative sign outside 

( a  - Y?. 

The rule given by 54a is essentially the same as that in 53b, when only the additive 

is negative (i.e. subtractive). The commentator (see BP, 3 1, pp. 106- 107) informs 

us that in some manuscripts the reading 'bhTjake' ( ) is found in place of 'bhiijyaje' 

( 9 l ) .  The former is incorrect because the same procedure of subtraction is not 

needed when only the divisor is negative. 

Thus, we can conclude that the correct rules seem to be the following (though 53b 

and 54a do not state all the specifics): 

(i). When either of the additive and dividend is negative, the subtraction from the 

respective tdqqas  is to be made as stated above. Moreover, when only the dividend is 

negative, the correct quotient has to be made negative, as is evident in view of the example 

in verse 59c-60b (see our commentary). 
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(ii). When both additive and dividend are negative, then ax + c is negative (since, if 

one assumes x to be positive, then both ax and c are negative. Use Text Aipita, verse 3a-b). 

Then the subtraction from talcsap is not required, only the quotient needs to be made 

negative (since when ax + c = by is negative and b is positive, y must be negative: verse 

5cd). 

(iii). The case when only the divisor is negative is the equivalent of the above case 

when both additive and dividend are negative (since, if one assumes x to be positive, then 

by = -ax - c iff -by = ax + c). So only the quotient needs to be made negative (since 

by = ax + c = (-6) (-y): verse 5c-d). 

(iv). The case when both the additive and the divisor are negative is the equivalent 

of the case when only the dividend is negative (since, if one assumes x to be positive, then 

-by = ax - c iff by = -ax + c). Likewise, the case when both the dividend and the divisor 

are negative is the equivalent of the case when only the additive is negative (when one 

assumes x to be positive). For an example, see verse 60c-61a. 

(v). One can conclude that when all three-additive, dividend and divisor-are 

negative (if one assumes x to be positive), the method of solution is the same as that when 

they were all positive (since -by = -ax - c iff by = ax + c). 

In view of the relation between the rules given by 53b and 54a, it seems that these 

lines should be treated as forming a single verse. 

Verses 53a and 546. Textual Problems: See verse 53b. Also note that 

VidyZsZgara (1878, p. 27) who is one of the editors of BhZskara's Bijaga@ta writes 

another verse (i-e. 53b-54a) between these verse: 53a and 54b, but SGrya does not. 

S-iia's arrangement keeps the continuity of the context. This indicates that Vidyiisiigara's 

53a should come after his 54a, as does S-iia's. VidyKsKgara's arrangement is 53a, 53b, 

54a, 54b, whereas SGryaYs arrangement is 53b, 54a, 53a, 54b. The verses in our Text 

Alpha follow Siirya's order but VidyZsZgarays numbering, because SGrya does not give 

any numbering to BhZskara's verses. 
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Mathematical meaning of verse 53a: Let by = ax + c, where c = bt + c', c > 0. 

Then b(y - i )  = ax + c' i.e. by' = ax' + c', where x' = x and y' = y - t. A solution of 

by' = ax' + c' can first be found using the previously described techniques. 

Mathematical meaning of verse 54b: (i). Suppose x' and y' to be a solution of 

by' = ax' + c' (as in 53a). Then a corresponding solution of by = ax + c is x = x' and 

y=yr+t .  

(ii). Now let by = ax - c where c = bt + c', c > 0. Then b(y +. t) = ax - c' i.e. 

by' = ax'- c', where x' = x and y' = y + t. Solving this latter equation, suppose x' and y' to 

be a solution of by' = ax'- c'. Then a corresponding solution of by = ax - c is x = x' and y 

=y'- t. 

Comments: Logically, it seems that 53a and 54b should be treated as forming a 

single verse. 

An application of the above is the problem contained in verse 61b-62a, where one 

of the two indeterminate equations is 3y = 5x + 23. Since 23 = 3 7+ 2, we can write 

3(y - 7) = 5x + 2 i.e. 3y' = 5x' + 2 where x' = x and y' = y - 7. A solution of 

3y' = 5x' + 2 is x' = 2, y' = 4. So a (corresponding) solution of 3y = 5x + 23 is 

x = x ' = 2 a n d y = y ' + 7 = 4 + 7 = 1 1 .  Therefore,asolutionof-3y=5x+23isy=-l1 

andx = 2. 

Again, when the additive 23 is negative, we have to solve 3y = 5x - 23; i.e. 

3(y + 7) = 5x - 2 i.e. 3y' = 5x' - 2 where y + 7 = y' and x = x'. Now to solve 

3y' = 5x' - 2, we first solve 3y' = 5x' + 2, a solution of which is x' = 2, y' = 4. So a 

solution of 3y' = 5x'- 2 is x' = 3 - 2 = 1 and y' = 5 - 4 = 1. So a (corresponding) solution 

of 3y=5x-23isx=x'= 1 andy=y'-7 = 1-7 =-6. 

Note that S-iia leaves the solution here; but BhZskara says in his solution (BG, p. 

36,6-8) of his BG, 61b-62% p. 34, the following: 



That is, "for the sake of a positive quotient, when twice the (respective) divisors are added 

(to the quotient and multiplier), the quotient and multiplier are produced 4 and 7." Thus 

x = 1 + 2(3) = 7 and y = -6 + 2(5) = 4. Here BhZskara is using the siitra which is 

contained in his BG, 57a-b, p. 27. 

Verse Ha-b. Textual problems: See verse 53b. 

Mathematical meaning: Suppose by = QX + c = (q,b + 4 )  x + (q2b + ct ). Then 

solution to by = ax + c is found by first solving by' = u,x' + c,, which yields an x', and then 
M+C 

settingx =x'and y = -. 
b 

Comments: This verse has some similarity with verse 51c-d, since both discuss 

the multiplier. The differences are: (i) 55a-b discusses also the quotient; (ii) in 55a-b, the 

divisor of the additive c and dividend a is not their greatest common divisor. It is the given 

divisor b, which may not divide them exactly. 

Siirya does not discuss any example in connection with verse 55a-b, though he 

claims that one is forthcoming. However, we can apply it to verse 61 b-62a as is shown by 

B haskara (see VidyZsZgara, 1878, pp. 34-36): 

Here we have to solve 3y = 5x + 23 = (1 . 3 + 2)x + (7 - 3 + 2); or equivalently, 

3y' = 2x' + 2. When we use the kupka, the chain of results can be reduced as follows: 



If we divide the upper 2 by the dividend 2, and the lower 2 by the divisor 3, and take the 

equal quotient 0 in division, the ~mainders are again 2,2, so that x' = 2, y' = 2. 

Sox =x'= 2 and 

Or(usingy=y'+ q,x+q,),y=y'+ 1 . x + 7 = 2 +  1 . 2 + 7 =  11, 

Verse 56a-b. Mathematical meaning: If c = 0, then by = ax is solved by x = 0. If 
c 

c = b t  then by=ax+c(c>O)is solvedbyx=O. In bothcases,y=~;. 

Comments: The content of this verse is similar to that of Aryabhaia 11's M S 

Xvm, 19: 

BhZskara ' s verse means: 

(i). When c = 0,  then by = ax. Sox = 0, y = 0 is a solution. This corresponds to 

h a b h q a  II's T-% w ;h W: :l 

(ii). When c = bt > 0,  then by =ax + bt, i.e. b (y - t) = ax, i.e. by'= ax'. So 
C C 

x' = 0, y' = 0 is a solution. Therefore, x = x' = 0, y = y' + t = 0 + t = 0 + i; = i; . This 

conesponds to &abha{a II'S 1% 

(iii). Thougl! BhZ&wz dms not state explicitly t\e c a e  when by = ax - c, where 

c > 0 and c = bt, it is obvious in view of his 54b that when there is subtraction of the 

additive, then 



is a solution. Arydhqa II, on the other hand, states 'TWFfqS 3 which means "such 

is not (the operation) when there is a negative additive." Thus -&yabha!a I1 seems to 

discard this case. 

Note that this verse is equivalent to a special case of 53a and 54b (these lines should 

be treated as forming a single verse), in which 

(i). When c = 0, then c' = 0 and t = 0. So, by = ax, whence x = x' = 0, 

C 
(ii). When c > 0, but c* = 0, then t = j; . So, b (y - t) = ax, i.e. by' = ax', whence 

(iii). When there is subtraction of the additive, i.e. when by = ax - c, c > 0 and 
C 

c=bt,thent=- So,by=ax-bti.e.b(y+t)=ax,i.e.by'=ax',whencex=x'=Oand b '  

In his demonstration of verse 56a-b, S-iia says: 

(i). When c = 0, the reduced chain will have only zeros. So it will yield (the 

remainders) x = 0, y = 0. 

(ii). When c = bt, then kc = b(kt) for any k. Since in this case, the reduced chain 

will have only muifiples of c, therefore the lower of the two numbers (in this reduced 

chain) will also be a multiple of b. So, on division by b, it will yield the remainder zero 

which will give the multiplier x = 0. Therefore, 

Verse 570-b. Mathematical meaning: If x', y' is a solution to by = ax + c, then 

many solutions can be obtained by 

x =x '+  bt, y =y'+at 

W~CIE t is arbitrary. 



Comments: The content of this verse is based on that of -&abha\a II's MS XVIII, 

20: 

&ipati too states one verse (SSE XIV, 27) which has similar content: 

For an application of the siitra contained in verse 57a-b, see the next verse. 

General Comment. Note that in verses 57c-58b to 62b-63b, the question asks only 

for the multiplier x. Blit both multiplier and quotient are found in SIIrya's as well as 

BhZskara's solutions. 

Verse 57c-58b. Mathematical meaning: Find an x such that 
221x + 65 

is an 
195 

integer. 

Setting out: Dividend 22 1 Additive 65 

Divisor 195. 

For a solution, having reduced these by the gcd (221, 195,65) = 13, the chain of 

results for y = 17x + can be worked out as follows: 
15 



The talcsays (divisors) of 40 and 35 are respecgively 17 and 15. Obtaining the equal 

quotient 2 in both divisions, the remainders are respectively 6 and 5. They are the basic 

quotient y and muitiplierx. Thus one solution is obtained. 

Comments: SZrya refers to verse 46b-47b and its commentary in the above 

solution. In order to find other (positive) solutions, Siirya uses the siitra of verse 57a-b, 

which gives y = 17 (1) + 6, x = 15 (1) + 5; y = 17 (2) + 6, x = 15 (2) + 5 and so on. In 

modern notation these solutions may be expressed as: y = Ii7m + 6, x = 1% + 5 where m 

is an arbitrary integer. 

Verse 58c-5%. Mathematical meaning: Find an x such that 

is an integer and, liiwise, anwherx such that 

is an integer. 

Semng out Dividend 100 Additive 90 

Divisor 63. 

The solution of 63y = 100x + 90 can be found without any reduction, since 

gcd (100,63,90) = 1. solutions of 63y = 100.x + 90 can also be found by using the 

reductions (or preliminary opemims) suggested by BhZskara in verse 51c-52b. Then the 

following r e d u h s  are @bk 

(i). When one divides the dividend 100 and additive 90 by their gcd 10, the 

feducedequation is 63y, =IOx+g, where 



iiy the ku@ca, x = 18, y, = 5 is a solution. So a solution for 63y = lOOx + 90 is x = 18, 

y = 3 -  10=30. 

(ii). Dividing the divisor and additive by their gcd 9, we have 7y = 100xl + 10, 

where 

By the ku&ika, xl = 2, y = 30. Therefore x = 2 . 9 = 18 and y = 30 is a solution for 

63y= lOQx+90. 

(iii). Dividing the dividend and additive by their gcd 10 and then the divisor and 

(reduced) additive by their gcd 9, we have 

Or 7y, = lox, + 1 where 

Solving, x,=2,yI=3. S o x = 2 - 9 = 1 8 , y = 3 ~ 1 0 = 3 0 .  

Finally, since a solution of 63y = lOQx + 90 is x = 18, y = 30, therefore using verse 

53b, a (corresponding) solution of 63y = lOOx - 90 is x = 63 - 18 = 45, 

y =  100-30=70. 

Comments: Siirya, following BhZskara's solution (see BG, p. 32) of his BG, 

58c-59b, p. 29, gives the other solutions of 63y = lOQx - 90 which may be written as 

x = 4 5 +  1 (63),y=70+1 (100); x=45+2(63),y=70+2(lOO); andsoon. 

Furthermore, S-iia does not discuss reduction (iii) but Bhaskara does (m BG, pp. 

31-32), BhZskara says 



and then gives the solution. 

Verse 59c-60b. Mathematical meaning: Find those x such that 

- 6 o x f 3  
13 

are integers. 

Setting out: Dividend -6Q Additive 3 

Divisor 13. 

The various steps in the solutions of these two problems are as follows: 

(i). Asolutionfor 1 3 y = 6 0 ~ + 3 i s x = l l , y = 5 1 .  

(ii). Asolutionfor13y=(-60)x+3isgivenbyx=13-11 = 2 , y = 6 0 - 5 1 = 9  

and y is made negative (see our commentary on verse 54a). Sox = 2, y = -9. 

(iii). To find a solution for 13y = -6Ox - 3, we take the solution for 13y = 60x + 3 

and put a negative sign before the quotient (because when RHS is negative, LHS also has 

to be negative, so y should be negative). So a solution for 13y = -60x - 3 is x = 11, 

y = -51. Clearly, this is also a solution for --13y = 60x + 3 (see our commentary on verse 

54a). 

Thus, alternatively, to find a solution of 13y = -6ax - 3, we may find a solution of 

-13y = 6Qx + 3, for which the procedure is: find a solution for 13y = 60x + 3 and make the 

quotient negative. The reason is that, when the right hand side is positive, so is the left 

hand side, which is possible only when y is negative. 

Coiiiiiiziiis: SEiii does not discuss the altemaiive method in step (iii). He states 

that everything has been accomplished by verse 53b (that is, without the application of 

verse 54a). 



Verse 60c-61a. Mathematical meaning: Find those x such that 

l8x+ 10 

Additive 10 

-1 1 

are integers. 

Setting out: Dividend 18 

Divisor -1 1. 

The main points in the solution are: 

(i). A solution for 1ly = 18x + 10 isx = 8, y = 14. 

(ii). Asolutionfor 11y= I&- 10isx= 11-8,y= 18- 14;i.e.x=3,y=4. 

(iii). A solution for -1 ly = 18x - 10 is x = 3, y = -4, because the quotient y should 

be negative (as the RHS is positive). 

(iv). A solution for -1 ly = 18x + 10 is x = 8, y = -14. 

Comments: The points (i) - (iii) also form the essence of Si?rya's commentary. 

Siirya stops here and does not discuss (iv). One can see that in (iii) alternatively, 

-1ly = 18x - 10 if and only if 1 ly = -18x + 10. The latter equation can be solved by 

following the method in verse 54a, when only the dividend is negative. 

Remark. In view of the last two verses (i.e. 59c-60b and 60c-61a), it is clear that 

when the given dividend or divisor is negative, S-Eya and BhZskara (perhaps because of 

applications to physical situations) allow the quotient to be negative but the multiplier is 

kept positive. In his commentary to BG, 60c-61a, p. 34 BhZskara says (see VidyZsEgara, 

1878, p. 34, lines 13-14): 

But NZrZyqa says that either the quotient or the multiplier should be made 

negative. More specifically, NZr%yana states his rule in his BGV, 62, p. 32: 



He applies this rule in the solution of his BGV, 30, p. 32 (which is): 

as follows, though there are several errors and omissions in the solution: 

(i). A solution of 7y = 3Qx + 3 is x = 2, y = 9. If one subtracts from their taksqas, 

thenx=7-2=5,y=30-9=21. (Thisisasolutionfor7y=3~-3). 

(ii). A solution for 7y = -3Qx + 3 is x = -2, y = 9 or x = 5, y = -21. (The first 

solution seems to have been supplied by the editor, Professor Shukla). 

(iii). Likewise, a solution for 7y = -3Qx - 3 is x = 2, y = -9 or x = -5, y = 21. (The 

manuscript has x = 5, y = -21 for the first solution. Professor Shukla has corrected it.) 

The conect reading in the last verse above should be I 

Verse 616-62a. Mathematical meaning: Find those x such that 

5x f 23 
3 

are integers. 

Semng out: Dividend 5 Additive 23 

Divisor 3. 

For a solution of 3y = 5x + 23, BhZskara's chain yields the pair of numbers 46,23. 

le solution is y = 46, x = 23. To get the minimum solution, 46 and 23 are to be 

divided by their respective taksqas 5 and 3. Taking equal result (quotient) 7 in the two 

divisions, the remainders are 11 and 2. So the least solution is: the quotient y = 11, the 

multiplier x = 2. 
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The corresponding solution of 3y = 5x - 23, is y = 5 - 11 = 4, x = 3 - 2 = 1. To 

get the positive value of the quotient y, we use verse 57a-b. Therefore y = -6 + 2 (5) = 4 

andx= 1 + 2  (3) =7. 

For another method of solving the indeterminate equations 3y = 5x f 23 (following 

Srqa and BhZskara), see our commentay under verses 53a and 54b. 

Comments: Note that if we put the additive = -c = -23 in BhZskaraqs chain, we get 

a solution for 3y = 5x - 23 (wit!out any subtraction froin taks~as)  as follows: 

Now either -46 = 5 (-10) + 4 and -23 = 3 (-10) + 7 or -46 = 5 (-7) + (-1 1) and 

-23 = 3 (-7) + (-2) according as we keep both remainders (and hence both x and y) 

positive or negative. Clearly y = 4, x = 7 and y = -1 1, x = -2 are solutions of 3y = 5x - 23. 

(Compare this commentary with our commentary on verse 50c-5 1 b). 

To demonstrate kyabhata 1's method we may write 5x = 3y + 23 i.e. 

5y' = 3x' + 23. The~fore, from the mutual division, q = 0, q, = 1,q2 = 1,q3 = 2. Now 

using the case when the number of quotients (excluding the first and including the last), is 

odd (i.e. using subcase (Lii) of our rationale, with n = 2, Datta's second translation), and 

choosing the mati t' = 0, we have 

q*-,t'-c=q,t'-c=2 (01-23 =-23. 

Discarding q = 0, we have the following chain and its duction: 
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as before. Here -46 will yield x' (which = y) and -23 will yield y' (which = x)  because in 

the mutual division (of the dividend and the divisor), the firsf quotient is zero. The 

solutions will be the same as those obtained previously. 

Verse 62b-6.36. Mathematical meaning: Find x for which 

is an integer and also find x for which 

is an integer. 

Setting out for the first example: 

Dividend 5 Additive 0 

Divisor 13. 

Using verse 56a-b, since the additive is zero, the multiplier x = 0 and the quotient 

Setting out for the second example: 

Dividend 5 Additive 65 

Divisor 13. 

Again, using verse 56a-b, since the additive 65 is divisible by the divisor 13, the multiplier 

x = 0 and the quotient 

Comments: One can verify that the same solutions can be found in both cases 

using the ordinary method of kut!aka and without the application of the above short-cut 

which is mentioned in the verse 56a-b. 

For the first example, Siirya gives another solution as well: multiplier 

x = 0 + 1 13 = 13, quotient y = O + 1 5 = 5; but BhZskara does not. On the other hand, 



BhZskga gives another solution for the second example (which Siirya does not): 

multiplier = 31 [sicj, quotient = 10 (see BG, 62b-63b, p. 37). in fact, the multiplier should 

be x = 0 + 1 . 13 = 13 since the quotient y = 5 + 1 . 5 = 10. Therefore VidyiisZgm's 

(1878) text has a misprint at this point. 

(b). The Constant Kuttaka . . (Verses 63c-65d). 

This refers to the solution of the indeterminate equations of the form by = ar f c, 

by means of the solution of the indeterminate equations of the fom by = tax f 1 where the 

additive is k 1. !kpati discusses this constant kultaka in his Prainifdhy~~a, as will be seen 

later. 

Verse 63c-646. Textual problems: The p-recension contains a one-sentence 

solution which corresponds to the posidve additive 5. This portion of the text does not 

exist in the A-recension. It seems to have been borrowed from the Ga$firn~tu&ikZ (see 

Wai, PPM 9762, f. 120 v., 9) with minor changes. Since Siirya presumably did not make 

this addition, we have discarded this text and included it in the Apparatus Criticus. 

Furthermore, in the demonstration part the manuscripts of class P have some text 

which is different from that in the manuscripts of class A. In fact, P repeats with 

omissions and in a different order what A has. So we have chosen text A and placed the 

corresponding text pertaining to class P in the Appendix #16. 

Mathematical meaning: To solve by = ax f c,  first find a solution 

x', y' of by = ar f 1. Then a solutkn to the original equation is x = ex', zJ = cy'. 

Setting out: Dividend 17 Additive 1 

Divisor 15. 

So here the equation to besolved is 15y = 17x + 1. The solution is x = 7, y = 8. 

~ h i ~ l y i n g  x and y by 5 and dividing the products by 15 and 17 nspectively, the multiplier 

x = 5 and the quotient y = 6. This is a solution of 15y = 17x + 5. 
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Again, a solution of 15y = 17x - 1 is given by x = 15 - 7 = 8, y = 17 - 8 = 9. 

Multipiying x and y by 5 and dividing the products by i5 and 17 respectively as before, a 

solution of l5y= 17x-5 isx= 10,y= 11. 

Comments: The rule contained in the present verse clearly relates to the rule of 

three or proportion. That is, if the dividend and divisor remain constant, the solutions to 

the indeterminate equations are proportional to the additives. 

S-iia does not discuss the solution of 15y = 17x + 5, but Bhiiskara does (see BC, 

63c-64b, p. 37). Note that in the equations 15y = 17x + 1 and 15y = 17x + 5, the dividend 

and the divisor stay the same, only the additive changes. The use of this method mainly in 

astronomical problems may arise from the numerically very large additives normally 

found in such problems. 

Though Bhiiskara and SGrya do not state these facts, we can see that a solution of 

15y = 17x - 5 can be obtained from that of 15y = 17x + 1 by multiplying it (here x = 7, 

y = 8) by -5 and dividing the products by 15 and 17 respectively. Likewise, a solution of 

15y = 17x + 5 can be obtained from that of 15y = 17x - 1, the multiplying factor being -5 

also in this case. But Bhiiskara and S-3ya seem to keep this factor (c) always positive. 

Verses 64c-65d. Textual problems: Some part of the text pertaining to S-iia's 

explanation (before his demonstration) differs in the two recensions A and p. The p- 
recension expands (in many sentences) on what A explains in (its last) two sentences. But 

p borrows this text from S-iia's other commentary the Gap?iirnrtaki@ikZ (see Wai, PPM 

9762, f. 121 r., 5-8). So this text had to be supplied from the A-recension and the 

borrowed text of p had to be placed in the Appendix #17 because of the reasons stated 

before (see our commentary to verse 53b). 

Similarly, some portion of Siirya's text belonging to the demonstration part has 

also been borrowed by the p-recension from Siirya's above mentioned commentary on 

Bhiiskara's L i b m i  (See Wai, PPM 9762, f. 121 r., 9 to f. 121 v., 5). This P-text repeats 
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with omissions what A-text says in detail. Consequently, the P-text is put in the Appendix 

#18, and tihe A-text has k e n  chosen. 

Mathematical meaning: In the computation of the position of a planet, -s is the 

remainder sf seconds (of arc) after a period of x, elapsed days. Therefore 

a x ,  -s 
= YI = total seconds per civil day; d 

x, = number of minutes. 

6 0 x 2  - x ,  
= Y2 = total minutes per civil day; 

d 
x2 = number of degrees. 

30 x3 - X, 
= Y3 = total degrees per civil day; d 

x3 = number of zodiacal signs. 

12 x4 - x3 
d 

= y4 = total zodiacal signs per civil &y; 

x4 = number of revolutions. 

a x ,  - x 4  
= y, = number of revolutions per civil day; 

d 
x, = number of elapsed days; 

a = number of revolutions in d civil days. 

Comments: In the present verses, Bhiiskara is proclaiming the method of 

computing the number of elapsed days of a planet fmm the remainder of seconds znd so 

on. Similar verses have been stated by other mathematicians. These include the following: 

Aryabhaia 11's MS XVIII, 32b-35: 



&inati's SSE XIV, 3031 and SSE XX, 22: 



Brahmagupta's BSS XVIII, 7: 

hlih (1947) comments that the former Indian mathematicians dealt with ku!!aka mainly 

for the sake of the above mentioned planetary computations (Pan 11, p. 129). 

In the demonstration part, the slitra cited by Siirya from Bhiiskara's 

~iddhZnz&iroma~i is GG I MadhyamZdhikTra, 4a (see Apate, 1939, ASS 110, p. 30). 

This siitra involves the method of proportion. 

The mathematical procedures connected with Bhiiskara's verses 64c-65d, and 

Siirya's demonstration on them, will be clear from the example which follows Siirya's 

demonstration. This example we discuss next. Note that this example does not exist in 

VidyZsZgara's (1878) edition of Bhhskara's Bijaga~ita, nor does it exist in Kys~a's 

commentary, the Bijapallava. This indicates that it is composed by STiirya himself. 

Bhiiskara claims to have given the relevant examples in his Tripra~6dhyZya. He says (see 

BhZskara's commentary (BG, p. 39, 1) on his BG, 64c-65d, p. 38; or BhZskara's 

commentary (L II, ASS 107, p. 271, 1) on his L 11,258, pp. 268-269): ''-& 
h 5 I ' T L ~  1 ' However iarikara (ca. 1500 - 1560 A.D.) and NZrZyqa (ca. 1540 - 

1610 A.D.), the authors of the commentary entitled Kriyiikrumakari (ca. 1556 A.D.) on 

BhZskara's L i h m i ,  have 'Pra~nZdhyiTya' instead of 'Tripra&idhyiiya' in their text 

pertaining to BhZskara's gloss called VZsanZ on the present verses 64c-65d (see Sarma, 

1975). Their text is the following: '-I q ~ t e  -m$f 1 ' 

Furthermore, !&i&ara and K r Z y q a  comment that l?ra;niCdhyiiya is the eighth chapter of 

he MalGbf ib iya  (which was vtitten by Bhiiskara i) and they quote verse 13 of this 

chapter (along with its solution). This verse begins with: ';PmT 7&bZRTiim (L, VIS 

66, p. 451). S E a ' s  example is different from this example. Like & k a .  and NKya?a, 
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~ i k a  (1947) mentions in his commentary on kpatiys SSE XX, 22 that, BhDkara stated 

in his Bijaga$ta and Libmi (see Pan II, p. 331): =-l I ' 

We now introduce the various grammatical indicators in connection with S-iia's 

example. 

Textual problems: The Apparatus Criticus shows that some parts cf S-iia's 

solution are missing from the J3-~cension. Perhaps they were missing Erom a later copy 

3f the ~ E a p r & a  to which the author of P had access. 

Mathematical meaning: Given that the imagined revolutions of a planet are 3, the 

civil days are 11 and the elapsed days are 3, to determine the remainder of the seconds. 

Conversely, to compute the position of the planet from the remainder of the seconds. 

Setting out: Revolutions of the planet = 3; civil days = 11; elapsed days = 3. 

For the frrst part of the solution, we are considering the proportion: If by 11 civil 

days 3 revoiutions are obtained, then by 3 (elapsed) days what is obtained? So, employing 

repeatedly the siitra GG I MadhyamZdhikikaara, 4a (which has been stated by Siirya in his 

demonstration part, and involves the method of proportion), we will obtain (the mean 

longitude of the planet as) 0 revolutions, 9 signs, 24 degrees, 32 minutes, 43 seconds and 7 

as remainder of seconds, in the following manner: 

(3 3) t 11 = OR9, where the quotient is 0 revolutions and 9 is the remainder of 

revolutions. 

(9. 12) + 11 = 9R9, where the quotient is 9 signs and 9 is the remainder of signs. 

(9 -30) - 11 = 24R6, where the quotient is 24 degrees and 6 is the remainder of 

degrees. 

(6 . 60) t l i = 32R8, where the quotient is 32 minutes and 8 is the remainder of 

-. IIIhidtes. 

(8 - 60) + 11 = 43R7, where ihe quotient is 43 seconds and 7 is the remainder of 

s e m .  
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Conversely, for the second part of the solution, following verses B4c-65d, we 

should assume the remainder of seconds (which is 7) as subtractive, 50 as dividend and f 1 

as the divisor. Going backwards thus and applying the method of (constant) kug!aka 

repeatedly, we can find from the remainder of seconds, the number of elapsed days and 

revolutions of the planet, which determines the position of the planet. In particular, 

employing kuttaka .. repeatedly, we will be solving the following indeterminate equations, 

and in each case obtaining one solution as shown: 

dOx - 7 (sec) = I ly; x = 8 (surplus of) minutes, y = 43 seconds. 

dOx - 8 (min) = 1 ly; x = 6 (surplus of) degrees, y = 32 minutes. 

30x - 6 (deg) = 1 ly; x = 9 (surplus of) signs, y = 24 degrees. 

12x - 9 (signs) = 1 ly; x = 9 (surplus of) revolutions, y = 9 signs. 

3x - 9 (revolutions) = 1 ly; x = 3 (elapsexi) days, y = 0 revolutions. 

Comments: S-iia is referring to this example in his G a @ i m m i k i i  when he 

says: ~&biWTF$ +?I< I e ctyr; l WKTFK~'I .S;;T & i i  y (see Wai, PPM 9762, 

f. 121 v., 9), which means: "This is explained with an example in the commentary on the 

Bija. For this reason, here it is described briefly". Furthermore, the verse 

is the last of the nine concise verses stated by Siljla (bef9re BhZskara's verse 5 1c-52b). 

S-iia has quoted this verse from his Ga@u, for he mentions this in his Gaqiiimwiipikii 

(see Wai, PPM 9762, f. 118 v., 5-61: --&. ?Wi@?! I 
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fc). The Conjunct Kqaka f Verses 66a-67d). 

This refers to the medid for soking tile equations which arise in connection with a 

prublem of the first kind i.e. a problem which involves remainders on division of a given 

number. These equations give rise to simultaneous indeterminate equations of the first 

degree, in which the divisor stays the same. 

Verse 66a-d. Textual problems: The Apparatus Criticus shows that after S-iia's 

explanation of the meaning of the present verse, text p has a disorder because it contains an 

explanation of the next verse (67a-d) before its lemma. The first sentence (with slight 

change) and the last two sentences of this text p are in the Gat$2impaki@ikii (Wai, PPM 

9762, f. 122 r., 4-6). So we have discarded this text P and placed it in the Appendix #19. 

Text A has been chosen. But text A omits the introduction, lemma and explanation to the 

next verse (67ad). Consequently, Text Alpha has a lacuna at this point. 

Mathematical meaning: Given the two equations 

-= 4X Y~+Z 5 . i-e., by, = w - cry 
b 

where x is the unknown quantity or dividend, solve the equation by = (4 + a,) x - (c, + c,) 

by using the pulverizer. 

Comments: The implication is that in this verse, though a, and a, are multipliers, 

the sum of the "muitipiiers" (i-e. Q, + a,) is to be called the dividend, because, in order to 

solve this probIem by the method of kuttaka the notation needs to be changed as usually . . 
the dividend is known (and not the multiplier). The sum of the remainders is to be 

assumed to be the negative additive. The quotient obtained will be equal to the sum of the 

quotients y, and y, (which may be found by the use of the ku+a). 
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Such a kugaka is called s a y d i g a  (conjunct, expanded), because it refers to that 

multiplier or quantity which is obtained using addition of the given rnuldpliers and 

remainders separately. 

In line 66% the word 'two multipliers' ( TF-? ) suggests an ellipsis, for the 
.a 

number of multipliers can be more than two. S-qa (or B haskara) does not state anything 

to this effect. 

&abh%a II's equivalent of BhZskara's present verse 66 is MS XVIU, 48b-49a: 

Verse 67a-d. Textual problems: See under verse 66a-d. 

Mathematical meaning: Solve for x the simultaneous equations 

5x 7 lox 
and -= 

14 
- = Y I + ~  63 63 Y2 +g 

Solving by k u p k a  the equation (5 + 10)x - (7 + 14) = 63y, i.e., 21y = 5x - 7, we 

i.e. 63y, = 5x - 7 and 63y2 = lox - 14. 

Setting out: 

getx= 14andy=3.  

Comments: One can find using k u p k a  that y, = 1 and y2 = 2 so that 

y = y, + y,. Also, x = 14 satisfies the given equations as well. 

Ayyangar (1929 - 30) has remarked that the least value of x satisfies the given 

equations only when a, + a, is prime to b (though in BhZskara's above problem it 

Mu1 tiplier 5 Remainder 7 

Divisor 63. 

satisfies them by chance).. Ayyangar has given the following example: If the given 

e a t i o n s  be 5x - 7 = 63y, and 30x - 42 = 63y2, then (adding) 35x - 49 = 63y or 

Multiplier 10 Remainder 14 

Divisor 63. 
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5x - 7 = 9y. This last equation gives least x = 5.  But this x does not satisfy the given 

equations. This is sc, because G, + a, = 5 + 30 = 35 is not prime to 5 = 63. So we have to 

try the next higher value, x = 5 + 9 = 14, which satisfies the given equations (JIMSINQ 18, 

P. 7). 

One can check that a solution of 5x - 7 = 63 y, is x = 14, y, = 1. Also a solution of 

30x - 42 = 63y2 is x = 14, y, = 6. In addition, the least solution of 35x - 49 = 63y is 

x = 5, y = 2. Obviously, y = 2 # 1 + 6 = y, + y,. The next higher solution of 

35x - 49 = 63y is x = 14, y = 7. Clearly, y = 7 = 1 + 6 = y, + y,. Also x = 14 satisfies the 

two given equations. 

Ayyangar (1929 - 30) believes that BhZskara overlooked this possibility and 

evidently so did S-iia because in BhZskaraYs example, 5 + 10 = 15 is not prime to 63 and 

yet the smallest x by chance works. ~ a ~ e i a ,  in his commentary Buddhivifiini (1545 

AD.) on BhZskara's Liiiivati, noticed this possibility and warns the reader 

(JIMSINQ 18, p. 7). 

A modem author Ganguly (1926) claims that BhZskara considered the general case 

of a conjunct pulverizer, when the divisors also vary. In other words, BhZskara considered 

the general case of simultaneous indeterminate equations of the first degree which might be 

stated as q x f  c, = 4y, ,  q x k c ,  = bg,, and so on. He says that he has found four palm- 

leaf manuscript copies of BhZskara's LiEvati which contain the same rule and the same 

illustrative example pertaining to the general case: 



Two of these manuscripts are fiom Pun, in Oriya characters, with the commentary 

of an Oriya mathematician !kdhara MahZpZtra, written in 1717 A.D. The other two are in 

Andhra characters and are preserved in the Oriental Libraries of Madras and Mysore. One 

of Ganguly's arguments in support of his claim is that if some example was missing in 

some copies of the L i b a z i  which MahZpZtra consulted, then MahZptitra added a note: 
b 

w 
1s ~ -q*d - . q q d  q q  ;I - ~ a  I ' But no such note corresponds 

\ - 
to the case under consideration; so this suggests that the case occurred in the copy of 

~ q e i a ' s  commentary which MahZpKtra had consulted and criticized. Moreover, when 



MahZpZtra provided any rules or examples which were not attributed by him to Bhhskara, 

he ma& clear indications to that effect, such as: ''727 ?F%ea T 
.s s- \O WRa-r 

+dW<l6 tt!ll< 
L w i -*IT: I 7F4 -araslc;i * I '  "MSWTS I " 

(BCMS 17, pp. 90-9 1,97-98) 

However, Ayyangar (1929 - 30) thinks that the rule and example could belong to 

some commentator and not to Bhhskara because (i) they have not been mentioned by any 

earlier commentator of the LilZvati and (ii) they do not appear in any manuscript of the 

Bijagaqita though the same treatment of ku@a occurs in these two works (JIMSINQ 18, 

pp. 3-5). On the other hand, Datta and Singh (1962) accept Ganguly's conclusion because 

the four manuscript copies do not seem to have been drawn from the same source (Part Ii, 

p. 140). 

In the matter under discussion, Ganguly's arguments seem to carry more weight 

than those of Ayyangar. The original manuscripts of BhEskara's text and commentaries 

thereon are not available. It is likely that the rule disappeared from the manuscripts because 

it had no application to astronomy. 

Verse without number. Comments: This last verse has been composed by 

S-EyadZsa. It is known as the verse of upasarphZra ( '3WkT( ) and marks the end of the 

third chapter of the Text Alpha, that is, the section of the Siiryaprak&a which deals with 

Colophon. Textual problems: This part, of the SEyaprak&a has been supplied 

from the manuscripts of class A because it is missing from the manuscripts of class p. 

Comments: This last sentence is the colophon which identifies the author and the 

work, 



5. Concluding Remarks. 

As was mentioned in the abstract to this thesis, our present study ends with the 

chapter on kutpka. The remaining adhyiiyas included by Bhiiskara in his Bijaga+ira 

discuss the following topics: indeterminate equations of the second degree ( m d :  ); 

the cyclic method ( - ); linear equations ( \ ?  FFf%F@w ); quadratic 
\ -. 

equations ( R A W - ) ;  linear equations and quadratic equations having more than one 

unknown ( MI; d f ? ~  \ and JW4-m: ); operations with products of 

several unknowns ( Wf&FT ); a section about the author BhIskara and his work 
\ 

(TWPTfh: ). The chapter of the ~~ryaprakZs'a following that of kupka deals with 

some indeterminate equations of the second degree, in particular, equations of the form 

NX' f c = yZ, known as vargapralq.tilj ( T~~W~?T: ) or k ti - p r . ak r . .  ti h ( -f?: C ) 

(literally, square nature). In the succeeding chapter, which is on w-, Bhbskara 

discusses the cyclic method for solving the indeterminate equation of the type /Vx2 + 1 = y2 .  

This method is so-called because of its iterative character, that is, the same sets of 

operations are applied again and again. Bhaskara says that this name is due to previous 

writers: 'iiW?F#E< W:' U s  meaning thereby the mathematicians Jayadeva and others. 

It was stated in Chapter I.2.G., that the equation Nx2 + 1 = y2, which has been 

(incorrectly) called Pell's equation by many mathematicians over the years, has been called 

Jayadeva-Bhbskara equation by Selenius (1975, HM 2, p. 168), a modem historian of 

Mathematics. Srinivasiengar (1967) had suggested the name Brahmagupta-BhZskara 

equation (p. 110). The translator Strachey (18 16) had asserted that the Indian in'determinate 

analysis is based on the principle of continued fractions. Moreover, the knowledge 

involved in the Indian indeterminate analysis "was in Europe first communicated to the 

world by Bachet and Fentzat in the seventeenth century, and by Euler and De La Lagrange 

in the eighteenth" (AR 12, pp. 160- 161). Likewise, the' translator Colebrooke (18 17) had 

remarked that Euler and Lagrange had rediscovered the Indian methods (Dissertation, pp. 

xviii-xix). Selenius (1975) was so impressed by the achievements of the Indian 
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mathematicians in this area that he remarked: "No European performances in the whole 

field of algebra at a time much iater than BhZskara's, nay neariy up to our times, equalled 

the marvellous complexity and ingenuity of CakravZla" (HM 2, p. 180). 

Thel-efore we wish to conclude by mentioning a few papers below which deal with 

d d d :  and the famous method of 3+FTL?37 which the readers might find useful \' 

for studying beyond the topic of kupka: 



GLOSSARY 

OF 

TECHNICAL TERMS 



.............................. WF: Number. 

Inclusion. 

That which is within. 

Difference. 

Surd of the difference. 

Within. 

Arising from the difference. 

Surplus. 

Greater. 

Intercalary month. 

Mini te. 

Infinity. 

Final. 

Increased by. 

Division, reduction. 

Reducer. 

Reduction-number. 

Reduced. 

To be reduced (by a common measure), when 
one has reduced 

Multiplication, product. 

Arbitrary. 

Arbitrary, chosen. 

Chosen surd. 

Multiplication. 

Small(er) surd. 

Omitted tithi. 

Unmanifest, unknown. 



Mathematics of the unknown (algebra), 
computation of the unmanifest, 

Remainder. 

Having different classes. 

The number of elapsed days. 

Obtained. 

Arrival, acquisition. 

United with, increased by. 

Computation, derivation. 

To compute. 

To be derived. 

Quotient. 

Approximate square-root, near(er) square-mt. 

Arbitrariness. 

Arbitrary, chosen. 

Correct. 

Further and further. 

Each succeeding one. 

The kara@ which is going to be produced. 

To phoduce. 

Produced. 

Generator. 

Difference in risings. 

Example. 

Exemplified. 

Order of instructions. 

Divided. 

Composed- 

To lay down. 



Demonstration. 

Demonstrated. 

Penultimate. 

In both places. 

Remaining. 

The upper, the one higher. 

Diminished by. 

Negative. 

That which has become negative. 

Negativity. 

Having a negative divisor. 

Numeral one. 

Sum. 

Surd. 

Operation. 

MP~-  

Wise man, poet. 

Pulverizer. 

Pulverizer. 

Civil day. 

Devised. 

Square. 

When one has operated 
fact). 

Procedure. 

In order. 

In order. 

Declination. 

Working. 

(in realization of the 



Civil day. 

Negative quantity. 

Additive. 

Additive. 

Zero. 

Subtracted from zero. 

Part. 

Added to zero. 

That which has zero as its divisor. 

Calculator, mathematician. 

Computation, calculation, mathematics. 

Multiplier. 

Multiplier. 

Mu1 tipber. 

Multiplication. 

Multiplicand. 

Coqmation of (the longitudes of) planets. 

To be obtained. 

Cube. 

Multiplication, product. 

Mu1 tiplied 

A quartet. 

Half-equation of daylight. 

Subtracted. 

Divisor. 

Science of mathematics, astronomy and 
astrology . 
Division. 

Divisor. 



................................ Divided. 

............................... 3FT To subtract, abandon. -. 
& ................................. A m a d  

....................... 4 \ 5 1 - c ~ :  Logical order. 

w. ............................... Day. 

?-: ......... .. ........ .. .. .. ... Day. 

p ................................. Faulty. 

................................. Confirmed. 

................................. U;f Positive. 

f?m .............................. Multiplied 

............................ f31gq: Certainty, necessity, rule. 

................... f%$Fm.. Should be applied. 

f%3T .............................. Invariable. 

% .............................. Without a remainder. 

f- .......................... Without a remainder, without a surplus. 

f$W$Y ......................... Remainderless. - ........................... Obtained. 

h ............................. To investigate. 
\ 

V: ............................. Reasoning. 

m: ............................. Setting out, lay out. 

To make smaller. .......................... 
Square-root. ................................. 
Mutual division. .................... 
Each preceding one. ............................ 

or * - ........................... As before. 

W ............................. Separately. = \ 

w&&&: ................... fitting separately. .= % 

WTW... ....................... When one has assumed. 

94.ri: ............................ Procedure. 



In the matter under discussion, in the case under 
discussion. 

Subtracted. 

Criterion. 

Measured by. 

Purpose. 

Described. 

Previous, former. 

As previously. 

Result, quotient. 

Chain of results. 

Larger number. 

Great(er) surd 

Source, algebra. 

Revolution. 

Division. 

Division, degree. 

Division, divisor. 

Divisor. 

Dividend. 

Fractional number. 

Mean (longitude of a) planet. 

Great(er surd). 

Measure. 

Mutual homogeneity. 

Origin, root, square-root. 

Rmt-sad 

Surd in a square-root. 

Condition of being the square-root. 



dm: ............................... 

An unknown, as much as, so much. 

Corn bind with. 

To combine with. 

Joined with, inmased by. 

Combined with, joined, increased by. 

Sum, additive. 

Addition, sum. 

Surd of addition. 

Surd in a sum. 

Arising from addition. 

Additi~n-sih. 

To be added 

n e  Sun* 

Diminished by. 

Heap, quantity, sign (of the zodiac). 

Pair of quantities. 

Fom, (any) number, the number one. 

Small. 

Small, small(er surd). 

Diminishment. 

Result. 

Quotient, result. 

Deg=. 

Result. 

Multiplication 

S q m ,  squaring- 

%--!-(= 

ss=q-dty. 

Diminished 



Colour. 

Method, rule. 

Opposite. 

Dividend. 

Zero. 

Subtraction. 

Arising from subtraction. 

Decreased by, diminished. 

Subtractive. 

Separation-siitra. 

Odd (number). 

Large. 

Reversal. 

Inversion. 

Manifest, known. 

Mathematics of the manifest (arithmetic). 

Exclusion. 

Reversal. 

Subtraction. 

Confused. 

Definition. 

Latitude. 

Subtracted. 

Without a fractional part. 

Subtraction, the state of being reduced (without 
a xem;iin&r), subtractive. 

To subtract. 

Zero. 



Remainder. 

Method of the remainder. 

Six-fold (operation). 

Addition. 

Measured by a sum (or sums). 

Concurrence-sGtra. 

Enumeration, calculation, counting, number. 

Number. 

Calculation. 

Increased 

Going to be subtracted. 

Conjunct. 

Correction. 

Even (number). 

Having the same character or class. 

Homogeneity. 

Reduced together. 

Having the same character. 

Derived. 

With demonstrations. 

Combined with. 

SZIikhya (philosophy). 

Siilikhya philosopher, wise man, SZrikhya 
(philosophy). 

To compute. 

Computation. 

Established, accomplished. 

To be obtained. 

Established, accomplished, determined. 



Siitra, (short) rule, aphorism. 

Procedure of the siitra, rule of the siitra, method 
of the siitra. 

What is obtained from the siim 

To be placed. 

Correct, clear. 

Computing the true (longitude). 

Accurate. 

Positive (quantity). 

Form. 

Divisor. 

~ivisor.  

Divided. 

Being carried out. 
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